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In the Name of AllÁh, the  

Most Gracious, the Most Merciful 

FOREWORD 

By Hasnain Walji 

 

slÁm espouses an enlightened mind and hence, it has been termed as 

the path of knowledge.  In the QurÞÁn the number of verses in which 

Ýilm (knowledge) or its derivatives and associated words are used is 
704. The aids of knowledge such as the book, pen, ink, etc. amount to 

almost the same number while other words associated with writing occur 

in 319 verses.1 

By responding to the call of the QurÞÁn to ponder over creation in order 

to understand the greatness of AllÁh i and reflecting this honored the 

pursuit of knowledge, considered a meritorious duty, Muslim scholars 
have amply demonstrated that knowledge elevates the sincere seeker.  

In response to a person who posed him a difficult question, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 

AbÐ ÓÁlib � said: “Ask in order to understand, and do not ask in order 
to find fault, for surely the ignorant man who wants to learn resembles a 

man of knowledge, and surely a man of knowledge who wants to be 

difficult resembles an ignorant man who wants to find fault.” 

This then should be the spirit of inquiry as we are faced with many 

challenges in this day and age.  In particular, young Muslims growing up 

in Western societies are crying out for rational and convincing 
explanations in matters of their faith. In schools and colleges they are 

confronted by their peers as much as professors, who engage them on 

debates about reason and faith - in particular, whether faith is a valid 

                                                 
1 Dr. Sayyid Wahid Akhtar, The IslÁmic Concept of Knowledge, al-TawhÐd, vol. xii, no. 3 
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means for acquiring knowledge or the limits of reason in explaining one’s 

faith. 

This book, aptly named ‘Faith and Reason – A Compendium of Fifty 
Questions and Answers Related to IslÁmic Theology, Jurisprudence and 
Other Themes’ is timely, in offering some explanations.   

The questions on such diverse topics as Divine Will and Human Will, 

free choice Allah’s i Will in human as well as Angels and free-will give 

enlightening answers. In particular, questions relating to ImÁm al-MahdÐ 
�, address issues such as his marriage, place of residence, as well  the 

role of women in the government of ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s �  and  the 

possibility of a decline in ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s � government.  

It is hoped that this latest offering by the Islamic Education Board of the 

World Federation will enhance the readers’ understanding of some 

critical and relevant issues, which are rarely discussed in general.  

As ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said: “The man of knowledge is the 

one who recognizes that what is known is very little compared to what is 

not known, and as a result he considers himself ignorant, and 
accordingly he increases his efforts to know more by going out in search 

of knowledge.” 

���������	
�����
������
 

 “My Lord! Increase me in Knowledge” 

 
Hasnain Walji 
Plano, Texas 
July 4th, 2006 CE / 7th Jumada II, 1427 AH 
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1    
DIVINE WILL AND HUMAN WILL 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the relationship between Divine will and human 

will? 

Brief Answer 

The human being is a contingent existent who derives his existence and 

existential qualities from AllÁh i. AllÁh i has, by His generative will 

(ir{da takw|n|), created him as a volitional creature and has thus 

distinguished him from all other creatures. Hence, the human being is 

the highest being addressed by AllÁh’s i legislative will (ir{da tashr|Ý|) 

and as such, has been given permission to choose between obedience and 

disobedience, to determine his way of life, and to mould his own fate. 

The human being is the chosen creature who is able, by making the right 

choice, to obey the injunctions of AllÁh i; to ascend the levels of 

perfection by conforming to the legislative will of AllÁh i, and 

submitting his desire to the generative will of AllÁh i thereby reaching 

the station of Divine regency - that level which in paradise, entitles him 

to receive whatever he wishes. Because he has chosen Divine satisfaction, 

AllÁh i is satisfied with him and will provide for him so profoundly 

that he will in return be pleased with Him and satisfied with his own 

conduct.  

But the human being can also make the wrong choice by taking up the 

path of disobedience and aversion to Divine injunctions, descending to 

the pits of saqar. This would be the result of not making his will conform 
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to the legislative will of AllÁh i. However, this disobedience does not 

signify that he has overcome the Divine will, for the Divinity Himself has 

willed that he should choose his path. 

In other words, Divine will encompasses the entire world of existence - 

including the human being and his actions - and as such, transcends the 

human will, hierarchically. This is not the same as the concurrence of two 

independent, complete, and parallel causes in generating a single effect, 

which is impossible. Rather, in accordance with the principle of “unity of 

Divine Acts”, the only independent agent in the cosmos is AllÁh i, and 

thus all other existents are dependent on AllÁh i in their existence and 

their agency. Thus, their will, which is an aspect of their agency, is not 

independent or detached of the Divine will. Therefore, we [as ShÐÝites] 

neither approve of determinism as the AshÝarites do - who believe that the 

only will at work is the Divine will, thus considering all other agents 

sterile and merely tools for AllÁh i. Neither do we accept the concept of 

delegation which is held by the MuÝtazilites, who assume that Divine will 

should be abstracted from human will, thereby considering the human 

being a sovereign agent in his volitional acts. Rather, we, in following the 

teachings of the QurÞÁn and the infallible ImÁms �, consider the 

human being to be a willing and volitional agent, but at the same time we 

know him to be under the dominion of Divine will and governed by the 

authority of AllÁh i - being essentially in need of the will and power of 

AllÁh i. 

Detailed Answer 

Human will is vertically inferior to Divine will and as such is dependent 
on Divine will and cannot exist independently and without need of AllÁh 

i. This is confirmed by many QurÞÁnic verses, among them the 

following: “…but you do not wish unless it is wished by AllÁh, the Lord 
of all the worlds.”1  

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-TakwÐr (81), Verse 29: 
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But this in no way contradicts the human being’s volition and his 
accountability for his thoughts, intentions, and actions. For it is he who 

is the direct agent of his will, choice, and conduct, but this is possible 

only through the power and permission that AllÁh i has granted him in 
making his choices. 

Thus, in many verses [seemingly contradicting the aforementioned verse 

which reserves authority solely for AllÁh i] the actions of natural agents, 
including human beings, are attributed to themselves, thereby 

considering the human being responsible for his own conduct. And it is 

in this light that the QurÞÁn establishes certain responsibilities for him, 
giving him various encouragements and warnings. Two such verses read, 

“…and that nothing belongs to man except what he strives for”2; and, 

“Whoever acts righteously, it is for his own soul, and whoever does evil, it 
is to its detriment, and your Lord is not tyrannical to the servants.”3 

Accordingly, on the one hand, the issue concerns the assumption that the 

human being’s independence is in contrast to the principle of unity of 
Divine Acts and also to the essential need of existents for AllÁh i. On 

the other hand, there is the supposition that the human being is totally 

predetermined and hence powerless, undermining the rationale for all 
Divine injunctions, encouragements, warnings, and consequently 

negating Divine justice and wisdom. Hence, the seemingly contradictory 

verses of the QurÞÁn must be reconciled by realising that some of those 
verses merely clarify the meaning of the others (and do not contradict 

                                                                                                                

� ���� �������	 
�� ���� ������������ �� ���������
�� ���� � �  
also see SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verses 30-31: 

�     ���	 
�� ���� ���������� ������ ���� ��  ���� ���� �  �!���" ����# � $��% �!�&$� .���	 ()�� *+�,(-�	�   � .�/��(%�� 0.�1 ��
�2����3��4�" (5�6�� 7-�"� �������$��!��� $� � 

2 SÙrat al-Najm (53), Verse 39: 

����� ����8(9�:�� �;!�� 
�� ��  <.��= ��� �  
3 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 46: 

� �-!�>��
��� ?@�A�2�3 �B�3�� ��� �� ��6(!�����1 ����=� ()�� �� � �8
C�D���1 $�E����F �+���" ()�� �  
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them) so that we are able to avoid being entrapped by either determinism 

or delegationism. 

For a better understanding of this matter, attention must be paid to two 

points:  

1. The different ways in which various causes concur in creating an effect;  

2. The various ways in which the Divine will can be conceived of. 

The concurrence of causes in generating an effect can transpire in two 

ways:  

1. One possibility is that in the occurrence of a phenomenon only one 

cause is responsible; such as the Divine Act of creation in which AllÁh i 

produces directly and without the mediation of any other existent, or like 
the dependency of human conceptions on the mind [in which case, it is 

solely the mind that generates the mental concepts and images without 

the mediation of any other agent]. 

2. The other possibility is that several causes are responsible in the 

creation of a phenomenon. This possibility can itself be conceived in 

several ways: 

a. The various causes are responsible in a collective manner. In this case, 

each cause is referred to in technical terms as an “incomplete cause” and 

all of them considered collectively are referred to as the “complete cause.” 
An example is the interaction of water, light, heat, seed, soil, farmer’s 

work, etc. in the growth of a plant. In this case, not only is the 

concurrence of multiple causes not impossible, it is a necessary 
prerequisite for the production of the effect. 

b. The various causes are responsible in an alternating manner. Such as if 

a certain machine had three motors, but they had to operate one at a 
time, hence one motor would come into operation only after the 

previous one had stopped, thereby providing the machine with a constant 

and uninterrupted movement. [Hence, the constant motion being the 
effect of three alternating causes.] In this case also, the cooperation and 

combination of all the causes is necessary for sustaining the effect. 
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However, in this case, there is no particular dependency between the 
causes as there is in the third case. 

c. Certain causes are dependent on other ones in efficacy but without 

such a dependency in their existences such as the roles that human 
volition, the motion of the hand, etc. play in producing writing [in 

which case the will to write propels the hand into motion, which in turn 

moves the pen, and which in turn makes ink marks on the paper that 
constitute the writing] or such as the soldier’s obeying his superior [in 

which case, the soldier’s will to perform a certain action depends on the 

superior giving an order but the soldier’s existence itself does not depend 
on the superior’s existence].  

d. Two sets of causes are at work in generating one effect in the same 

mode (haythÐyyah) and from the same aspect (jahah)—which is 
technically referred to as “the concurrence of two complete causes in 

generating one effect.” An example of this would be a single piece of 

writing on one specific corner of a sheet of paper, written by two writers 
writing simultaneously. Or if one particular plant were to grow by the 

work of two [distinct and independent] groups of causes—e.g. soil, 

farmer, seed, etc.—simultaneously. In this case, “mutual exclusion” 
would result, and thus [the actualization of] this case is impossible. For, 

the agency [i.e. the work, the acting] of each set would bar the agency of 

the other set, resulting in either one rendering the other ineffective 
(which would mean that two complete causes have not actually concurred 

and only one has produced the effect unilaterally) or both mutually 

hindering the agency of one another (which would mean that neither of 
the complete causes has been actualized so as to take part in creating an 

effect). Therefore, as this case is impossible, there is no actual instance of 

it. 

e. Several sets of causes, vertically associated, generate a single effect, in 

such a manner that the inferior cause is dependent upon the superior in 

its existence as well as in its agency [or efficacy]; such as, the relation 
between the grandparents and the parents in the procreation of the 

latter’s children. 
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Considering the above-mentioned classification, it must be clarified 

under which of the aforementioned categories the concurrence of Divine 
causation, agency, and will with those of His creatures—including 

human beings—falls.  

If this concurrence were of the first, second, or third types, the result 
would be the existential independence of the human being and the rest of 

the creatures from AllÁh i, which would  contradict the unity of the 

Divine Acts. Thus on careful examination, the possibility of such 
instances would prove unacceptable. It cannot be of the fourth category 

either, as this does not have any occurrence in reality. Furthermore, it is 

erroneous to consider the concurrence of human will with Divine will 
impossible as the human being would not even exist without his 

connection to AllÁh i, and thus his complete agency as parallel to AllÁh 

i is not possible4 so to give rise to the potentiality of parallel and 
simultaneous concurrence in generating one effect.5 

Thus the only category plausible is the last one; that is, the human will 

and agency being vertically inferior to Divine will and agency.  

However to understand how the concurrence of Divine and human will 

in such a vertical manner does not contradict man’s free will, attention 

must be paid to the different types of Divine will. 

In a general classification, Divine will is understood in two ways:  

1. The will of essence;  

2. The will of action.  

The latter is subdivided into the generative will and the legislative will.  

                                                 
4 For this would mean that the human being is independent of AllÁh i in his existence. 

(Tr.) 
5 The reason why this is being said here is that those who have refuted the concurrence of 

Divine will with human will have first assumed that the only manner in which two 
causes can concur is if they were parallel in their agency and causation. And because this 
type of concurrence is obviously impossible, they concluded that the human being is 
independent in his will. While their mistake stems from their lack of conceiving two or 
more causes related in a vertical and hierarchical manner; i.e. cause B receiving its 
existence and efficacy from cause A; and cause C in turn receiving its existence and 
efficacy from cause B, and so on. (Tr.)  
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The Will of Essence: It is the Divine will that is assigned to Him without 
the need to consider the creatures or AllÁh’s i relation to them. Hence, it 

is identical with the Divine Essence and is the necessary requirement of 

Divine volition, of His not being restrained by any other agent, of His 
not being overpowered by anything, and of His needlessness in relation 

to all creatures. The human being and his relation to AllÁh i have no 

role in this sense of Divine will. 

The Generative Will of Action: This is AllÁh’s i will in establishing the 

objective destiny and portion; that is, it pertains to the systems governing 

the cosmos, how things come about and operate, and their certain and 
definite ends This is manifested in the creation of creatures in different 

shapes, different ways, and in different times.  

In the world of being, the Divine generative will governs the entire corpus 
of existents, including human beings, and as such, no creature has the 

will or choice to violate it, as is pointed out in the following verses: 

“Then He turned to the heaven, and it was smoke, and He said to it and 
to the Earth, ‘Come!  Willingly or unwillingly!’  They said, ‘We come 

heartily.’”6; and, “There is none in the heavens and the earth but he comes 

to the All-beneficent as a servant.”7 

The human being has been created as a willing and volitional creature 

based on the Divine generative will of action and thus cannot divest 

himself of free choice and will. So whether he likes it or not, he must act 
on his own accord, choose the path he desires to follow and determine 

his own fate. He has no choice in being a volitional creature, just as he 

has no say in choosing his parents, his gender, or his appearance.  

                                                 
6 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 11: 

� (=� 75*G.��� H�I�/.��78�� <��0�J�� �� �� !"#� �K(��L���� ��6�� �M��N�1 ��
O.�/.�!$�"(I�P �$�J(Q�# (��  
����R.��� ��/.(!. �����O��P ��D�  

7 SÙrat Maryam (19), Verse 93: 

� S�78�� 0�1 ()�� T+*# 
���S�(%7Q�� 0��U ���� �K(��V��� �W��I-(>�" �)$� �  
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The Legislative Will of Action. This will is identical with Divine 

legislation for the willing and volitional human being.8 In the very act of 
lawmaking for humanity, no one can share the authority with AllÁh i 

and no one is capable of changing the laws before they reach the people.  

Therefore, the angels, prophets, and successors to the prophets are duty 
bound to convey to the people the exact rules revealed to them without 

the slightest change and to interpret and clarify them only in the 

framework designated by AllÁh i. It is in the stage of implementing these 
injunctions that the human being has been given the capacity to obey or 

disobey [on his own accord]. 

Hence, by making the right decision, the human being can conform his 
will to the will of AllÁh i, the Supreme, and being satisfied with the 

Divine generative will, can decide to abide unconditionally by the Divine 

legislative will thereby securing his final felicity and meriting the leisure 
and serenity of Paradise—to such an extent that AllÁh i will satisfy his 

wishes, whatever they may be, very quickly; “…but those who have faith 

and do righteous deeds will be in the gardens of paradise: they will have 
whatever they wish near their Lord. This is the greatest grace.”9   

As they preferred Divine satisfaction over their own, AllÁh i will in 

return be pleased with them and will reward them so abundantly that 
they would be happy with what they have done and with their Lord.10  

                                                 
8 That is, this concept is abstracted from the act of legislation itself and externally has no 

instance but the legislation itself. However, the human mind abstracts it from the 
concept of legislation itself and treats it as a different entity, although externally both 
concepts refer to the same thing. (Tr.)  

9 SÙrat al-ShÙrÁ  (42), Verse 22: 

� �	 ��� (5�6�� �W�7D�X
�� �W��Y(��� 0�1 �W��E���7Z�� �I*����"�� �I�D��U �)	�4���������� �-(D�" �����[�3\] (5�6 �I�J �B��
 �̂ �>�&�� *+(_�C
���  

Also see: SÙrat QÁf (50), Verse 35; SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), Verse 31; SÙrat al-ZÙmar (39), Verse 34; 
SÙrat al-FurqÁn (25), Verse 16 
10 SÙrat al-Bayyinah (98), Verse 8: 

� [�3�� �-(D�" (5�J�̀ ��a�b-�3� ��6!�1 �)	�-����, ����6(9�V� ��6�/(E�� ()�� c�Q(X�� ?�(-�" �W�7D�b (5�6$��0�Y�� ����  � 
\] � (D�" �I�Y���� (5�6(D�"�0���, ()���� �B��� 73��  �  
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Therefore, the human being can, on his own accord, will that which AllÁh 
i wills and be satisfied with AllÁh’s i existential and legislative 

satisfaction—refusing to want or to seek anything but that which AllÁh 

i wants from him and that which He pleases.11  In so doing, the human 
being has willed in accordance to the Divine generative and legislative 

wills, although the human will and potency themselves have been 

bestowed to the human being by this same Divine generative will, and as 
such his existence and will is an extension of the will and existence of 

AllÁh i. This concurrence entails no contradiction and thus is not 

impossible for it is not the concurrence of two complete causes in the 
generation of one effect.  

At the same time, the human will and volition has not been denied to 

him. Rather, because AllÁh i has given him the permission to will and 
choose, he determines what path he wants to follow and in doing so ends 

up willing what AllÁh i has willed. 

If the human being disobeys and violates the legislative will of AllÁh i, 
doing what AllÁh i dislikes, he has done so on his own accord and as 

such, has headed towards an awful fate. But this disobedience is not a 

violation of AllÁh’s i generative will, for He has, through His own 
generative will, created the human being willing and volitional, and as 

such has given him the capacity to defy His legislative will. Accordingly, 

this defiance does not signify the human being’s overcoming the will and 
power of AllÁh i. He can deprive the hopeless human being of his will 

and power whenever He desires and it is concerning this that He says, 

“Do those who commit misdeeds suppose that they can out-manoeuvre 
Us? Evil is the judgment that they make.”12 

                                                                                                                
Also see: SÙrat al-MujÁdalah (58), Verse 22; SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 100; SÙrat al-
MÁ’idah (5), Verse 119 
11 SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 30; SÙrat al-TakwÐr (81), Verse 29: 

�� ���� ������	 
�� ���� ���������� ����� �   
12 SÙrat al-ÝAnkabÙt (29), Verse 4: 

� �	 �)	�4��� �d�8�% (@�78�� ��I*���(�.[��!.�	 
�� �W��e�= ��9I*N�>(8��	 ��� ����I��*&(E �  
Also see: SÙrat al-Zumar (39), Verse 51: 
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To sum up: In the realm of generative will and the act of Divine 

legislation itself, the human will cannot exert any influence whatsoever, 
and hence the question of the concurrence of Divine will and human will 

does not arise at this stage.  

When it comes to the level of abiding by the legislative will, the human 
will is ontologically an extension of Divine will. If he obeys the Divine 

injunctions, he has on his own accord aligned his desire to what AllÁh i 

desires and as such, is pleased with the Divine generative will, and with 
this correct decision, has secured a felicitous end for himself. If he 

disobeys, if he does not make AllÁh’s i desire his own desire, he has 

acted only to his own disadvantage, without in any way damaging the 
creation or harming AllÁh i for AllÁh i has through His generative will, 

granted him the capacity to defy and disobey but has at the same time, 

through His legislative will, warned him of the consequences. 

Thus by making the wrong decision of disobeying AllÁh i, he has 

incurred AllÁh’s i wrath. Although, he might arrogantly think that in 

doing so he has overcome AllÁh’s i will, the reality of the matter is that 
the creature can never, even while disobeying, escape the Divine domain, 

power, and will. The creature is always in need of that Most Sacred 

Essence. 

It is to this that the following verse speaks: “Whatever good befalls you is 

from AllÁh; and whatever ill befalls you is from yourself.”13  

Although in essence, everything is from AllÁh i for nothing can occur 
without His consent, but the issue is that He does not deem misdeeds 

and evil appropriate for the human being, and it is the human being 

himself who, in misusing his free will, chooses evil.14 

                                                                                                                

�  f!�= (5�6�3��F�g�1.  �>�8�# ��� �W��e    SJ ()�� �I�����h �)	�4����� �I    ��� �W��ef!�= (5�6�>!�Z�!�= �����i  �.���� �I�>�8�#
�)	�a�X(����3 (5�J � 

13 SÙrat al-NisÁÞ (4), Verse 79: 

� �)���1 ?j�D�8�% ()�� �B�3��F� ������� [�!�= ()�� �B�3��F� ����� � .�e�B�8
C�9 ()���1 ?j... �  
14 SÙrat al-NisÁÞ (4), Verses 78-79: 
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However we do admit that to conceive and comprehend the relationship 
of human volition to Divine will- i.e. the immutable cosmological 

system- is difficult. It is precisely for this reason that those who are not in 

touch with Divine revelation and the school of Ahlul Bayt � have 
strayed to antipodal extremes in this regard.  

One group, the MuÝtazilites, concluded that the human being has been 

granted absolute autonomy, and as such is the only agent involved in his 
actions—and for this they have been termed The Delegators15; another 

group, the AshÝarites, saw the human being as lacking any role in 

conducting his actions, hence being compelled in his actions, without 
free will and the right to choose- and for this they have been termed The 
Compelled Ones. But the truth and the right path is the intermediate 

path, that is, neither the theory of compulsion nor delegation. 

The generative will of AllÁh i concurs with human will in a vertical 

manner. If the human being obeys, the Divine legislative will and the 

human will are in harmony, but if he disobeys, his will and action are 
despised by AllÁh i. But the latter does not imply liberation from 

Divine dominion and sovereignty or the overcoming of the will and 

power of AllÁh i. Such disobedience only signifies being removed from 
Divine mercy as a result of the individual’s own misuse of volition and 

free will.  

                                                                                                                

�...  (5�6(>�Z�� 
������$!%!&!'�	 SJ �I*�I*N�4���� �-(D�" ()�� �k (5�6(>�Z�� 
����� � ()*!+,-.�$�	 SJ �I*�I*N �l�-(D�" ()�� �k�4
 
+*R/012���� �-(D�" ()�� �  ... �)���1 ?j�D�8�% ()�� �B�3��F� ������� ���� � ..[�!�= ()�� �B�3��F� ��e ()���1 ?j

�B�8
C�9 ...�  
15 The name arises from the fact that they assume that AllÁh i has delegated His authority 

to the human being in the realm of his volitional actions and so He does not take part 
in human actions. (Tr.) 





 

2        
FREE CHOICE AND THE DIVINE SEAL AND                   

LOCK UPON THE HEARTS OF THE PERVERSE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Isn’t there a discrepancy between IslÁm’s view of the 

human being as a creature endowed with free choice and 

assertation of the QurÞÁn that AllÁh i shuts the hearts, ears and 

eyes of some to the truth? 

Brief Answer 

In many verses there is mention of the unbelievers’ and hypocrites’ 

hearts, eyes, and ears being sealed and of the sinful and perverse being 

misled. Khatm and tabÝ [both meaning “seal”] denote ending, stamping a 
seal, imprinting, printing, and rendering things in certain shapes.  

Heart in some instances denotes the particular organ of the body—i.e., 

the corporeal heart—and in other instances it is used to denote the 
human spirit, soul, etc.,—the psychic and spiritual heart. 

AllÁh’s i sealing the spiritual and inward hearts of some human beings 

indicates their inability to be guided, their hearts being shut to the 
understanding and comprehension of Divine knowledge and their failure 

to turn to good and virtue. The sealing of their hearts, ears, and eyes by 

AllÁh i is the result of their own volitional conduct and their ignoring 
the repeated admonitions of AllÁh i. In addition, although their hearts, 

ears, and eyes are sealed—this seal encompasses various levels and degrees. 

If it is such that the darkness of sin and malice has pervaded their hearts 
completely, they will never return to virtue and guidance. Of course this 

does not mean that it would be impossible for them to return to the light 

of faith and guidance, for the possibility of change and transformation 
exists till the very brink of death. Therefore, they are not deprived of free 
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choice. They can by their free choice either remain on their same perverse 
ways, or they can choose with a firm and resolute decision, though it be 

difficult, to change their ways, and by finding the way of guidance and 

hearkening to the Divine instructions, attain to ultimate felicity. 

In other words, to the extent that one’s heart is stained by the dross of 

sin, one is proportionately sealed off from the path of truth and deprived 

of understanding the Divine Signs and benefiting from His light and 
guidance. It should also be noted that perversion and the shutting of the 

heart is not exclusive to the unbelievers and the hypocrites. 

Detailed Answer 

At the outset, we will consider two QurÞÁnic verses, thereafter elucidating 

the answer to the above question.  

In the first verse, we read: “As for the faithless, it is the same to them 
whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will not have faith. 

AllÁh has set a seal on their hearts and their hearing, and there is a 

blindfold on their sight and there is a great punishment for them.”1   

In the second verse we read: “AllÁh has set a seal on their hearts, so they 

do not know.”2 

TTTThe meanings of Khatm, TabÝ, and Qalbhe meanings of Khatm, TabÝ, and Qalbhe meanings of Khatm, TabÝ, and Qalbhe meanings of Khatm, TabÝ, and Qalb    

Khatm is contrasted to fath (to “begin” or “start”) and means “to 

complete something” or “to reach the end”. The reason why khatm is 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verses 6-7:  

�   ���Q�C�# �)	�4��� ����!3!+45�(D�� (5�� (@� (5�6��(��49� � (5�6(!���" ��I�D��(i�	 �� (5�J(��4 .���� �5�/�,  (5�6�3I.*�*R <���" � 
 (5�J����Z(3� <���"�� (5�6��(��= <���"��67*)8!9 6��:;!9 <7#=:>!� �?!� !@)A �  

Also see SÙrat al-AnÝÁm (6), Verse 46; SÙrat al-ShÙrÁ (42), Verse 24; SÙrat al-JÁthÐÐyah (450), 
Verse 23 
2 SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 93:  

�       �B�9I�9�]
g�/(8�	 �)	�4��� <���" *+!�>78�� ���79��      �I�9I*&�	 
��g�3 �I�Y�� ����!�D
m� (5�J��   ���� �n�>�P�� �o����I�p
�� �n�� � 
��I����(��	 �� (5�6�1 (5�6�3I*�*R <���" �  
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translated as “sealing” is that the seal in a letter indicates its end. A letter 
is sealed when it is finished, barring the addition of new material. 3   

Tab‘ also denotes the act of sealing (in which sense it is close in meaning 

to khatm) as well as sketching, imprinting, and forging metals into 
coins.4 

Qalb is employed in the QurÞÁn in different senses, such as soul, heart, 

self, intellect, knowledge, etc.5  Nevertheless, it can generally be said that 
the human being possesses two types of heart: the corporeal heat and the 

spiritual heart. The corporeal heart is, in physiological terminology and 

in the vernacular, a muscular organ with the peculiar shape, whose 
function is the circulation and purification of blood, and in most human 

beings rests in the left section of the chest. The spiritual heart is one and 

the same with the spirit and the psyche of the human being. However in 
the ethical and gnostic terminologies and also in the vocabulary of the 

QurÞÁn and the hadiths, heart is used in the latter sense, and as such is 

the conduit for the conveyance of Divine inspirations and Revelation 
and the means of achieving Divine knowledge and witnessing the 

epiphanies of the Truth. It is the locus of human emotions and the root 

of the exalted human intentions and aspirations.  

The point in common between the two usages of qalb (heart) has been 

expounded as follows. Qalb literally means change and transformation. 

The muscular heart derives its name from the responsibility to change the 
blood and purify it. Similarly, as human emotions and intentions are in 

constant flux and change, their locus has been termed qalb. 

AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh’s’s’s’s    iiii seal on the hearts  seal on the hearts  seal on the hearts  seal on the hearts     

In the QurÞÁn, various terms have been used to refer to the incorrigibility 

of the hearts of the unbelievers, hypocrites, and the spiteful; among them 

khatm (sealed), tab‘ (sealed), sarf (turned away), qufl (locked), marad (ill), 

                                                 
Also see SÙrat al-NisÁÞ (4), Verse 155; SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 100; SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), 
Verse 87; SÙrat YÙnus (10), Verse 74; SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), Verse 108; SÙrat MuÎammad (47), 
Verse 16 
3 MajmaÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 1, pg. 129 
4 Ibid. 
5 al-MÐzan, vol. 2, pg. 223-224 
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rayn (tainted), etc. Of course, the shutting of the heart and its corruption 
is not exclusive to the unbelievers and hypocrites. The heart of the 

human being—including the believer—is twisted and sealed and deprived 

of comprehending the Divine Signs in proportion as it is contaminated 
with the dross of sin. 

Thus, sealing the heart refers to the shutting of this conduit for receiving 

Divine knowledge and inspiration, and the means of this sealing can be 
inferred from the hadiths mentioned below.  

ZurÁrah has narrated that ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir � as 

having said: “There is not a servant but that his heart contains a white 
slate. When he commits a sin, a black dot appears on it. Thereafter, if he 

repents, that black dot will disappear, but if he continues the sin, the 

blackness will expand, such that it will ultimately cover the entire 
whiteness. After the white slate has been entirely covered, the possessor of 

that heart will never return to good and virtue. And this is the meaning 

of the word of God where He says, ‘No indeed!  Rather their hearts have 
been sullied by what they have been earning.’”6 and 7 

There are certain factors that cause the accumulation of dross in the 

heart. In the Noble QurÞÁn the following issues are enumerated as 
accounting for the sealing of the heart: disbelief8; heedlessness and 

continuous indifference9; vow-breaking and brazen sinfulness10; obstinacy 

                                                 
6 SÙrat al-MutaffifÐn (83), Verse 14: 

] ��I�>�8
&�	 �I�9��# ��� (5�6�3I*�*R <���" ����� 
+�3 �A�# [  
7 Al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 273: 

�"()� �3�b 0(��C?Q ��R �M�:�� �� �()�" (>�-�� ���� �1�R 0
��>�  #BCD!E�$�3 (!�_����1 r�s�]� �
]�9�d�] (9$�>�, �Q�t�1  0
�D��
&�/�j #BCD!E�$�= (I�u����1 r�s
��� ����] �J�d\] ���B78�� �I�u��� ��
��� ���1 Hu�T4�� 0�9��I�v �u�\] ���B78�� �I�u� 
�%7/�	 <�w[�x�0
�� �>�!�K� ��(5�	 (Q�b(n�F �%��>� �� �.�, <(!?Q� �3$�-�� �J�I�R (I*M���� � �" 7a�� �b�+: ] �#�A�3 
+�� ��� 
�"*R <�*��3I�6(5�� �# ��9��	 �I
&�8�>��I [  

8 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 88: 

] �3I*�*R �I*���R��ySo
�*m ��D ���� (5�6�D���� 
+�3��I�D��(i�	 ��� $A!���N�1 (5�J�Q
C*&�3 �  [  
9 SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 179: 
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and distorting the Divine Word11; self-willedness and acting against one’s 
knowledge12: causing corruption, dishonouring family ties13. Thus, the 

veils that cover one’s heart and the obstacles that impede the function of 

the spiritual heart, hearing, and sight are the results of one’s own 
volitional conduct. The Divine seal is set by way of punishment and not 

gratuitously. For, there exists a necessary and definite link between one’s 

conduct, intentions, and thoughts and their effects, which is inescapable. 
The reason that this scheme is attributed to AllÁh i is that the causal 

relationship between human conduct, intentions, and thoughts and their 

effects is a Divinely destined and decreed process which is immutable, 
except in cases where other factors—such as repentance, Divine alerts, 

                                                                                                                

]  �ẑ �{�# �57D�6�X�� ��9
���] (-�N�����)�� (5�6�� �;9�|��� f)�X
�� 6�31F1G (5�6���� ��6�3 ��I�6�N
C�	 �� 6H#*<9:I �� 
�3 ����Q�Z(>�	 (5�6���� ��6���:�4(8�	 �� \�(�* ��6�3 ��I�����V��# �B�e\�(�* T+�Y� (5�J 
+�3 �@���(9��I*��1��w
�� �5�J �B�e [  

10 SÙrat al-MÁÞidah (5., Verse 13: 

] ��I*1fQ�E�	 $j�!�=��R (5�6�3I*�*R ��D
����b�� (5�J�7D���� (5�6�R��{!�� (5�6�_
N�9 ����>�1 �}2�% �I�8�9�� � ���Y��I�� ()�" �5���&
�� 
�o("��1 (5�6(D�� $A!���R ���� (5�6(D�� ?j�D�O��, <���" �n���x�� *M��a�� ���� � �3 ���Q~#*] �7������� ���� (��C(F��� (5�6(D�"  � 

���D�8(E��
�� �d�E�	 [  
also SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 102: 

]  ��������N�=��C�� (5�J�Q�{
#� ��9(-�b�� 
����� ?-(6�" ()�� (5�J�Q�{
#�V� ��9(-�b�� [  
11 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verses 67 & 74: 

]  ��R 
]����    ���� ���� � ��(I�N�� <�=I�� �M      �9*4�p7/��� �I*���R $��Q�N�3 �I�E�3
4�� 
�� (5*#�Q��
g�	 �      *]I�"� �M��R �z��a�J ������3 � 
�)�� ��I*#� 
������J��X
��  [   ] �R 75*G\] �-(��3 ()�� (5*&�3I*�*R (��8� ������X�E
���# �0�6�1 �B�� $��I(8�R �-��� (�

 �)�� ������            �����
�� � (D�� �t�Q(p�!�1 ���N7��	 ����� ��6(D�� ������ ����6(9�V� � (D�� �Q7X�C�/�	 ����� ������X�E
��    ���� ��6(D�� ������  �
���� �j�!(��, ()�� *��>(6�	� ���� ����� ��I*���(��� �7��" ?+�1��w�3 �  [  

12 SÙrat al-JÁthÐyah (45), Verse 23: 

]  �)�� ��(	��Q�1�  �� �4�p7�� \�   ���� � ���Y��� �k��I�J � �6      � �>
��R�� � ��(��= <���" �5�/�,�� ?5
��" <���" �      <.���" �+.���b�� 
�1 $�������m �k�Q�Z�3���� �-(��3 ()�� � 	�-(6�	 ()������Q�#�4�� �A�1� �  [  

13 SÙrat MuÎammad (47), Verse 22: 

] (5*&����%(�� �I��~x�N���� �K(��V� 0�1 ���-�8
C�� 
�� (5�/(!���I�� 
��� (5�/(!�8�" 
+�6�1 [ 
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tribulations, or the help of a Possessor of the Breath, i.e., a friend of 
AllÁh i—affect the human being, bringing about his spiritual 

transformation, purging his heart of the dross of sin, and once again 

rejuvenating him with the capacity to be guided.  

In other words, Divine destiny and decree are but a part and parcel of the 

regulations governing the cosmos and the necessity of an effect following 

its complete cause. And in the case of the volitional acts of the human 
being, will, decision, and intention are among the essential components 

of the complete cause and hence are necessary to bring about his 

volitional acts. When the human being performs a certain action, its 
effects inescapably leave their impression on the human soul and psyche. 

In this light, if the human being himself prepares the grounds for AllÁh 

i sealing his heart, by the Law of the cosmos, its effects will haunt him.  

In the light of what has been said the following points can be 

highlighted: 

1. AllÁh i sealing of the heart is the direct outcome of the volitional 
conduct of the human being. 

2. As the sealing of the heart is part of the cosmic scheme of Divine 

destiny and decree, it is attributed to AllÁh i.  

3. The human being whose heart has been tainted by the dross of sin can 

add to his spiritual contamination by repeating the past mistakes. It 

should be noted that this perpetuation of sin is on his own accord. 

4. Although it is very difficult for the sinful human being whose heart is 

covered with the dross of sin to return to the path of righteousness and is 

very unlikely, it is not impossible. He can choose with a firm resolution 
to embark on purging his heart of the darkness of sin. In other words, if 

the soul and heart of the unbeliever and hypocrite become sealed and 

dark and debased such that no bright space remains, he is, to employ the 
words of the QurÞÁn, finished and there is no hope of his redemption. 

He has intentionally removed himself from the path of guidance and 

light and thus has shut the door of repentance on himself. 



 

3  
THE POSSIBILITY OF KNOWLEDGE OF ALLAH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Is it possible for humankind to know AllÁh i? If yes, to 

what degree and what is the value of such knowledge? 

Brief Answer 

The human being can attain knowledge of AllÁh i through various ways. 

This knowledge can come about through the medium of the intellect or 
of the heart. At times he—as in the case of the sage and the 

philosopher—reasons and understands through conceptual knowledge 

and with recourse to sense perception and the intellect, whilst at other 
times he—as in the case of the gnostic—through immediate intuition, 

gazes at the Beloved, witnessing Him directly.  

Knowledge of AllÁh i is analogous to knowledge of a fire. An individual 
at times realizes the existence of a fire by witnessing its smoke from afar. 

At other times, he might realize its existence by seeing the fire itself. Yet 

at other times, he might comprehend and feel the fire as if a part of his 
body is burned by it.  

In any case, in both ways—i.e. conceptual knowledge and immediate 

knowledge—sometimes the path, the traveller, and the goal are one and 
the same, as when one concludes the existence of AllÁh i by reflecting on 

Divine signs and the existing order pervading them. In other instances, 

only the traveller and the path might be identical, as when one 
comprehends AllÁh i through understanding his own soul. The path 

and the goal can also be the same, as where one comprehends AllÁh i by 

contemplating on the Divine Names and Attributes.  
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Of these types, the case where the path and the goal are identical, where 
one spiritually experiences what he has conceptually realized is of great 

value, for the goal is to see and to taste.  

In the QurÞÁnic verses and the corpus of narrations these three ways have 
been articulated. It has especially been emphasized that nothing is more 

evident than Divine existence and manifestation and hence He must be 

reached through Himself. He is the Light, the apprehension of which is 
needless of anything else. If we are deprived of seeing Him, it is because 

of the veil of our negligence that covers our conceptual and immediate 

knowledge - we lack awareness of our knowledge.  

In order to attain this complex knowledge (Ýilm-e murakkab [i.e. 

awareness of knowledge]) we must remove the veils of darkness and of 

light from our souls. It is for this reason that it has been said that 
knowing AllÁh i is innate and inherent to the human being, and as such, 

the arguments provided in proving the existence of AllÁh i and the 

knowledge of Him serve only as reminders, not proofs. Nevertheless, it 
must be noted that the core of Divine Essence and Attributes are neither 

comprehensible to the philosopher nor to the gnostic. However, other 

aspects of the Divine are accessible to both the intellect of the 
philosopher and the spiritual experience of the gnostic.  

Detailed Answer 

In responding to this question, first the media of understanding must be 
introduced. The media of understanding are the physical senses, the 

intellect, and the heart. The external senses merely deal with the 

appearances and the accidents of things without being able to delve any 
deeper, and despite the variety and abundance of knowledge they provide 

to the human being, they are limited by time and space. 

The intellect is a special faculty, the major role of which is the 
comprehension of universal concepts and in this sense possesses many 

aspects - among them reasoning. But the media of understanding are not 

restricted to these two. The human being can reach great degrees of 
knowledge through the medium of the heart. By this way, the human 
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being can spiritually witness [the reality of] what others understand [only 
theoretically] through reasoning. The gnostics’ endeavour is to 

comprehend AllÁh i in this way.1 

From another perspective, knowledge can be divided into two general 
categories: conceptual knowledge and presential or immediate knowledge. 

Conceptual knowledge is obtained through mental concepts and the 

implementation of rational and philosophic reasoning. Presential 
knowledge is the knowledge arrived at without the mediation of concepts 

and mental pictures; that is, the reality of the known object is present 

within the knower. Presential knowledge is a type of gnostic and intuitive 
knowledge, in which the external reality [and not the mental concept] of 

an object is witnessed.  

Of course, in the obtainment of rational conceptual knowledge, sensory 
and empirical premises can be employed. For instance, by reflecting on 

the signs of AllÁh i and the existing order in the cosmos, one can 

achieve an understanding of AllÁh i that is rendered by a simple 
reasoning. But in cases where one desires to achieve a greater 

understanding, purely rational premises are required.  

In any case, it must be borne in mind that firstly, AllÁh i cannot be 
proven nor refuted by exclusive recourse to laboratory experiments or 

scientific, empirical principles for the grasp of sensory experimentation is 

far shorter than to be able to pierce into the supernatural. Therefore, 
sensory knowledge alone cannot solve the problem, it must be employed 

in the premises of rational reasoning [if it is to be useful]. Secondly, 

despite the fact that in IslÁmic texts, studying the extroversive (ÁfÁqÐ)2 
signs of AllÁh i has been encouraged,3 which is in a sense considered a 

                                                 
1 Though it is possible to reach understanding and certainty based on traditions and 

authority as well; but in this case it is necessary to have previously proved both the fact 
that the traditions in question were in fact quoted correctly from the holders of 
authority, such as the Immaculates�, and the fact that such traditions have cognitive 
value. It is only then that they can be used as the standards by which to judge the 
findings of either the intellect or the heart. 

2 Or macrocosmic signs. That is, the signs outside of the human mind and body.   
3 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 53: 

� �	U (5�6	�Q�D�=���.� 0�1 ��D���1�	 <7/�% (5�6�8*C(9� 0�1�� ���7!�>�/ ���E
�� � 79� (5�6�� �)�  
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rational method since it involves reasoning, it must not be overlooked 
that studying the creatures, the signs of Divine creativity and wisdom, 

only reveals that there is an omnipotent and omniscient being governing 

the world; but other than that, this method fails to render the attributes 
of that being; for instance, whether it is self-sufficient. 

As for intuitive and immediate comprehension, it can be conceived in 

three ways: a cause’s immediate knowledge of its effect, an immaterial 
existent’s immediate knowledge of its own essence, [and finally] an 

effect’s immediate knowledge of its cause. The creatures’ awareness of 

AllÁh i is of the third type. And the human being’s weakness in 
comprehending AllÁh i is in proportion to his [existential] weakness. 

Thus, although that Sacred Essence is proximate to everything, but their 

proximity to Him depends on their existential degree and limit.  

MuÎaqqiq TÙsÐ provides a good analogy regarding the degrees of 

knowledge of AllÁh i. He says one’s knowledge of AllÁh i resembles 

one’s knowledge of fire, the most limited form of which is being told the 
qualities of fire by somebody else who has seen it. A more advanced 

awareness of fire is when one observes its smoke. The third degree is 

feeling the heat and witnessing the light it radiates. The final degree of 
knowledge of fire is being inflamed and burned to ashes. 

A point necessary to mention at this stage is that in speaking of 

knowledge of AllÁh i, we might either be referring to proving His 
existence or to contemplating His attributes. In both cases we can have 

recourse to the intellect to employ conceptual knowledge in order to 

understand intellectually, or we can go through the path of the heart, to 
embark on immediate intuitive knowledge in order to behold. The 

former is termed burhÁn, the latter, ÝirfÁn. Without question, the method 

prevalent in philosophic reasoning is not as valuable as gnostic 
revelations.  

In any case, regardless of whether we traverse the path of the intellect or 

the heart, there are three ways for acquiring knowledge of AllÁh i. In 
other words, the intellectual or gnostic journey of the philosopher or the 

spiritual wayfarer [respectively] could fall under one of three categories:  
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1. The traveller (sÁlik), the path (maslak), and the goal (maslk Ýilayh) are 
distinct; such as if one reaches the conclusion [that AllÁh i exists] by 

observing and contemplating the order and harmony of the universe, by 

realizing that all things are needy and so there must be something 
needless they depend on, hence the Originator. Some QurÞÁnic verses 

encourage people to take up this method.4 

2. The traveller and the path are one and the same; such as if one 
contemplates the world within himself, addressing questions such as, 

“Who am I?”; “Where am I from?”; “Why aren’t my inclinations, my 

allegiances under my control?”; “Why can I not tame my wild mind so as 
to control what memories it recalls?”  

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � alludes to this method in the following 

words: “I came to know AllÁh by observing the strong wills that trembled, 
the difficult entanglements that were disentangled, and the decisions that 

were crushed.”5 In another instance he says, “Whoever comprehends 

himself has indeed comprehended his Lord.”6 

3. The path and the goal are one and the same. That is, the traveller—the 

philosopher or the spiritual wayfarer—by contemplating the destination 

discovers the object of his desire (maqÒÙd). This is the most profound 
way of understanding, for it transcends the levels of extroversive and 

introversive journeys, thereby realizing, through contemplating the 

Absolute Witness, that AllÁh i is the Absolute Witness.  

                                                 
4 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 164: 

� S�78�� ��
��, 0�1 ����� ���A�/(,��� �K(��V��� �W��I ����3 �Q(E�>
�� 0�1 c�Q(X�� 0�/��� �B
�*C
���� ����67D���� �+!���
�	(D(9� ����� ���7D�� �n�C���� �M�a�)�� � ��78�� �(%�g�1 ?���� ()�� ��.�![�+*# ()�� ��6!�1 ���3�� ��6��(I�� �-(��3 �K(��V� � �3 � 
�uU ?j73�	[�Q�� �o	�Q(Z������E78���� ���(!�3 �Q7p�8��
�� ����78�� �)��	� �K(��V��� ���	 ?@(I�N�� ?W���I*��N(� �  

5 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Short Saying 250: 

�"�Q
1������ � �= (>�E�9�� �3 �C�8��
�� ���a�O��5�� �%~+
�� ��*N�uI.  
6 JawÁhir al-Saniyyah, pg. 116: 

��()�" �Q���9 
C�8� �1 �N(-�" �Q���� 73� .  
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The QurÞÁn states: “Is it not sufficient that your Lord is witness to all 
things?”7 First, He is witnessed and comprehended, and then [in His 

light] all other things, for He is the Light of the Heavens and the Earth. 

The Essence of Unicity [i.e. AllÁh i] is the clearest witness to and proof 
of Himself and as such, renders unnecessary any intermediary for 

comprehension of Him.8   

So it is that in addressing His messenger He says, “You were certainly 
oblivious of this. We have removed your veil from you, and so your sight 

is acute today.”9 The veil is removed from the individual, not from the 

reality or from AllÁh i.  

In the Supplication of ÝArafah, ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ � deals with this 

third method. He says, “O AllÁh!  Do others possess a light that You lack 

so that they must shed light upon You? When have You been absent so as 
to be needy of proof? When have You ever been distant so that Your 

effects and creatures should move us close to You?”10   

The same theme resonates in the following couplet: “You have never 
distanced Yourself so that I should seek Your presence. You have never 

been hidden so that I should make You manifest.”  

And again in the words of ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �, “Blind be the eye 
that does not behold You … It is You whom I beseech in seeking union 

with You, and it is Your own existence that I seek as proof for Your 

                                                 
7 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 53: 

� ?�0�� [�+*# <.��" � 79� �B[�3�Q�3 �o
&�	 (5.����� 6J*)=!K �  
8 SÙrat IbrÁhÐm (14), Verse 10: 

� ���� 0�1� (5�6*��=�� (�����R � LM!KS�78�� �Q�P��1  �K(��V��� �W��I�  
9 SÙrat QÁf (50), Verse 22: 

�  ()�� ?j��
C�m 0�1 ��(D*# (-�N��SJ��4 �@(I�!
�� �l�Q�Z�>�1 �l����x�m �B(D�" ��D
C���&�1 6JN)J!' �  
10 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 95 pg. 226; also MafÁtÐÎ al-JinÁn: 

��	*&*�I�� �w(!�Q�l�� �)T2�� �6��I�� �� ��;!�� �B�% 7/�	 <*&��I�J �I
�� ��
2�6�Q�� �B��� �/�m <(>���% .7/�� <(E�/�t� 
���.�u <��?+!�-	 TM�" ��(!�B��� ���/�3 <��(-�W�% 7/�� <*&��I� ��G����J �0��� �/�� 0�FI*+�� ���B!�  
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existence.” In this phrase, it is expressed that for the spiritual wayfarer, 
AllÁh i is more manifest than the sky, the earth, the leaves of trees, etc.  

ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � alludes to this point in the 

following words: “When someone is present and manifest, we first know 
him through his self, then we get to know his attributes. But in the case 

of something absent, knowledge of its attributes precedes knowledge of 

its essence … Just as in the case of YÙsuf’s brother, they studied YÙsuf 
himself and recognized it was him. They asked him, ‘Are you really 

YÙsuf?’ They did not formulate their question the other way around11; 

meaning, they reflected on the qualities of the person whom they were 
confronted with and realized that he was YÙsuf. They did not ask others 

to identify YÙsuf for them.”12 

Based on the aforementioned explanations, it has been concluded that 
contingent existents are realities whose existence is nothing but their 

relation to the Necessary Existent. Otherwise, they would be needless in 

their essences which would in turn mean that they would be necessary by 
their essences, which is obviously false. 

Thus, they are in their entire existence dependent on the Necessary 

Essence and it is impossible to view the relation [i.e. the creature, for as 
previously mentioned the contingent existent is nothing but that 

relation] without the object to which it is related (marbÙt Ýilayh). That is, 

comprehending the effect independent of its cause is impossible. Thus, 

                                                 
11 It must be pointed out that in Farsi and ÝArabic in asking if the person being addressed 

is the same one the former had heard about or known previously, he can put the 
question forth in two ways. He can say, in the case of ÝArabic, a anta fuln (lit. Are you 
...?) or a fuln ant (lit. Is... you?). The latter case is not used in English. Therefore, the 
reasoning forwarded in the text should be understood in the context of the ÝArabic 
language. (Tr.) 

12 TuÎaf al-ÝUqul, pg. 327: 

������ (��Q�1�j�" (!�)7��� �J��-�R (>�+�F �C�/� �� ��(��Q�1�j�F �C�j
�� �w�O��d�R (>�+�" (!�D�  .�R�+! :���#(!�o�9 (��Q���" (!�) 
7����J��-�R (>�+�F �C�/� �R ��M� � :��(��Q*1� �� ��(����5�" 
���� �� ��(��Q���9 
C�8�B�3 � �� ���� (��Q���9 
C�8�B 

�3�D
C�8�B�� ()�9 
C�8�B .����(����5� ���� �1 �� !�� � �� �3� �# ���R �*���� �I�!(I�=�o :���79�B �V(9���	 �=I�o�R �M� 
��9�	 ��=I�o�� SJ�4� ��,0� �1���Q*1�kI�3 � �� ��(5�	 (��Q*1�kI�3 �w�̂�k.  
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the comprehension of every thing, even purely material existents, is 
concomitant with comprehending the Necessary Existent. 

Although knowledge is of two types: simple knowledge and compound 

knowledge, even as ignorance is of both types. Simple knowledge is one’s 
knowledge of an issue without being aware of the existence of that 

knowledge. Compound knowledge is when one’s knowledge is realized; 

that is, when one knows that he knows. We are of the opinion that a 
knowledge of AllÁh i exists in all human beings; it could be conceptual 

or presential and the object of that knowledge could be anything. That is, 

when one comprehends something, whether through conceptual 
knowledge or presential knowledge, he has comprehended AllÁh i along 

with it.13 The QurÞÁn states, “He is known to every one ignorant of 

Him.”14 Even the person in doubt comprehends AllÁh i prior to 
comprehending his doubt for AllÁh i is the cause of his doubt and so 

the doubt is nothing but a relation to AllÁh i. So yes it is true; some are 

unaware of their knowledge of AllÁh i and as such are oblivious to this 
necessary comprehension. 

Therefore, when ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � said, “I do not see anything 

but that I see AllÁh prior to it” or “I do not worship a Lord I do not 
see”15 he was aware of his knowledge. He had grasped the truth of the 

verse, “…so whichever way you turn, there is the face of AllÁh.”16 The face 

cannot be beheld without beholding the possessor of the face. He was a 
gnostic who through voluntary extinguishment witnessed, in this world 

that other-than-Him is hidden and it is He, the Creator, Who is manifest, 

                                                 
13 al-TawÎÐd by Shaykh ÑadÙq, pg. 143: 

���	 (-���l�� (p*�S�I�� $�e!�� �� �3����� �� ���� (-���l�� (��Q�1*j ����� �� ���3 ����� .   
14 al-TawÎÐd by Shaykh ÑadÙq, pg. 58: 

...!O<P#Q6��" (D�-*� [�+�b �J�?+...  
15 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pg. 98 

��*� �(D��� (".�>�-�� �3�� �(5� ���k.  
16 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 115: 

� � (b�� 75�{�1 IT��I�� ����D.(	�g�1 � ���� �  
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and it was because of this that he said, “If the veils were to be lifted, my 
certainty would not increase.”17 

Whatever serves as an obstacle to sight or understanding is referred to as a 

veil. A veil is either of darkness or of light. Regarding the veil of darkness 
which is the veil of materiality, there are three elements: the subject from 

whom the matter in question is hidden, the veil, and the veiled [i.e. the 

object that is hidden]. But regarding the veil of light there are only two 
elements: the veiled and the subject from whom the matter in question is 

hidden. Obscurity in the latter case is the result of the intensity of the 

brightness of the veiled, or more accurately as the result of the weakness 
of perception on the part of the subject. As an analogy, one is incapable 

of seeing the sun in some cases, because of an obstacle, such as a wall or 

dust, or at other times because of the intense brightness of the sun, which 
is actually the result of the weakness of one’s vision. 

A poet has said: “The veil that conceals Your face is Your face, at all 

times; You are hidden from the world as You are so manifest.” 

Between AllÁh i and His creatures, there are no obstacles except His 

creatures.18 If the human being succeeds in removing the veils of darkness, 

of egocentrism, and of desire, only then can he turn to removing the veils 
of light.  

It is for this that in the ShaÝbÁnÐyyah Supplication, one pleads to AllÁh i 

for the rending of the veils of light.19 Other than the Prophet � and the 
Ahlul Bayt � no one is capable of rending all the veils of light. Of 

course, the core of the Divine Essence and Attributes is impregnable even 

                                                 
17 Sharh Mi’ah Kalimah, pg. 52; Matlub Kulli Talib, pg. 3; ÝUyun al-Íikam wa al-

MawaÝizh, pg. 415: 

��(I*� ���o
�� �w�x����� (v� ��u(u�W !�N�	$�D.  
18 al-TawÎÐd by Shaykh ÑadÙq, pg. 170: 

(!�� ���3 �� � �D!�3 �;�,
��N�  )'!R6� �m �̂�, 
��N� ...  
19 MafÁtÐÎ al-JinÁn: 

��� �9(Q �(3�Z���*R *��3I�D�3 ��_!����9 �2�Q�J ������B!�% 7/�� <(p�Q�� �(3�Z���
�� *N*���I�% �X�d�D�� ��I�1 �/�Z�+ ���. <
��(��-�� 
�����2���j ��...  
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to them.20 Therefore, they are themselves veils of light for viewing the 
Divine Essence and since a contingent being cannot escape being limited, 

they also gaze at AllÁh i from the outlook of their own [limited] 

existences; “ÝUnqÁ21 is not the game to be ensnared, so remove your net.” 

Hence, the knowledge of every knowing being is limited to the framework 

of its existence and to the extent that it lacerates the veils. ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 

AbÐ ÓÁlib � in this regard says, “The intellects will never have the 
capacity to reach to the core and circle of His Attributes. Nevertheless, 

there is no veil to obstruct anyone in comprehending the necessary level 

[of knowledge of AllÁh].”22 That is, on the one hand, all the existents of 
the world of contingency are Divine signs and as such serve as mirrors23 

reflecting a true image [of the Divine] but at the same time, they are not 

separable from the Divine. Basically, they have no other role but to reflect 
the beauty of the Divine, although “children” [i.e. intellectually and 

spiritually immature persons] might perceive them as separate entities. 

On the other hand, “[those standing at] the apices of [intellectual] resolve 
cannot comprehend Him, and [those who have] dived in [the depths of] 

acuity cannot reach Him.”24 His Essence neither yields to the intellection 

of the sage25, neither to the spiritual experience of the gnostic26, thus they 

                                                 
20 SÙrat Àli ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 30: 

��8
C�9 � ���� �5*#��[�4�E�	�� . � �  
21 A giant but beautiful bird in Persian mythology, also called Simurgh. In this line of 

poetry however, it is a metaphor for comprehending the core of Divine Essence. (Tr.) 
22 Nahj al-BalÁghah, sermon 49: 

 ...��(5�	 �x���n
�� ��*N�MI�" �� <�(E�-�-	�F �C�/�  .����(5�	 (E�X(>�6�" �()�� �b��d�� (��Q�1�/� ...  
23 In his debate with ÝImrÁn al-Àbi’Ð, ImÁm al-RiÃa � says: “Neither He is in the creation 

nor is the creation in Him. Just like the mirror: neither you are in it nor it in you. And 
the mirror is not like a mirage that portrays a deceptive view. At the same time, it has no 
truth in it other than the image of the person standing in front of it.” Al-TawÎÐd of 
Shaykh as-Sadiq, pp., 434-435 

24 Nahj al-BalÁghah, First Sermon: 

...���	(-��*#� �3 (��-
�� �6���5�� �� �	�D*��� �m (I��
�� �C�x�)...  
25 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 71 pg. 21, no. 1: 

���" �7Q
1�D�l��% 7��� (���Q�1�/�B.  
26 Mir’at al-ÝUqÙl, vol. 8 pg. 146: 
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both admit their incapability. This incapability arises because comparing 
what a contingent being can comprehend of AllÁh i with what it cannot 

comprehend is to compare finitude with infinity.  

At the end, the point that must be mentioned is that in the IslÁmic 
corpus of narrations there is mention of an innate knowledge of AllÁh i. 

Innate knowledge is of the intuitive, presential knowledge, which was 

explicated previously. 

There are two types of innate qualities in the human being: innate 

understandings (which every human being possesses prior to any 

education) and innate inclinations (which are part and parcel of the 
nature of every human being). The former are referred to as “innate 

knowledge of AllÁh i” and the latter as “innate worship of AllÁh.” But, 

as mentioned previously, they are not present at a conscious level of the 
human mind so as to render a rational endeavour [to understand AllÁh 

i] unnecessary. Nevertheless, since knowledge of AllÁh i is innate, the 

arguments presented in favour of AllÁh i serve actually as reminders and 
not real proofs. In the process of proving something, one realizes that he 

has acquired a knowledge which he formerly lacked. But being reminded 

is to become aware that one has had something all along, albeit 
unknowingly. Thus it is that in QurÞÁnic verses and in narrations, what is 

always mentioned is the removal of the veils of obliviousness. And what 

rids one of a state of obliviousness is a reminder not a proof. 
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4 
MISGUIDANCE FROM ALLAH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the meaning of AllÁh’s i misguidance in the 

QurÞÁn?  

Brief Answer 

Misguidance is a non-existent entity. Since guidance means to lead 

someone to a goal, then misguidance is the absence of guidance. In the 
parlance of the logicians, the relation between guidance and misguidance 

is privatives and positives (ÝÀdam wa malakah). In other words, if 

guidance were to exist in a certain place, then it is impossible for 
misguidance to exist there (from the same aspect); but if guidance were 

not there then the absence of guidance is misguidance. Because of this it 

is not possible to attribute misguidance to AllÁh i since it is not possible 
to give or take something that does not exist. Unlike guidance, which 

relates both to existence and the law, misguidance relates only to 

existence and has no relation with the law. This is because AllÁh i is 
essentially the Guide, since if this were not the case then the evildoers 

would bring an excuse before AllÁh i saying, “We wanted your guidance 

but you lead us astray.”  

Therefore, at the outset, AllÁh i leads everyone towards felicity, 

happiness and the right path and in this stage there can be no 

misguidance. But if someone wilfully does not accept this call and turns 
his back towards it, then in this case he incurs AllÁh’s i existential 

misguidance. Therefore AllÁh’s i misguiding someone simply means 

that He cuts off His guidance from him and leaves him to fend for 
himself, the result of which is that man becomes lost on the path of 
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guidance. Man’s being lost then, is caused by not having AllÁh’s i 
guidance - and this is the meaning of existential misguidance. 

Detailed Answer 

When we pay attention to the verses of the Noble Book, we find that 
there are two kinds of Divine guidance: one that is related to the law and 

the second that is related to existence. Man has both kinds of guidance. 

This is in contrast to misguidance, which is only existential and does not 
exist with relation to the Law. This is because AllÁh i is essentially the 

Guide, since it is impossible that He be essentially the Lord, the 

Worshipped, and the Refuge, but not be the Essential Guide. If this were 
not the case then the evildoers would bring forth an excuse, saying to 

AllÁh i, “We wanted your guidance but you lead us astray.” 

It is impossible for AllÁh i to lead someone astray initially since this 
goes against His wisdom and since nothing comes from AllÁh i except 

goodness and mercy, He does not lead anyone on an incorrect path from 

the outset. Rather, His misguidance is a type of punishment. In other 
words the bad people have gone astray and have been afflicted with 

misguidance by there own choice. Therefore in reality, initial 

misguidance is ascribed to the creatures, and the misguidance that is a 
punishment pertains to the Creator. 

In conclusion we can say that AllÁh’s i misguidance means that He cuts 

off His mercy and blessings from a person and leaves him to fend for 
himself; and it is this that results in man becoming lost on the Path. If 

someone does not accept the guidance of the Law, AllÁh i will exclude 

him from His existential guidance. In other words, it is the actions of a 
disbeliever or an oppressor which cause him not to have Divine guidance. 

This is in line with the order of creation, which is based on cause and 

effect. Consequently AllÁh i has said that He will not guide the 
unbeliever1, oppressor2, or the sinner.3 

                                                 
1SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 264: 
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See also: SÙrat al-MÁ’idah (5), Verse 67; SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 37 
2SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 258: 

�... ��������������2�� �@(I�N
�� c�-(6�	 �� �  �   
See also: SÙrat Ál-i ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 86; SÙrat al-MÁ’idah (5), Verse 51 
3SÙrat Ál-i ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 86: 

�... ��������������2�� �@(I�N
�� c�-(6�	 �� �  �  
See also: SÙrat al-MÁ’idah (5), Verse 108; SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 80 





 

5 
BEING ALLAH’S SERVANT 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Who is a “slave” and what is slavery? How can we 

become the slaves of AllÁh i? 

Brief Answer 

A true servant of AllÁh i is he for whom obedience to AllÁh i is sweet 

and AllÁh’s i love is delight; he is intimate with AllÁh i and relies on 
Him for all his needs. 

Servitude can be summed up in three things. First is that the servant 

doesn’t consider himself to own any of what has been bestowed upon 
him, for slaves own no property. They see all property as AllÁh’s i and 

when He commands, they spend it; second, a servant doesn’t plan for 

himself; and third, a servant is preoccupied only with AllÁh’s i 
prescriptions and proscriptions. 

With the aforementioned definition, we can understand the essence of 

servitude and how to achieve it. Servitude is the key to sanctity and 
“servant” is the best of names. A perfected human is a servant of AllÁh i 

and is effaced in the Divine Identity and the Divine Names. 

Worship (ÝIbÁdah), has been defined by lexicographers as utmost of 
modesty and humility. They say since “ÝibÁdah” (worship) is the highest 

level of humility; it wouldn’t be fitting except towards the highest being, 

possessing the greatest perfections and the highest level of generosity. 
This is why worshiping other than AllÁh i is false worship tantamount 

to polytheism, especially since sincerity in worship hasn’t materialized. 
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Detailed Answer 

As ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � has explained, the word Ýabd 

is composed of three letters: Ýayn, bÁ’, and dÁl. “ÝAyn” indicates Ýilm, 

knowledge and certainty that a servant has of AllÁh. The “bÁ’” indicates 
buÝd, the separation and distance he has from other than AllÁh. And the 

letter “dÁl” points to dunuw, his closeness to AllÁh.1 

The slave is indebted to AllÁh i for not only all of his perfections, but 
indeed for his very existence. It is because of this that he submits to Him. 

By not looking at himself and his own desires, he takes on the colour of 

his Master and His perfections to the extent that according to the saying 
of the Noble Prophet �, “The true slave of AllÁh Almighty is he for 

whom the obedience and love of AllÁh becomes sweet. He presents his 

needs to his Lord and becomes intimate with Him. He puts all his trust 
in Him and has hope in no one else.”2 

According to the saying of ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq �, the 

reality of slavery is in three thing, the first is the fact that “The slave does 
not think that he owns anything that AllÁh has given him. This is because 

slaves do not own anything for themselves. They consider all their wealth 

to belong to AllÁh. They place whatever they have wherever AllÁh tells 
them to. The second is the fact that the slave of AllÁh does not weigh 

what is good and bad for himself. Thirdly, he spends all his activity in 

that which AllÁh had commanded him to do, and does not do what He 
has forbidden him from. Because he does not consider himself to own 

what AllÁh i has given him, giving it away is easy for Him. Since the 

slave of AllÁh i has relegated his affairs to AllÁh i, the problems of the 
world become easy for him. And since he spends all his time doing what 

AllÁh i has told him to do or staying away from what he has been 

prohibited from; he has no time left to be ostentatious. Thus, AllÁh i 
honours His slave by means of these three things and by means of this, 

                                                 
1 MiÒbÁÎ al-SharÐÝah, chapter 2: 
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2 ArbaÝÐn 
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his response to Satan’s challenges and his interaction with the other 
creatures of AllÁh i becomes easy. He does not go after the world in 

order to hoard wealth or show off in front of people. He does not seek 

any wealth and power that he sees in the hands of others, nor does he 
spend his days in vain pursuits.”3 

Slavery is the key to sanctity. The title “slave” is the best of titles and it is 

because of this that the name of the Prophet � was ÝAbdullÁh and on 
the night of ascension he asked AllÁh i to grant him servanthood. 

The perfect man is the servant of AllÁh. He has all the manifestations of 

Divine Names. He is effaced in the Divine Essence. 

The lexicographers have defined worship as the pinnacle of humility. 

They have said that since worship is the highest level of humility, it does 

not befit anyone other than one who holds the highest levels of existence, 
perfection, grace, and generosity. Because of this, the worship of other 

than AllÁh i is false worship that is tantamount to polytheism. 

Worship has three levels: Some people worship AllÁh i with the hope of 
getting other worldly rewards or because they fear His punishment4 - 

                                                 
3 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 1, pg. 224, no. 17: 
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these are the ordinary believers; some worship AllÁh in order to gain the 
honour of servanthood and so that AllÁh i calls them His slave; some 

however, worship AllÁh i because they are in awe of His Might and 

because they love Him. 

It has been related in a sacred tradition that AllÁh i said, “Oh my slave! 

Worship me so that I make you like Myself. I say to something, ‘Be,’ and 

it is, you will also say to something ‘be’ and it will become so.”5   

Therefore, according to a saying of ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq 

�, “Servanthood is a substance, the kernel of which is Lordship.”6   

By means of worship, man’s soul becomes like a polished mirror in 
which the Divine lights are reflected. The more it is polished the more 

will it reflect the flashes of Divine illumination; until such a time that his 

potential for sanctity will change to actuality and he will become the 
vicegerent of AllÁh i in the whole realm of existence. You should know 

that this is not lordship but it is a vicegerency and a representation in 

which the effects of lordship become manifested. The vicegerent of AllÁh 
i does not do the work AllÁh i does. AllÁh i rather accomplishes his 

work at the hands of His vicegerent. Through the lattice of the soul of 

this person, He manifests Himself and reveals His Names and Attributes. 
Because of this the divine Gnostic is the perfect mirror for the power and 

grace of AllÁh i.  

In all the types and degrees of the miracles of the prophets and the 
ImÁms �, in reality, it is AllÁh i who is the absolute agent while the 

soul of the saint has been effaced in His will. This is the station of 
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servanthood - a station that can be obtained by means of obeying AllÁh 
i.  

The spiritual wayfarer considers himself to be the name of AllÁh i in 

this station, to be effaced in AllÁh i as he recognizes other beings to be 
the same. If he be a perfect saint, he will become the perfect name of 

AllÁh i and apply in himself perfect and absolute servanthood.  

In the Noble QurÞÁn, AllÁh i says, “Glory be to He who took his servant 
on the night journey.”7 This indicates the fact that travelling the path to 

AllÁh’s i nearness can only be achieved by means of servitude. One must 

forego the pride and haughtiness that comes with presumptions of 
independence. 

In the tashahhud first we give witness to the Prophet’s servanthood, then 

to his prophethood. This is because servanthood is the ladder by means 
of which he ascended to the station of prophethood. In the ÑalÁt, which 

is the night ascension of the believer, we start with the “bismillah” that is 

the reality of servanthood. 

Intention, according to the general public, means the desire to obey AllÁh 

i whether that be out of greed or fear. “They call on their Lord, greedily 

and out of fear.” According to those with wisdom it is the desire to 
worship AllÁh i out of respect and in order to acknowledge his 

greatness. “Worship AllÁh as if you were seeing Him. If you are not seeing 

Him, verily, He sees you.” According to those with the love of AllÁh i, it 
is the desire to obey AllÁh i out of love for His essence. Finally, near the 

Friends of AllÁh i it means to intend to obey Him and worship Him as 

an effect of witnessing the beauty of the Beloved, independently and 
essentially, and to be annihilated in the Lord, essentially, in His attributes 

and in His actions. One of the most important conditions of intention is 

sincerity. 

Sincerity of intention, in the general public’s worship, is purifying one’s 

intention of both patent and hidden polytheism, which include such 

                                                 
7 SÙrat al-IsrÁ’ (17), Verse 1: 
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traits as ostentation, self-conceit, and pride. “Now, surely, sincere 
obedience is due to AllÁh.”8  In the worship of The High-ranking, 

however, it is to purify one’s intention from any trace of greed or fear 

which in their mode of wayfaring is considered polytheism. In the 
worship of The Possessors of Heart (aÒÎÁb al-qulÙb), it is to purify one’s 

intentions from egoism which is the greatest polytheism and disbelief in 

their mode. In the worship of The Most Perfect, it is purifying one’s 
intention of noticing the station of servitude and the act of worship, and 

further yet noticing the existence. As ImÁm Khomeini said, “The healthy 

heart is the one which meets The Truth, without anything else disturbing 
their intimacy.”9 

                                                 
8 SÙrat al-Zumar (39), Verse 3: 
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6 
NEARNESS TO ALLAH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is nearness to AllÁh i? How many different kinds 

of nearness are there? How can we gain nearness to AllÁh i? 

Brief Answer 

In lexicographical terms, “qurb” means the nearness of one thing to 

another. This can be in space or time. Of course in commonplace usage, 
“qurb” also applies to being the centre of attention and to holding a 

special place near someone. 

In philosophical terms there are three types of nearness: spatio-temporal, 
essential (i.e. pertaining to quiddity), and existential. Spatio-temporal 

nearness however is particular to the different parts of the material world. 

Since AllÁh i is not matter, this type of nearness does not apply in 
regards to Him.  

Essential nearness, or nearness in quiddity, is like the nearness person a 
and person b have as humans, as they possess the same quiddity—being 
of the same species. AllÁh i, however, is unlimited and therefore without 

quiddity. Without quiddity, this sense of nearness will not pertain to 

AllÁh i either. 

Since AllÁh i bestows existence to all beings and separation between a 

complete cause and its effect is impossible considering the fact that an 

effect is a mere link and relation to its cause, we can conclude that the 
nearness of AllÁh i to His creation is existential nearness. 
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AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh’s ’s ’s ’s iiii nearness to things nearness to things nearness to things nearness to things    

There are four groups of verses regarding AllÁh’s i nearness to us:  

a. Verses stating His nearness to us in principle; 

b. Verses holding that He is nearer to us than any other being; 

c. Verses saying that He is nearer to man than his jugular vein; 

d. Verses saying that He is nearer to man than man himself. 

In explaining the fourth group of verses, we must say that man, like all 

other contingent beings, is a hollow being—empty of any and all aspects 

of independent existence. Thus, AllÁh’s i existential encompassment and 
comprehension lies between man and himself. 

NeaNeaNeaNearness to rness to rness to rness to AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh    iiii in philosophical terms in philosophical terms in philosophical terms in philosophical terms    

It is clear that AllÁh i is not in any particular place, so that there could 
be a direction to get near Him by moving in that direction. Nearness to 

AllÁh i is achieved through man strengthening his existential aspect to 

the extent that he begins to self-consciously manifest the Divine 
Attributes. In the movement towards salvation, the more man’s 

existential perfects increase, the more the levels of nearness to AllÁh i 

increase. 

Nearness toNearness toNearness toNearness to    AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh    iiii in light of the Isl in light of the Isl in light of the Isl in light of the IslÁÁÁÁmic traditionmic traditionmic traditionmic tradition    

Since AllÁh i is close to everything, man must try to approach AllÁh i 

through righteous deeds. These deeds are divided into two categories: 
compulsory and advisory. Deeds holding a key position in the first 

category are understanding and sincerity in actions, while the rest, 

including humility, good morals, and generosity, fall under the category 
of advisory deeds. 

Detailed Answer 

In lexicographical terms, “qurb” means the nearness of one thing to 
another. This can be in space or time. Because of this it is said that 
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something from a spatial point of view is near another thing. Or it is said 
that yesterday is, from a temporal point of view, closer to today than two 

days before yesterday. In another common usage, “qurb” means being the 

centre of attention of someone and to hold a special place near them. 

Types of Types of Types of Types of nnnnearness in earness in earness in earness in pppphilosophical hilosophical hilosophical hilosophical ttttermsermsermserms    

In philosophical terms there are three types of nearness: spatio-temporal, 

essential (i.e. pertaining to quiddity), and existential. Nearness and 
distance are things whose existence depends on two things. A and B 

should both exist in order for us to say that A is near B or is far from it. 

In the metaphysical realm in which immaterial beings exist that are free 
from motion and time, spatial and temporal nearness cannot apply. This 

is especially true in regards to the Reality of all realities and the unlimited 

existence “He is an absolute to whom we cannot point (spatially or 
temporally or otherwise) nor can He enter our imagination.”1  

Since AllÁh i is free from quiddity2, He can not share a quiddity with 

anything else nor be near to anything in this respect. This is because 
quiddity here means genus and differentia (when quiddity is opposed to 

existence). But AllÁh i admits of no delimitation or definition such that 

another quiddity be near or far from Him. “He who points to Him has 
limited Him and he who limits Him counts Him.”3 

Two things that are partners in or share one quiddity are like one 

another. Zayd and ÝAmr for instance share the quiddity of Man. AllÁh i 
however is above and beyond having a like or an opposite.  

In regards to connection in existential terms we can say that: Because 

AllÁh i is the source of all existence and because the separation of the 
cause from the effect is impossible, therefore nearness can be envisioned 

                                                 
1 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermon 186: 

�����F ���-�k�� () ������ ����(!�  ���I�� �7J��� .  
2 Quiddity is defined as “the limits of existence,” thus special only to contingent beings 

[i.e. dependant beings]. AllÁh i on the other hand, being a necessary being, has no 
limit, thus defying quiddity. 

3 Nahjul BalÁghah, Sermon 1: 

��() ������ ����(!� �1 �N(-�% 7-�k�� �� ()�% 7-�k�N�1 (-�" 7-�k.  
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as nearness in existential terms (although it must be noted that to speak 
in terms of cause and effects does not adequately convey the relationship 

here, since all things “other-than-God” are but so many manifestations of 

His one existence), “And when my servants ask you concerning me, tell 
them I am near.”4 

Things are, in their essence5, pure relations to AllÁh i. Until the cause is 

understood, the effect cannot be understood. Therefore the nearness 
AllÁh i has to creatures is an existential nearness. There can be no 

existence except that AllÁh i is its cause, and any effect stands by means 

of its cause. Therefore there can not be a form of nearness nearer than 
this nearness. 

AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh’s ’s ’s ’s iiii ne ne ne nearness to arness to arness to arness to tttthingshingshingshings    

In regards to the nearness of AllÁh i to things, the verses of the QurÞÁn 
can be divided into four categories.  

a. One group state His nearness per se: that AllÁh i is near us: “Verily I 

am near, I answer the caller.”6  

b. A second group of verses state that He is relatively nearer to man than 

others: “We are nearer to him than you but you do not see.”7  

c. Another type of verse indicates that He is closer to man than his 
jugular vein: “Verily we created man and we know what his soul whispers. 

And We are closer to him than his jugular vein.”8  

                                                 
4 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 186: 

� 0[�9�s�1 0[�D�" c�u��>�" �B���g�= ��]���� 6UN)Q:G �  
5 That is to say, all contingent beings are dependent and lack any sort of independence. 

All they have is for their existence is a “shadow” existence. A shadow has no existence of 
itself. All of its existence depends on the object having the shadow. All existents “other-
than-God” are but as shadows of that perfect Being. Of course, the similitude in 
question here is the dependence of the shadow on the object. Other characteristics of 
the example, such as the object being material, are not meant. 

6 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 186: 

�...  0[�9�s�16UN)Q:G����"�u ��]�� ���7-�� ���I("�u �d!�b*  ...�  
7 SÙrat al-WÁqiÝah (56), Verse 85: 

� ����Q�Z(>�� �� ()�&\��� (5*&(D�� � (!���� ���Q
R� �)(E�9 �� �  
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d. A fourth group state that AllÁh i is closer to man than man himself, 
like the following verse: “O you who believe, answer AllÁh and the 

Prophet when they call you to what will give you life. Know that AllÁh 

stands between man and his heart.”9  

Discussions about the first three groups are not very difficult but the 

fourth group cannot be solved so easily. How can AllÁh i be closer to 

man than himself? Because of this, some commentaries, in line with some 
traditions have explained this as the intermediation of AllÁh’s i power. 

They say that the meaning of the verse is that sometimes man decides to 

do something, then AllÁh i makes him regret it and does not allow him 
to continue with his plan.10 

This is an intermediate meaning, one step removed from the apparent 

meaning, but if we have a rational proof that supports the apparent 
meaning of the verse, then we have no reason for foregoing the apparent 

meaning of the verse (that God comes between man and himself). Man is 

not whole (samad), rather he is like other possible beings “empty”; as 
KulaynÐ has related in a tradition, “Verily AllÁh created man empty.”11 

Now that man is empty, the comprehensiveness of the existence of AllÁh 

i comes between man and himself. Therefore, AllÁh i is near 
everything. If AllÁh i is near, He is near with all of His attributes. This is 

because the essential attributes12 of AllÁh i are one with His 

                                                                                                                
8 SÙrat QÁf (50), Verse 16: 

� �-	���I
�� �+(>�% ()�� � !���� ���Q
R� �)(E�9 �� �  
9 SÙrat al-AnfÁl (8), Verse 24: 

�     (=� �I�D��U �)	�4��� ��6�	� ��	. ���� �I�>!�X�/     (!�!(E�	 ����� (5*#��"�u ��]�� �MI�=7Q����� �      .���� ��� �I.����("��� (5*& � 
� �>
��R�� ��(Q��
�� �)(!�3 *MI�E�	 ...�   

10 MajmaÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 4, pg. 452 
11 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 6, pg. 286: 

�������� � �" 7a���b�+�, ����(3� �) U�u�@ �(b�I��.  
12 AllÁh i attributes are of two kinds. Essential Attributes Essential Attributes Essential Attributes Essential Attributes (or Entitative Attributes). 

Attributes for whose derivation and conceptualization, bringing to mind AllÁh’s i 
essence is enough; attributes like knowledge, power, life, etc. ActionActionActionAction----Related Attributes Related Attributes Related Attributes Related Attributes 
(or Operative Attributes). Attributes for whose derivation, bringing to mind AllÁh’s i 
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essence. Now, if His essential attributes are present, then His attributes of 
action will also be active following His essential attributes. 

The The The The wwwway to ay to ay to ay to gggget et et et ccccloser toloser toloser toloser to AllÁh AllÁh AllÁh AllÁh    iiii    in a in a in a in a pppphilosophical hilosophical hilosophical hilosophical vvvviewiewiewiew    

One of the fundamental questions that can be asked in this regard is, 
“How can we become closer to AllÁh i?”—that Being, the light of whose 

existence has illuminated the Heavens and the Earth, an illumination 

that is the same as creation and the eternal creative act. From what 
direction should we approach Him and in what direction should we seek 

to become near to Him? It is clear that AllÁh i does not have a direction, 

hence the journey along the path to AllÁh i actually takes place within 
the very being of the wayfarer.  

In the process of perfecting his essence, when the wayfarer travels from 

creation to the Real and travels from the material intellect13 to the active 
intellect, he communes with the Names and attributes of AllÁh i. In 

other words he attains his felicity. The depth and faculties of his existence 

are strengthened and he becomes one of AllÁh’s i great signs or 
manifestations. He thus attains the state of sanctity and Divine 

vicegerency. This spiritual state can be called “nearness to AllÁh i.”  

Nearness to Nearness to Nearness to Nearness to AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh    from the from the from the from the vvvview iew iew iew ppppoint of Quroint of Quroint of Quroint of QurÞÁn and ÍÞÁn and ÍÞÁn and ÍÞÁn and ÍadadadadÐÐÐÐthththth    

Because AllÁh i encompasses all things14, it does not make sense that He 

be distant from something. Therefore, the nearness of AllÁh i to His 

                                                                                                                
essence is not enough. We need to bring to mind His essence in its modality of action 
and operation within creation; attributes like creativeness, forgivingness, bestowing 
sustenance, etc. 

13 Philosophers divide the intellect into four levels. Material or Passive Intellect Material or Passive Intellect Material or Passive Intellect Material or Passive Intellect (passive 
intellect or nous pateticos). In this stage, the intellect is at a potential state of 
understanding. Intellect by ProficiencyIntellect by ProficiencyIntellect by ProficiencyIntellect by Proficiency. In this stage, the intellect understands the self-
evident concepts and judgments. Active or Agent Intellect Active or Agent Intellect Active or Agent Intellect Active or Agent Intellect (intellectus agens or nous 
poietikos). The stage when the intellect understands concepts or judgments needing 
speculative reasoning through self-evident concepts and judgments. Acquired IntellectAcquired IntellectAcquired IntellectAcquired Intellect. 
This is the stage when the intellect understands all self-evident concepts and judgments 
and those needing speculative reasoning corresponding to the metaphysical and 
physical worlds in such manner that it keeps them present and is actually attentive of 
them. 

14 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 54: 

� *�!�E�� ?�(0�� [�+*&�3 � 79�� ��� �  
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servant is true in all cases and situations. Conversely, it is not always the 
case that man is always close to AllÁh and it is a state that man must 

strive to obtain. Therefore if man wants to become closer to AllÁh i and 

to strengthen this relationship, he should obtain the nearness to AllÁh i 
by means of good actions and obedience to AllÁh i as ImÁm 

MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir � has said, “Nearness to AllÁh can only be 

found through obedience to Him.”15  In doing this, he enters the 
beginning of spiritual vicegerency or the succour of AllÁh i.  

It has been related that “Prayer is the nearness of every pious person”16 

and concerning the religious tax it has been related that “the zakÁt (has 
been made) with the prayers a means of nearness.”17  These are things that 

bring one close to AllÁh i.  

When this nearness is achieved, man becomes the friend of AllÁh i and 
AllÁh i becomes the friend of man. Verses such as the following clearly 

point to this two-way friendship: “If you love AllÁh, follow me. It will 

make AllÁh love you...”18 

Performing all those actions that in principle bring you close to AllÁh i 

is the means to AllÁh’s i nearness provided that man performs them for 

AllÁh i. In other words, these actions must not only be good in 
themselves, but they must be carried out in the best way and with the 

proper intentions (i.e. goodness of both act and agent is required).  

As to the acts, they are of two kinds: obligatory and recommended. Just as 
reaching heaven has obligations and recommended acts, so too reaching 

the highest degrees of humanity (that in itself is a type of heaven) has its 

                                                 
15 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 74: 

�	�b ��3��Q!�� ����� �� �	 ��/�N7Q���� �.���� <� �� �>����l�� ������.�� <���3 �x���"��j.  
16 Man LÁ YaÎdhuruhu al-FaqÐh, vol. 1, pg. 210: 

�7Z�SI�*� 1G<Q!V1� *# [�+�� �N�0.  
17 Nahjul BalÁghah, Sermon 199: 

�� 75*G��7a�� �#����b ����(��� �n� 7Z��A��*R (Q�3$�9�.  
18 SÙrat Áli ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 31: 

� ��I�>.�E�� (5�/(D*# 
��� 
+*R � ���� �5*&(>�>.(E�	 0�9I���>7���1 � ���� ...�  
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obligations and recommended actions. Understanding and sincerity both 
have great bearing in this regard and can be considered mutually 

necessary to the extent that when understanding increases sincerity also 

increases. On the other hand, the QurÞÁn considers actions to be a means 
of reaching understanding19. Of course, the understanding and certain 

knowledge thus obtained is not the certainty with respect to AllÁh i, 

since the former certainty is the cause of worship and not, as in the case 
of the latter certainty, the highest effect and product of worship. The 

latter certainty is the certainty of AllÁh i and the knowledge of Him in 

all His unlimited attributes.  

The remainder of the moral methods that lead to nearness can be 

considered as recommended. As ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � 

has said, “Amongst the things that AllÁh revealed to prophet DÁwÙd was 
this, ‘O DÁwÙd, just as humble people are the nearest people to AllÁh, the 

proud ones are the farthest people from AllÁh.”20  

It is clear, however, that humility and good morals or kindness are 
recommended or secondary acts in obtaining nearness to AllÁh i 

whereas the primary principle remains understanding and the worship of 

AllÁh i. In the words of the Noble Prophet � “O AbÙ Dharr, worship 
AllÁh as if you see Him, for if you do not see Him, He sees you.”21 In 

other words, your knowledge and understanding should be “presential” 

or intuitive and direct knowledge. 

                                                 
19 SÙrat al-Íijr (15), Verse 99: 

� ���N�!
�� �B�!��
g�	 <7/�% �B73�� (-�>.("��� �  
20 Muntakhab MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no.5212: 

�	�u �����u!�# ��� ���� 
R�Q��7D�� ����� �)���� � 
�� ���/�I�Y�����I�# \4���B� (3���-7D�� ����� �)���� � 
�� ���/�&[�>�Q���.  
21 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 77, pg. 74: 

�	 ���3� �]7�! �(".�>�- ����� �# �g79�B�� �Q�k��1 �s
�*# (D����  ���Q�k��1 �s79� �	 �Q�l�.  



 

7 
FRIENDS OF ALLAH NOT HAVING FEAR 

Question:Question:Question:Question: The QurÞÁn mentions the fact that there is no fear or 

sadness for the friends of AllÁh (SÙrat YÙnus (10), Verse 62). If this 

is the case, then why do we read the following prayer in the DuÝÁ of 

Friday (addressing ImÁm al-ZamÁn �): “Peace be upon you O 

Pure one who is afraid!” 

Brief Answer 

Fear is of two types: praiseworthy and blameworthy. Blameworthy fear, 

like fearing for ones’ life or fearing people and creatures is meaningless 
for the friends of AllÁh i. This is why ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-

ÑÁdiq � has been narrated to have said “A believer fears no one other 

than AllÁh.” As the Noble QurÞÁn says “It is only Satan who frightens his 
followers. Do not fear him but fear Me if you believe.” Praiseworthy fear 

is fearing the majesty and greatness of AllÁh i. In this regard, the Noble 

Prophet � has been narrated to have said “He who knows his Lord 
more, fears Him more.” 

Praiseworthy fear is attributed to high-ranking wayfarers which is caused 

by feeling the greatness and majesty of the Lord and the manifestation of 
His attributes. This fear is a spiritual delight and doesn’t conflict with the 

verse “Know that the friends of AllÁh have no fear, nor are they sad.” 

What’s more, this type of fear is one of the perfections that the perfected 
individuals obtain. This is why we address the Twelfth ImÁm � as so: 

“Peace be upon you O Pure One who fears the greatness of AllÁh 

Almighty.”  
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Detailed Answer 

There are two kinds of fear: good and bad. The bad fear does not pertain 

to the saints and the friends of AllÁh i. This is the fear of people, the 

enemy, etc. In short it is the fear of creatures.  

It has been related from Abu Dharr that he said, “The Noble Prophet 

advised me saying ‘In the path of AllÁh, do not fear any one who mocks 

you or discourages you.”1 Also, it has been related from ImÁm JaÝfar b. 
MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � that he said, “The believers fear no one but 

AllÁh.”2 As the QurÞÁn has said, ‘This is the Devil that scares his friends 

by means of his rumours. If you have faith, fear Me, do not fear them.”3 

The good fear, which is praiseworthy, is the fear of the greatness of AllÁh 

i. As ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “Fear is the clothing of those 

who know AllÁh.”4 And as the Prophet of AllÁh � has said, “Whoever 
amongst you knows AllÁh more, fears Him more.” 5  

It is because of this that the great Prophet has said, “My fear of AllÁh is 

more than any of you.”6  

The fruit of this fear is the fact that man takes refuge with AllÁh i as 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “If you fear creatures, you flee from 

them but if you fear AllÁh you take refuge in Him.”7 

                                                 
1 BiÎar al-AnwÁr, vol.71 pg. 360: 

����,� �� 
�� 0�9��F(�� �� 0�1 � ����?5�O�� �j��(I�� .  
2 MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no. 5258: 

 �0���� �)��(i��
�� ����� ���� ... �Q�!�m ����p�	 �� ���k.  
3 SÙrat Áli ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 175: 

� 79��..\] ����5*&���!��(�� ��[�I�p�	 *���x(!7��� �(D*# 
��� 0�9I*1��,�� (5�JI*1��p�� �A�1 �k��.���D��(i�� (5�/ �  
4 MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no. 5178: 

���b ��(I�p
����1�����
�� ����>
�.  
5 MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no. 5195: 

�Q("� � �����3 ����� ()�������I(,� � ���� �)�� ����� .  
6 MiÝrÁj al-SaÝÁdah 
7 Muntakhab MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no. 2000: 
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As the great ÝArif, Khwaja ÝAbdullÁh AnÒÁrÐ, has said, “The way-station of 
humility gives birth to that of fear. AllÁh says, ‘He who fears the station 

of his Lord […Then surly the garden is the abode].’8 Fear is the bastion of 

faith, the elixir of piety, and the weapon of the believer. Fear is of three 
types: the first is fleeting, the second is living, the third is overpowering. 

The fear that is fleeting comes into the heart and quickly leaves. That is a 

fear which if it does not exist, there is no faith. Whoever has more faith, 
has more fear. Another is the living fear. That fear prevents the slave from 

sins. It shortens the hopes of man. The third is the fear that overwhealms. 

It brings the reality of fear and opens the door to ethical behaviour. It is 
the fear of the artifice and ruse [of AllÁh]. It prevents man from being 

negligent of his guilt and becoming complacent. The signs which show 

that a man has fallen for a ruse and stratagem are ten things: worship 
without sweetness accompanying it; continuing to sin without 

repentance; closing the door of prayer; knowledge without action; 

wisdom without intention and will; talking without limits and controls; 
closing the door of humility; associating with bad people; and above all 

of these are giving faith to a servant without discrimination and leaving a 

servant to fend for himself. This is the fear of those who repent. 

The reality of fear is that the spiritual wayfarer, because he has given up 

hope of reaching his goal or because he expects a bad thing to happen in 

the future, looses his composure.  

According to the elevation of the stature of a wayfarer, fear can be 

divided into three parts: 

The fear of common people: This is the fear of the punishment of AllÁh 
i. They fear the anger of their Lord. AllÁh i says, “They fear the day 

when the hearts and eyes are perplexed and confused.”9 

                                                                                                                

�, ��]��
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8 SÙrat al-NÁziÝÁt (79), Verse 40W41: 
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9 SÙrat al-NÙr (24), Verse 37: 
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The fear of the mediocre: This is the fear of the Divine guile and artifice. 
Those who have hearts that tastes the presence of AllÁh i and who 

continuously watch over their souls are punished with this type of fear. 

They always fear the fact that the grace of AllÁh i could end for them 
and that the sweetness of AllÁh’s i presence could vanish. Those who 

have set foot in this way-station have themselves become subject to 

Divine Guile since they have left “the Giver” for His “gifts.” AllÁh i says, 
“And for he who fears His Lord, there are two Gardens.”10 

The fear of great souls who have living hearts: That means the 

acknowledgement of the greatness of AllÁh i. While witnessing the 
Beauty of AllÁh i, they also get a taste of His power. His beauty has 

showed itself to them with ultimate coyness and His honour has 

manifested itself with the show of self-sufficiency. Therefore the situation 
of the special friends of AllÁh i differs from that of other people. The 

fear that occurs from witnessing the greatness of AllÁh i, and the 

manifestations of the Names of AllÁh i unto their hearts, increases every 
moment. They are drowned in such spiritual pleasures. This fear doesn’t 

contradict the verse of the QurÞÁn that states “Know that the friends of 

God have no fear nor are they sad.”11 

Because of this we say to ImÁm al-ZamÁn �, “Peace be upon you O Pure 

One who fears the greatness of AllÁh, Almighty.”12 

                                                 
10 SÙrat al-RaÎmÁn (55), Verse 46: 

��/7D�b � [�3�� �@��N�� ����, ()������  ����  
11 SÙrat YÙnus (10), Verse 62: 

� �!��(�� ���� �������� �� �� � 6<3!"��I�9�a(E�	 (5�J ���� (5�6(!���"  �  
12 MafÁtÐÎ al-JinÁn, ZiyÁrat of ImÁm al-MahdÐ � on Fridays: 

�78��A�@�" ��(!��� �	�6
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8 
ALLAH – FEAR OR LOVE? 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Should the remembrance of AllÁh i evoke fear or love? 

Brief Answer 

The co-existence of fear and hope, and in some cases love, in respect to 
AllÁh i, should not be a source of confusion as this phenomenon 

permeates all relationships of love to varying degrees. However, because 

of its over-conspicuousness, we are blind to it. It must be noted that even 
as routine a matter as walking is the result of fear, hope, and love, for 

without hope we will not embark on walking, and without walking, we 

will not reach out destination, and without fear we will not exercise 
caution and thus will be hurt, and again will fail to reach our destination. 

This issue becomes all the more clear when using automobiles, electrical 

appliances, incendiaries, etc. for we take pleasure in using them, but if 
our usage is not contained and tempered by fear and caution, using them 

might end in our destruction. 

Therefore, it is correct to say that one must fear AllÁh i, love Him, and 
have hope in Him all at the same time. For loving Him and having hope 

in Him will bring about harmony on the one hand, and will on the other 

hand, compel us to take action, struggle, and push forth in our 
endeavour to acquire the elements that will secure His satisfaction and 

ultimately lead to being blessed by His effusions, graces, and bounties in 

this world and the hereafter. His fear will evoke humility and servility; it 
will strengthen the spirit of obedience and preclude us from committing 

sins that might otherwise incur AllÁh’s i wrath and chastisement. 

This coexistence of fear and hope in this world—the world of cultivation 
and striving which calls for being vigilant, for guarding the fruit [of our 
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endeavours] so that we may benefit from them in the hereafter wherein 
there will be no need for caution as it is not the abode for cultivation and 

striving but that of harvesting—for ordinary people will lead to a serenity 

in the hereafter which will be free of any trace of fear and anguish. Fear 
alone will entail despondency, spiritlessness and depression. Hope and 

love alone will result in being deceived by our base spirits, in boldness 

toward AllÁh i and sin. Thus neither of the results of fear or hope is 
desirable when taken individually and without being harnessed by the 

other. 

Detailed Answer 

Fear, hope, and love are wijdÁnÐ phenomena [i.e. they are experienced 

directly and intuitively and as such their comprehension does not rely on 

mental concepts or sensational experience] and thus are without need of 
being defined. The human being experiences fear when faced with certain 

issues, such as:  

a. When his life, property, reputation, etc. are endangered; 

b. When overwhelmed by the grandeur of something or somebody; 

c. When he feels clueless regarding the outcome and repercussions of an 

action or his fate. Although, it must be noted that it is possible that in 
certain cases all these factors be present. 

Likewise, the feeling of love and affection is evoked in response to certain 

factors, such as: 

a. Finding certain attractive and beautiful aspects in the beloved such that 

one’s attraction to the beloved is the entailment of one’s fondness of the 

beauties that the beloved manifests. Traditional poets detest this love as 
being “in pursuit of the veneer” and thus he who nurtures this love is 

condemned to disrepute. However, this is not a universal truth. If the 

beauties found in the beloved are passing, ephemeral, and superficial, the 
poet is correct. But, if the beauties and perfections that the beloved 

possesses are of the nature of moral values or if those beauties and 

perfections are existential and real ones, the resulting love would not be 
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merely “pursuit of the veneer” and disreputable; rather its upshot would 
be harmony. 

b. The feeling of dependence on and need of the object of affection such 

that one intends to exploit that object of affection in pursuing one’s 
aspirations. In this type of relationship, one is attracted to the object of 

affection for one’s own sake and not for the object’s sake. 

c. The love that swells in one’s heart as the result of feeling indebted to 
one’s patron. In this relationship, the lover is attracted to the beloved as 

the result of the bounties and benevolence he has received from the 

beloved and as such is beholden to the beloved.  

d. The beloved seeks the love of the lover and strives to captivate him in 

order to minister to the lover and to succour him. It is possible that more 

than one of the above categories be involved in one case of love. 

If we examine the matter closely, we will notice that in all our actions and 

reactions fear, love, and hope are combined to various degrees. Although 

in some cases one of these factors might be the dominant and there is not 
always an equal balance, their coexistence is inevitable. However, this is 

one of the issues that is obscure to us due to its conspicuousness. Hope 

and love impel us to action both in our daily activities and in the risky 
tasks we undertake. Fear on the other hand restrains us so as to exercise 

caution, to assess the repercussions of our actions and to prepare the 

adequate preliminaries. Had we been only equipped with love, we would 
be reckless, which would have entailed our early destruction. And had 

fear been unrivalled, we would never undertake any action even such 

mundane things as drinking and eating, for there is always the risk of a 
drop of water or a bite of food going down the wrong pipe, causing 

suffocation.  

Therefore, there should be no confusion as to the coexistence of fear, 
hope, and love regarding AllÁh i. And if there is, it is only another sign 

of our obliviousness to self-knowledge and our psychic states. 

To explain this further: The existence of fear, hope, and love with regard 
to AllÁh i in different people is proportionate to their knowledge of 

AllÁh i and His Attributes of Beauty and of Majesty, their knowledge of 
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the true religion, their past conduct, and their assurance or lack of 
assurance regarding their future.  

Those who are captivated by the magnificence and grandeur of the Truth 

or have in the past sinned and have dishonoured the Divine presence—in 
their case, fear overshadows love and hope. But on the other side of the 

spectrum are those who are entranced by Divine Beauty and Mercy. They 

have experienced the Divine graces and favours and have in the past been 
cautious of their conduct and have honoured the Divine presence and in 

instances where they did slip and commit sin, found the door back to 

AllÁh’s i favour and forgiveness, seized it, and thus made a genuine 
repentance. In their case, love and hope overpower fear. 

But finally there are those who are midway between the two previously 

mentioned positions. That is, they are not sure of their prior deeds being 
accepted and are thus afraid of their future and the possibility of not 

being delivered from Divine punishment and chastisement but at the 

same time hold hope in AllÁh’s i forgiveness and generosity. In other 
words, their fear on the one hand and their hope and love on the other 

strike a balance [and so neither side weighs heavier].  

The important point is that in most cases, fear and love arise from one’s 
innate self-interest and instinct of self-preservation. That is, most 

believers love AllÁh i and have hope in Him due to their fear of Divine 

chastisement in the hereafter and the possibility of being deprived of 
Divine effusions, bounties, heavenly joys—the beautiful houris and the 

marvellous castles. But those who are enthralled by the beauty and 

perfection of AllÁh i or are in awe of His magnificence, invincibility, 
and grandeur, or are affected by both, account only for a small number 

of the believers. Thus, with the exception of the prophets and the ImÁms 

�, those who have been able to achieve the latter stage have been very 
few. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � defines these three groups in his legacy of 

wisdom as follows: “One group worships AllÁh in hope of boons and 
benevolence - such is the worship of businessmen; another group 

worships him out of fear - such is the worship of slaves; and yet another 
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group worships AllÁh out of gratitude - such is the worship of those who 
are free of themselves and of self-worship.”1 

It is for this reason that some prominent scholars state that one of the 

fundamentals of IslÁmic pedagogy is love. The Noble QurÞÁn, the great 
source of IslÁmic morals, introduces love as the fulcrum of moral virtues. 

ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � says, “AllÁh the Immaculate 

disciplined and trained his Prophet through love.”2 

The topics of warning (takhwÐf) and encouragement (tashwÐq) permeate 

the QurÞÁn and the narrations of the Ahlul Bayt �. However, these two 

principles are the final stage for the weak believers, but as for the 
intermediate believers, they constitute the means and the preliminary 

stage. The believer starts the journey, being spurred forth by warning and 

encouragement but gradually the compelling force transforms to love.  

Hence one need not be confused regarding the coexistence of fear and 

love in relation to AllÁh i. This coexistence of fear and hope is necessary 

for the spiritual training, elevation and development of the human being. 
For fear prevents us from sinning, from bringing destruction to 

ourselves, and from incurring Divine wrath and chastisement, which in 

turn leads to greater humility and firmer obedience to AllÁh i. Love, on 
the other hand, compels one to undertake the obligatory rituals and the 

supererogatory prayers with enthusiasm and to hasten in achieving the 

means to Divine grace, mercy, and bounties.  

In short, the fruit of the marriage of fear and hope in the human being 

are hastening to do good, to implant in oneself the moral virtues, and to 

avoid evil and sin, which constitute the ultimate goal of human creation 

                                                 
1 Nahj al-BalÁghah, short saying #237: 
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intended by AllÁh i; that is, to paint ourselves with the colour of the 
Divine, attaining the station of Divine viceroyalty, reclining in the 

bounties of the hereafter, and to rid ourselves of all anxiety and anguish. 

And this has been expressed time and again in the QurÞÁn.3 

Fear alone [uncoupled with hope and love] will entail gloominess, 

depression, hopelessness, neglect of repentance, and sinking into the 

whirlpool of sin, being overwhelmed with the misfortunes of this world 
and the hereafter, etc.  

Love alone leads to impudence and shamelessness in committing sins 

with the false hope of repentance in the latter years of life, and 
unwarranted expectance of Divine grace and mercy, while one should not 

expect to benefit from Divine grace and mercy when one is neglectful of 

attaining those means which secure His grace and mercy.  

It is in allusion to this point that ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ � cries in his 

ÝArafah Supplication saying, “May the eye of he who does not behold 

You watching over him be blind. And he to whom You have not 
apportioned some love will lose his asset of existence.”4 

It is in the hereafter that we will reap the fruit of fear and love. There will 

be the abode of chastisement for those who did not respect this blessing 
or who lost hope in redemption, drowning in the whirlpool of sin, or 

whom were deceived and thus failed to prepare provisions for their 

eternal life. There will be the abode of blessing and peace, free of all 
forms of anxiety and fear for those who succeeded in keeping the balance 

of fear and hope, those who refrained from sin and prepared sufficient 

provisions of good deeds for their eternal life. 

                                                 
3 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 62: 
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For further reading on this topic refer to books of ethics, the chapters on 
fear and hope, love, and friendship. The following are a few suggestions: 

1. AyatullÁh JawÁdÐ ¤mulÐ, The Levels of Ethics in the QurÞÁn 

2. ImÁm Khomeini, An Exposition of Forty ÍadÐth 

3. AyatullÁh MuÎammad TaqÐ MiÒbÁÎ YazdÐ, Ethics in the QurÞÁn





 

9 
ASKING ONE’S NEEDS FROM OTHER THAN ALLAH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Is it not polytheistic to ask for one’s needs from anyone 

other than AllÁh i such as the Prophet � or the infallible ImÁms 

� since it is AllÁh i who is the Fulfiller of Needs? 

Brief Answer 

If one reveres, refers or takes recourse to, or seeks one’s needs from these 

personages with the intention that are separate from AllÁh i and 

independent of Him in fulfilling our needs, such an intention and 
notion is polytheistic and contrary to tawÎÐd afÝÁlÐ (the Unity of 

actions—the independence of AllÁh i from all else, and the dependence 

of all other beings on Him in their actions) and tawÎÐd rubÙbÐ (the Unity 
of Lordship—His being the sole Planner and sovereign Lord, with all 

others, whether angels, prophets, or the natural worlds, being Divine 

workers). Such an intention constitutes polytheism in one’s 
understanding of Divine actions or Lordship. 

But if this same respect, reference, and recourse are with the intention of: 

a. Obedience to a Divine command; 

b. Repaying the debt we owe them by virtue of their being the conduit of 

Divine grace in the creational and legal realms; 

c. Follow their example or benefit from their special attention, without 
viewing them as independent of AllÁh i; 

then there is no contradiction with Unity of actions or Lordship or with 

the fact that AllÁh i is the sole (independent) Fulfiller of needs, since the 
actions, planning, and fulfilment of people’s desires through these 

personages are subordinate to AllÁh’s i action, Lordship, and His being 
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the Fulfiller of needs. They are not independent of Him for it to be 
considered polytheism. 

Thus, the criterion of polytheism in seeking one’s needs from someone 

other than AllÁh i is the intention of the individual. If he maintains the 
Divinity or Lordship of whoever he takes recourse to, or views them as 

being free of need of AllÁh i, such recourse is considered polytheism 

because of that belief. But if it is in order to obey AllÁh i and benefit 
from the honour and esteem those esteemed people enjoy before Him, so 

that they implore AllÁh i for that person’s needs or fulfil them with 

AllÁh’s i permission, such an action is not only not polytheistic, but the 
person taking recourse is also worthy of a reward for having acted in 

accordance with a Divine command. 

Detailed Answer 

The human being’s existence has two aspects, meaning that he is a 

combination of a celestial soul and a material body. His entire being 

consists of poverty and need [towards AllÁh i]. Since he has two aspects, 
he must fulfil the needs of both aspects in a balanced manner free of the 

two extremes of excess or negligence in order to remain sound and 

preserve his existence, and in order to follow the path of advancement 
and attain the peak of true salvation (the station of Divine regency). 

The Creator of the Universe, who in His infinite Wisdom had a specific 

purpose in the creation of humanity and is aware of the needs of all its 
existential dimensions, prepared the groundwork for the fulfilment of 

humanity’s various needs either before their creation or simultaneous to 

it. Divine Will dictates that the human being ensures his physical and 
spiritual soundness and salvation naturally and through free will; 

otherwise, He could have created mankind in a perfect bodily form, so 

that he would have no need of development to perfection, just as the 
creation of the sky and the Earth is in that way. And He could likewise 

have created him in a perfect spiritual form, so that he would have no 

deficiencies in terms of worship, obedience, and entering the sacred 
realm, just as He created the angels. But the distinction of humanity over 
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all other beings lies in becoming superior to angels while possessing the 
physical and spiritual needs. 

To attain one’s needs, the human being, possessed of free will, must make 

the best use of the abundant array of Divine blessings in the heavens and 
the Earth in order to be sound and remain alive. In order to attain one’s 

spiritual needs, one must make use of the Divine laws in order to connect 

one’s celestial soul with the malakÙt (celestial realm). 

There is no denying the role of creational and material factors in 

fulfilling the physical needs of the human being or in the fact that he 

makes constant use of these factors. Since humanity is familiar with these 
factors from the moment of birth, or rather ever since humanity was 

created, the objection does not arise in the mind of most believers that 

benefiting from these means and effects in fulfilling one’s physical needs 
may be polytheism or improper conduct in AllÁh’s i dominion. 

For the fulfilment of humanity’s spiritual needs, AllÁh i, the Wise, has 

placed another form of sustenance at people’s disposal in the form of 
laws and religion, with sound nourishment in terms of belief, worship, 

morals, and training, conveyed by the prophets �. This is why they are 

called the “vessel of legislative grace.” This is while the divine prophets, 
too, are required to observe those limits and duties and to utilize them to 

meet their spiritual needs and become linked to the spiritual and celestial 

realm, which is beyond their senses and perception, and for at least some 
moments of every day they must connect to the sacred realm (through the 

daily acts of worship).  

There are some people who, in availing themselves of this Divine 
legislative blessing, have excelled others and have linked themselves to 

that realm both quicker and more strongly than them, so that it is as if 

they have detached themselves from the natural world and have 
themselves become celestial. Even amongst these people there are some 

who have surpassed the rest and attained the station of Divine regent 

(khalÐfah), becoming the “‘ummÁl AllÁh” (workers of AllÁh). And in this 
way, they also become vessels of creational grace; that is, they become 

intermediaries between that realm and people who have fallen behind the 

caravan. Thus, these individuals who have fallen behind have no choice 
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but to make use of these intermediaries to benefit from the spiritual 
realm and meet their needs. 

This is where the misconception arises that taking recourse to or seeking 

one’s needs from these personages contradicts Unity of action or Unity 
of Lordship. 

But just as utilizing material resources and fulfilling physical needs is not 

polytheism, since AllÁh i Himself created these blessings, subjected them 
to mankind1 and gave him permission (in the manner of his creation) to 

use them in the correct way (which is explained by religious law)—and 

anyone who is a monotheist knows that they are His gifts, created by 
Him, and dependent on Him and does not consider them independent 

or necessary existents—in the same way, taking recourse to, respecting, 

and seeking one’s needs from those personages, too, presents no 
contradiction to the Unity of Action or Unity of Lordship and to the 

fact that only AllÁh i is the (independent) Fulfiller of needs, since in this 

recourse or attention to these personages, they are not viewed as being 
parallel to or independent of AllÁh i.  

Rather, those possessed with awareness view their efficacy and planning as 

being an extension of AllÁh’s i planning and action, and consider their 
existence—like that of all other beings—to be nothing but their very 

needfulness of the Divine Essence, since without Divine providence and 

grace they have no being of their own, let alone for them to be able to 
perform actions or fulfil needs. Thus, the belief in their efficacy and their 

fulfilment of needs, since it is in extension of AllÁh’s i action and being 

the Fulfiller of needs, does not entail polytheism. 

As for why AllÁh i referred us to these noble people and why we are in 

need of them to benefit from the spiritual and celestial realm, this is for 

several reasons: 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-JÁthiyah (45), Verses 12-13: 
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1. These individuals are the “vessels of Divine grace” to people and a 
channel or conduit for the current of Divine mercy towards all beings of 

the universe, to the extent that if not for these Noble beings, the creation 

of the heavens and Earth and what is between them would not have been 
worthy of note. This is why AllÁh i says in the well-known Îadith qudÒÐ 
[Îadith in which both the words and the meaning belong to AllÁh i, as 

opposed to the prophet explaining the meaning in his own words]: “If 
not for you (the Prophet �), I would not have created the universe, and 

if not for ÝAlÐ I would not have created you, and if not for FÁÔimah I 

would not have created the two of you [since the existence of the three of 
you, who complement each other, is the reason for creation].”2 

Thus, to attain the source of the grace of being, one must make use of 

this channel so as not to be deprived of Divine providence. This is why 
we say in DuÝÁ al-Nudbah: “Where is that Godly threshold through 

which they enter?” 

2. Since these intimate personages in AllÁh’s i court have adorned 
themselves with Divine attributes, attention to them is like attention to 

AllÁh i, since intimacy with them—even if in times of need—makes one 

attentive to AllÁh i and reminds one of the Divine signs. This is why we 
recite in one of the supplications, “Where is that Godly countenance to 

which the friends of AllÁh turn?” 

3. Since they are intimate in AllÁh’s i court and vessels of grace, their 
prayers do not go unanswered and their intercession is accepted by AllÁh 

i. Thus, in the continuation of our supplication (an-Nudbah) we say, 

“Where is that distressed one whose prayers are always answered?” Also, 
since they are noble, they do not refuse the request of any supplicant. If it 

is in his best interest, they do not send him back empty-handed, and this 

has been experienced many times by their contemporaries and visitors to 
their shrines. This is why they are addressed with the words, “Your habit 

                                                 
2 MajmaÝ al-NÙrayn, pg. 14: 
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is kindness and your disposition is nobility. Your affair is truth, sincerity, 
and compassion.”3 

4. A direct link with the unseen realm is not possible for people who have 

not attained the level of perfection, and thus they must make use of these 
means and paths. This is why AllÁh i has commanded, “O you who 

believe. Fear AllÁh and seek a means (of approach) to Him.”4 There are 

also many traditions in which the Ahlul Bayt � are called the “means” 
and Divine “strong faith” that a believer must recognize and take hold 

of.5  Again, we recite in DuÝÁ an-Nudbah, “Where is the one who is a 

means of connection between the earth and heavens?” 

5. To know, refer, and take recourse to them produces familiarity with 

them and the fulfilment of needs and thus brings about love and 

intimacy. This love and intimacy with these noble personages becomes a 
source of instruction and guidance for the individual, although they 

themselves are free of need of people and their referral, since they have 

attained their goal through Divine attention. 

6. The referral of people to the friends (awlÐyÁ’) of AllÁh i is a reward 

that they receive in return for their efforts, as AllÁh i says to the Prophet 

�: “And remain awake for a portion of the night, (involved in) 
supplication; perhaps you will attain a praiseworthy station (that of 

intercession in this world and the next).”6 

7. People’s referring and taking recourse to these noble personages on the 
one hand encourages others to follow their path, and on the other hand 

it does away with the arrogance and pride of worshippers, ascetics, 

“wayfarers,” and other claimants to a “journey to AllÁh” and to self-

                                                 
3 MafÁtÐÎ al-JinÁn - ZiyÁrat JÁmiÝah: 
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purification, and it prevents ostentatious and pretentious impostors from 
flourishing. 

8. The station of the perfect human being is many degrees higher than 

that of the angels, since: 

1. In this world and the next, the angels are at the service of AllÁh’s i 

righteous servants; 

2. The efficacy of the angels is predetermined and is therefore not 
considered a distinction for them; 

3. On the night of the Ascension (miÝrÁj), the Prophet � advanced 

farther than the angel JibrÁÞÐl �;  

When the angels are entrusted with executing various affairs7 (in 

extension of AllÁh’s i efficacy), why should not these personages, who 

have attained the greatest station of purity and nearness to AllÁh i, be 
the same? 

The conduct of great personalities and wise people, when they see their 

subordinates are able to perform certain tasks, is to entrust those tasks to 
them so they can supervise those subordinates in responding to those 

who refer to them. In this way, those individuals can receive an exclusive 

training and be given a recompense for their efforts, and in addition 
others can get to know them and their station better and will find it 

easier to become familiar and intimate with them. 

Also, it is the conduct of rational people when they want to contact some 
prominent personality to do so through intermediaries and people close 

to him if they themselves are not close to him, making use of the respect 

and honour in which those people are held to attain their needs. Of 
course, they do this with the full realization that this need to use 

intermediaries is because of their own inadequacy; the intermediaries are 

in no way equal or parallel to that prominent person, and they cannot do 
anything without his consent. 

                                                 
7 SÙrat al-NÁziÝÁt (79), Verse 5: 
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In short, to become connected to the unseen world, obey Divine 
commands, train and elevate the self, and fulfil our needs in this world 

and the next—both spiritual and physical—we are in need of 

recognizing, referring to, imploring, and loving the friends (awlÐyÁ’) of 
AllÁh i. Taking recourse to them is to take recourse to (Divinely 

sanctioned) means, “the firm rope of AllÁh” and the intermediaries in 

AllÁh’s i court — intermediaries who are dependent on AllÁh i for 
their existence and all their existential attributes, and whose efficacy and 

fulfilment of people’s needs is in extension of that of AllÁh i.  

Taking recourse in this manner is not polytheism, since the independent 
Fulfiller of needs is none but AllÁh i alone. 



 

10 
THE LIGHT OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the meaning of AllÁh i being the light of the 

heavens and of the earth? Is He light in the physical sense? If not, 

what is intended?  

Brief Answer 

Without doubt, the “light” mentioned in the verse of Light (AllÁh is the 

light of the heavens and the earth...) is not a physical and sensible light. 

For, sensible light pertains to the accidental characteristics and qualities 
of material existents. Hence, the arguments that negate AllÁh’s i 

corporeality preclude perceiving AllÁh i as sensible and material light. 

Moreover, there are numerous QurÞÁnic verses that deny the possibility 
of a visual perception of AllÁh i, disaffirming any similarity between 

Him and His creatures.  

Therefore, when AllÁh i is referred to as “the light of the heavens and 
the earth” certainly sensible light is not meant. 

Light by definition is that which is essentially manifest and makes other 

things manifest and visible as well; it is clear and it makes [other things] 
clear; it is apparent and it makes [other things] apparent. This definition 

applies both to sensory light—such as the light of the sun, the stars and 

of a lamp—and to super-sensory light—such as knowledge and faith. Of 
course, what comes to mind on hearing the word light initially is sensory 

light. But by analyzing the definition of light (i.e. what is essentially 

manifest and makes other things manifest), one finds it permissible to 
apply the word to spiritual matters, for they illuminate the spirit, the 

inward, and such application is also encountered in the QurÞÁn where it 
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refers to faith as a light bestowed on the believer. In addition, gnostics 
employ the word to signify “love.”  

As the Divine Essence is bright and manifest and is also the cause that 

brightens and makes other things manifest—for, He is the creator and 
existence-granter — employing the word light to denote AllÁh i is 

correct. Rather, as the cause for a thing’s appearance to others is its 

existence, it must be concluded that the most fundamental instance of 
light is existence itself. Hence, AllÁh i, is the most perfect instance of 

light. He is the sole real essentially manifest being who makes other 

things manifest. Thus, it must be proclaimed that He is the light who 
illuminates the heavens and the earth. 

Furthermore, it must be noted that “the heavens and the earth” is an 

allusion to the entirety of the world of being, to all the celestial and 
terrestrial creatures, to the hidden and apparent worlds, not merely the 

sky above us or the Earth we inhabit. Hence, the meaning of, “AllÁh is 

the light of the heavens and the earth,” is that AllÁh i is the light of the 
whole universe. 

The reason why the word light is employed in lieu of creator is to point 

to the fact that just as light is manifest and as such does not need 
anything else to shed light on it, AllÁh i is also manifest and obvious 

and there is no need for a mediating agent to illuminate AllÁh i. Hence, 

gnostics following the teachings of the prophets and ImÁms �, have 
expressed that all creatures must be understood in the light of AllÁh i; 

we should not try to identify AllÁh i through His creatures and effects 

[taken on their own level]. For the friends of AllÁh i, everything is 
manifest in the light of AllÁh i, and other than His light, nothing is to 

be seen. If not for the Divine light, everything would sink into the 

darkness of non-existence.  

Therefore, the main point that is understood from this verse is that AllÁh 

i is known to all His creatures, for the appearance of all things derives 

from His manifestness and illumination. AllÁh i is not absent so as to 
be revealed through His creatures. He is manifest in all His Essence, and 

so His obscurity in the eyes of the intellectually impaired is due to the 
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intensity of His light; “O You Who are obscured by the intensity of Your 
light, You Who are manifest but hidden in Your manifestness.”  

Another point that is derived from this verse is the fact that AllÁh i [in 

IslÁm] is referred to as “Light” not “the Greatest Light.” The Manichaean 
belief that AllÁh i is the “Greatest Light” (i.e. a physical light similar to 

other lights but greater and more elevated) is not a correct belief. 

According to the QurÞÁn, AllÁh i is “pure light” and is super-sensory. He 
is the sole light of the world of existence, and all else is “darkness.” In the 

words of some supplications, He is “the Light of Lights.” That is, He is 

the real light, and if there is any light at all, it is thanks to His existence 
and light. 

Regarding the exposition, the reality underlying this verse, and its 

application there are numerous views and narrations that can be sought 
by referring to books of exegesis and the corpus of narrations.  

Detailed Answer 

Without doubt, by referring to AllÁh i as light, “AllÁh is the light of the 
heavens and the earth,”1 the QurÞÁn does not intend to identify Him as a 

physical light. The sensible light is a creature among the creatures of 

AllÁh i, as is expressly stated in the first verse of SÙrat al-AnÝÁm, “All 
praise belongs to AllÁh who created the heavens and the earth and made 

the darkness and the light.”2   

Muslim philosophers, theologians, and QurÞÁnic exegetes have all 
provided strong proofs in negating a corporeal aspect for AllÁh i.3  

Hence, using the word light in reference to AllÁh i does not denote 

sensory light, which is either a physical substance or a characteristic of 
matter. 
                                                 
1 SÙrat NÙr (24), Verse 35: 

� ��S�78�� ��I�9 � ��� �K(��V� �� �W��I�  
2 SÙrat al-AnÝÁm (6), Verse 1: 

� ��I�D�� �� ��S�*�T2�� �+���b �� �  
3 These proofs can be found in Kashf al-MÙrad fi Sharh TajrÐd al-IÝtiqÁd pg. 287 and 

NihÁyat al-Íikmah, pg. 275. 
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Among the exegete-theologians, Fakhr RÁzÐ has probably treated this 
topic more thoroughly than any other. In his exposition of the Verse of 

Light, he has formulated six rational arguments why AllÁh i cannot have 

a body and so consequently the light mentioned in the verse cannot be 
signifying sensible and material light.4 

More importantly, there are numerous verses in the QurÞÁn that negate 

the coming-into-being (ÎudÙth) and corporeality of AllÁh i.  

Moreover, the verse, “There is nothing like Him,” that recurs several 

times in the QurÞÁn denies the possibility of any likeness and 

resemblance of AllÁh i to other existents. Hence, AllÁh’s i being light 
cannot be of the nature of the sensible light, for the latter has many 

instances [while AllÁh i in no way resembles physical phenomena].  

In analyzing the meaning of the word light, ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁÞÐ 
explains: “The word light carries a popular meaning, and that is, the 

thing that lightens dark bodies so that we can see them, and so light is the 

thing by which all things become apparent and visible. Of course, light 
itself is essentially manifest and visible; there is nothing else that lightens 

it. Hence, light can be defined as that which is essentially manifest and 

makes other things manifest as well. This is the first meaning to which 
the word light was initially designated. Subsequently, the word was 

employed, by way of allegory or secondary designation (waz’ thÁnawÐ), to 

indicate whatever made sensible things visible. In a later stage, the word 
was also applied to super sensible realities. It is in this sense that intellect 
is defined as a light which reveals the intelligibles. All these various usages 

have stemmed from analyzing the initial meaning of light: “that which is 
essentially manifest and makes other things manifest as well.”5 

Thus, what is initially understood by light is the sensible light that 

emanates from illuminant objects—such as, the sun, the stars, and man-
made lamps—without which the world would be shrouded in darkness. 

Of course, the essence and definition of light from the standpoint of the 

physicists is a whole different issue. They might consider the reality of 

                                                 
4 al-TafsÐr al-KabÐr, vol. 22, pg. 224 
5 al-MizÁn, vol. 15, pg. 122 
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light as yet unravelled and they might have disagreements regarding it, 
but what is for certain is that in the material world there does exist 

something referred to as light that is radiated from illuminate objects, 

technically referred to as “sources of light.” The application of the word 
light, however, is not limited to sensible light. It can be applied to 

whatever is “manifest and makes manifest” or, put differently, to 

whatever is “apparent and makes apparent.” For instance, we often refer 
to knowledge as light, for it is in its essence clear and also sheds light on 

other realities.6 

Regarding the believer, the QurÞÁn states, “He who was lifeless, then We 
gave him life and provided him with a light by which he walks among the 

people…”7 So in the QurÞÁnic terminology, faith is “light.” And as faith 

illuminates the heart of the believer, shows him the destination, and 
guides him to felicity, this application of light is correct. This is similar 

to the gnostics’ reference to love as “light.” Rumi says: 

Love is victorious and I, conquered; 

As the moon, I am illuminated with the light of Love.8 

Using the word light in reference to AllÁh i is correct, for such usage has 

occurred in the QurÞÁn and the narrations.9  But we must be careful to 
note in saying “AllÁh is light” that we do not intend material and sensible 

light; rather, that the Divine Essence is manifest and manifestant10. The 

manifestness and clearness of everything is due to the emanation of His 

                                                 
6 TafsÐr SÙrat al-NÙr, by MurtaÃÁ MuÔahharÐ, pg. 101 
7 SÙrat al-AnÝam (6), Verse 122: 

����(%�g�1 $�/(!�� ����# ()��.���7D�� 0�1 � �3 0��(��	 $��I�9 � �� ��D
����b �� � SD!�!... �  
8 Mathnawi, Sixth Notebook 
9 NÙr (Light) is one of AllÁh’s i names. Other than the Noble QurÞÁn, AllÁh i has been 

addressed by this name in a number of traditions. Some examples are KitÁb al-TawÎÐd 
ch. 29, pg. 194, no. 8 and pg. 195, no. 9 and pg. 219, no. 11; al-KhiÒÁl. In a number of 
supplications such as DuÝÁÞ al-Kumail and DuÝÁÞ Jawshan KabÐr this name of AllÁh i 
has been mentioned. It is considered one of AllÁh’s i 99 names. Gnostics have 
prolonged discussions about these names which we cannot discuss here. 

10 I did not find this word in the dictionary in the sense intended here. However, I think 
it is appropriate to use it since the suffix –ant denotes fÁ’ilÐyyah. (Tr.) 
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Essence. However, nothing illuminates Him. Thus, we can correctly say, 
AllÁh is light. 

ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁÞi writes: “Since it is the existence of everything that is 

the cause of its manifestness to others, therefore the highest form of light 
is existence itself. Moreover, since the existence of contingent beings 

depends on the bestowal of existence by the Truth, the Supreme, He is the 

most complete instance of light. It is He Who is essentially manifest and 
also makes manifest all-other-than-him. All other existents become 

manifest and existent by virtue of Him. And this is the meaning of the 

verse, ‘AllÁh is the light of the heavens and the earth.’”11 

From the aforesaid explanations the meaning of the Verse of Light 

becomes clear that: AllÁh i is the creator and the illuminator of the 

heavens and the earth. By the expression “the heavens and the earth” what 
is intended is the entirety of the world of existence; all the celestial and 

the terrestrial existents; the apparent and the hidden worlds.12 “The 

heavens and the earth” does not merely signify the sky above and the 
Earth that we inhabit. Therefore, the meaning of the verse is that AllÁh i 

is the light of the entire universe. The reason why the verse has employed 

this word in lieu of creator is to point to the fact that just as light is itself 
visible and does not need anything else to make it visible, rather it is light 

itself that illuminates all other things, AllÁh i, likewise has no creator 

and there is no other agent that could shed light on Him. He is a 
manifest, clear, and self-evident existent. There is no need for formulating 

reasoning to prove His existence. He is the creator of all the other 

existents of the world of being. In the words of HÁjÐ SabzwÁrÐ, “O You 
Who are obscured by the intensity of Your light.”13 

Thus, as propounded by the gnostics in following the mystical teachings 

of the prophets and the ImÁms �, AllÁh i is manifest to the highest 
degree; He is absolutely clear, and hence there is no need for the 

mediation of His creatures to reveal Him. In other words, in order to 

reason for the existence of AllÁh i, one should utilize the argument 

                                                 
11 al-MÐzÁn, vol. 15, pg. 122 
12 Tafsir SÙrat NÙr, by MurtaÃÁ MuÔahharÐ, pg. 98 
13 Manzumah, Chapter Íikmah 
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from cause rather than the argument from effect. We must first 
comprehend AllÁh i and then through Him His creatures, not 

conversely.  

It is to this truth that the following line from the ÝArafah Supplication 
(related from ImÁm al-Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �) refers: “O AllÁh!  Being 

distracted by [Your] effects and creatures prevents me from seeing You.”  

In DuÝÁ Kumayl, the Commander of the Faithful, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib 
�expresses, “By the light of Your face from which all things are alight.” 

If not for the light of the Divine Visage and Essence, everything would be 

dark. That is, nothing will exist, and all things would recede back into the 
darkness of non-existence.  

Without the light of the Divine Essence the shadow of non-existence 

would envelope all things; the resulting darkness would not be like that 
of the night [rather it would be the darkness of non-existence].  

Hence, it must be said that AllÁh i, is absolute light. In comparison to 

Him, there is no other light. All other lights in comparison to Him are 
darkness. For, the only existent Who is by His essence manifest and 

manifesting is AllÁh i. All other things that are manifest and that 

illuminate other creatures are by their essences dark. It is AllÁh i Who 
has bestowed on them that feature. 

It is in this light that ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁÞÐ has made the following 

inference from that verse: “Hence, it can be inferred that AllÁh i, is not 
obscure for any existent, for the disclosure of all things, to themselves 

and to other things, derives from AllÁh’s i illuminating. If AllÁh i had 

not illuminated or brought into existence anything, nothing would have 
existed. Thus prior to all other things, AllÁh i is the essential manifest 

being … Hence it can be concluded that light in the verse, ‘AllÁh is the 

light of the heavens and the earth,’ refers to that all-embracing Divine 
light which is the source of the universe, the light to which all things owe 

their manifestness, the light which is identical with the existence of 

everything. This is that all-embracing Divine mercy.”14 

                                                 
14 al-MÐzÁn, vol. 15, pg. 123 
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Thus, according to the QurÞÁn, AllÁh i, the Supreme, is not an absent or 
essentially obscure God that is revealed by His creatures. Such conception 

is defected and elementary. Real knowledge is to comprehend the world 

through AllÁh i, not conversely. And this verse asserts that AllÁh i is at 
the height of conspicuousness, clarity, and obviousness.  

Another point that can be inferred from this verse is that we refer to 

AllÁh as light, not as “the greatest light”, which implies that there are 
other lights as well, some more bright and others less bright, and that 

AllÁh iis the greatest. According to the QurÞÁn, there is only one light 

and that is AllÁh, and everything else is dark and non-existent. It is true, 
however, that in comparing the creatures together, some are light and 

some are not—for instance, knowledge, faith, intellect, etc., are light. But 

the latter have derived their light from AllÁh i.  

Thus, in comparison to AllÁh i, there is no other light, or in other 

words, He is “the Light of Lights.”15 That is, He is the light of all lights 

rather than being the greatest light. Therefore, the belief that AllÁh i is 
the greatest light, that He is of the sensory lights but the brightest and the 

most intense—reputedly attributed to the Manicheans—is false.  

In the end, we find it suitable to relate ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ’s � 
reply to ÝAbbÁs ibn HilÁl who had asked the ImÁm regarding the 

meaning of the Verse of Light: “He is the guide for the inhabitants of the 

heaven and the inhabitants of the earth.”16 

                                                 
15 In MafatÐÎ al-JÐnan there is a supplication called “Nur” (light). In it we read: “�ID�� �I9 �	” 
(O light of light) 
16 al-TawÎÐd, ch. 14, no. 1 



 

11 
DIVINE TESTS 

Question:Question:Question:Question: If AllÁh i is omniscient, why does He need to test 

mankind? 

Brief Answer 

As implied by the question, because AllÁh i is omniscient, the purpose 

of His tests is not to unveil something hitherto unknown. Rather, the 
QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth suggest that these tests serve two purposes. First, they 

comprise a Divine precedent (sunnah ilÁhiyyah1) that is in turn based on 

another Divine precedent that can be termed “universal guidance.” In 
particular, AllÁh i wishes that mankind, by obeying the divine law 

(sharÐÝah) and struggling through the various circumstances that he 

encounters in life, will blossom from potentiality to actuality, and will 
thereby attain the level of perfection that has been intended for him. One 

of the terms that is used for such tests in IslÁmic literature is fitnah (in 

this sense this term denotes a “crucible”). Fitnah literally refers to the 
process of smelting by which gold is purified. In one ÎadÐth it is said that 

people are tested the way gold is tested. The mettle of man is gold ore that 

is purified in the crucible of Divine tests and guidance. It should be kept 
in mind though, that in the course of such tests, just as good qualities 

reach their perfection in the believers, bad qualities also develop to the 

utmost in disbelievers. 

                                                 
1 A Divine precedent is a Divine action that is not bound to any specific time, place or 

people. Rather it is a sort of law the AllÁh i has issued for Himself in such a way that 
from the beginning of time into eternity, He always acts according to this law. For 
example, one of the Divine precedents can be stated like this: “If a people rejects Divine 
guidance and kills AllÁh’s i prophets and it becomes apparent that there is no hope 
that even one person from among them will submit himself to AllÁh i, they must be 
destroyed.” 
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The second purpose that these tests serve is to awaken man from his sleep 
of heedlessness. The QurÞÁn explains that one of the purposes of tragedy 

and disaster is to test man and thereby jar him from his stupor of 

heedlessness. In a way, tragedy in man’s life serves the same purpose as the 
ridges that are embossed on some modern motorways and highways that 

are meant to wake drivers during the monotony of highway driving so 

they do not fall asleep at the wheel. 

There are, in reality, two types of Divine will at play here. One is called 

the existential will (al-irÁdah al-takwÐniyyah) and the other is called the 

legislative will (al-irÁdah al-tashrÐÝiyyah). AllÁh’s i existential will is that 
through Divine tests, both believers and disbelievers be able to actualize 

their good and bad potentials. On the other hand, his legislative will is 

that only good potentials be actualized. 

Detailed Answer 

Divine tests are not designed to unveil something hitherto unknown, 

since AllÁh i is omniscient and needs no such unveiling. Rather, they 
comprise a Divine precedent, that is based on a second Divine precedent 

called “universal guidance.” By universal guidance, we mean AllÁh’s i 

guidance of all creation (whether they be conscious or not), as it relates to 
man. 

To clarify, we must first describe the three types of Divine guidance: 

1. One type of guidance is intended only for the most pious people and 
has been negated from other groups in the following verses of the 

QurÞÁn: “AllÁh does not guide the wrongdoing ones,” and “AllÁh does 

not guide the corrupt ones.” The converse of this kind of guidance is 
misguidance. 

2. Another type of guidance known as “legislative guidance” entails 

showing someone the path. This kind of guidance addresses both 
believers and disbelievers, but does not benefit inanimate beings. 

Examples of this kind of guidance are in the following verses: “We 
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showed him the path while he is either grateful or ungrateful2,” and “As 
for (the people of) ThamÙd, we guided them, but they preferred blindness 

to guidance.”3 

3. The third kind of guidance is universal both in terms of the beings who 
are guided and the resulting guidance and is also called existential 

guidance. This is the guidance referred to in the following verse: “Our 

Sustainer is He who gave everything its existence, and then guided it.”4 

This verse implies that AllÁh’s i universal guidance includes all creation, 

whether conscious or inanimate. In another verse, the QurÞÁn states, 

“who created and proportioned; who determined and guided.”5 Here, the 
verb “to determine” (taqdÐr) entails the facilitation of the appropriate 

means of a given thing so that it is “guided” to fulfil the purpose for 

which it was created. 

All of creation - whether conscious or inanimate - attains its intended 

purpose through this third type of existential guidance. However man, 

who is more than just a physical being living in this material world, 
requires more than the existential guidance afforded to all creation. He 

can only attain perfection by choosing his path according to his free will. 

For this reason, AllÁh must on the one hand, provide a set of positive 
and negative commands entailed in the sharÐÝah (divine law) so that man 

can choose to either obey or disobey. On the other hand, AllÁh i must 

create “problems” at the individual and societal levels (some of which are 
caused by human choice and some of which are caused by natural means 

such as natural disasters) so that man can choose a course of action with 

respect to these problems. By choosing a course of action with respect to 

                                                 
2 SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 3: 

��� $�Q�#��� �7��� �+!�>78�� � SD(	�-�J �79��  $��I*C�# �7����  
3 SÙrat al-FuÒÒilat (41), Verse 17: 

� H-�6
�� <��" <.���
�� �I�>�E�/(=��1 (5�6SD(	�-�6�1 �uI���G �7���� �  
4 SÙrat ÓÁhÁ (20), Verse 50: 

�("� c�4��� ��D�3�� �M��R  H-�J 75*G � �N
��, ?�(0�� �+*# <.x�  
5 SÙrat al-AÝlÁ (87), Verse 2-3: 

�H7I�8�1 �����, c�4���  . H-�6�1 ��7-�R c�4������  
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divine law and the aforementioned problems, man actualizes the 
potential that is hidden within himself, and either proves himself to be 

worthy of eternal felicity or chastisement. It is for this reason that both 

the divine law and human tragedy are referred to in IslÁmic literature by 
the terms “trial,” “tribulation,” and “test.” 

To put it simply, AllÁh i is like a scientist examining each individual 

human being. The parameters on which his experiments are based are the 
sharÐÝah and human tragedy. Through these two variables, a person’s 

station with respect to the level of perfection that was intended for him is 

determined.6 

To recapitulate, Divine tests are based on the Divine precedent called 

universal guidance. Through these tests every person comes to know 

which abode he will enter: the abode of reward or the abode of 
chastisement. The QurÞÁn describes the purpose of these tests in this way: 

“…so that AllÁh may purify those who have faith and that He may 

eradicate the faithless.”7  

In the course of repeated tests, the superficial faith and deceitful good 

qualities of the faithless and the hypocrites are extirpated. Another 

meaning of the “eradication of the faithless” is mentioned in the verse 
that says, “the (final) outcome will be in favour of the fear of AllÁh”8 and 

in the verse that reads, “My righteous servants shall inherit the earth.”9 

                                                 
6 SÙrat al-Kahf (18), Verse 7: 

� $A���" �)�8(%� (5�6�	� (5�J�I*�(D�>�� ��6�� $j�D.(	�v �K(��V� <.��" ��� ��D
����b �79�� �  
Also refer to: SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 2, SÙrat al-AnbiyÁ’ (21), Verse 35, SÙrat Ál-i ÝImrÁn 
(3), Verse 154, SÙrat al-Fajr (89), Verse 6, SÙrat al-TaghÁbun (64), Verse 15, SÙrat 
MuÎammad (47), Verse 4 
7 SÙrat Àle ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 141: 

� �)	�Q�C\&
�� ���E(��	 �� �I�D��U �)	�4��� � ���� ��[�E���!.���� �  
8 SÙrat ÓÁhÁ (20), Verse 132: 

� HI
N7/��� *j�>�R���
�� �� �  
9 SÙrat al-AnbiyÁ’ (21), Verse 105: 

	 ��6*G�Q�	 �K(��V� ��� �Q
#[�4�� �-(��3 ()�� ��I�37a�� 0�1 ��D.(>�/�# (-�N����  ��I�E���7Z�� �c�u��>�"
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We can recap the positive effects of divine tests in the following two 
points: 

1. They serve to actualize hidden potentials. ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � 

says: “It is in extreme circumstances that a man’s true mettle shows 
itself.”10 It is narrated from ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � that “People 

are tested as gold is tested, and they are purified as gold is purified.”11 The 

word fitnah refers to the process of smelting gold ore. Gold ore is melted 
so that its impurities float to the surface and are removed. Likewise the 

essence of man is like gold that AllÁh i wishes to purify. Meanwhile, the 

presence of animal-like qualities such as anger and lust pose a major 
obstacle to his purification. It is for this reason that Divine tests are 

considered a means for the perfection of mankind. 

In the military, soldiers are required to perform strenuous activities to 
build their strength. Likewise, Divine tests are meant to strengthen man’s 

inner self. ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � says, “Although AllÁh knows man 

better than he knows himself, (He tests him) in order to make manifest 
those actions by which he earns his reward or punishment.”12 

2. They also serve to awaken man from his sleep of heedlessness. AllÁh i 

tests man both through tragedy and hardship and by showering him with 
an abundance of blessings such as power, health, and wealth. Often these 

blessing deceive a person so much that they threaten to lead to his 

downfall. AllÁh i sends tragedy his way, in order to jar him from his 

                                                 
10 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Short Saying 217: 
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11 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1 pg. 370: 
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stupor so that he can once again discern right from wrong, and so that he 
remembers that all existence and blessings issue from AllÁh i, whom one 

should never forget and against whom one should never sin.  

Many verses in the QurÞÁn speak of this aspect of Divine tests13. These 
verses generally use the terms tadhakkur (to remind), tadarruÞ (to show 

humility), and rujÙÝ (to return to the path). These concepts link together 

in the following way: to return to the path that leads to AllÁh i one 
must first be reminded of AllÁh i; he must then humble himself before 

AllÁh i; only then can he truly return to AllÁh i and better himself. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � refers to this QurÞÁnic truth in the following 
way: “When AllÁh’s servants commit a sin, He tests them with hardship 

until they repent and cease committing sins and heed AllÁh’s 

admonishment.”14 

If what we have said so far is true, then one might wonder why AllÁh’s i 

prophets �, ImÁms �, and saints are tested? The answer to this 

question is found in a narration of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � where he 
says: “The divine test is a form of discipline for the wrongdoer, a test for 

the believer, a means to increase one’s station for the prophets, and a 

means of ennoblement for the saints of AllÁh.”15  

                                                 
13 SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 94, SÙrat al-RÙm (30), Verse 41, SÙrat al-Sajdah (32), Verse 21, 

SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verses 30-168, SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 126 
14 Nahj al- Balaghah, Sermon 143: 
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15 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 4, pg. 235, no. 54: 
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12 
ALLAH’S WILL IN HUMAN GUIDANCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Considering the verse of the QurÞÁn in SÙrah 32, verse 13 

which reads, “Had We wished We would have given every soul its 

guidance,” - can it not be concluded that AllÁh i has not desired 

the guidance of all humanity? If AllÁh i had desired the guidance 

of all humanity He would have willed such, but obviously He has 

not. Why? 

Brief Answer 

AllÁh i has willed the guidance of all His creatures. For, after taking all 

the [relevant] QurÞÁnic verses into consideration, the following points 

can be deduced: 

1. Divine guidance is divided into existential (takwÐnÐ) and legislative 

(tashrÐÝÐ) guidance. Existential guidance is the all-encompassing guidance 

that embraces the entire creation. AllÁh i has put all creatures in motion 
by ingraining in their nature their inclination for seeking perfection and 

reaching their ultimate goal. The legislative guidance, which is more 

specific, is exclusive to the bearers of intellect and thought and pertains 
to religious issues, such as rightful doctrines and the Divine oughts and 

ought-nots.  The prophets and their infallible successors serve as the 

conduit for this latter guidance. It is this guidance that is an extra favour 
bestowed upon mankind, and hence they enjoy both types of guidance. 

2. There are many verses in the QurÞÁn which confirm the free will of the 

human being, such as, “Indeed We have guided him to the way, be he 
grateful or ungrateful.” This ability to choose is a measure of existential 

guidance from AllÁh i, for the human being cannot himself be the 
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source of his free will as it would entail the problem of circularity or 
infinite regress.  

3. The entire creation is founded on a framework of causality, and the 

Divine norm (sunnat AllÁh) requires that all affairs be guided through 
the causal matrix. In this vein, He has provided the means of guidance 

for all human beings, by which they can attain the ultimate goal of their 

existence. So although the human being has been blessed by  existential 
guidance, at the same time he is a free being and can choose to take the 

path of Divine guidance—thereby preparing in himself the grounds for 

further guidance—or he could choose to take the opposite direction, 
which leads to disbelief and oppression. What the verse in question 

intends is that if AllÁh i had wished, He could have created the human 

being without free will. But AllÁh i chose to mould the human being as 
a volitional creature by the means of His existential and legislative 

guidance so that he would be responsible for his actions and distinguish 

truth from falsehood. It is in line with the same Divine norm that if the 
human being embarks on the path of oppression and disbelief, 

consequently he would be deprived of Divine guidance. But on the other 

hand, by choosing to follow the path of truth, the human being earns the 
blessing of further guidance.  

Detailed Answer 

Before answering the question, it is necessary to mention some 
preparatory points.  

1. It would be helpful to reflect on the entire verse in question: “Had We 

wished We would have given every soul its guidance, but My word 
became due [against the defiant]: ‘Surely I will fill hell with all the [guilty] 

jinn and humans.’”1 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Sajdah (32), Verse 13: 
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2. The definition of hidÁyah: It signifies enlightening and showing the 
way, out of kindness and goodwill.  

3. The QurÞÁan recognizes two general types of Divine guidance: 

existential (takwÐnÐ) and legislative (tashrÐÝÐ). The existential is that all-
inclusive guidance that benefits the entire creation. AllÁh i guides all 

creatures to their ultimate perfection and goal by means of that which He 

has imparted in their nature. In this regard the QurÞÁn explains, “He said 
‘Our Lord is He who gave everything its creation and then guided it”2. 

This point is reiterated in the following verse: “[He] who created and 

proportioned, [He] who determined and guided.”3 

The legislative guidance, which is the one specific to the bearers of 

intellect and thought, pertains to religious matters such as the true 

doctrines and the Divine law. This guidance has been delivered to 
humankind through the channels of Divine prophets and their infallible 

successors. AllÁh i says, “A part [of mankind] He has guided and a part 

has deserved [to be consigned to] error”4; also, “and AllÁh guides 
whomever He wishes to a straight path.”5  As these verses allude to a 

limited guidance, it can be inferred that the guidance in question is the 

legislative. Nevertheless, this guidance in the context of the human 
community is an all-inclusive one [meant for all human beings].  

4. The human being, as a creation of AllÁh i who is subservient to Him, 

is the only creature moulded a free being. There are numerous verses in 
the QurÞÁn that emphasize the volitional nature of the human being, 

such as: “And say, ‘[This is] the truth from your Lord: let anyone who 

                                                 
2 SÙrat ÓahÁ (20), Verse 50: 
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3 SÙrat al-AÝlÁ (87), Verses 2-3: 
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wishes believe it, and let anyone who wishes disbelieve it.”6 In addition: 
“Indeed We have guided him to the way, be he grateful or ungrateful.”7 

Hence it is the individual himself who is responsible for what he does. 

This freewill is part and parcel of human existence and is by no means 
separable from it. Thus the human being is predestined in possessing 

freewill. There is no human being who could decide not to be free. From 

this it can be deduced that the source of human volition cannot be the 
human being himself, for then we would have the problem of circularity 

or infinite regress. But in the context of his deeds and actions, he is free 

by nature, and this is one instance of that existential guidance. 

5. The existential system is founded on the system of causality. The 

Divine norm (sunnat AllÁh) has established that all events come about by 

means of their natural causes. The same norm applies to the question of 
guidance in which case He provides the means of guidance so that truth 

would be clear for those who seek it and so that they could attain the 

ultimate goal by recognizing those means.  

Based on the aforementioned points and according to the explicit 

connotations of various verses of the QurÞÁn, the existential guidance 

encompasses all creatures. In addition, the human being has been blessed 
by the Divine legislative guidance as well. Due to the fact that freewill has 

been existentially inscribed in his nature, he has the option of following 

the exclusive Divine guidance, thereby preparing the grounds for further 
elevation. But he could also choose to abandon the way of truth, 

plunging into disbelief and darkness. The verse in question indicates that 

had AllÁh i wished, He could have created the human being without 
freewill. But He chose to favour humankind by both the existential and 

the legislative guidance, by which He could hold the human being 

                                                 
6 SÙrat al-Kahf (18), Verse 29: 
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accountable for his actions, and by which He intended to distinguish 
truth from falsehood. 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

It has been clarified that understanding the verse in question to mean 
that God does not wish the guidance of all human beings is a 

misconception. Rather, the contrary holds true. For He has wished the 

guidance not only of all human beings but of all creatures. The difference 
lies in that AllÁh i has ordained by His Divine norm that if the human 

being decided to walk on to the path of disbelief and oppression, he 

would be naturally deprived of Divine guidance. But if he chose to 
traverse the path of truth, he would be blessed by that Divine guidance. 

“As for those who strive in Us, We shall surely guide them in Our ways, 

and AllÁh is indeed with the virtuous.”8 

                                                 
8 SÙrat al-ÝAnkabÙt (29), Verse 69: 
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NON-MUSLIMS AND HELL 

Question:Question:Question:Question: We know of many people around the world who are not 

Muslims or ShÐÞa but are nevertheless individuals of good conduct; 

for example, non-Muslims are responsible for many inventions. Is 

it right that they all deserve to be punished in Hell because they are 

not Muslims? 

Brief Answer 

Those who do not believe in IslÁm can be classified into two groups: 

1. Those who are termed ‘Jahil-e-Muqassir’ (lit. ‘culpable ignorant’). These 
are non-believers to whom the message of IslÁm has reached and who 

have understood its truthfulness. However, they are not prepared to 

accept the truth due to their obstinacy and stubbornness. This group 
deserves to be punished in Hell. 

2. Those who are termed ‘Jahil-e-Qasir’ (lit. ‘inculpable ignorant’). These 

are non-believers to whom the message of IslÁm has not reached, or it has 
been presented to them in a very incomplete and untruthful manner. 

Such people will attain salvation if they are truthful to their own religion. 

Detailed Answer 

IslÁm is a simple and accessible religion and it is easy to find out its 

truthfulness by means of the two guiding authorities that have been given 

to mankind: the ‘outer’ guiding authority, that is, AllÁh’s prophets and 
saints, and the ‘inner’ one, that is, the intellect.1 

                                                 
1 al-Kafi, v.1, p.25, no. 22 
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IslÁm is in complete opposition to the concept of religious pluralism 
because this concept is based on the principle that different beliefs are 

equal and that Muslims, Hindus, Christians, Jews etc. all have the same 

rank and status. According to religious pluralism, no proof exists for the 
invalidity of any belief because the truth is unattainable and religion is a 

relative and completely personal affair. Not only are its truths and real 

substance unattainable and every person takes from it whatever he or she 
personally understands, but furthermore, there are numerous truths and 

many correct paths to salvation and deliverance. 

Such views are inconsistent with the religion of IslÁm, which is 
comprised of a set of fundamental beliefs and practical, legal and ethical 

laws and principles. IslÁm does however give concessions to those who 

are far from its reality. This can be better understood when we consider 
that there are two groups of people who do not believe in IslÁm: 

1. Those who are termed ‘Jahil-e-Muqassir’ (lit. ‘culpable ignorant’) and 

who are obstinate non-believers. That is, IslÁm has reached them and they 
have understood its truthfulness; however, they are not prepared to 

accept the truth due to their obstinacy and stubbornness. This group of 

non-believers deserves to be punished in Hell because despite having 
known the truth, they have chosen with their own free will to reject 

IslÁm. These non-believers, even though they may be of good conduct, 

could have attained salvation but instead have closed the path to 
salvation themselves as they have covered the truth and are rebellious and 

obstinate in relation to it. As a result, they have chosen their own 

predicament. 

2. Those who are termed ‘Jahil-e-Qasir’ (lit. ‘inculpable ignorant’). These 

are non-believers to whom the message of IslÁm has not reached, or it has 

been presented to them in a very incomplete and untruthful manner; so 
for example, they think that IslÁm has the same status and rank as the 

religions of India and China and at the most, Judaism and Christianity. 

This group of non-believers, whether they live in the most remote parts of 
the world or in the most civilized, will not be subject to the punishments 

of Hell because they are not blameworthy for their lack of belief, and 

punishment is only for blameworthy sinners. 
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Unfortunately, there is so much propaganda against IslÁm that free 

thinking and seeking the truth has been taken away from many people in 

a way that they cannot distinguish truth from falsehood. The fact is that 
despite making significant material progress, contemporary man has 

regressed spiritually. The main cause of this is the ‘World Arrogance’—
the superpower enemies of IslÁm—with its propagandist and deceptive 
media system that in full force tries to change and distort the truth. 

Therefore, many people, even in the most civilized of places, have 

remained unaware of the true message of IslÁm and of the enlivening 
Ahlul Bayt � school of thought. Worse still, incorrect and unrealistic 

information about IslÁm is given to them in a way that a religion of 

mercy, love and justice is portrayed as a religion of violence, oppression 
and injustice. 

In conclusion, from the point of view of IslÁm, those who have not heard 

about the true message of IslÁm and are not blameworthy with regard to 
this will attain salvation if they are truthful to their own religion. This 

religion must be based on the ‘fitrah’2—man’s primordial, innate 

nature—and so the followers of such a religion, for example, abstain 
from lying and committing crimes against humanity. This rule is also 

applicable to the Ahlus Sunnah to whom the truthfulness of ShÐÝaism has 

not been explained correctly. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Fitrah: AllÁh says in the QurÞÁn, “The divine nature by which AllÁh has created 

mankind” (30:30). Therefore, the fitrah in every person is the root of all spiritual 
matters and goodness. ImÁm RiÃÁ � has said, “And it is by means of the fitrah that 
His proof is substantiated” (al-Saduq, al-Tawhid, pg. 35. That is, whatever Allah has as 
argumentation is of no use without the fitrah. By this explanation, it becomes evident 
why in the terminology of IslÁmic philosophers and theologians the fitrah is referred to 
as the origin of all spiritual matters and goodness, in contrast to tabi’ah (nature), which 
is referred to as the origin of all material and instinctive matters. Man is a being of free 
will that continuously chooses the path of the fitrah or the way of tabi’ah, and it is with 
this free will that he determines his life in the Hereafter, as indicated in the famous 
hadith: “The World is a plantation for the Hereafter.” 





 

14 
SELF-CONFIDENCE AND TRUST IN ALLAH 

Question:Question:Question:Question: On the one hand, in the sciences of education and 

psychology a great deal of emphasis is placed on self-confidence, 

but in IslÁmic teachings, ethics, and gnosticism (ÝirfÁn) on the 

other hand, it is stressed that one must trust only in AllÁh i and 

not in oneself. Is their a contradiction between the two 

perspectives? 

Brief Answer 

To apprehend whether there is a conflict or not, one must first have a 

clear definition of the two terms. There are two ways of understanding 

self-confidence: 

1. Comprehending ones’ abilities, potentials, and building on the existing 

capabilities in the attempt to satisfy one’s desires and attain to the true 

human identity. This version is in no way in conflict with the spirit of 
trust in AllÁh i. The advantage of this version is its compatibility with 

two key religious terms: self-knowledge and knowledge of AllÁh’s i 

blessings and the right way of employing them. 

2. Egocentrism. That is, to rely solely on one’s personal capabilities and 

knowledge to the extent of considering one’s ambitions and desires as the 

source of ultimate well-being and success. This understanding is not only 
in disharmony with religious teachings; it is a mirage, a mere figment of 

the imagination. This objectionable self-confidence is actually self-

centeredness and being over-confident of oneself. It is in allusion to this 
type of self-confidence that the Commander of the Faithful says, 

“Whosoever trusts in his self will be betrayed many times.” 
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The Definition of The Definition of The Definition of The Definition of TawakkulTawakkulTawakkulTawakkul    

Tawakkul comes from the root wikÁlah and so by derivation means 

“appointing someone as one’s trustee (wakil)”. What is meant by the self-

confidence that is in harmony with tawakkul is maintaining one’s 
composition in the face of great predicaments by relying on the endless 

power of AllÁh i, thereby considering oneself triumphant. It means to 

struggle resolutely in the face of all the troubles and tribulations that 
befall one, trusting in AllÁh i where one feels powerless and not ceasing 

to try. Rather, even where one feels capable, one should know that the 

real power is AllÁh i. For, in the eyes of the true monotheist, He is the 
fountainhead of all existing powers, so that viewing the natural 

phenomena in separation from the Divine will is a kind of polytheism. 

All natural causes derive their potency from Him and exist due to His 
will. 

But the second interpretation of self-confidence is in no way compatible 

with tawakkul, for in this sense self-confidence would be to regard one’s 
strengths and capabilities independent of Divine will. And self-reliance 

and relying on other creatures are in opposition to the spirit of trust in 

AllÁh i. 

The Prophet � has been related as having said, “I asked JibrÁÞÐl �, 

‘What is tawakkul?’  He replied, ‘Recognizing the truth that a creature can 

neither harm nor benefit, and not to have your eyes on the wealth of 
others. When a servant of AllÁh acquires these traits, he will act only for 

AllÁh and will not have any hope in other than Him. This is the truth 

and boundary of tawakkul.’” 

Detailed Answer 

In order to properly examine the question of the contradiction of self-

confidence—in the context of psychology—with the concept of trusting 
in God and not trusting in oneself—in the context of religious 

teachings—one must first analyze the meanings of the two concepts. 
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Analyzing the definition of selfAnalyzing the definition of selfAnalyzing the definition of selfAnalyzing the definition of self----confidenceconfidenceconfidenceconfidence    

Self-confidence is acknowledging one’s strengths and capabilities, 

therefore relying on what one has for achieving what one desires and for 

attaining to the true essence of humanity. This conception of self-
confidence is not in conflict with religious teachings. Rather it is exactly 

in line with the will of AllÁh i and acceptable by the godly people. We 

are duty bound to attempt to acquire this trait and the failure thereof 
might result in being deprived of many advantageous things, the least of 

which might be the lack of success and the inability to achieve Divine 

satisfaction. Hence, we refer to this conception of self-confidence as the 
laudable self-confidence. 

There are several qualifications that contribute to the positive conception 

of self-confidence. The first is comprehending oneself, one’s capabilities, 
strengths and weaknesses, duties, and material and spiritual assets. What 

is the most effective plan for utilizing these assets? These are all points 

and questions that stem from the two key religious concepts: self-
knowledge and recognizing one’s God-given blessings and appropriately 

exploiting them.  

This conception of self-confidence is in essence to be aware of the supra-
human entity and the lofty aspects of the human being by means of 

knowing the blessings of AllÁh i. And this is based on the fact that AllÁh 

i has bestowed certain blessings on the human being and thus holds him 
responsible vis-à-vis those blessings and at the end will hold him 

accountable, asking as to how he employed those blessings. Hence, taking 

the responsibility of these blessings on one’s shoulders is not possible 
without taking advantage of one’s personal assets, without self-

confidence, without benefiting from those blessings, or feeling positive. 

So to reward [unclear] the positive definition of self-confidence: It is the 
belief that “I” am one of AllÁh’s i creatures that has been given blessings 

by a Being who has control over these blessings and who would not be 

harmed were He to deprive me of all of them. We would be ungrateful if 
we did not think of the scheme of our existence in this manner. 

We accept the first definition of self-confidence because it reinforces our 

independence and self-esteem and thus prevents us from being dependent 
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on other creatures as well as underestimating ourselves. In other words, 
self-confidence is the conscious and beneficial acceptance of our values, 

assets, and symbols, such that with this lofty human/IslÁmic self-

confidence we can stand up against all instances of timidity, [cultural] 
disorientation, thereby preventing our subordination to those who only 

wear the disguise of humanity. 

Through self-confidence we will be able to regulate our mind, thereby 
gaining access to all the golden keys to success. Is it not true that when 

imperialists decide to enslave a people, their first tactic is to convince the 

people that they have nothing, that their mentality is backward and that 
they have fallen behind from modernism and that they are too immature 

to stand up on their own feet? By such intimidations a nation might fall 

from the heights of self-confidence to the pits of self-abasement, and 
seeing itself as inferior it will try to emulate the predator culture. Such 

emulation is in itself a manifestation of the cultural deficiency of the 

nation in question and is the beginning of its self-alienation, both 
culturally and religiously. 

A good number of those who get caught in psychological voids—and as a 

result get involved in crime—are those who underestimate themselves. 
The analysis provided by ÝAli Mirzabiygee states that, “Self-esteem plays a 

major role in one’s logical and normal behaviour or on the other hand 

one’s abnormal, unfriendly, and criminal behaviour. Based on the 
conducted research in this field, self-esteem can prevent, ameliorate, or 

worsen some types of modes of human behaviour. As narrated in a 

tradition, “He who is self-abased will become such that there will be no 
security against his mischief.”1  Therefore, the positive self-confidence 

results in self-esteem and is itself the fruit of self-assurance, 

determination, and capability. “The determination of men of eminence 
can uproot mountains.”2 (The Role of Psychological Needs, pg. 33) 

                                                 
1 TuÎaf al-ÝUqÙl, pg. 483: 
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2 Musnad al-ShahÁb, vol. 1, pg. 378 
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Another positive quality of this definition of self-confidence is its 
harmony with the spirit of tawakkul in IslÁmic culture. We will explain 

this point in more detail later on. 

The second possible definition for self-confidence is egocentrism—i.e., 
the absence of any concern other than one’s desires. This could end in 

such extremes that one might solely depend on his faculties and 

knowledge, considering his needs and aspirations as the source of 
absolute good and ultimate success. This illusion is not only in 

opposition to IslÁmic teachings, it is also a figment of the imagination. It 

would be more accurate to refer to this negative definition of self-
confidence as egocentrism. It is the latter psychological state that has 

been the cause of many failures and by which the human being has been 

betrayed: “Whosoever trusts his ego will be betrayed by it.”3 

Why is this definition of self-confidence deplorable? The following 

factors all play a role in the negative nature of this state of mind. This 

conception of self-confidence creates a false self-image in the mind of the 
human being and thus entails disequilibrium. When one thinks, “What I 

want should be…Truth is that which corresponds to my opinion and so 

my opinion should be done…There are no obstacles in my way…I am 
strong enough so that others are nothing in comparison to me…”—such 

thoughts can only lead to “personal overestimation”. The solidification 

of this notion would cause “extreme conceit” which will open the way for 
an unrealistic overestimation of oneself. And without doubt such mental 

waves and whirlpools will entail “instability” and the distortion of one’s 

true personality. 

At any rate, the limits of one’s capabilities should be recognized. One 

should take into consideration all the other factors and realities too. 

With such awkward self-confidence there will be no possibility of a 
realistic assessment of one’s capabilities. The Commander of the Faithful, 

ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ¬Álib � says, “If you seek AllÁh’s grace, determine the aspects 

of your capabilities and the limits of your inabilities. Otherwise you 

                                                 
3 Ghurar al-Íikam, vol. 5, pg. 161 
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would exceed your scope thereby undermining the possibility of progress 
and Divine grace.”4 

It is for this reason that IslÁm prohibits such overestimation of oneself 

and has warned that if a human being does not abandon this state of 
mind, he would be seized by two entailments: conceit and self-love. 

In addition to the detriments you heard regarding ‘ujb—viewing oneself 

beyond the range of fallibility and being satisfied with one’s deeds—it is 
an evil tree whose fruit is a range of greater sins… The veil of ‘ujb and the 

heavy curtain of self-satisfaction blocks one from seeing one’s own 

weaknesses. And this is a great affliction that prevents the human being 
from all perfections… And another detriment of ‘ujb is being 

overconfident of oneself and one’s deeds. This causes the ignorant and 

unfortunate human being to consider himself free of need of the Truth, 
exalted is He, therefore neglecting His grace.5 

The second feature of the negative self-confidence which renders it a 

deplorable trait is that it implies a notion of independence from AllÁh i, 
which is practically denying the principle of Divine unity in actions. In 

the science of theology it has been demonstrated that all existents, 

motions, and actions in the cosmos derive from the Pure Essence of 
AllÁh i. He is the cause of causes, the head of the chain of causality. 

Even our actions are, from one aspect, from Him. He has bestowed upon 

us strength, choice, and free will, but this Diving agency does not reject 
the role of the human being. He has bestowed strength and choice, but at 

the same time we are the doers of our own actions and as such are 

responsible for them. But this fact does not contradict the agency of 
AllÁh i, for all that we possess is from Him and will return to Him: 

“There is no active agent in existence but for Him.”6 Attributing the main 

role to oneself is tantamount to assuming absolute agency for oneself in 
opposition to AllÁh’s i absolute will and His boundless rule. 

    

                                                 
4 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 66, pg. 79 
5 AyatullÁh Khomeini, Forty Hadith, under the explanation of the third Îadith  
6 AyatullÁh NÁÒir MakÁrÐm Shirazi, PayÁm QurÞÁn, vol. 3, pg. 274 
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Analyzing the definition of Analyzing the definition of Analyzing the definition of Analyzing the definition of TawakkulTawakkulTawakkulTawakkul    

Tawakkul is derived from the root wikÁlah and means the appointment 

of a trustee (wakil). It should go without saying that appointing a trustee 

is necessary where one is incapable of personally handling the situation, 
in which case the strength of some one else is employed. It should also be 

noted that the right trustee should at least have the following four traits: 

well informed, trustworthy, having the power to undertake the task in 
question, and concerned for the welfare of the client. 

The first interpretation of self-confidence—i.e., self-knowledge and self-

assurance along with utilizing all personal capabilities and assets—has no 
contradiction with tawakkul. For, in addition to the purely religious 

concepts that are embedded in this interpretation of self-confidence—

such as self-knowledge, knowledge, and utilizing the blessings of AllÁh 
i—essentially the realistic tawakkul stems from this positive 

interpretation of self-confidence. For, what is intended by the concept of 

tawakkul is that the human being, when confronted with tribulations in 
life, must not feel abased or weak. Rather, relying on the limitless power 

of AllÁh i, he must see himself triumphant and victorious. In this light, 

it becomes clear that tawakkul possesses an inspiring, revitalizing, and 
regenerating meaning that increases one’s endurance and resilience. 

Hence, relying on AllÁh i should not be construed in any other way but 

that the human being, when faced with the troubles and vicissitudes of 
life, when exposed to the animosity of enemies and the stubbornness of 

detractors, or in running into difficulties or seeming impasses, must 

endeavour to open the doors of success and when incapable, rely on 
AllÁh i thereby continuing to struggle. More accurately, even where one 

is capable of undertaking a task, AllÁh i should still be recognized as the 

principal agent in the world, for from the perspective of a monotheist, 
the fountainhead of power and strength is AllÁh i 

Those who assume that being cognizant of the world of causes and 

natural elements is in opposition to the spirit of tawakkul are in deep 
error. For dissociating the natural elements from the will of God is itself 

a type of polytheism. Is it not true that even natural elements owe their 

efficacy to Him and exist due to His will? Of course, if such elements and 
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causes are considered independent entities in contrast to His will—then 
such a view is in opposition to the spirit of tawakkul. The main point is 

that self-assurance, taking advantage of AllÁh’s i blessings, utilizing 

one’s capabilities, and hopefulness are not in contrast to tawakkul. The 
Prophet of IslÁm �, the crown of those who rely on God, never failed to 

seize any opportunity, plan, or positive tactic, nor did he neglect any 

natural element, and he used to warn the believers, “You can… You are 
superior.” Why should we not consider “You are superior” as the rightful 

interpretation and the true scheme for the conformity of tawakkul and 

self-confidence. 

The second interpretation of self-confidence is in contradiction with 

tawakkul because relying on other people is in diametrical opposition to 

relying on God. That is, living as a liability for others and being 
dependent on them means a lack of independence. For relying on God 

frees the human being from dependence (which is the cause of human 

disgrace and bondage) and bestows on him freedom and self-confidence. 
The Prophet of IslÁm � has been narrated as having said, “I inquired 

from the Messenger of Revelation, JibrÁÞÐl �, ‘What is tawakkul?’  He 

said, ‘Being aware that a creature can neither harm nor provide nor block 
[others’ sustenance] from being provided; that you take your eyes off of 

the possession of other people. When a servant of AllÁh has thus 

transformed himself, he will act only for AllÁh and will have hope only 
in Him. This is the truth and definition of tawakkul.’”7 

                                                 
7 MaÝÁnÐ al-AkhbÁr, pg. 261: 
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15 
ATTAINING PERFECTION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: How can perfection be attained? 

Brief Answer 

This topic needs to be discussed in three parts. 

1. Definition of 1. Definition of 1. Definition of 1. Definition of KamKamKamKamÁÁÁÁllll (Perfection) and How It Differs from  (Perfection) and How It Differs from  (Perfection) and How It Differs from  (Perfection) and How It Differs from TamTamTamTamÁÁÁÁm m m m 
(Completion) and Progress(Completion) and Progress(Completion) and Progress(Completion) and Progress    

Completion applies when speaking about the parts of a thing, as in the 
case where a thing is composed of several parts and all the parts are put 

together, it is said that that thing is complete. In other words, completion 

pertains to the parts that are necessary to bring something into existence. 
But perfection pertains to the levels and stages of something. When 

something reaches completion, there still might be more perfect states for 

it. Thus a thing could be complete but not perfect. Also, the term 
progress could apply to a movement that is merely horizontal. However, 

elevation is embedded in the meaning of perfection. For, perfection is 

meaningful only in the context of an ascending and vertical movement. 
Hence, it is possible to achieve progress without attaining to perfection. 

2222. . . . Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of IslÁmIslÁmIslÁmIslÁm    

a. Perfection is in vision and acquisition. One must fully comprehend the 
Divine sciences and act accordingly. 

b. Perfection is dependent on sensing, for the human being is compelled 

to action when feeling threatened and realizing one’s own imperfection.  
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3333. . . . Different Views on PerfectionDifferent Views on PerfectionDifferent Views on PerfectionDifferent Views on Perfection    

aaaa. . . . Ideology of PowerIdeology of PowerIdeology of PowerIdeology of Power    

According to this ideology, the perfect human being is synonymous with 

the powerful human being. The more powerful one is, the higher the level 
of perfection he has attained to. Even if knowledge is of value, it is due to 

the fact that it enables the human being to strengthen himself and to 

subjugate the surrounding environment. 

This view has two problems. First, knowledge in this ideology has no 

intrinsic value and sanctity. It is power alone that is considered 

perfection. Second, not only is knowledge not perfection and a means to 
transcendence, it serves as grounds for war and the exploitation of the 

weak. 

From the point of view of IslÁm, power is not intrinsically negative. 
There are instances where it has been promoted, but with the condition 

that it be employed in the way of advocating moral values and social 

reformation. 

b.b.b.b. The View of the Philosophers The View of the Philosophers The View of the Philosophers The View of the Philosophers    

From the perspective of the philosophers, perfection can be sought in 

two things: wisdom (which is the comprehension of the universal truths 
of the cosmos) and justice (which is the tempering of the instincts and 

the human faculties by the intellect, or in other words, the intellect 

dominating the human faculties) 

IslÁm also considers wisdom a virtue. The QurÞÁn refers to wisdom as 

“abundant good” (2:269) and recognizes it as a means of perfection. 

Justice is also emphasized by IslÁm. However, in IslÁm the intellect’s 
domination over the sensual and psychic faculties is considered effective 

only when it is reinforced by Revelation.  

cccc. . . . The Mystic IdeologyThe Mystic IdeologyThe Mystic IdeologyThe Mystic Ideology    

Mystics are of the opinion that reality is nondual. Reality is God and all 

else is the radiance of His existence. Thus, the human being attains to 

perfection when he comes to view only Him and nothing else, when he 
reaches annihilation in the Truth. The closer one ascends to the Truth, 
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the more perfect he becomes. And the path of this journey is the heart, 
and one must combat one’s ego and overcome it and belittle it so as to 

erase any trace of egoism.  

Although IslÁm approves of the path of the heart and vision, it also 
supports the intellect and has referred to the latter as the “inward 

prophet”. In contrast to mysticism, both the personal and the social 

aspects of life have been recognized, and so the perfect human being is he 
who perfects himself in both aspects. Another defect of the mystical 

perspective is that it undermines self-esteem and self-worth to the extent 

of demeaning the individual. IslÁm does not allow such excessive self-
humiliation. From the view point of IslÁm, at the same time that the 

believer must combat his ego and tame it, he must avoid ignoble and 

unbecoming acts. 

Detailed Answer 

Definition of PerfectionDefinition of PerfectionDefinition of PerfectionDefinition of Perfection    

First, we must define perfection. TamÁm (completion) is contrasted with 
naqÒ (deficiency) and so is kamÁl (perfection). In the Noble QurÞÁn we 

read: Today I have perfected your religion for you, and I have completed 
My blessing upon you1. That is, the QurÞÁn considers tamÁm and kamÁl 
different in meaning: it employs tamÁm in the context of deficiency in 

blessing and kamÁl in the context of deficiency in religion.  

At this point it is necessary to explain how kamÁl (perfection) differs in 
meaning from tamÁm (completion) and pÐshraft (progress). If an object is 

composed of several parts, such as a building, until all the parts are put 

together, it is said that the object is deficient and incomplete and when 
all the parts have been assembled, it is said that the object is complete. 

However, perfection applies to levels and stages. For instance, a new born 

child, although healthy and complete with all the natural parts and 
organs, is in one respect deficient and must pass through the various 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-MÁÞidah (5), Verse 3: 
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levels of perfection by means of training and education in order to attain 
to perfection. 

In other words, tamÁm is used where all the necessary parts for 

composing a whole are present, otherwise that whole is deficient in its 
essence. On the other hand, kamÁl is used when an object has reached 

completion but has the capacity to improve and acquire higher degrees. 

Thus, an object could be complete but not perfect.  

But as to the difference of kamÁl (perfection) from pÐshraft (progress), it 

can be said that the idea of elevation is embedded in the meaning of 

perfection. Perfection is a movement but a vertical one, from lower 
degrees to higher and loftier degrees, unlike progress which can also apply 

to a horizontal movement. For instance, if an army is at war and is 

conquering enemy territory and moving ahead, it is said that the army is 
progressing, not perfecting. Therefore, social perfection denotes human 

elevation in the social context not merely progress, for there are many 

changes that might be considered as progress for the human being or the 
society but might not necessarily indicate perfection or elevation. 

Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of Human Perfection from the Point of View of IslÁmIslÁmIslÁmIslÁm    

1111. . . . Perfection DepePerfection DepePerfection DepePerfection Dependent on Vision and Acquisition       ndent on Vision and Acquisition       ndent on Vision and Acquisition       ndent on Vision and Acquisition           

One must endeavour to fully understand the Divine sciences and conduct 

himself accordingly. That is, he must put his knowledge into action. Just 

as virtues are interrelated with perfect and complete acts of worship, vices 
are interrelated with deficient and ineffective acts of worship. 

2222. . . . Perfection Contingent on Sensing Danger  Perfection Contingent on Sensing Danger  Perfection Contingent on Sensing Danger  Perfection Contingent on Sensing Danger      

He who knows that something dangerous is threatening him and might 
result in his being left hungry and thirsty in the middle of nowhere will 

embark on solving the dangerous situation. The person who constantly 

reminds himself of the hardships of the hereafter and the chastisement of 
hell, realizing the danger, will struggle to attain to perfection and avoid 

all deficiencies. For unless one feels the deficiency and insufficiency of 

his state, he will not advance toward perfection. By the same token, 
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deficiency and backwardness are the results of ignorance and the 
complacent and self-deceiving notions of being perfect. 

But in what does human perfection lie? What is the path to attaining to 

perfection? There are divergent views regarding this question. We will 
limit ourselves to three views in addition to IslÁm’s assessment of each of 

them. 

The Ideology of PowerThe Ideology of PowerThe Ideology of PowerThe Ideology of Power. . . .     

According to this view, the perfect human is the strong human. The 

stronger the human being is and the more firmly he controls his 

surroundings, the closer he is to perfection. Darwin’s theory of 
evolution—known as “competition to survive”—is based on this notion. 

For the exponents of this view, knowledge is valuable only in so far as it 

enables the human being to strengthen his grip on his environment, thus 
they exploit knowledge for the sake of power. In their view, truth and 

justice have no reality or meaning other than power.  

Two criticisms come to mind regarding this viewpoint. First, knowledge 
enjoys no sacred place in this ideology, rather it is only a means for 

acquiring power, and it is power alone that can be considered perfection 

for the human being. Second, not only is knowledge not conducive to 
perfection or moral elevation, it prepares the grounds for conflict. It 

serves as a tool in the hands of the aggressors and oppressors. Therefore, 

humanity does not advance by employing knowledge as it should, for the 
imperialist powers utilize it to exploit the weaker nations. 

IslÁm advocates the use of power, but the sort of power that is in 

harmony with lofty human values, with compassion and kindness. There 
are numerous verses in the QurÞÁn that encourage the Muslim 

community to strengthen itself, but the power intended in such verses is 

that which would be utilized in the way of fighting oppression and 
defending the rights of the oppressed, the sort of power that would pave 

the way for upholding justice and moral values. 
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Philosophers’ Perspective on Human PerfectionPhilosophers’ Perspective on Human PerfectionPhilosophers’ Perspective on Human PerfectionPhilosophers’ Perspective on Human Perfection. . . .     

According to philosophers, human perfection lies in two things. The first 

is wisdom, which is comprehending the reality of things as they are in 

themselves and the general order of the cosmos. To corroborate this 
point, they cite the following verse, He gives wisdom to whomever He 
wishes, and he who is given wisdom, is certainly given an abundant 
good2. Thus they consider wisdom a Divine gift and a means to 
perfection.  

The second truth which constitutes perfection in the view of the 

philosophers is justice. By that they intend moral justice, i.e., creating a 
balance among the human instincts and faculties, bringing them under 

the supervision of the intellect. 

From the IslÁmic point of view wisdom is also seen as a means to 
perfection and, as was explained, more than just being beneficial to 

humanity, wisdom is a good in itself; meaning that it should be sought as 

an end in itself and not as a means for something else. Moreover, justice 
is also something which IslÁm underscores. It also stresses the importance 

of balancing the faculties and instincts and the intellect’s management of 

them. However, IslÁm does not consider this sufficient. According to 
IslÁm, the intellect must be complemented by faith, for reason alone is 

not potent enough. It is the intellect monitored by Revelation and faith 

that is desirable in the IslÁmic context.  

Mystics’ Perspective on Human PerfectionMystics’ Perspective on Human PerfectionMystics’ Perspective on Human PerfectionMystics’ Perspective on Human Perfection. . . .     

Mystics are of the opinion that reality is nondual, i.e., God. All else is His 

radiance and a form of the reality. Whatever seems to be real as such is 
due to Him. The human being can reach perfection only after realizing 

the truth and attaining to it, to which they refer as “attaining to the 

Truth,” indicating annihilation in the Truth. He must be comprehended 
before anything else, even prior to comprehending oneself. Although the 

                                                 
2 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), verse 269: 
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unity expounded by the ystics should not be understood as indicating 
incarnation or God becoming identical with the creation. Rather, what is 

meant is to see Him alongside everything, within everything, and prior to 

everything. And if the human being fails to attain to the truth, he is 
imperfect and veiled from the truth. The path leading to the truth is that 

of the heart, not reason, syllogism, nor philosophy: 

Syllogists have legs of wood, 

But legs of wood are dangerously unsteady. 

The mount for this journey is love and intimacy. And the ego must be 

exterminated in this way. 

In the mystical worldview, some issues have been disparaged with which 

IslÁm disagrees. IslÁm approves of love and spiritual wayfaring but at the 

same time supports the intellect, calling it the “inward prophet” and 
counting it as one of the Divine blessings. In mysticism esotericism has 

been overemphasized, thus undermining the outward aspects of 

spirituality and emphasizing seclusion and withdrawal from social life. 
IslÁm on the other hand, while stressing the importance of personal 

aspects, spiritual purification, and spiritual retreat in God, encourages 

the social aspects as well. IslÁm advocates worship but along with 
involvement in the society, hailing those who are worshippers by night 

and warriors by day.  

According to IslÁm, the Universal Man is he who is a man of worship, of 
kneeling and prostration before the Lord, but also one who is dutiful vis-

à-vis his social responsibilities—i.e., social reformation and enjoining 

good and forbidding evil.3  In the mystical worldview, attaining to the 
Truth and Unveiling and liberation from egoism requires the 

annihilation of the ego, belittling it to the very extreme without being 

disturbed by such practices. Rather one should consider them as the way 
to perfection. IslÁm, however, does not approve of such measures. For, it 

views the believer with respect and commands him to defend his dignity. 

IslÁm encourages combating one’s ego and self-esteem concurrently. That 

                                                 
3 These traits can be found in the Noble QurÞÁn: SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), verse 112 and SÙrat 
al-FatÎ (49), veresse 29 are two examples. 
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is, it approves of combating one’s ego so long as it does not lead to being 
disgraced and belittled. The value of the believer is very high in the 

IslÁmic value system, so much so that it has been considered equal to that 

of the Kaaba. 



 

16 
THE ANGELS AND FREE-WILL 

Question:Question:Question:Question: We know that some angels do nothing but worship 

AllÁh i. Is this worship of theirs performed of their own freewill? 

If not, does AllÁh i have need of such worship? 

Brief Answer 

No benefit from any creature’s worship—whether it has freewill or not—

reaches AllÁh i. Rather worship that is offered out of freewill is the cause 

for the spiritual advancement of the worshipper. However, for creatures 
that worship AllÁh i without freewill, such as the angels, their worship is 

simply an intrinsic part of their existence. Their subservience to AllÁh i 

stems from their perception of His greatness, and does not benefit AllÁh 
i in the least. 

Detailed Answer 

Angels are supernatural beings. We can only know of their existence by 
way of revelation or through individual supernatural experience. Angels 

are immaterial and can therefore not be described quantitatively or 

qualitatively. However, they can appear in human form. The QurÞÁn 
speaks of Mariam’s � encounter with the Noble Spirit when she saw it 

in human form.1  It also tells us of the angels who visited IbrÁhÐm � 
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and LÙÔ � in the form of men.2 Additionally, it is narrated that JibrÁÞÐl 
would appear before the Prophet MuÎammad � in the form of DaÎyah 

al-KalbÐ, the Prophet’s milk-brother. 

We know that angels are limited beings that vary from individual to 
individual. Some are consigned with the responsibility of meting out 

punishment in this world, some in Purgatory (al-Barzakh), and some in 

the Hereafter. Some are entrusted with the task of writing the deeds of 
men, and some write the decrees of AllÁh i. Some manage the day-to-day 

affairs of the cosmos, and some are messengers who carry divine 

revelation. Some inspire the hearts of men and some are protectors and 
helpers of the believers. Some have higher rank and give orders to others. 

Some are responsible for sustenance, some for rain, and some take the 

souls of people when they die. In the same vein, some angels are 
perpetually in a state of prostration, some continually bow, and some 

                                                 
2 SÙrat HÙd (11), Verses 69-81: 
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forever glorify AllÁh i. Some eternally circumambulate the KaÝbah and 
pay tribute to the graves of the Friends of AllÁh i. Some seek forgiveness 

and intercession for the believers. Others curse the disbelievers, pagans, 

hypocrites and staunch opponents of the Prophet’s household. In all 
cases, each angel is assigned a specific task. He neither has power to 

perform more than what he has been commanded nor to fall short of his 

task. 

The essence of worship (ÝibÁdah) is to display servitude (ÝubÙdiyyah) to 

one’s master. One’s display of servitude is directly proportional to his 

perception of AllÁh’s i greatness. Such a display, therefore, is an 
indication of the spiritual perfection of the creature, not a deficiency in 

the Creator. It is not necessary that any benefit from a creature’s worship 

reach AllÁh i in order for AllÁh i to be able to say that His purpose in 
creating man and jinn was that they worship him. Rather, the fact that 

their creation is an awesome display of AllÁh’s i infinite power and 

endless beneficence is enough. 

If a creature has freewill, his worship will result in a purification of his 

soul and his gradual advancement through the ranks of servitude. 

Therefore, the benefit of his worship returns to himself not to AllÁh i in 
such a way that were he not to worship AllÁh i, he would not harm 

AllÁh i in the least. Rather, if he fails to worship AllÁh i, it is himself 

will be harmed! 

Apparently, some of the angels also questioned whether AllÁh i needs 

worship done out of freewill. When AllÁh i informed them that that He 

would create a regent on earth, they said, “We already sing your praises. 
Why would you create someone on earth who will cause corruption and 

spill blood?” So AllÁh i bestowed on Àdam � His special knowledge—

a knowledge that the angels were incapable of learning. The angels 
proclaimed, “We possess no knowledge except that which you have taught 

us.” They thereby conceded their own inferiority to Àdam � and fell 

down in prostration before him.3 

                                                 
3 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verses 30-33: 
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It is obvious that the worship that issues from freewill is more valuable 
than worship to which one is compelled. The former is the actualization 

of one’s potential while the latter is simply a result of one’s stagnant and 

constant present state in which there is no room for future development 
and from which the slightest slip means a fall to perdition. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � describes the angels in the following way: 

“You have created the angels and placed them in the heavens. They do 
not feel fatigue nor are they oblivious nor do they sin. Among all Your 

creatures, they know the most about You, are most fearful of You, are the 

nearest to You, and the most obedient … Their intellect does not err. 
Their bodies do not tire. Neither did they issue from loins nor were they 

concealed by wombs. They were not created from filthy semen. You 

created them in a special way and placed them in the heavens. Through 
their nearness to You is an honour for them. With Your revelation You 

entrusted them. From sickness and tribulations You protected them. 

From sin You purified them. If You had not empowered them, they 
would have no power. If You had not made them constant, they would 

have no constancy. If it were not for Your mercy, they would not obey 

You. And if it were not for You, they would not exist. 

However, despite their station, obedience, nearness to You, and 

unwavering attention to You and Your commands, if You were to reveal a 

glimmer of Your reality—a reality that You have kept hidden from them, 
their actions would seem insignificant, they would be ashamed of 

themselves, and they would know that they have not worshipped You as 
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You deserve to be worshipped. Glorified are You who are the Creator, the 
Object of Worship, and the One who tests his servants.”4 

A reflection of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib’s � words make three issues 

clear:  

1. The secret behind their worship: The angels’ worship of AllÁh i is a 

natural consequence of their experiential knowledge of AllÁh i. 

However, because their existential capacity is limited, their knowledge of 
AllÁh i is also limited. 

2. The secret behind the aforementioned objection of the angels when 

Àdam � was created: The root of this objection was their limited 
knowledge. 

3. The secret behind their admission and prostration before Àdam �: 

When it became clear to them that they were incapable of understanding 
the reasons behind AllÁh’s i actions, they admitted to this shortcoming 

and prostrated before Àdam. 

To recap, because the freewill of angels is not like that of man, their 
worship does nothing to raise their station. However, if they were to 

                                                 
4 TafsÐr al-QummÐ, vol. 2, pg. 207: 
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abandon their worship, they would fall. Their worship stems from their 
knowledge of AllÁh’s i greatness on one hand and their own 

insignificance on the other. No benefit from their worship reaches AllÁh 

i. Rather their worship is a manifestation of AllÁh’s i omnipotence. 



 

17 
SATAN’S INFLUENCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: How does Satan influence our thoughts? 

Brief Answer 

Before we can investigate the influence of Satan on our thoughts, we must 
gain an understanding of who Satan is.  

Lexicographers differ over the linguistic root of the word shayÔÁn (satan). 

The strongest opinion states that it comes from “shaÔana” meaning “to be 
far.” As it is known, shayÔÁn in ÝArabic, is a common noun, and can 

therefore be applied to any of a number of beings. However, the 

archetypical satan—the leader of them all—is known in Arabic as IblÐs.1 

Satan is a member of the class of beings called jinn. Like all jinn, he can 

transform himself into various forms, sometimes appearing as a man, 

sometimes as an animal. The only limitation placed on him is that he 
cannot manifest himself as a prophet or ImÁm. It is mainly through these 

transformations that Satan misguides people. At watershed moments in a 

person’s life, he appears as a well-wishing advisor and lays the 
groundwork for his destruction.  

SalmÁn al-FÁrisÐ narrates that ImÁm ÝAlÐ � said, “The old man who was 

the first to pledge his allegiance to AbÙ Bakr and whose forehead was 
calloused from extensive prostrations, was the accursed Satan.” 

However, Satan does not always employ this method. He exists in an 

intermediate state between the material and the immaterial realms. For 
this reason, he cannot directly affect the immaterial spirit of the human 

                                                 
1 IblÐs will be denoted as Satan with a capital ‘s.’  When satan as a common noun is 

intended, it will be spelled with a lower case ‘s.’ 
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being. Rather, he infiltrates a person’s thoughts by means of one aspect of 
the human soul called al-nafs al-ammÁrah (the lower soul). This is the 

animalistic aspect of the soul, that can be transformed into al-nafs al-
muÔmaÝinnah (the higher soul) through training and enhancement. It is 
through temptation and by showing the lower soul manifestations of 

what it desires that Satan paves the way to misguide man. For this reason, 

Satan is only a part of the cause of human misguidance.  

These manifestations take on different forms, yet they all conform to 

what the lower soul desires: 

1. The beautification of ugly deeds: By making ugly actions appear 
beautiful, Satan effectively strips the otherwise inherent ugliness of sin 

and mitigates the societal taboo associated with sin in such a way that 

man easily falls into the trap of sin. This phenomenon can be witnessed 
in a person who rationalizes his wrong actions. 

2. False promises: Through false promises and unattainable hopes, Satan 

renders man heedless of the Hereafter, death, and even AllÁh i. Such a 
person becomes a slave to his desires and is prepared to go to any lengths 

to attain the attainable, even if it means sinning against AllÁh i. 

3. Fear: Satan scares man with thoughts of the future, compelling him to 
accumulate wealth, flee from jihÁd, aid the unjust, etc. 

Detailed Answer 

To properly understand the answer to this question, we must first gain an 
understanding of the nature of Satan.  

Lexicographers differ over the linguistic root of the word “satan.” The 

strongest opinion states that it comes from “shaÔana” meaning “to be 
far.” It is for this reason that anyone that distances man from his Lord is 

called a “satan.” 

Many exegetes of the QurÞÁn believe that a “satan” is any mischievous 
being that has been misguided. According to this opinion, “satan” is a 

common noun that can be applied to any of a number of members, 
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whether jinn or human. However, IblÐs is a proper name for the 
particular satan who refused to prostrate before Àdam.2 

The QurÞÁn explicitly states that Satan is a jinn3 and is made of fire. The 

jinn are in an intermediate state between physical and immaterial and can 
manifest themselves as various physical beings. Human beings, on the 

other hand, are composed of a body and soul. Man’s soul in turn has two 

aspects. One aspect is Godly in nature. It is alternatively called the spirit 
(al-rÙh) and the higher soul (al-nafs al-muÔmaÝinnah). The other aspect of 

the human soul is animalistic in nature and is called the lower soul (al-
nafs al-ammÁrah). To gain control over man, Satan must access this lower 
soul. Being immaterial himself, he cannot establish direct contact with 

man’s physical body. It is this connection between Satan and the lower 

soul of man that is called a “whispered temptation” (al-waswÁs) in 
QurÞÁnic terminology. Therefore, Satan is only a part of the cause and 

cannot misguide man by himself. Rather he invites man to that which his 

lower soul desires. Man can then choose to follow Satan’s temptations or 
the laws of AllÁh i and the standards of his intellect. It is for this reason 

that AllÁh i admonishes man in the following way: “Do not follow in 

Satan’s footsteps, for he is your manifest enemy.”4 

How exactly does Satan incite a person’s irrational desires to push him 

towards sin? We will enumerate several of the techniques that Satan 

employs for this purpose: 

                                                 
2 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 34: 
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1. As stated earlier, Satan, being a jinn, is able to manifest himself in 
different physical forms. At various critical points, he presents himself as 

a well-wishing advisor for the express purpose of misguiding people. 

There is ample mention of such instances in history, and it is even 
possible that such instances have presented themselves in our own lives.  

For example, it is narrated from SalmÁn al-FÁrisÐ concerning the incident 

of SaqÐfah: ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �asked, “Do you know the man who 
ascended the pulpit and preceded everyone else in pledging his allegiance 

to AbÙ Bakr?” I said, “No. But I saw that he was an old man who leaned 

heavily on his cane, and I saw that on his forehead was a large callous that 
was the result of lengthy prostrations. He was the first to ascend the 

pulpit. He expressed with tears running down his cheeks, ‘Praise be to the 

AllÁh that did not take my life so that I could see you here. Extend your 
hand that I may pledge allegiance to you.’ He extended his hand and 

pledged allegiance, then he came down from the pulpit and left the 

masjid.” ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � asked, “SalmÁn, do you know who 
that was?” I said, “No, but he upset me. It seemed as though he spoke 

facetiously of the Prophet’s death.” ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �said, “That 

was Satan—may AllÁh curse him.”5 

2. The beautification of ugly deeds: Satan makes ugly deeds seem 

beautiful so that people begin to gravitate toward them. This 

                                                 
5 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 8, pp. 343-344: 
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phenomenon is referred to in the QurÞÁn as “the confounding of truth 
and falsehood.”7 Beautifying ugly deeds is a relatively easy task that 

conforms to base human desires. It is for this reason that the following 

verse was revealed: “Satan made their actions seem beautiful to them, and 
then diverted them from AllÁh’s path.”8 

3. False promises: By making false promises and encouraging one’s 

farfetched hopes, Satan keeps a person’s mind engaged in thoughts that 
are far from reality. As a result, the person remains heedless of AllÁh i. 

The following verse mentions this phenomenon: “Satan promises them 

and compels them to entertain farfetched hopes.”9 

4. Fear: Another of Satan’s tricks is to frighten people about the future. 

Such fear results in hopelessness, cynicism in AllÁh i, a lack of trust in 

AllÁh i, and finally complete abstention from any benevolent actions. 
For instance, Satan frightens people of poverty to such an extent that 

they are driven to miserliness, as the Quran states: “Satan threatens you 

with poverty and enjoins you toward sin.”10 

                                                 
7 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 42: 
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18 
THE POWER OF SATAN AND THE JINN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: To what extent do Satan and the other jinn have power 

over human beings? 

Brief Answer 

The words “satan” and “jinn” are repeatedly mentioned in the QurÞÁn. 

There is also a chapter in the QurÞÁn named “al-Jinn”. “Satan” is a 
common noun that denotes any creature that is mischievous, misleading, 

and delinquent, whether it be human or not. “IblÐs” is a proper noun and 

is the ÝArabic name of the particular satan who deceived Àdam and Eve 
� and even now lays in wait for any opportunity to deceive the sons of 

Àdam. 

The word “jinn” is etymologically derived from a word meaning “to 
hide” or “to be hidden.” It denotes a creature made of fire that possesses 

both a body and a soul. The jinn are held legally accountable before AllÁh 

i and can choose to believe or disbelieve. 

Some people’s understanding of the jinn is full of hyperbole and fantastic 

stories, while others reject their existence all together—repudiating even 

true accounts of jinn. The QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth describe jinn as powerful 
creatures. For example, in SÙrat al-Naml (27), Verse 39, the QurÞÁn 

recounts the story of an ÝifrÐt (one kind of jinn) who claimed to be able 

to bring the throne of BilqÐs to SulaymÁn � “quicker than you can 
stand up.” It should be noted that SulaymÁn � did not repudiate this 

jinn’s claim, thus indicating that he truly possessed the power. However, 

one must be careful not to exaggerate such information out of 
proportion, thereby claiming that jinn have infinite power. Such a belief 

is tantamount to shirk (the attribution of partners to AllÁh i). No 
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creature, no matter how powerful, can act without AllÁh’s i sanction. 
For this reason, Satan has power to misguide only those people who have 

relinquished their belief in one AllÁh i and have surrendered to the 

temptations of Satan. Accordingly, Satan himself admits that he has no 
power over AllÁh’s i sincere servants when he swears, “I shall misguide 

them all except Your sincere servants.”1 

Satan’s sole influence over man is by way of whispering temptations. He 
can never strip man of his free will. In philosophical terms, Satan’s non-

materiality is not complete, therefore he cannot reach the lofty station 

that the spirit of the righteous enjoys. Giving into the temptation of the 
carnal soul (al-nafs al-ÝammÁrah) opens the way for satanic influence 

thereby pulling man into Satan’s traps. The sole respite from his grasp is 

to turn one’s attention to AllÁh i and seek his protection. AllÁh i says, 
“You (Satan) have no power over my servants.”2 

Detailed Answer 

The Etymology of SatanThe Etymology of SatanThe Etymology of SatanThe Etymology of Satan and Jinn and Jinn and Jinn and Jinn    

We begin our discussion by analyzing the words “satan” and “jinn,” and 

then investigate the limits of Satan’s power. 

“Satan” means “banished” or “mischievous”. In its singular form, “satan” 
has been used 71 times in the QurÞÁn and in its plural form, 18 times. 

Both the QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth indicate that Satan is one of the jinn. 

“Satan” is a common noun that denotes any creature that is mischievous, 
misleading, and delinquent, whether it be human or not. “IblÐs” is a 

proper noun and is the ÝArabic name of the particular satan who 

deceived Àdam and Eve � and even now lays in wait for any 
opportunity to deceive the sons of Àdam. 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Íijr (15), Verse 39-40: 

� ���g��������(b� (5�67D�	�I
m .���Z��(p��
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2 Ibid., Verse 42: 
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The Etymology of JinnThe Etymology of JinnThe Etymology of JinnThe Etymology of Jinn    

The word “jinn” has been used 22 times in the QurÞÁn. “Jinn” is derived 

from a word denoting “to hide” or “to be hidden.” Jinn are created from 

fire or from an amalgam of fire. In the language of the QurÞÁn, jinn are 
conscious beings with free will that are hidden from human perception 

under normal circumstances. Like mankind, jinn are legally accountable 

to AllÁh i and can choose to believe or disbelieve. They will be raised on 
the Day of Judgment. 

Mulla Sadra describes the jinn in the following terms: “Jinn have 

substantial existence both in this corporeal realm and in the unseen or 
imaginal world. Now, as for their existence in this world, it is as we 

explained before—there is no substance that has any type of subtlety and 

composure whatsoever but that it contains a spirit and a soul which has 
been infused into it from the source of Pure Activity. Perhaps the reason 

why jinn can manifest and hide themselves at different times lies in the 

subtlety of their bodies. They can disperse the components of their 
bodies and then collate them. When they collate their bodily 

components, they can be seen. And when they disperse themselves, they 

become invisible like water vapour which appears like clouds when 
condensed and disappears when heated.” 

Just like human beings, jinn possess a body and spirit and are conscious 

and have free will. Some are male and others female. They reproduce and 
are legally accountable to AllÁh i. They are born and they die. They can 

choose to believe or disbelieve. 

The Relationship between Jinn and SatanThe Relationship between Jinn and SatanThe Relationship between Jinn and SatanThe Relationship between Jinn and Satan    

The Arabic word “shayÔÁn” conveys the adjectival meaning 

“mischievous.” The term has been used in the QurÞÁn in this very 

meaning. However, it is also used alternatively for IblÐs and for any being 
for whom mischief has become a deep-rooted character trait. In fact the 

QurÞÁn explicitly states that a “satan” can be from the ranks of jinn or 

man. 
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The Limits of SatanThe Limits of SatanThe Limits of SatanThe Limits of Satan’s Power’s Power’s Power’s Power    

In the dualistic religion of pre-IslÁmic Iran, AhrÐman was thought to be 

the creator of all evil. Some may think Satan in the QurÞÁn is the 
counterpart of AhrÐman of ancient Iran. This is a mistaken belief since 

Satan had no role to play in creation whatsoever. AllÁh i created 

everything, and no other being besides AllÁh i can create independently. 
In the QurÞÁn, AllÁh i derogates such beliefs when he says, “They make 

the jinn partners of AllÁh i, when He has created them, and they carve 

sons and daughters for Him without any knowledge.”3 

Satan has power to incite man with tempting thoughts, to call him 

toward evil, and to make evil seem beautiful to him. He has no power to 

force anyone to do anything. 

It is true that both angels and jinn have the power to descend upon 

people. The descent of angels is not limited to the moment of death. For 

example, if someone says, “AllÁh” with full attention, angels descend 
upon him. Jinn also have certain such powers. For instance, they can 

perform feats with incredible speed. Though their power of intellect is 

weak, they are able to move heavy objects with great speed. Some verses of 
the QurÞÁn indicate that jinn—like humans—are physical beings.  

In the story of SulaymÁn �, one jinn claims to be able to bring BilqÐs’s 

throne to SulaymÁn’s � court quicker than he can stand up. Though he 
does not actually perform this feat, SulaymÁn � does not repudiate his 

claim, indicating that he did possess such an ability. In other verses, jinn 

are able to listen to the QurÞÁn being recited (a feat requiring that they 
have the physical faculty of hearing). 

    

    

                                                 
3 SÙrat al-AnÝÁm (6), Verse 100: 
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SatanSatanSatanSatan’s Influence’s Influence’s Influence’s Influence    

Satan launches his assaults on mankind from every direction. As the 

QurÞÁn says: “I shall approach them head on and from behind and from 

the right and from the left.”4  Satan’s exerts his influence on man’s 
thoughts. He launches his assaults from various fronts, of which we 

mention a few: 

1. He tries to deter man from worshipping AllÁh i according to the 
requirements of revelation by tempting him to act according to his own 

desires. 

2. He influences man’s ability to think rationally so that instead of 
reaching conclusions based on solid reasoning, he accepts fallacies that 

only seem to be rational. 

3. He influences man’s ability to understand reality as it is. He skews 
man’s understanding or convinces him to reject the possibility of 

understanding such reality. In this way, Satan first corrupts one’s 

perception of reality, then his ability to comprehend reality, and finally 
his actions. 

The QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth indicate that Satan and his cohorts only have 

influence over people who have surrendered their devotion to AllÁh i 
and who—in a fit of heedlessness—have fallen into a stupor of self-

conceit. Of his own admission, he has no influence over AllÁh’s i true 

servants. “I shall misguide them all except Your sincere servants.”5  

In philosophical terms, Satan’s immateriality is not complete, therefore 

he cannot reach the lofty station that the spirits of the righteous enjoy. 

However, this does not stop him from trying to mislead such people. 

People have invented a myriad of myths about jinn that do not make 

logical sense. If however, we strip away the myths, the basic belief in their 

                                                 
4 SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 17: 
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5 SÙrat  al-Íijr (15), Verses 39-40: 
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existence is totally logical. In particular, we have no reason to believe that 
living beings are limited to those things we can perceive. Rather, the 

aÎÁdÐth indicate that imperceptible beings are more in number than 

perceptible ones: “AllÁh created the jinn of five types:  a type like 
airborne odours and fragrances, a snake-like type, a type like scorpions, a 

type like insects of the earth, and a type like mankind who will have to 

give accounts and will receive retribution.”6 

As history attests, it is in large part because of the myths that people have 

created around the jinn that many otherwise rational scholars have come 

to deny their existence altogether. In reality, each group has lost the truth 
by going to extremes. IslÁm affirms the existence of the jinn but rejects 

the fantastic tales surrounding them. It is for this reason that one chapter 

of the QurÞÁn specifically addresses the topic of the jinn. 

It is essential to remember that in the IslÁmic worldview, all that exists—

whether they be angels, jinn, or human beings, and whether they are 

material or immaterial—are creations of AllÁh i, and can only act 
according to AllÁh’s i will. AllÁh i constantly reminds us in the QurÞÁn 

that no cause, whether material or immaterial, can act independently. Life 

and death, benefit and loss, are all subservient to His power. Therefore, 
one must always remember Him and trust in Him and seek sanctuary in 

Him. It is by establishing such a relationship with AllÁh i that one can 

inoculate himself against all harm. As the QurÞÁn says, “Nothing can 
harm them except by AllÁh’s leave.”7  

We are also warned about human beings and jinn who are evil (literally, 

who are “satans”), as one author states: “Never incline towards them. 
Satan is the sworn enemy of AllÁh and man. He has taken a solemn oath 

to misguide you. However, his power over you is limited to whispered 

                                                 
6 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 60, pg. 267: 
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7 SÙrat al-MujÁdalah (58), Verse 10: 
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temptation and he can never negate your free will. The source of evil 
thoughts is in the human soul itself (al-nafs al-ÝammÁrah). This aspect of 

the soul is the Achilles’ heel of the human being through which Satan 

acts. AllÁh i has said, “We created man and we know the temptations of 
his soul; we are closer to him than his jugular vein.8“ He also said, 

“Indeed as for My servants you do not have any authority over them, 

except the perverse who follow you.”9 

                                                 
8 SÙrat QÁf (50), Verse 16: 
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9 SÙrat al-Íijr (15), Verse 42: 
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RESURRECTION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Please discuss the issue of resurrection in detail both 

from a rational and a natural or instinctive perspective. Please refer 

to important books regarding this topic. 

Brief Answer 

The answer to this question will be clarified by examining three 

philosophical perspectives—that of MashÁ’ (Peripatetic Philosophy), 

IshrÁq (Illuminationist Philosophy), and Hikmat al-Muta’Áliyah 
(Transcendental Philosophy), as well as the opinions of KalÁm 

(Theology), and ‘IrfÁn (Mysticism). Among the topics discussed by 

scholars on this issue include topics such as the possibility of 
resurrection, its concrete existence, its proof, and the circumstances 

surrounding the occurrence of resurrection of the body, the soul, or 

both. Hence the answer will be comprised of the following:  

a. The concept of resurrection. 

b. The possibility and actual occurrence of resurrection. 

c. Claims and descriptions pertaining to resurrection. 

d. Proof of resurrection. 

a. Concepts such as:  

1. Returning to one’s original abode.  

2. Death after life and life after death.  

3. Existence of a world similar to this world and the gathering of all 

mankind.  
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4. Return of the soul to its origin and source.  

5. Transfer of the soul from this world to the next.  

6. Gathering of individual souls within the collective the soul.  

7. Resurrection or rising of people from their graves. 

b. Firstly, the possibility of resurrection and its occurrence must be 

proven. Its possibility can be easily understood from the existence of this 

world. 

c. Many scholars and philosophers believe in the resurrection of the body 

and the soul. However, they disagree on the manner in which the body is 

resurrected—whether it is the material body of this world, or the 
imaginal body of the purgatory, or perhaps the particular intellectual and 

metaphysical body that returns. 

d. The logical reasons provided in the QurÞÁn for resurrection are as 
follows: 

1. The afterlife is a requirement for the purposefulness of this world, the 

establishment of justice, and the perfection of humanity. The same AllÁh 
who created mankind in the first place and Who wills seeds to grow in 

the earth is also very much capable of resurrecting mankind.  

2. Among the logical reasons for resurrection is the existence in every 
human of a single unique soul which is not affected by changes in the 

physical characteristics of the body. Perfection is not achieved during the 

period the soul is with the body. It is reached when resurrection occurs. 
The death of the body is a consequence of the soul’s attention to the next 

world and is its homecoming or return to its origin and eternal abode. 

The idea of creation necessitates that mankind are transposed to a better 
world. The return of the soul to its origin is a necessity of the concept of 

resurrection. The soul has greater desire towards its origin than it does to 

its physical body and its greatest joy is to see the truth. Resurrection is 
the manifestation of some of the blessed names of AllÁh such as the 

Returner, the Enlivener, the Gatherer, the Cause and etc. 

3. Natural Reasons: All of the fundamental principles and secondary 
precepts of religion, including resurrection, come naturally to human 
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beings—being innate and inborn to the soul. The desire to be eternal is 
natural and will be realized through resurrection. The ultimate desire of 

mankind is not material pleasure. The fear of death and what’s associated 

to it is a clear indication of the natural desire to be eternal. 

Detailed Answer 

The answer to this question will be clarified by examining three 

philosophical perspectives—that of MashÁ’ (Peripatetic Philosophy), 
IshrÁq (Illuminationist Philosophy), and Hikmat al-Muta’Áliyah 

(Transcendental Philosophy), as well as the opinions of KalÁm 

(Theology), and ‘IrfÁn (Mysticism). Each of these will be discussed in 
further detail depending on the availability of resources and sometimes 

quoting from authorities in order to further clarify the topic. It should 

be noted a perusal of the works of Ibn Sina reveals the fact that he did 
not offer any logical proof for resurrection. He was of the belief that the 

only reason to affirm the reality of resurrection was its confirmation by 

the Prophet—after which he saw no need for a logical proof. However, he 
did express his opinion on other topics related to the afterlife.  

But now, as to the scholars of KalÁm, a brief quotation from them will 

suffice to illustrate their opinion with regards to the resurrection: 

Since mankind is composed of a body and a soul, the conditions of his 

return to the next world can be discussed from both a physical and a 

spiritual sense. In general, any discussion on resurrection can be divided 
into two sections: proving resurrection and its necessity, and the manner 

in which it occurs—whether physical, spiritual, or both. 

Philosophers have generally either not given much attention to the first 
section or have paid more attention to the manner in which resurrection 

occurs—concentrating on its physical dimension even though they may 

accept both physical and spiritual resurrection. This is because physical 
resurrection has typically been more controversial. In line with this, the 

subject of resurrection in this question can be divided into four main 

topics: 
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aaaa.... The concept of resurrection The concept of resurrection The concept of resurrection The concept of resurrection    

1. Returning to the original abode 

2. Death after life and life after death 

3. The creation of another world similar to this world and the gathering 
of all mankind from the first to the last. 

4. Return of the soul to its origin 

5. Transfer of the soul from this world to the next  

6. Gathering of individual souls within the collective soul (AllÁh) 

7. Resurrection meaning the rising of the people from their graves in the 

afterlife  when AllÁh will judge their deeds and the angels will enter in 
rows upon rows  

One of the conclusions that can be reached from the above points is that 

the fundamental condition of resurrection is being transferred to the 
next world. Hence, subjects such as death, survival of the soul, eternal life 

and etc. are only preliminary discussions. 

bbbb.... Possibility of resurrection and its occurrence Possibility of resurrection and its occurrence Possibility of resurrection and its occurrence Possibility of resurrection and its occurrence    

It is senseless to discuss any topic unless and until its possibility has been 

proven. Whether it is proven through the proof of something that is its 

kind, or through the proof of something that supercedes it. The creation 
of another world is either like creating this world, or it is even easier. The 

very existence of this world is indicative of the possibility of the existence 

of such a world, and hence the possibility of the existence of a similar 
world, meaning the next world. Thus we can discuss the occurrence of the 

next world and resurrection. 

cccc.... Claims and descriptions of resurrection and the circ Claims and descriptions of resurrection and the circ Claims and descriptions of resurrection and the circ Claims and descriptions of resurrection and the circumstances of its umstances of its umstances of its umstances of its 
occurrenceoccurrenceoccurrenceoccurrence    

According to MullÁ SadrÁ, many scholars, philosophers and a group of 

scholars of KalÁm believe in both a physical and spiritual resurrection 
based on the return of the soul to the body.1  He also introduces his belief 

                                                 
1 Al-MabdaÞ wa al-MaÝÁd, pp. 488-489 
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as the return of the same identical body to its soul and believes this to 
conform to both logic and religion. He believes that disagreeing with this 

is blasphemy (kufr) and is denying the text of the Noble QurÞÁn.2 

Meeting in resurrection; the body of the dead is returned with its same 
parts so that if someone sees him, he says that this is the same person that 

was in the previous world.3 

According to the principles of MullÁ SadrÁ, man although one, has three 
realms and dimensions in which he subsists: sense, imagination, and 

intellect. Man’s existence is initially material and of the order of the 

natural world, but with its development it becomes spiritual and then 
goes on to become the intellectual being that is of the next world. All 

three bodies pertain to the same single individual and are akin to the 

changes that occur in a person from childhood to old age. What 
personifies the body is the soul and the soul is one. Therefore, the body 

of the next world is the same body from this world that has reached 

perfection. 

However, according to the scholars of KalÁm, the return of the body 

occurs through the gathering of the physical parts of the body and 

reintegrating them into one whole. These body parts have unique 
characteristics due to the fact that they possess one unique soul. As a 

result, by the will of AllÁh each body is recreated from its own parts. 

After this stage the body rejoins the soul and the same worldly human is 
recreated. (304. 

Even though Ibn Sina believed in both a physical and spiritual 

resurrection, he was unable to provide a logical argument for physical 
resurrection and obtained his belief from religion; conversely as for 

spiritual resurrection, he believes it is verifiable through logic and 

presents it with logical arguments. 

Shaykh al-IshrÁq does not believe in physical resurrection, namely the 

resurrection of the body alongwith the soul. Instead, he believes in a body 

of the world of purgatory (Barzakh) and that the soul returns to its origin 

                                                 
2 al-MabdaÞ wa al-MaÝÁd, pg. 490 
3 Ibid. 
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because of its love for it—returning once again from the disarray of the 
lower world to the world of light. 

dddd.... Proof of resurrection Proof of resurrection Proof of resurrection Proof of resurrection    

1. Logical reasons extracted from the QurÞÁn: 

a. AllÁh is the Truth and does not do anything in vain. An aimless world 

is vain. Thus, a world in motion must have a goal toward which it is 

moving and in which it will find its rest; this world of rest is the world of 
resurrection. 

b. The All knowing AllÁh never does anything that contradicts His 

wisdom and  justice and because this world is not able to provide what is 
just for a  believer and a disbeliever, there must be a day on which all 

receive justice for their deeds. 

c. A concomitant result of the mercy of AllÁh is that mankind eventually 
reaches perfection. Hence, there must be a resurrection so that mankind 

can reap the benefits of his deeds and reach perfection. 

d. The Almighty AllÁh who created mankind in the first instance is most 
certainly capable of creating the same humans a second time. 

e. When a seed is placed in the earth and water and earth surround it, 

logically it should decompose; instead it opens and splits into a root, 
which penetrates the ground, and a sprout, which grows out of the 

ground. This is a sign of the power of AllÁh and His infinite wisdom, 

something that is also capable of bringing about the resurrection. 

2222.... Logical arguments Logical arguments Logical arguments Logical arguments    

a. According to the MullÁ SadrÁ and his Hikmat al-Muta’Áliyah:  In his 

Asfar, Mabda’ wa Ma’ad, and Shawahid al-Rububiyyah he mentions 
certain principles which are either altogether or for their most part 

specific to his own philosophy. He goes on to declare the actuality of 

physical and spiritual resurrection on the following basis: Although the 
properties of the body change, the soul remains the same and is what 
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personifies the body. Thus the body and soul of this world are 
resurrected.4 

b. Existence is good and awareness of it is also good. The more  

complete an existence, the greater the good. Thus the existence of intellect 
and cognition is nobler and its contentment greater. The pleasure 

obtained from understanding is indescribable. This is because intellection 

is more intense vis a vis perception, the perceiver and the perceived that 
sense perception. However, this greater good is not attained when the 

soul is dependent on the body and it will only be achieved when this 

restriction is removed.5 

c. When the soul reaches a level where its dependence on the body is 

lessened and its attention towards the afterlife is greater, it will separate 

from the body through a natural death. This separation is not because the 
body is incapable of keeping the soul but instead due to its natural 

attraction to the other world. If this were not the case, the body’s 

incapability to keep the soul would have been more evident at the 
beginning of its creation.6 

d. Mankind has been created with great intricacy and detail. A high-

ranking angel has worked his mould for forty days. It seems very illogical 
that AllÁh would be content with his annihilation; instead He wills that 

mankind leave this low status towards a noble station.7 

e. Return of the soul to its origin is a necessity of the phrase ma’ad or 
“return”. Return means going back to where one came from.8 

f. Perspective of Shaykh al-IshrÁq: The desire of the soul towards its 

origin is greater than towards its own body. The more it disassociates 
from the material, the greater its desire towards the other world. If the 

body is defeated, at the moment of death, the soul returns to its origin. 

For the soul, there is no greater joy than achieving perfection. If the soul 
does not achieve this because of being busy with the body and the 

                                                 
4 al-AsfÁr al-ArbaÝa, vol. 9, pp .185-197 
5 Ibid. pp. 121-123 
6 al-MabdaÝ wa al-MaÝÁd, pg. 527 
7 Ibid. pp. 526-527 
8 Ibid. pg. 528 
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material, after separating from the body, all the facts will be revealed to it 
and the blessings of AllÁh will rain down on him.9 

g. Pespective of scholars of KalÁm: Religions sent from God have 

promised rewards and punishments for good and bad deeds. However, 
AllÁh’s justice is not fully realized in this world alone. Hence, there must 

be another world, which is deserving of this realization. 

h. Gnostic’s perspective: AllÁh is certainly worthy of the manifestation of 
all His blessed names and qualities. There is an appropriate time and 

place for each blessed name and quality. The full manifestation of blessed 

names such as the Returner, the Giver of Life, the Gatherer, etc will occur 
in the next world. 

3333.... Natural or inn Natural or inn Natural or inn Natural or innate reasons for resurrectionate reasons for resurrectionate reasons for resurrectionate reasons for resurrection    

a. The source of all fundamentals and branches of religion is from one’s 
nature; otherwise there wouldn’t be any coherence between creation and 

its guidance. 

b. The ultimate desire of mankind is not the material world. This is true 
since by reaching it, the desire does not dissipate. Human nature is 

focused on achieving perfection. After traveling through the various 

stages of life, man’s attention will be on the afterlife and his potential will 
reach its limit and he will return to his origin.  

c. The desire for everlasting existence is natural; otherwise mankind 

would never fear death. All the natural desires of mankind are so that he 
can reach perfection and have wisdom to them. The wisdom in this is the 

existence of another world, since this world is not deserving of eternal 

life. 

d. The fear of death and what is associated with it has clearly shown itself 

throughout history and is a sign of mankind’s natural desire for eternal 

existence. 

 

 

                                                 
9 Íikmah al-IshrÁq [Farsi Translation], pp. 367-368 
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HEAVEN AND HELL 

QueQueQueQuestion:stion:stion:stion: Do heaven and hell exist at present or will they be 

created later? 

Brief Answer 

According to the QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth, heaven and hell exist at present. 

However, they will become fully apparent and represented only in the 
Hereafter at which time each person, according to his actions, beliefs, and 

ethical behaviour, will be led to his eternal abode.  

Nevertheless, prior to the Hereafter, both heaven and hell can reveal 
themselves either as visions in this temporal world or as manifestations 

in purgatory (barzakh), serving in both cases as reward or punishment for 

the one who sees them. There is little difference of opinion among the 
scholars up to this point. However, there are other aspects of heaven and 

hell that require more explanation. In particular:  

1. What is the relationship between a person’s beliefs, actions, and 
thoughts and his station in the Hereafter? 

2. What justification is there for the existence of heaven and hell? 

3. What different types of heaven and hell exist? 

In brief, the paradise in which Àdam and Eve � resided and from 

which they were sent down to Earth; the heaven or hell of one’s actions 

which envelops a person; and the heaven and hell of purgatory are all 
simply manifestations of the ultimate, eternal heaven and hell. 

Additionally, whether a person’s eternal abode is heaven or hell depends 

on his own choices and actions in this world. 
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Detailed Answer 

Belief in heaven and hell as the eternal abode in which a person will 

remain after the Day of Judgment, and belief in the details of how heaven 

and hell are created and then perfected, comprise a part of what is known 
as “belief in the unseen” (al-ÐmÁn bil ghayb). As such, the only means for 

attaining knowledge of these things is revelation.  

At the same time, until heaven and hell are witnessed first hand in the 
Hereafter, they do not cease to be part of the unseen world. Therefore all 

the doubts and questions associated with the unseen apply to the details 

of heaven and hell as well. However, these doubts and questions are not 
such that they prevent one from attaining surety of the basic existence of 

such things.  

Among these questions is the question at hand about whether or not 
heaven and hell exist at present. If they do exist, where are they located? 

In what state are they? Is heaven simply fallow land that man must 

cultivate? Is it incompletely built requiring man to complete its 
construction? Is it complete, and man simply enters it in the Hereafter? 

Will heaven and hell be created in the Hereafter itself? 

To answer these questions, we must first tackle two essential issues: 

1. What is the relationship between man’s actions in this temporal world 

with his situation in the Hereafter? 

2. What types of heaven and hell exist? 

Several rationalizations have been offered to explain the relationship 

between a person’s worldly actions and his punishment or reward in the 

Hereafter: 

1. Punishments and rewards are arbitrarily apportioned in the Hereafter 

for particular actions, intentions, and thoughts just as certain forms of 

capital punishment or monetary penalties are apportioned as retribution 
in this world. Based on this explanation, the relationship between actions 

and recompense is arbitrary, not intrinsic. 

2. Retribution in the next world follows the special theory of relativity. In 
particular, the energy a person expends in this world for any given action 
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is converted to matter in the Hereafter, thereby causing him pleasure or 
pain. 

3. Human actions possess an exoteric and esoteric aspect. In this world, 

most people can see only the exoteric aspect. However, in purgatory to 
some extent, and in the Hereafter, to the full extent, the esoteric side of 

these actions will manifest themselves. It is the manifestation of this 

esoteric aspect of one’s actions that causes him pain or pleasure in the 
Hereafter. 

4. A person’s actions and thoughts issue from the exoteric faculties of his 

mind and bodily limbs. In addition, these actions affect his esoteric 
spirit, though he may be quite unaware of any such effect. In this world, 

most people perceive the exoteric aspects in themselves and in others. 

Similarly, in the afterlife, the esoteric aspects will become apparent for all 
to see. A person will appear in the form that he gave himself in this world 

through his good and bad actions. It is this form that causes his pain or 

pleasure. 

The first two opinions do not conform to the verses and aÎÁdÐth related 

to this topic. The other two explanations do accord with some of the 

verses and aÎÁdÐth, but they cannot explain all aspects of purgatory and 
the Hereafter. 

With respect to the second question about the different kinds of heaven 

and hell, the following opinions have been presented: 

1. AllÁh’s i threats, warnings, promises, and glad tidings concerning 

heaven and hell are simply means of keeping human beings in line. It is 

not necessary that heaven and hell actually exist. The mere fact that 
people do good out of their desire for paradise and refrain from bad out 

of fear of hell, is in itself a virtual paradise. 

2. Paradise is another word for a classless, utopian, IslÁmic society. Hell 
on the other hand is a capitalistic society. Therefore, those seeking heaven 

should work to establish the ideal proletarian state, so that they can avoid 

the hell of capitalism. 
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3. Paradise is actually a planet in our universe that will be discovered 
when the technology of space travel advances sufficiently. We shall then 

be able to colonize “paradise” and escape from the “hell” of earth. 

4. Heaven is tantamount to the attainment of positive attributes and hell 
is the attainment of evil attributes. 

These four explanations are materialist in nature, and are at odds with the 

QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth, and contradict the philosophy and rationale behind 
sending prophets and revealing books. The heaven and hell described in 

the QurÞÁn will only appear after death on the Day of Judgment, and are 

eternal abodes, not evanescent and fleeting. 

1. The paradise in which Àdam and Eve � resided after being created, 

and from which they subsequently descended to earth, was in reality a 

part of this temporal, material world. If this were not the case, they would 
not have been expelled from it, and its form would have been determined 

by their prior actions. 

Manifestations of the esoteric reality of human actions are sometimes 
witnessed by gnostics even before death,and by pure believers and 

extreame disbelievers after death, in their graves. Such manifestations will 

be a source of pleasure or pain for these people prior to Judgment Day. 
Because these manifestations of heaven and hell are witnessed before 

Judgment day, they are in reality part of the temporal world. They 

envelop every person and are perceptible to saints or in the realm of 
dreams. This view of heaven and hell accords with the third and fourth 

opinions mentioned above concerning the interplay between actions and 

retribution. 

2. The QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth indicate that the heaven and hell of the 

Hereafter exist at present. Certain parts of these two realities were shown 

to the Prophet � during his MiÝrÁj (ascension).  

Every person has two places reserved for him: one in paradise and one in 

hell. If he leaves this world with faith and good deeds, he will occupy his 

place in heaven. If not, he will be cast into his place in hell. The 
particularities of his reward or punishment are determined by his actions 

in this world.  
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In an authentic narration from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq �, 
it is said: “Not a person has been created except that a place has been 

created for him in paradise and hell. When the righteous enter paradise 

and the people of hell enter hell, a voice will command the people of 
paradise to gaze toward hell. They will look therein and see their own 

places in hell. It will say, “This is the where you would be if you had 

sinned against your Lord.” At witnessing this, they will become so elated 
that if it were possible to die in paradise, they would die of happiness for 

being spared such punishment. Then a voice will command the people of 

hell to gaze at paradise and see their places therein. It will say, “If you had 
obeyed your Lord, you would have experienced such pleasures.” At 

witnessing this, they will be so distressed, that if it were possible to die in 

hell, they would die of sadness. Then the places in paradise that had been 
reserved for the people who are in hell will be given to the inhabitants of 

heaven, and the places in hell that has been reserved for the people of 

heaven will be given to the residents of hell. This is the meaning of the 
verse in which AllÁh says of the people of heaven, “It is they who will be 

the inheritors, who shall inherit paradise, and will remain therein 

forever.”1 and 2 
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In conclusion, the particular heaven or hell that is to be man’s eternal 
abode exists at present and is perfected by one’s thoughts, beliefs, and 

actions. However, no one other than the Prophet � has seen these 

eternal abodes. That paradise in which Àdam and Eve � lived, and the 
heaven and hell that can be seen before death in dreams and visions, and 

during death and after death in the grave are simply manifestations of 

those eternal abodes. 
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THE INFALLIBILITY OF THE PROPHETS IN THE QURÞAN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Explain the infallibility of the prophets. Why is it that 

some verses of the QurÞÁn contradict their infallibility? 

Brief Answer 

The answer to these questions can be summarized in the following 

points: 

1. Infallibility is a state of the soul that makes an infallible person shun 

sins or any unpalatable acts and protects him from mistakes and 

forgetfulness without negating his free will. 

2. The secret behind the infallibility of the prophets lies in their direct 

vision and intuition of reality, their perfect faith and certainty, and their 

deep love for AllÁh i; along with their profound awareness of AllÁh’s i 
majesty and the realization of His attributes. In addition, through 

infallibility, AllÁh i strengthens the prophets against the deceptions of 

Satan and the desires of the carnal soul. 

3. Numerous rational proofs confirm the necessity of the infallibility of 

the prophets. The clearest of these proofs is the fact that AllÁh’s i 

purpose in creating man can only be fulfilled through their infallibility. 

4. If some verses of the QurÞÁn seem at first glance to contradict these 

rational proofs, we must examine those verses more carefully, reflect 

deeper on their apparent meaning, and uncover their true meaning. 

5. Numerous verses affirm the existence and even the necessity of 

infallibility, although the term “infallibility” has not been used. We cite 

below some examples: 
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a. Some verses describe a number of the prophets as mukhlaÒÐn (those 
who have been purified). For example, see 38:45-48. In these verses, one 

who is mukhlaÒ is one who has not been and cannot be misguided by 

Satan. 

b. Numerous verses explain that the prophets have been guided by AllÁh 

i. For example, see 6:84-90. It is inconceivable that someone who has 

been guided by AllÁh i could be misguided or make a mistake. 

c. In many verses AllÁh i has unconditionally commanded people to 

obey the prophets. See 3:31-32 and 4:80 and 24:52. It is clear that such an 

unconditional command from AllÁh i requires that they be infallible. 

d. The verses 72:26-28 indicate that AllÁh i protects his prophets from all 

perspectives.  

e. The Verse of Purification (Áyah al-taÔhÐr) found in 33:33 clearly indicates 
the infallibility of Prophet MuÎammad �. 

1. Those verses that seem to contradict the prophets’ infallibility are 

either conditional propositions that do not indicate that they have 
sinned or they pertain to the believers, not the prophets. 

2. With respect to the prophet Àdam �, in whose infallibility many 

have doubted, the following can be said. First, the proscriptions in the 
verses related to this discussion are irshÁdÐ (advisory) in nature, not 

mawlawÐ (a command issued by a superior to an inferior with the hopes 

that the command will be obeyed). Second, even if they were mawlawÐ 
imperatives, they do not indicate that a failure to fulfil the commands is 

tantamount to a sin, but rather that Àdam chose a lesser of two 

permissible paths. Third, the world in which Àdam was living at the time 
was not a world entailing legal responsibility toward AllÁh i. In such a 

world, disregarding a command cannot be considered a true sin. If we see 

occasionally that AllÁh i addresses the prophets with a sharp tone, this is 
because they are, after all, men with the faculties of anger and lust and the 

needs of animals. Therefore, they also require constant admonishment 

and guidance in such a way that if they were left to themselves for an 
instant they would be destroyed. 
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Detailed Answer 

Let us begin answering this question by defining the term infallibility 

(ÝiÒmah). ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁÞÐ defines infallibility as “the presence of a 

quality in a person that prevents him from committing any 
impermissible act such as a sin.”  

Al-FÁdil al-MiqdÁd, a ranking ShÐÝÐ theologian, presents a more thorough 

definition, when he says, “Infallibility is a trait bestowed by AllÁh to a 
legally accountable individual (mukallaf) in such a way that the presence 

of this trait negates in this individual any motive to disobey or commit a 

sin while he remains capable of doing so. This bestowal is a consequence 
of the person’s acquisition of a moral habit (malakah) of refraining from 

sin. In addition, this person is aware of the reward earned through 

obedience and the punishment incurred through disobedience and is 
apprehensive of forgetfulness and failing to perform the better of two 

praiseworthy acts.” 

It is essential to note that infallibility never compels a person to obey nor 
prevents him from disobeying. Rather, his faith, knowledge, and 

perception of AllÁh’s greatness has reached a level where they do not 

allow him to commit a sin or disobey AllÁh i. According to several 
aÎadÐth, AllÁh i strengthens the prophets and ImÁms through the Pure 

Spirit, the Spirit of Faith, the Spirit of Strength, the Spirit of Lust, and 

the Lofty Spirit. 

Now that we have defined infallibility, we turn to an analysis of the 

intellectual and textual proofs for the existence of this trait in certain 

individuals. As a preliminary note, when examining the verses of the 
QurÞÁn concerning the infallibility of the prophets, it is important to 

keep in mind that Divine revelation can never contradict human reason. 

Therefore, we must read these verses in light of reason, so that no 
contradictions occur. 

With respect to the infallibility of the prophets, we will mention only one 

rational proof. Al-Shaykh al-ÓÙÒÐ, in a very terse statement, says, 
“Infallibility is necessary for a prophet so that surety in him is attained, 

and as a result, the purpose of creation is fulfilled.” In other words, a 
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prophet must be infallible so that mankind can trust the revelation that 
he brings. 

Some scholars have expressed this proof in the following way: “Once the 

intellect independently accepts the existence of AllÁh and the logical 
possibility of revelation and prophethood (in a general sense, not as 

pertains to any specific prophet), the intellect then affirms the necessity 

of the infallibility of the prophets in receiving and conveying divine 
revelation. The evidence for this is that since AllÁh has sent his prophets 

to guide mankind, he must send a person who is neither careless nor 

forgetful, much less sinful. If not, He will contradict His own purpose in 
sending prophets, revelation, and in essence, the purpose of creation 

itself. If the prophets were capable of carelessness, forgetfulness, or sin, 

people would never fully trust that what they say is from AllÁh. They 
would always entertain the possibility that the prophets have lied to them 

or made a mistake or misunderstood AllÁh’s intent.” 

This theological principle is firmly based on the attributes of AllÁh i 
himself. In particular it is based on His omniscience (Ýilm), omnipotence 

(qudrah), the purposefulness of His actions (Îikmah) — both in creation 

and legislation — and in essence, on the fact that He is free from 
impropriety, injustice, and purposelessness. If a prophet were to make a 

mistake in receiving or conveying revelation, this mistake would 

demonstrate either ignorance, weakness, or incompetence in AllÁh’s i 
actions. In reality, if the prophet were not infallible, either he would 

accidentally or intentionally make mistakes in guiding people or, at the 

very least, his people would not trust him sufficiently, either in terms of 
his claims to prophethood or in terms of the message and duties that he 

brings. In the first case, the prophethood would become a cause for the 

misguidance of people. In the second case, the prophethood would be 
utterly without purpose. Far be it from AllÁh i to either misguide or act 

without purpose. 

Until now, we have defined infallibility and presented one intellectual 
proof for the necessity of this quality in the prophets. We now turn to an 

examination of the QurÞÁnic verses that deal with infallibility. We shall 

discuss these verses in two sections. The first section comprises verses that 
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support the infallibility of the prophets. The second section examines 
verses that seem to contradict their infallibility. Finally, we shall present 

our answer to the initial question. 

QurQurQurQurÞÞÞÞÁÁÁÁnic evidence in support of infallibilitynic evidence in support of infallibilitynic evidence in support of infallibilitynic evidence in support of infallibility    

Many verses in the QurÞÁn speak of the quality of infallibility in the 

prophets, though they do not necessarily use the word Ýis�mah. We can 

divide and discuss these verses in the following manner: 

1. Some verses refer to the prophets as mukhlaÒÐn (those who are 

especially chosen). One who is mukhlaÒ cannot be misguided by Satan, 

and is therefore, infallible. The following verses serve as an example: 
“And remember our servants: IbrÁhÐm, IsÎÁq, and YaÝqÙb, men of 

strength and insight. We purified them through a special trait: the 

remembrance of the abode of the Hereafter. They are, in our estimation, 
amongst the elect, the righteous. And remember IsmÁÞÐl, IlyÁs, and DhÙ 

al-Kifl, each of whom was among the righteous.”1 

In these verses, prophets who were among the mukhlaÒÐn are mentioned.  

In conjunction with other verses that quote Satan as saying, “By your 

might, I shall surely pervert them except your chosen (mukhlaÒ) servants 

among them”2 or “Without a doubt, I shall misguide them except those 
who are chosen (mukhlaÒ) from amongst them,”3 it becomes clear that the 

mukhlaÒÐn are those who are out of Satan’s reach and are therefore 

infallible. 
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2. Another group of verses mention the presence of “divine guidance” in 
the prophets. For example: “We granted IbrÁhÐm, IsÎÁq and YaÝqÙb and 

we guided them both. And we had guided NÙÎ before them. And from 

his progeny, we guided DÁwÙd, SulaymÁn, AyyÙb, YÙsuf, MÙsÁ, and 
HarÙn. In this way do we reward the righteous. Similarly Zakariyya, 

YaÎya, ÝIsÁ, and IlyÁs were all amongst the righteous. We chose men from 

amongst their fathers, children, and brothers, and guided them to the 
straight path. This is AllÁh’s guidance … These are people whom AllÁh 

has guided, so follow their guidance (O MuÎammad). I do not ask you 

any remuneration for this message. This message is simply a reminder for 
all people.” 4 

These verses indicate that the prophets have been guided by AllÁh i. In 

conjunction with the verse where AllÁh i says, “There can be no one to 
misguide him whom AllÁh i guides,”5 it becomes clear that no one can 

misguide the aforementioned prophets since they have been guided by 

AllÁh i. And since committing a sin is a form of misguidance, we can 
conclude that these prophets are free from sin—that is, they are infallible. 

The fact that these verses mention these particular prophets as chosen 

prophets can serve as corroborating evidence for their infallibility. They 
have, after all been chosen to guide other people, thus they themselves 
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must have already been guided. In addition, the last verse quoted above 
commands MuÎammad � to follow the guidance of these prophets. 

Clearly, for the final prophet—with his high status—to be commanded 

to follow his predecessors indicates their infallibility. Otherwise, 
following one who is not himself infallible will eventually lead to 

misguidance. 

3. A third group of verses calls on all Muslims to obey the Prophet 
MuÎammad �. For example, one verse says, “Say: if you love AllÁh, then 

follow me so that AllÁh should love you and forgive you your sins. AllÁh 

is forgiving, merciful. Say: obey AllÁh and his messenger. If you turn 
away, AllÁh does not love the disbelievers.”6 

A verse in SÙrat al-NisÁÞ says: “Whoever obeys the Prophet has obeyed 

AllÁh.”7 

Other verses also speak of unconditional obedience of the Prophet and 

such unconditional obedience necessitates his infallibility, otherwise, the 

result would be misguidance rather than guidance! 

Besides the three groups of verses we have mentioned, there are other 

individual verses that could be mentioned to support the infallibility of 

all prophets in general or of the Prophet MuÎammad � in particular. 
One verse says: “He is the Knower of the unseen. He apprises no one of 

His secrets except chosen prophets whom He has surrounded with 

protectors so that He may be assured that they have conveyed their 
Sustainer’s message. He has complete knowledge of what is with them. He 

has encompassed all things.”8  Another verse reads, “AllÁh wishes only to 
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repel all impurity from you—O people of the Household—and purify 
you thoroughly.”9  It should be noted that AllÁh’s i “wish” in this verse 

denotes his existential will and not his legislative will. Furthermore, 

because his existential will cannot be negated (i.e. whatever he wills must 
necessarily occur), the “people of the household” have necessarily been 

purified of all defilement—foremost of which is sin. This verse thereby 

establishes the infallibility of these “people of the household.” Who 
exactly is included in the “people of the household” is outside the 

parameters of our discussion, but undoubtedly, the Prophet MuÎammad 

� himself is included. Therefore, the verse explicitly indicates his 
infallibility. This assertion, in conjunction with the following logical 

proposition leads us to the conclusion that all prophets are infallible. 

This proposition says that all scholars are divided between two views 
concerning the infallibility of the Prophets: either they are all infallible, 

or they are all fallible. No one claims that some prophets are fallible 

while others are not. Therefore, by establishing the infallibility of the 
final prophet through the aforementioned verse, we can conclude that all 

prophets are infallible. 

QurÞÁnic verses that seem to contradict the infallibility of the prophets 

Once we have logically established the necessity of the prophets’ 

infallibility, if we encounter verses that seem to contradict our reason, we 

must look more carefully at the verses to understand their true intent. An 
examination of all such verses would require an entire book, however, in 

order to answer the question at hand, we shall examine a sampling of 

these verses. 
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1. One verse reads like this: “It has been revealed to you (O MuÎammad) 
and to all the prophets that if you ascribe partners to AllÁh, all your 

actions will come to naught and you will be amongst the losers. Instead, 

worship AllÁh alone and be amongst the grateful.”10 

From this verse, it appears that associating partners with AllÁh i is 

possible even for the prophets. Otherwise, it would make no sense to 

warn them of such a possibility. The argument against this 
misinterpretation is that the prophets are free to choose disbelief because, 

as we stated earlier, infallibility does not negate a person’s free will. 

However, the prophets will never actually become disbelievers because 
their deep understanding of AllÁh i and their direct relationship with 

Him prevents them from considering sin, if even for a second. Rather, 

this verse indicates two meanings. First, it is a conditional statement that 
indicates that “your actions will come to naught” if the condition of 

ascribing partners to AllÁh i occurs, not that “ascribing partners” is 

going to occur. Second, the verse indicates the danger of ascribing 
partners to AllÁh i, and informs us that such a sin will not be tolerated 

from even the prophets. In reality this verse clarifies the duty of all 

people with respect to this sin by making an example of the prophets. 
Such an analysis of these verses has been narrated from ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 

MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � when he says, “Such verses are speaking to all believers, 

although they may be addressed to the Prophet �.”11 

Another similar verse reads: “The Jews and the Christians will never be 

satisfied with you until you accept their religion. Say: The sole guidance 

is the guidance that comes from AllÁh. If you (MuÎammad) give in to 
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their whims and desires despite the knowledge that has reached you, you 
will have no protector or helper against AllÁh.”12 

One might ask, is it possible for the Prophet � to give in to the whims 

and desires of the Jews and Christians? First of all this verse like the one 
before it is a conditional statement and therefore does not indicate that 

vthe condition will occur. Second, as we clarified before, the Prophet’s � 

infallibility does not make it impossible for him to sin. Rather, it is his 
understanding, fear of AllÁh i, and faith that makes him shun sin. 

Third, this statement may be speaking to all believers, although it is 

addressed to the Prophet �. 

2. A second group of verses is represented by the following verse: “We 

have not sent a prophet or a messenger before you except that whenever 

he wished (for something), Satan cast (something) into his wishes. Then 
AllÁh nullifies what Satan had cast and then AllÁh confirms his signs. 

AllÁh is All-Knowing, Wise ... (He does this so) that those who have been 

given knowledge may know that it is the truth from your Sustainer, and 
so they may have faith in it, and that their hearts may be humbled before 

Him.”13 

These verses are among the strongest arguments of those who deny 
infallibility. In order to cast doubt in the authenticity of the QurÞÁn, 

Orientalists have also discussed these verses. They interpret the “casting” 

of Satan into the wishes of the prophets as a sort of interference in 
revelation. In this way, they seek to reject the infallibility of the prophets 

in both the reception and conveyance of revelation. Another 
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interpretation that they present is that Satan whispers to the prophets, 
thereby weakening their resolve to guide their people. 

Certainly these verses mean nothing of the sort. AllÁh i explicitly 

negates the existence of such whispers and interference from the 
prophets. The correct interpretation of these verses is as follows. In every 

age, when prophets were sent to guide people, Satanic forces from among 

men and jinn attempted to interfere with the divine mission by 
corrupting the message in order to misguide people. The QurÞÁn refers to 

this phenomenon when it says: “he promises them and gives them hope; 

but Satan promises them nothing but misguidance.”14  In the verses from 
SÙrat al-Íajj, AllÁh i states that He does not sit idle in the face of these 

satanic plots, but rather rushes to aid His prophets and deliver them 

victory. 

3. Other verses that require close attention are those that describe the 

story of the prophet Àdam �.15  These verses seem to indicate that 

Àdam � was deceived and misguided by Satan, and is therefore fallible. 

We can address these doubts in several ways:  

First, the negative imperative in these verses (i.e. “do not approach this 

tree”) is irshÁdÐ (advisory) in nature, not mawlawÐ (a command issued by 
a superior to an inferior with the hopes that the command will be 

obeyed). In particular, these verses are spoken with the tone of one who is 

sympathetically advising another because he knows the outcome of his 
actions. Acting against such an advisory imperative does not contradict 

Àdam’s � infallibility.  

Second, for argument’s sake, if the imperative was of a mawlawÐ nature, it 
was not one that was compulsory for Àdam � to follow. Rather, it was 

showing him the better of two permissible paths. When he acted against 

this imperative, he was not committing a true sin (that deserves 
punishment), but rather what might be considered a “sin” with respect to 

                                                 
14 SÙrat al-NisÁÞ (4), Verse 120: 
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his high station. This is what is commonly referred to by the phrase, “the 
good deeds of the righteous are like sins for those closest to AllÁh.”  

Third, that which contradicts infallibility is for a legally accountable 

person (mukallaf) to commit a sin. On the other hand, Àdam � was at 
that time, in a place where no laws existed. It was only after the fall, when 

he began his life on Earth, and laws were decreed that legal accountably to 

AllÁh i began. Therefore, any failure to follow AllÁh’s i instruction 
before this time does not contradict his infallibility. Furthermore, the 

verse also says that the station of prophethood was granted to him after 

his repentance. Therefore, if someone believes that prophets are only 
infallible during their prophethood, this action of Àdam’s � would not 

contradict his infallibility. However, if one believes that a prophet is 

infallible from birth (as ShÐÝÐ scholars believe), such an argument would 
not suffice. 

4. Other verses suggest that some of the other prophets committed sins or 

admitted to committing mistakes that contradict their infallibility. These 
verses mention the prophets NÙÎ, IbrÁhÐm, YÙsuf, MÙsÁ, DÁwÙd, 

SulaymÁn, AyyÙb, and YÙnus �. A thorough examination of these 

verses would require an extensive discussion and therefore, we refer the 
reader to exegeses of the QurÞÁn that deal with this topic more 

extensively. 

5. Some verses refer to the Prophet MuÎammad � himself, and have 
been key points of argument for those who deny his infallibility. One 

such verse reads, “We granted you a clear victory that AllÁh may forgive 

you your past sins and those to come and complete his blessing upon you 
and guide you on a straight path.”16   

These verses apparently indicate that the Prophet � has committed and 

will commit sins, and that AllÁh i has forgiven him for all of these by 
means of the Treaty of Íudaybiyyah. 

                                                 
16 SÙrat al-FatÎ (48), Verses 1-2: 
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The correct interpretation of these verses is quite different. First, the 
words dhanb (sin) and ghufrÁn (forgiveness) have been used here to 

indicate their literal meanings, not the meanings they have come to 

connote in IslÁmic nomenclature. In particular, the denotation of dhanb 
is an unsavoury consequence of an action. GhufrÁn means to cover or 

hide. Consequently, the meaning of the verse is: “we have granted you 

this victory in order to hide the consequences of your mission.”  

Before and after the hijrah (the Prophet’s � emigration from Mecca to 

Medinah), the pagans of Mecca held many misconceptions about IslÁm 

and the Prophet that were corrected by his subsequent victories. In 
addition, the initial upheaval that the IslÁmic mission had caused in the 

pagan way of life was quickly forgotten because of the victory he was 

granted.  

Since the terms dhanb and ghufrÁn have not been used in their 

conventional meaning (i.e. sin and forgiveness), this verse in no way 

contradicts the Prophet’s infallibility. Second, even if one insists that 
these terms have been used in their conventional meanings, the “sins” 

that are referred to are those actions of his that the pagans of Mecca 

considered sins, not sins against AllÁh i. 

Another similar verse reads, “May AllÁh forgive you. Why did you grant 

them permission to stay back? (You should not have done so) so that it 

would become clear to you who are the truthful, and so that you would 
know the liars.”17  

Some have taken the word ÝafÁ (he forgave) to indicate that the Prophet 

� had committed sins and is therefore fallible. 

We can answer this attack by saying that the sentence ÝafÁ AllÁhu Ýanka is 
an indicative sentence that has been used here as a prayer (duÝÁÞ) to honor 

the Prophet � just as the statements Ýayyadaka AllÁhu (may AllÁh 
empower you) and raÎimaka AllÁhu (may AllÁh have mercy on you) are 

used. Consequently, these phrases do not contradict the Prophet’s � 

                                                 
17 SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 43: 
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infallibility at all. In the words of ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁ’Ð, “Those who 
misinterpret these verses are in fact playing with the words of AllÁh and 

do not understand the QurÞÁn at all. They do not even know the ABC’s 

of the QurÞÁn.” 

We conclude our discussion of the verses that seem to contradict the 

infallibility of the prophets hoping that what we have presented is 

sufficient for the reader to correctly interpret the remaining verses. 

It remains to be explained why such verses exist in the QurÞÁn and why 

AllÁh i addresses his prophets with such a sharp tone at times.  

Despite the lofty station of the prophets, they are human beings like us. 
Like all human beings, they are invested with the faculties of lust, anger, 

and human desires. Therefore, they require constant guidance from AllÁh 

i. If they are left to their own devices for even an instant they would be 
destroyed. For such people who have been vested with the responsibility 

of the guidance of all mankind, even a momentary lapse in their resolve is 

therefore considered a tremendous sin. It is for this reason that AllÁh i 
sometimes addresses them in a strict tone and it is for this reason that 

they are in constant need of prayers and forgiveness. 

To recapitulate, in the face of conclusive logical proofs, we must forgo 
the apparent meaning of verses that seem to contradict these proofs. With 

this methodology, no verses in the QurÞÁn contradict the infallibility of 

the prophets. Additionally, there are a myriad of verses that explicitly 
indicate that the prophets are infallible, of which we have mentioned a 

few. 

 



 

22 
THE ORIGINAL SIN OF ADAM AND EVE 

QuestioQuestioQuestioQuestion:n:n:n: Did Àdam commit a sin? What about the question of 

the infallibility of the Divinely sent prophets? 

Brief Answer 

In order to arrive at the answer, a few preliminary points must be 

considered. It must first be pointed out that the Divine prophets and 
their deputies enjoy lofty spiritual and existential stations in the order of 

existence. They are the hidden rays of Divine effusion; the complete 

manifestations and clear signs of the Beauty and Majesty of the Truth. 
The clay of their bodies and the forms of their souls were moulded by the 

might of both of the Divine arms—Beauty and Majesty—and were taught 

the reality of the Divine Names and Attributes in the pre-eternal world of 
the Unseen. 

The second point that must be addressed is in regard to the question of 

infallibility. There are a range of views in this regard, among them:  

1. They are infallible vis-à-vis the major sins but are vulnerable to the 

minor sins;  

2. They are vulnerable to both major and minor sins;  

3. They do not commit sins intentionally but may do so by mistake; 

4. They are absolutely infallible.  

The final view, which is the correct one, is that of the ShÐÝa and is 
supported by a variety of reasons, one of which is that if they were 

vulnerable to sin, it would defy the purpose of their mission, for in that 
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case the masses would not be willing to trust and follow them; such a 
scenario runs contrary to the wisdom of the Omniscient Lord.  

Now the cause of their infallibility is their all-encompassing knowledge of 

obedience and disobedience, of what is permitted and what is forbidden, 
and generally speaking of vice and virtue (or in a word, their theoretical 

intellect) that keeps them from sinning (which is carried out by the 

faculty of the practical intellect).  

A relevant question in the context of Àdam’s � sin is where Àdam � 

resided before banishment. It could not have been the promised Paradise; 

for, firstly, as asserted in the Divine Text leaving Paradise is not possible; 
secondly, Satan is not allowed in Paradise, and finally, there are no 

restrictions on the consumption of any fruit in Paradise.  

The last point meriting mention in this context is in regard to the nature 
of Àdam’s � error. One of the posited explanations is that it was not a 

sin but a neglect of what was more meritorious (tark awlÁ); for, firstly, 

prophets are infallible; secondly, considering the lofty station of the 
prophets, it would not be inappropriate for them to be upbraided on 

account of neglecting what is more meritorious—hence, the adage, “The 

righteous deeds of the good folk are the sins of those brought nigh to 
Him;” thirdly, neglecting the more meritorious has in fact occurred 

among the prophets—as in the story of YÙnus �—and so is a likely 

possibility. 

But as to the question of why Àdam and Eve � were not forbidden 

from the consumption of the forbidden fruit on earth as they were in the 

Garden of Eden, there are several possible explanations. It is possible that 
the forbidden tree was an actual tree, a plant, the consumption of which 

entailed banishment from the heavenly life that they were enjoying, and 

as such there would have been no reason for the prohibition of that tree 
on earth. And as elucidated in the appropriate place, religious directives 

vary based on location, time, and other particular circumstances.  

Another possibility is that the tree in question was a spiritual reality. In 
this case, that tree was either the tree of knowledge, which is of course not 

defensible as it is contradictory to definitive QurÞÁnic and traditional 
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principles. For, as related in the QurÞÁn, Àdam � was not only not 
restricted in the acquisition of knowledge but in fact he was taught all the 

“names” thus becoming the teacher of the angels.  

Another possibility is that the tree is a metaphorical allusion to the trait 
of envy. Of course since Àdam � was a messenger of God, the envy in 

question should be construed as a sort of longing, possibly a longing for 

the spiritual station of the Prophet of IslÁm, ÝAlÐ, FÁÔima, Íasan, and 
Íusayn �. Also in this context it may refer to the condemnation of 

jealousy before entering this world.  

Detailed Answer 

In reply to the above question, three issues must be examined. However, 

it is necessary to note the fact that the absolute infallibility of the 

infallibles �—i.e., the prophets and the ImÁms—is the consequence of 
their luminous and lofty spiritual and existential stations in the order of 

existence. They are the hidden rays of Divine effusion; the perfect 

manifestations and the clear signs of the Beauty and Majesty of the Truth. 
The clay of their bodies and the form of their souls were moulded by 

both of the Divine arms—i.e., Divine Beauty and Majesty—and so they 

were taught the reality of the Divine Names and Attributes in pre-eternity 
in the world of the Unseen. They have always enjoyed the friendship of 

God, the Exalted; they see themselves in the perpetual presence of God, 

and it is precisely this sense of presence that precludes the committing of 
sin, although they are still capable of it. 

As regards the question of the infallibility of the prophets �, there are 

conflicting views among Muslim sects. However the main positions can 
be organized into five groups: 

1. The prophets � are infallible vis-à-vis the major sins but might 

commit the minor sins. Moreover, they are bestowed with infallibility at 
reaching adulthood. This is the view espoused by the majority of the 

MuÝtazilites. 

2. They are infallible vis-à-vis the deliberate perpetration of sin but are 
prone to the inadvertent commission of sin. Moreover, the prophets are 
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bestowed with infallibility after being appointed to prophethood. This 
view is held by AbÙ ÝAlÐ JibÁÞÐ. 

3. The prophets are infallible vis-à-vis all sins except those committed 

inadvertently. They will, however, be punished for such sins, although the 
common folk are not liable in such cases. This discrepancy is due to the 

height of the prophets’ spiritual station. This view is embraced by 

NazzÁm and those who follow his school of thought. 

4. Prophets are susceptible to the commission of sin, any type of sin, 

whether major or minor, and whether intentional or unintentional. This 

is the view embraced by HashawÐyyah and a number of the traditionalists 
(ahl al-hadÐth). 

5. Prophets are absolutely infallible in regard to all types of sin, whether 

major or minor, and whether intentional or unintentional. This is the 
view espoused by the ImÁmÐyyah, the ShÐÝites. According to the ShÐÝite 

school of thought, the prophets are endowed with infallibility even 

before they are appointed to prophethood. The only negative deed that 
they might perform is acting in opposition to what is encouraged (but 

not mandatory) or what is more meritorious.  

The ImÁmÐyyah support their belief by a number of arguments, three of 
which will be mentioned here.  

1. If they were to commit sins that would indicate their inferiority to the 

lowest of people, as the knowledge which they possess of the Creator is 
not available to others. Hence, considering the knowledge which has been 

bestowed to them regarding AllÁh i and the reality of sin and 

disobedience to the command of the Lord—if they were to sin, they 
would be the most sordid of sinners. 

2. The commission of sin by the prophets would pose a dilemma to the 

believers. For, as Divine messengers they aught to be obeyed, but as 
sinners, their obedience would not be permissible. Thus such a scenario 

would entail the coincidence of obligation and prohibition, i.e., the 

concurrence of two opposites, which is impossible. 
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3. The purpose of the Divine mission of the prophets is to serve as 
exemplars to be obeyed, to instruct their societies, and to dissuade the 

believers from sin. If the commission of sin be possible for the prophets 

that would translate into their people’s lack of trust in them—a trust 
which is necessary in order to advance their mission, hence defeating the 

purpose of their mission. And such is unbecoming and thus impossible 

in respect to the Wise Lord. 

The infallibility of the prophets and the ImÁms � derives from their 

complete knowledge and direct witness of the unseen realities (which is 

due to their Divinely inspired theoretical intellects) which prevents them 
from committing sin (and this aspect can be attributed to their Divinely 

reinforced practical intellects). In this light it becomes clear that their 

infallibility is a volitional matter due to their Divine knowledge of what 
is permissible and what is not and of vice and virtue.    

The second issue is the location of Àdams’s � residence prior to his 

banishment to earth. Was it the promised Paradise of the Hereafter or a 
terrestrial heaven? Some are of the opinion that it was the promised 

Paradise. Although Paradise does not accommodate obligation, but this 

does not pose a problem in the case of Àdam and Eve �, for the eternal 
residence in Paradise is the result of acquired eligibility, which was 

lacking in their case.  

But there are several problems with this view. Firstly, if he resided in 
Paradise which does not accommodate obligation, then why does the 

QurÞÁn state that he disobeyed AllÁh i? And how was Satan capable of 

disobedience? Secondly, if it were Paradise, then Satan would not have 
had access to it? Thirdly, the consumption of all the bounties of Paradise 

is permissible and AllÁh i does not prohibit anything there, while Àdam 

� had been prohibited from eating the fruit of the forbidden tree.  

Therefore, it seems that the correct view is that he was in a terrestrial 

paradise. This view is actually substantiated by hadiths which specify that 

it was a garden in this world, pointing out that Àdam and Eve � would 
even witness the setting of the sun and the moon. There are however 

contradicting hadiths indicating that the place of their residence was in a 

heavenly location. This contention is corroborated by the usage of the 
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word hubÙt in speaking of the banishment, which denotes descending 
from a higher level to a lower level. 

The third issue is in regard to Àdam and Eve’s � deed: whether they 

committed a sin or not? There are three positions on this question, two 
of which are the more important. The first position is that, firstly, it was 

a minor sin, and secondly, it preceded Àdam’s � prophethood, and 

hence the station of prophethood was not violated. Several reasons have 
been cited in support of this position, among them: the verses that deal 

with this issue clearly indicate the sinful nature of the deed, for the word 

ÝisyÁn occurs in them, which in the QurÞÁn is employed only in the sense 
of sin. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that the command 

addressed to Àdam prohibiting the consumption of the fruit in question 

(“lÁ taqrabÁ”) was an advisory warning. And furthermore, it does not 
make sense that Àdam � repented on account of disregarding an 

advice. 

The other position—which seems to be the correct one of the two—is 
that Àdam � was in fact a prophet when committing the deed in 

question, for JibrÁÞÐl would visit him and the visitation of JibrÁÞÐl 

indicates prophethood, for he does not visit anyone but prophets. This 
point is strengthened by the fact that AllÁh i taught Àdam � all the 

“names” and it was only he that knew them and not even the angels had 

that knowledge. On that account, Àdam � was appointed teacher to the 
angels, bestowing to them the knowledge of the “names”. All these 

incidents were prior to Àdam’s � eating from the forbidden tree. 

Hence, it can be inferred that Àdam � was in fact a prophet when he 
committed the deed in question.  

The problem is that according to the ShÐÝa school of thought, prophets 

are absolutely infallible and are even free of minor sins. Thus, the 
prohibition must be interpreted as an advisory warning and so Àdam’s 

� guilt was neglecting that which was more meritorious. But since 

prophets are at a high station of Divine knowledge, they are guilty even in 
the case of neglecting what is more meritorious. This is witnessed also in 

the stories of YÙnus � (when he became angry with his tribe and lost all 

hope in guiding them and so abandoned them without asking permission 
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from AllÁh i, whereat AllÁh i confined him to the belly of a whale, 
where if he had not become contrite and repented, he would have 

remained till the Day of Judgment)1 and YÙsuf � (when he sought help 

from an inmate instead of AllÁh i for deliverance from prison).  

Although it should be noted that neglecting the more meritorious of 

deeds does not warrant punishment in the case of the ordinary people, 

for “The righteous deeds of the good folk are the sins of those brought 
nigh to Him.” It is for this reason that the midnight prayer was 

obligatory for the Prophet while it was an encouraged act for everyone 

else. It is thus that the laypeople’s performance of rituals, which is 
fraught with distraction and negligence, is inappropriate in the case of 

the prophets of AllÁh i. 

According to this position, ÝisyÁn must be construed as “opposing the 
word of the Lord”. “Word” could either apply to what is obligatory or 

otherwise something just encouraged. Hence, the claim that the usage of 

ÝisyÁn in the sense of ignoring that which is encouraged is inaccurate 
loses ground. Furthermore if in fact ÝisyÁn literally denotes disobeying a 

command, in this case because of the presence of irrefutable proofs it 

must be interpreted accordingly. 

The word ghawÁ in the verse in question2 denotes harm and loss, for if 

Àdam � had abstained from eating from the forbidden tree, he would 

have deserved a great reward. And repentance in his case was not for 
redressing a sin, rather for a deed that was unbecoming of his status. This 

must be complemented by the fact that repentance is not always for 

rectifying a sin. It is, however, always efficacious in severing the chains of 
bondage to other than AllÁh i, thus meriting a great reward, although 

one might not be sinful.  

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-AnbÐyÁÞ (21), Verse 87: 
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2 SÙrat ÓÁÎÁ (20), Verse 121: 
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But as regards to why he was not banned from consuming the forbidden 
tree after banishment or as to whether he regained his original status, first 

the meaning of the “tree” and its consumption must be understood. 

There are two possibilities as to the meaning of the “tree”: It was either a 
concrete plant—such as wheat, fig, camphor, etc.—or a spiritual reality. 

In the latter case, it could not have been the “tree of knowledge” as some 

have contended, for he was the most knowledgeable creature after AllÁh 
i, to the extent that he became the teacher of the angels. Another 

possibility is that it was the tree of jealousy, which would have to be 

understood as an inclination toward a positive thing owned by someone 
else, not the prevalent form of jealousy, for it would be in conflict with 

the status of prophethood. It has been suggested that his jealousy was in 

seeing the status of the Prophet of IslÁm, ÝAlÐ, FÁÔima, Íasan, and 
Íusayn � and realizing his inferiority. This is a more likely possibility 

as jealousy is even now a detestable trait condemned by God. It has been 

stated in a hadith that jealousy devours one’s faith even as fire consumes 
a cotton ball. 

If however the “tree” refers to a concrete tree, it must be said that it is not 

wrong for the ruling on a subject to be different in differing times and 
locations. For instance, in the very early years of IslÁm, Muslims were 

directed to pray facing Jerusalem. That changed later on and they were 

commanded to pray facing the KaÝbah. Or consider the case of 
consuming the corpse of an animal not slain according to the prescribed 

rite, where in normal circumstances it is forbidden while it has been 

allowed—or depending on the case obligated—in the case of an 
emergency to save a starving person from death. To turn back to the story 

of Àdam �, eating from the forbidden tree was prohibited in that 

particular time and place but permissible at other times and locations. 
Furthermore, if Àdam � was banished to earth, it was as the direct 

result of eating from that tree, and so that deed was injurious only in the 

celestial realm and not on earth.  

We would like to close this essay by noting that if the dear readers are 

interested, this topic can be pursued at a higher level.       



 

23 
THE PURPOSE OF RELIGION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Did religion come to imprison us or to set us free? 

Brief Answer 

Freedom, from the point of view of religion, can be studied under two 
headings: spiritual freedom and socio-political freedom. From the 

spiritual perspective, man’s essence or immaterial self is free from 

corporeality, materiality, and material characteristics. It is nostalgic of its 
place of origin, the realm of the Dominion and the spiritual world. But 

due to the attachment of his soul to the body, it is entangled with 

worldly and material affairs. Man has no choice but to pursue his 
perfection through the means that this world affords, for this world is 

the cultivation field for the hereafter. However, most people tend to view 

the world in an independent way and are ignorant of its true value which 
is found in its relation to the hereafter. Hence they get caught up in 

frivolities and trivial pleasures and this bars them from ascending to the 

heights of perfection. Instead of concentrating on the essence and reality 
of things they are distracted and consider the sensible phenomena as 

ultimate reality—being utterly oblivious of the malakÙt (the celestial 

realm) and spiritual reality of things. It is in this vein that the seekers of 
the material world perceive freedom as paramount to enjoying the 

pleasures of the world without any restraints, whereas true freedom lies in 

extricating oneself from the snares of lust, and it is this freedom which 
religion encourages. From the religious point of view, even the mighty 

king who is constantly expanding his empire might be a slave, a slave to 

his self, while it is very probable that someone living in utter poverty 
might have absolute sovereignty. 
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In conclusion: what the seekers of the material world pursue is the 
illusion of imaginary freedom, but that which religion encourages is real 

freedom. 

Regarding social and political freedom, IslÁm neither advocates radical 
freedom and anarchy, nor does it compel the believer to surrender to all 

external circumstances and unjust powers, something that would 

undermine his dignity.  

It can be said that individual and social freedoms do exist in IslÁm but 

with a qualification that fundamentally distinguishes them from those 

that are espoused by the Western worldview. For IslÁm is AllÁh-centred, 
and as such, ordains that man, in his intellectual discernment and 

application of will, refer only to AllÁh i. In the domain of moral 

upliftment and cultural progress, IslÁm exhorts the human community 
to establish justice and forbids its members from infringing on the rights 

of each other, while at the same time encouraging them to expand their 

knowledge and intellectual endeavours with a view to the proper 
application of knowledge.  

Detailed Answer 

Our spirit, from the point of view that it is essentially immaterial, is free 
from matter and body and the properties of bodies. The spirit of man has 

neither length, breadth, height nor depth, nor qualities such as heat, 

coldness, the six directions and the other attributes of bodies. The spirit 
is from the world of “command” (Ýalam al-amr) and looks towards its 

own world. The beings of the realm of existence are either in the world of 

creation and matter or in the world of dominion (malakut), command, 
and immateriality. Above the world of bodies that contains temporal and 

mutable things, there is another world that contains beings that are not 

subject to change and do not exist in time. This is the world of command 
that envelopes, comprehends, and rules over and above the world of 

creation. Both the command and the creation belong to AllÁh i as the 

Noble QurÞÁn has indicated: “Be aware that the creation and the 
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command belong to AllÁh, who is High and is the Creator of the 
World.”1   

The descent of the sprit from the world of command to the world of 

creation means that the human soul is in a certain sense imprisoned in 
the lower world (dunya). Yet, it is necessary for man to obtain his 

acquired perfections by means of this world and it is because of this that 

this world is considered the cultivation field for the next world. Looking 
at this world as if it were independent and by itself keeps man away from 

spiritual wayfaring and journeying to the next world. It makes him forget 

about even the possibility of soaring free in the supernatural realms. If 
man persists in this myopia and grounded behaviour, he begins to think 

that he will be in this world forever. According to the words of ImÁm 

ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ¬Álib �, “He who looks at the world with insight, the world 
will give him wisdom and he who sews his eyes unto the world, the world 

blinds him.”2 

The life of this world. AllÁh i has described the life of the world as 
follows: “Verily, the life of this world is sport and vanity.”3  

Play or sport is an action whose goal is imaginary. Vain actions are those 

that that make man forget others. The verse indicates the fact that the life 
of this world (that is the attachment of the soul to the body) busies man 

with himself to the point where he forgets others. The cause of this is the 

fact that the world deceives the soul in such a way that it makes him 
think that he is the body or one with the body. After being deceived in 

such manner, it is only natural that he becomes disconnected from the 

other world and forgets all of the greatness and beauty that was in the 
world of command. In this way, his life passes in sport and vanities. He 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-AÝrÁf (7), Verse 54: 
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turns to everything with imaginary and fanciful goals. When he reaches 
those illusionary goals, he finds nothing. 

AllÁh i says that “Those who disbelieve, their actions are like a mirage in 

a desert. The thirsty person believes it to be water. When he reaches it, he 
does not find anything there except AllÁh.”4 

The person who believes in the primacy of material beings turns all of his 

attention to sensible things and he is totally unaware of the hidden aspect 
of things. Such a person wastes his life in eating, drinking and play. 

According to the words of the Noble QurÞÁn, they only know the 

apparent aspect of the world and they are unaware of the next world.5 

But the person who looks at the hidden aspect of things takes their 

apparent aspect as only a sign for the hidden. He considers the apparent 

to be a shell for the kernel that is the hidden. In no circumstance will he 
sacrifice the kernel for the shell. As the Commander of the Faithful, ÝAlÐ 

b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “The friends of AllÁh are the ones who look at 

the hidden nature of the world, while the ordinary people look at the 
apparent; they are concerned with the future while the people are 

concerned with transient things.”6 

Those who seek the world surmise that freedom means having all their 
worldly wishes granted and having unlimited use of riches. They are not 

aware of the fact that in reality, if we give in to the commands of our 

carnal soul, we become ever more bound by the shackles of our material 
body. This is because the carnal soul is that aspect of the human soul that 

                                                 
4 SÙrat al-NÙr (24), Verse 39: 
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pays more attention to bodily desires and hopes to remain forever in the 
world. 

In reality freedom means to be free from the snares of this world and our 

lower desires. This is the freedom that religion seeks to achieve. 
According to religion it is possible for someone to be the king of the 

world but because he is entrapped by his base desires, he is not free. How 

many a people exist who live in the most constricting poverty yet remain 
the masters of their own will. If the power of desire and anger come 

under the guidance of reason, then not only will they not corrupt the 

soul, but rather they will grow and become beneficial. True freedom is the 
dominion of reason (over desire and anger) in the kingdom of the soul. 

According to religion, slavery is the domination of anger and desire over 

man. As ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “How many an intellect is 
in the captivity of its desires.”7   

Again, that great personality has said, “Is there not a free man amongst 

you who would give this (the world) to its owner?! Know that there is no 
greater trade for your soul than heaven. Therefore do not sell your soul 

for less than that.”8 

When man becomes free from his base desires, he will be successful in 
society and his cultural activities. As can be understood from the Noble 

QurÞÁn, man faces enemies from the outside and the inside who wish to 

enslave him. Freedom from these two kinds of enemies constitutes the 
inner and outer freedoms. Unfortunately some groups like the Sufis have 

overemphasized inner freedom to such an extent that they have forgotten 

the outer enemy i.e. the false Gods of gold and embellishment. In 
opposition to them, some groups have spent all their energies in fighting 

outer powers, seeking to gain freedom in society. They consider every 

limitation to be the cause of man’s slavery. 

                                                 
7 Ibid., Short Saying 211: 
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There is another group that believes that in order for man to reach 
perfection, felicity, and freedom, both kinds of freedom are necessary. 

These two freedoms are interrelated. Freedom in society is not possible 

without spiritual freedom.  

In order for us to make an ideal and humane society it is necessary that 

we don’t go to extremes and obtain both types of freedoms. Therefore, in 

religious ideology and thought, neither is absolute freedom permissible 
nor are we compelled to accept all the external conditions of an unjust 

government. Hence in IslÁm there is a concept of social freedom, but it is 

very different from what is meant by the term in the West. 

The great prophets came to construct the world but they look at the 

world in view of the afterlife. In this view, the present world is like a 

cultivation field for the next world and in which we make our afterlife 
with our actions. The prophets came in order to teach people how to live 

in order to be successful in the hereafter. Therefore, the injunctions of 

the prophets are for today but only so that we can obtain the hereafter. 

Religion has its own views regarding economic, political, and social 

development. It has not relegated this matter to the intellectuals of 

society. The religion that claims universality and considers all human 
beings to share in its vision must, by its own logic, hold a comprehensive 

view about their development. Therefore, understanding religion is 

quintessential. Of course, this is very difficult. Religion has three 
dimensions, one of which lies inside the soul of man. The other two lie 

outside him. The two that lie outside are the QurÞÁn and the noble 

progeny of the Prophet �. The inner dimension of religion is the power 
of reason and the innate nature of man; these two are called the “proofs” 

of religion. Something that reason clearly understands to be true also 

carries religious authority. Because of this religion is a combination of 
reason and tradition. 

Because the basis of all affairs is AllÁh i, and because it is He who creates 

all things and the success and loss of man lies in His hands, therefore, all 
the aspects of man’s life should reflect His orders, whether in economics 

or any other field. In ethical and cultural matters IslÁm has invited 

people to justice and has forbidden people from trampling on the rights 
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of others. From another point of view, it has encouraged people to learn 
and teach others and to apply one’s knowledge correctly. There is no 

good ethical precept except that which religion has invited us to and has 

made it either obligatory or recommended to act upon it. 

The religion of IslÁm is global. This religion says you can live peacefully 

with those who do not defy or deny religion. It does not prohibit to live 

peacefully with those who don’t want to fight you, overthrow religious 
governments or want to banish you from your home.9 

‘Progress’ can be either good or bad. Bad progress is wasteful and lavish 

living. The QurÞÁn considers all those things to be bad. It scolds those 
who waste AllÁh’s i blessings. In regards to those who only think about 

personal success it says, “Some are they who only think about 

themselves;10 they eat as the cattle eat.”11   

Also, the QurÞÁn has scolded those who hoard gold.12   

“Unfortunately, miserliness has made its home in man’s soul.”13   

“Whoever frees himself from the clutches of his own greediness is 
successful.”14 
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Good progress is to work hard and be satisfied with little. From this 
point of view, if man works hard for his needs and for the needs of 

society, this effort can be called kawthar. 
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THE PURPOSE OF CREATION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the purpose of creation? Please state rational 

proofs in this regards. If the purpose is to perfect ourselves, then 

why did not AllÁh i create humanity perfect to begin with? 

Brief Answer 

AllÁh i is an unlimited being who holds all perfections. Creating 

(bringing to existence) is munificence (jamÁl) and AllÁh i is munificent. 

His munificence necessitates that He grant existence to anything worthy 
of creation. Thus, AllÁh i created because He is munificent. In other 

words, the goal and reason behind creation is AllÁh’s i attribute of 

munificence. Since, AllÁh’s i attributes of essence are not extraneous to 
His essence, we can conclude that the goal of creation is AllÁh’s i 

essence. 

AllÁh i created man with dual inclinations—for good and evil—and 
with two opposing poles in the external world that correspond to these 

two, namely the prophets (who represent good) and the devils (who 

represent evil). In so doing, AllÁh i enabled man to reach the highest 
level of perfection possible for creatures, and also allowed him the 

freedom to fall into the lowest pits of depravity. If man, despite his 

animalistic desires and the constant whispering of satanic beings, follows 
the path of truth, he attains stations above even that of the angels, 

precisely because the latter do not have such animalistic desires and 

satanic whispers. However, if he chooses falsehood, he ends up being 
lower than even the animals, for they lack the spiritual capabilities and 

potential of man. 
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Had AllÁh i given man every perfection that he could possibly achieve at 
birth, those perfections would not have been volitional ones. Besides, 

AllÁh i had already created beings that had all the perfections that they 

could achieve from the outset and that were without any potential 
perfections. Thus, the purpose for which man was created is only met if 

man achieves perfection through his freely chosen actions. Although the 

disbelievers and sinners who do not reach perfection certainly do not 
achieve the true goal of their creation (i.e. acting according to AllÁh’s i 

decree and wishes) they nonetheless do not go against the existential goal 

of man’s creation. This is because AllÁh i wanted with His existential 
will that man be able to choose between truth and falsehood. Had AllÁh 

i made it impossible for man to choose falsehood, belief and obedience 

would not have been volitional and man would not have freewill. 

Detailed Answer 

In order to clarify the answer to this question we must pay attention to 

the following points: 

1. The aim and end of AllÁh’s i actions: AllÁh i is not limited by any 

thing. This is because He is the necessary being and His existence does 

not depend on another. He has, therefore, all perfections.  

2. One of His perfections is the fact that He is the giver of grace and is 

generous. AllÁh i has said in the QurÞÁn, “The grace of AllÁh is not 

withheld.”1 

3. On AllÁh’s i part, there is nothing that prevents Him from giving. 

Therefore, if in an instance He does not give, it is because of the 

limitations of receiver; not the Giver. Everything that can be given, is 
given. Every good thing, it can be said, is backed by existence while every 

evil is “backed” by non-existence. For example, knowledge is goodness 

and perfection while ignorance is evil and imperfection. Also, power, in 
opposition to incapacity, is perfection and good. When we pay attention 
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to the third preliminary, we can infer that the grace of AllÁh i comes 
about by means of His creating. Therefore, the giving-nature necessitates 

creation. 

In other words, if we suppose something deserves to exist but AllÁh i 
does not create it, then this is preventing a good from occurring and will 

be considered niggardliness (given that existence is good). We know, 

however, that AllÁh i cannot be miserly. We can conclude from these 
preliminaries that if one were asked, “Why does AllÁh create,” we can 

reply that “His being the giver of grace has caused Him to create.” 

The attributes of AllÁh i are not external to His Essence. The attributes 
of Man and other bodies are additional to their essence. For example the 

apple has an essence and redness and sweetness are its external attributes. 

The apple can be sour or green and still be an apple. 

The unity of AllÁh i and His attributes is a extensive theological 

problem that one can follow further in theology under the discussion on 

the unity of His attributes. What concerns us here is the fact that AllÁh’s 
i creativity, which is the purpose of creation, is one with His essence and 

does not lie outside His essence. Therefore, if we are asked, “Why does 

AllÁh create,” we will reply that, “because He is AllÁh.” Therefore, the 
cause for His creating is Himself. This is what our philosophers have 

said: the goal and the agent in AllÁh i are one. It is possible to derive 

this meaning from some of the verses of the QurÞÁn including “All affairs 
return to Him.”2  

What has been mentioned up to now was the goal of the agent in creation 

in general. However, the goal of any particular agent, such as man, 
requires a more specialized objective. This goal is none other than the 

specific perfection that AllÁh i intends from the creation of man. 

In order to explain, we may say that the fact that AllÁh i is creative 
necessitates that He create every perfection possible. Before creating man, 

                                                 
2 SÙrat HÙd (11), Verse 123: 

�  ... � T�*# �Q(��V� �n�b(Q�	 � (!���� �� ...�  
Also see: SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 210; SÙrat Áli ÝImrÁn (3), Verse 109; SÙrat al-AnfÁl (8), 
Verse 44; SÙrat al-FÁÔir (35), Verse 4; SÙrat al-ÍadÐd (57), Verse 5 
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He had created other beings called angels. From the start of their creation 
they possessed all the perfections that were possible for them. Therefore, 

they will in no way obtain new perfections. Their level of existence will in 

no way evolve. AllÁh i relates from the tongue of the angels that “There 
is none of us except that he has a specific station; it is we who are filled in 

ranks; it is we who glorify AllÁh.”3 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “Then He created the openings 
between high skies and filled them with all classes of angels. Some of 

them are in prostration and do not raise their heads. Others are in a 

kneeling position and do not stand up. Some of them are in array and do 
not leave their position. Others are extolling AllÁh and do not get tired.”4 

They worship AllÁh i. This is a perfection that AllÁh i has given to 

them. It is not possible for them to disobey AllÁh i. AllÁh i says, “The 
angels do not exceed Him in speech and they act only according to His 

command.”5   

He also says, “Upon it were placed mean angels. They do not shrink from 
acting upon what they were ordered to do."6 

Because AllÁh i is creative, He wanted to create a greater perfection, 

aside from the perfection given to the angels. That is the perfection of 
man’s free-will. In other words, He wanted to create a being who would 

obtain all the aforementioned perfections (that belonged to the angels) 

with his own freewill. He therefore created man: a being who does not 

                                                 
3 SÙrat al-ÑÁffÁt (37), Verses 164-166: 

�  � �� ���� �7D�� �����S@I*�(��� S@��N�� .��IT1�7Z�� �)(E�D�� �79���� .��I�E[�>�8��
�� �)(E�D�� �79���� �  
4 Nahjul BalÁghah, Sermon 1: 
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5 SÙrat al-AnbÐyaÞ (21), Verse 27: 
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6 SÙrat al-TaÎrÐm (66), Verse 6: 
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have all the possible perfections from the start of his creation. But he is 
such that he can reach these perfections. It is clear that the perfection that 

man obtains with his own freewill is loftier than that given to the angels. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “AllÁh has created the angels from 
the intellect, He did not place lust in them; and He created the animals 

with lust, but did not place intellect in them. But He placed both 

intellect and lust in the sons of Àdam �. Therefore, he whose intellect 
overcomes his lust is greater than the angels. And he whose lust 

overcomes his intellect is lower than the animals.”7 

Therefore, the purpose behind the creation of man is AllÁh’s i creativity. 
AllÁh’s i creativity requires Him to create this kind of perfection: The 

greatest possible perfection. 

When we ponder upon the above mentioned points we can conclude that 
the purpose behind the creation of man will come into existence when 

man has the capacity to reach perfection and strives to do so with his 

own freewill. If he had this perfection from the start, it is clear that it 
would not have come about from his own freewill and therefore the 

purpose of his creation would not have been met. 

We must not forget that for man, obtaining even one minor perfection is 
accomplished by him exercising his freewill. And hence in doing this he 

is fulfilling the purpose of creation. 

Now if man does not climb even one rung in the ladder of perfection and 
passes his whole life in sin and disbelief, though he may not have 

actualized the special purpose of his creation, he nonetheless has not 

escaped from the overriding reality that defines the purpose of creation 
in general. This is because he has actualized something that was a 

potential for him—for on the opposite pole of his potential to become 

                                                 
7 WasÁÞil al-ShÐÝah, vol. 11, pg. 164: 
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better than the angels, lay the potential to sink to the lowest of the low. It 
is AllÁh i who created him in such a way that he is able to choose either 

perfection or failure. Therefore, even the disbeliever or sinner does not 

move contrary to the existential will of AllÁh i. 

AllÁh i likes and wishes that man ascends the degrees of perfection and 

does not like him falling into misguidance. In other words, in the 

creation of man, AllÁh i has an existential will and a conventional will 
(or wish). His existential will is that man actualizes all his potentials—

whether good or bad. His conventional will or wish is that man only 

actualizes his potential for good. 

With this explanation it can be said that the believing man has actualized 

both purposes of creation, existential and conventional, and that he has 

acted according to both the will and wish of AllÁh i. The unbelieving 
man or sinner on the other hand, although he does not actualize the 

conventional purpose and is not in agreement with the wish of AllÁh i, 

is nonetheless in line with the existential goal of creation and never 
escapes the overriding will of the Almighty. 



 

25 
THE SIGNS FOR THE RE-EMERGENCE OF IMAM AL-MAHDI  

Question:Question:Question:Question: What are the signs for the reemergence of the Master of 

the Age [i.e. the Twelfth ImÁm]? 

Brief Answer 

The topic of the signs of the re-emergence is a complicated one and calls 

for a thorough investigation of all the related narrations. However, in 
brief, the signs fall under two categories. One group consists of those 

signs which will certainly occur, foreshadowing the re-emergence: the 

rebellion of SufyÁnÐ, the rebellion of YamÁnÐ, the burst of a heavenly cry, 
the murder of an innocent soul, the sinking of the army of SufyÁnÐ into 

the desert ground, the rebellion of DajjÁl. The remaining signs are not 

certain and as such might not occur. 

But from another perspective, the signs can be categorized into four 

groups: 

1. The social signs: that is, to put it in a nutshell, those social phenomena 
whose upshot would be the downfall of the then perverted human 

civilization. 

2. The religious and Ideological signs: which constitute the collapse and 
distortion of the Divine religion. 

3. The Natural Signs: changes such as alterations in the constellations. 

4. The individual and miraculous signs: such as the burst of a heavenly 
cry, and the murder of the Innocent Soul. 
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Detailed Answer 

A discussion regarding the signs of the re-emergence is somewhat 

complicated, for there are numerous narrations in the corpus of ShÐÝa 

aÎÁdÐth, and add to that the narrations found in the Sunni sources and 
even the heavenly books of previous religions, such as Christianity, 

Judaism, Zoroastrianism, and Indian creeds, and all these call for a 

comprehensive investigation and analysis. Furthermore, the related 
narrations must be weighed as to the authenticity of their lines of 

transmission and also the soundness of their content. 

Based on the ShÐÝa narrations, it can be inferred that the signs fall under 
two categories. One group consists of those signs which will undoubtedly 

occur prior to the re-emergence, without any qualification or prerequisite; 

namely: the rebellion of SufyÁnÐ, the rebellion of YamÁnÐ, the burst of a 
heavenly cry, the murder of the Innocent Soul, the sinking of the army of 

SufyÁnÐ in the desert1, and the rebellion of DajjÁl. The second group 

consists of signs whose occurrence is contingent on the materialization of 
certain conditions. There are many such signs. 

However, as mentioned before, the signs of the re-emergence can be 

categorized into four general groups, which will be explained in brief. 

aaaa. . . . The Social FactorsThe Social FactorsThe Social FactorsThe Social Factors    

To summarize, the appearance of these factors represent the downfall of 

the then misguided human civilization. Some of these factors are as 
follows: 

1. The prevalence of injustice all over the world, or in other words, the 

universality and globalization of injustice. 

2. The perversion of rulers. It is imperative to note that what is meant by 

universal injustice and perversion of rulers is that the political regimes 

that will govern the world would be founded on social, political, cultural, 
and economic injustice, and hence the rulers would exercise their power 

based on a spirit of domination, imperialism, and despotism. It should 

                                                 
1 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 252 
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not be inferred that just individuals or regimes would be nonexistent, but 
that the prevalent system of governance would be that of injustice. 

3. Inflation and economic instability which are the concomitants of an 

unjust system. 

4. The appearance of charlatans and DajjÁl-like characters who will claim 

to be social reformers. The advent of DajjÁl is one of the indisputable 

signs of the re-emergence to which all previous religions have also 
alluded. DajjÁl literally means one who covers truth with falsehood and 

deceit. It is likely however, based on the signs mentioned in the 

narrations, that DajjÁl is not a proper name of a single person rather it is 
a general title for all devious and deceitful individuals and regimes who 

deceive the masses and bar the path of truth. Some scholars have 

interpreted DajjÁl as being a reference to contemporary Western 
civilization. 

5. Charlatan and debased individuals will become speakers of their 

societies. Incompetent individuals will have authority in their societies. 

6. Righteous and honest people will be put aside and replaced by 

dishonest and boastful characters. 

7. The rebellion of SufyÁnÐ. However, regarding the question of whether 
SufyÁnÐ refers to a specific individual or is a general title for all deceitful 

individuals and regimes, there can be no definite answer. But what is clear 

is that the name signifies an individual or individuals and regimes that 
are capitalist, predatory, oppressive, backward, and which (or who) 

propagate superstitions. Their distinctive trait is their willingness to 

demoralize communities. The narrations prophesy that SufyÁnÐ and his 
army will vanish into the ground in the desert of BaydÁ’—an area 

between Mecca and Medina—and only one person will survive, the one 

who will spread the news.2 

8. War, hypocrisy, and bloodshed will take over. In the narrations, it is 

divined that [global] war will break out whose instigators will be a people 

referred to in the aÎÁdÐth as the Turk, which apparently constitute the 

                                                 
2 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pp. 279-282 
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ethnic groups who trace their ancestry back to Turk b. YÁfith b. NÙh who 
today inhabit the regions of Mongolia, Punjab, Turkey, Siberia, 

Afghanistan, India, and in its broad meaning also includes the peoples of 

the Western hemisphere. The narrations also point to the killing of 23 
people, but this is regarded as being among the unverifiable signs. 

9. Revolutions will erupt in an effort to fight global oppression and 

corruption, some of which will succeed in organizing new governments. 
The rebellion and movement of YamÁnÐ, which is a symbol of the 

struggle of truth against deviation at the End of Time, will be one such 

uprising. The movement of a certain Sayyid KhurÁsÁnÐ who will be of the 
lineage of ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ � and who will rise to uphold justice is 

another of the factors involved. These two movements—one of which 

will be in Yemen and the other in Iran—will be among the elements 
laying the groundwork for the re-emergence of ImÁm al-MahdÐ �. The 

narrations augur that the regime that will be established in Iran will, 

firstly, invite the people to IslÁm and the path of the Ahlul Bayt � and 
will, secondly, clear its territory—which will extend to KÙfah—from 

injustice and corruption and will join forces with and obey the ImÁm � 

when he re-emerges. 

bbbb. . . . Religious and ideological factorsReligious and ideological factorsReligious and ideological factorsReligious and ideological factors    

That is, the collapse and perversion of religion. It has been narrated from 

the Commander of the Believers, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � that at the 
End of Time prayer will be abandoned; trusts will be dishonoured; lying 

will be considered permissible; usury will become prevalent; bribery will 

be all-encompassing; religion will be relinquished in favour of the 
material life; women’s counsel will be sought; family bonds will be 

severed; people will become licentious; murder will acquire normalcy; 

patience will be counted as a weakness; injustice will be prided on; the 
people of knowledge will be treacherous; the reciters of the QurÞÁn will be 

perverse; the mosques will be embellished and the minarets built high 

[but without the spirituality that is their substance]; promises will be 
broken; and desires will be ever diverse [and conflicting]. 

To put it more generally, the precepts of IslÁm will be neglected. 

However, this neglect will be relative; that is, it would be the prevalent 
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mood of human society at the time. This is to such an extent that it has 
been related that when the ImÁm � re-emerges he will bring a new way, 

a new book, and a new religion; meaning that IslÁm will be so 

contaminated with superstitions, the QurÞÁn so assailed with conceptual 
distortions [i.e. false interpretations] that their reality and inner truth will 

have been forgotten. 

cccc. . . . Natural factorsNatural factorsNatural factorsNatural factors    

Also among the signs heralding the re-emergence of the ImÁm � are the 

natural disasters mentioned in the narrations; such as the [prodigious] 

lightning of the End of Time; lunar and solar eclipses which will occur 
outside their natural timeframe; changes in the constellations and the 

atmospheric conditions (in water, air, sunrise, sunset, etc.). And of course 

these narrations are capable of being understood in relation to certain 
events that are taking place in this age, just as AyatullÁh MurtaÃÁ 

MutahharÐ interpreted the “rising of the sun from the west” [which is 

counted among the signs] as the rise of IslÁm at the hands of ImÁm 
Khomeini from Paris. 

dddd. . . . The individual and miracThe individual and miracThe individual and miracThe individual and miraculous signsulous signsulous signsulous signs    

1. The Burst of a Heavenly Cry - According to the narrations, before or 
during the event of re-emergence, an angel will cry out from the heaven 

proclaiming the re-emergence of the ImÁm �. That angel will be the 

Faithful JibrÁÞÐl whose cry will be heard in all four corners of the globe. 
Everyone will hear it in his own language without detecting the direction 

from which the cry originates. But at the same time the Devil will also 

call out, “ÝUthmÁn was murdered while he was innocent” with the 
intention to confuse the people.3 

2. The Murder of an Innocent Soul - The Innocent Soul will be the 

nickname of a certain Hashimite youth with a high degree of spiritual 
perfection. He will fight the SufyÁnÐ army and on being defeated will take 

refuge in Medina. When the SufyÁnÐ army reaches Medina, he will flee to 

Mecca. There he will invite people to the way of the Household of 
MuÎammad � but will be slain between the Rukn and the MaqÁm while 
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innocent of any crime.4  His death will awaken the conscience of the 
people all over the world, which will in turn prepare them to pledge 

allegiance to the ImÁm �. Fifteen days after his death, the re-emergence 

will take place.5  He is the ImÁm’s � representative and envoy among 
the people. 

There are also other signs mentioned in the narrations which we have not 

included here. 

                                                 
4 KamÁl al-DÐn wa TamÁm al-NiÝmah, pg. 331 
5 Ibid., pg. 649 
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ISSUES SUCH AS MARRIAGE, PLACE OF RESIDENCE, 
ETC… CONCERNING THE LIFE OF THE 12TH

 IMAM 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Is the Twelfth ImÁm married and if so does he have 

children? Where is his place of residence? What does he wear and 

what does he subsist on? What is the sense in praying for his 

wellbeing? 

Brief Answer 

The opinion that he has a spouse and children—although possible and 

not necessarily in conflict with the mission of his prolonged 

occultation—is not supported by any definitive evidence. It might 
reasonably be contended that just as Divine decree has dictated that he 

should remain in the shadows of mystery so too should this question 

remain a part of that mystery.  

As to the location of his residence, there are three groups of ÁÎadÐth that 

address this question. The first group do not specify a certain location 

but—in the case of some of them at least—indicate that he is itinerant, 
remaining primarily within the mountainous and desert regions. The 

second group state that he lives among people but without being 

recognized. The third group point to specific locations as to where he 
resides, such as Medina, or Mount RazawÐ in Medina, or around Mecca, 

in the Mountain of ZÙ TuÁ.  

Although the three groups might seem contradictory, they can be 
reconciled. For, it might very likely be the case that he mainly lives within 

cities, in Mecca or Medina, but some times due to urgent circumstances 

leaves for the mountains and deserts.  
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As to the question of his diet and clothing, it should be borne in mind 
that he lives an ordinary life, much like other people. On referring to the 

hadiths it is made clear, however, that he contents himself with the least. 

In a hadith ImÁm Husayn b. ÝAlÐ �explains that his attire is rough and 
coarse and that his diet consists mainly of bread produced from barley.  

As to why we pray for his health, it must be said that the aÎÁdith related 

from the ImÁms exhort us to do so, and so we must comply in spite of 
being unaware of the reason. Nevertheless several possible explanations 

might be posited, among them the following: 

1. Praying for his health is a factor conducive to his wellbeing, and as 
God knows that there are believers in every age who pray for his 

wellbeing, it is in this way that He guarantees his health. Of course, this 

should not imply that if no one prayed for him he would be overcome by 
disease. This is similar to God’s guarantee that He will secure His 

religion, although some may renounce their belief therein.  

2. What has been guaranteed on God’s part is to safeguard his life until 
the time of his mission. Hence, this might not include minor ailments 

and distresses, which could possibly be covered by our prayers. 

Detailed Answer 

The life of Al-MahdÐ � is an enigmatic issue, and therefore questions 

relating to it might not be answered definitively, although one can arrive 

at probable answers by studying the hadiths that have been related in this 
regard.  

One of the questions pertaining to ImÁm ZamÁn’s � life is whether he 

has a family. There are three possible answers to this question:  

a) that he never married;  

b) that he married but has not fathered children; 

c) that he does in fact have children.  

The implication of the first possibility would be his abandonment of a 

very important religious practice, which is hence very unlikely. Of course, 
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it might be countered that the issue of his occultation and its secrecy are 
of utmost importance and thus marriage—which although important is 

not nearly as important—can be abandoned. This contention however is 

not acceptable, for marriage and the secrecy required during his 
occultation are in no way at odds. 

The second possibility, although free of the problem with which the 

previous possibility is faced, raises another question: Has he married only 
once—hence is his wife sharing his unusual longevity—or has he been 

married to multiple wives? There is no evidence to support either side, 

but it would not be unlikely if the latter were correct. The problem which 
this might bring to mind is the possibility that his identity might be 

revealed. However this might pose a serious problem, for according to the 

hadiths, in his occultation it is his identity as the twelfth imÁm from the 
progeny of MuÎammad that must be kept secret, which would not be 

jeopardized by personal relations if the people whom he is in contact 

with be unaware of his status as such.1 

The same question can be addressed in the case of the third possibility. 

This possibility however is faced with an additional problem: If the 

ImÁm did in fact have children, they would sooner or later decide to 
search for their true identity which might in turn jeopardize ImÁm 

ZamÁn’s � secret mission. 

There are however no aÎÁdith that specifically verify any of these three 
possibilities. As to further accentuate the dilemma, there is a hadith that 

has been related through two chains of transmitters with one 

consequential word differing in the two versions. One version related by 
Shaykh al-TÙsÐ reads, “ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � said, ‘No 

one of his children (wuldihÐ) or anyone else would know his 

whereabouts.’”2   

                                                 
1 It is narrated from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdÐq �  that “…[he] will go around 

amongst the people, pass through their shops and markets, and [even] step onto their 
carpets but they will not know him…” (MuÎammad b. IbrÁhÐm al-NuÝmÁnÐ, KitÁb al-
Ghaybah, p. 164. 

2 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg .162 
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In the other version related by NuÝmÁn, the Îadith reads, “No one from 
his friends (walÐ) or anyone else would know his whereabouts.’”3   

Thus due to this discrepancy, there is no reason to prefer Shaykh al-TÙsÐ’s 

version. On the contrary, NuÝmÁn’s version seems more preferable in 
terms of its chain of transmitters and the wording itself. For instance, in 

Shaykh al-TÙsÐ’s version there is a third person singular pronoun 

(ghayrihÐ) which seems to be incorrect as its antecedent is plural (wuldihÐ) 
which is unjustifiable, except if accounted for according to the following 

three possibilities:  

1. That this mistake is attributable to the scribes; 

2. That the hadith is indicating that the ImÁm only has one son; 

3. Or that the hadith is not specifying whether he does in fact have a 

child or not but that if he did, the secrecy of his mission in occultation is 
so paramount that even his child wouldn’t know him.  

Moreover, the chain of transmitters is faulty, which even if this could be 

overlooked, another issue would be that it is unclear whether the hadith 
is about the time of occultation or is referring to the period after his 

reemergence.  

There are two other hadiths that complicate the controversy. One is a 
prayer narrated by Ibn TÁwÙs from ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RidÁ �: “O 

AllÁh, grant him [i.e. the Twelfth ImÁm] in regard to himself, his family, 

his children, and his progeny …”4   

The other hadith is related from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-SÁdiq �: 

“It is as though I see the QÁÞim [i.e. the Twelfth ImÁm] in the Mosque of 

al-Sahlah with his family accompanying him.”5 

                                                 
3 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 172 
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Some have cited the story of the “Green Isle” to claim that the ImÁm � 
has a family and numerous children who reside on the isle and have it all 

to themselves. This story however is only a myth. It is more akin to a tail 

of fiction than to reality. ÝAllÁmah MajlisÐ who has narrated this story 
explains, “Since I did not find this story in any of the reliable books, I 

have brought it in a separate chapter.”6 Shaykh ¤qÁ Buzurg TehrÁnÐ 

asserts that this tale is a fabrication.7 

Hence, although it is possible that ImÁm ZamÁn � has a family, it is 

not verifiable, as there are no authentic hadiths to the point. On the 

other hand, there does not seem to be any good reason why ImÁm ZamÁn 
� would abandon the religious practice of marriage.  

Where does the ImÁm reside? There are three groups of hadith in this 

regard that at first glance might seem contradictory. The first group do 
not specify a location but rather say that the ImÁm is itinerant in 

mountains and deserts—such as the hadith narrated by Ibn MahzÐÁr and 

which Shaykh al-TÙsÐ has recorded in his Ghaybah.8   

The second group are those that point to a specific location as to where 

the ImÁm resides. These hadiths are divergent however in regard to where 

that location exactly is. Some of these hadiths mention the city of 
Medina or more specifically Mount RazawÐ which is located on the 

outskirts of the city.9  In reference to such aÎÁdith ÝAllamah ShÙshtarÐ 

writes,  

It has been ascertained in authentic hadiths that the ImÁm’s residence in 

both the major and minor occultations is Mount RazawÐ. And the fact 

that the KÐsÁnÐyyah claim it as the headquarters of MuÎammad 
ÍanafÐyyah does not negate its being where the ImÁm resides. For, the 

KÐsÁnÐyyah had based their belief on the numerous accounts in which the 

Prophet � had prophesied the coming of the Al-MahdÐ, his occultation, 
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6 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 52, pg. 159 
7 al-ÚarÐÝah IlÁ TaÒÁnÐf al-ShÐÝah, vol. 5, pg. 108 
8 al-Ghaybah, pg. 266 
9 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pg. 340 
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etc., but had erroneously accepted MuÎammad ÍanafÐyyah as the 
promised Al-MahdÐ. And generally, all deviations and aberrations stem 

from a truth which has been wrongfully understood or manipulated.10 

A number of these hadiths however point to an area around Mecca—
namely, ZÙ TÙwÁ—as the residence of the ImÁm and where he will begin 

his revolution alongside his companions.11 

The third group of hadiths also lacks any allusion to a specific location 
but points out that the ImÁm does in fact interact with other people 

normally but without being identified.12  On examining the three groups 

more carefully it becomes clear that there is no discrepancy between 
them. The ImÁm leads a normal life without arising any suspicion. This 

mode is the most convenient for the ImÁm. And this is in no way at odds 

with him being in Mecca or occasionally retreating to mountains and 
uninhabited regions in urgent circumstances. 

What is the ImÁm’s � diet comprised of and what type of dress does he 

wear? As mentioned above, the ImÁm lives a normal life. However the 
hadiths indicate that he contents himself with the minimum of food and 

the simplest of clothing. In his KitÁb al-Ghaybah NuÝmÁnÐ narrates a 

hadith from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � and ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 
MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � which addresses the above question: “He only wears 

coarse clothing and eats unpalatable food.”13   

In another ÎadÐth he is related to have said, “His clothing is rough and 
coarse, and his food is bread made from barley.”14 

    

    
                                                 
10 The Series of Articles and Saying Regarding the ImÁm MahdÐ, pg. 64 
11 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 182 
12 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 164 – The translation of this Îadith was mentioned in the first 

footnote. It indicates that he lives amongst all others except that they don’t know him. 
13 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 233: 
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14 KitÁb al-Ghaybah, pg. 234: 
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How can one make sense of the common practice of praHow can one make sense of the common practice of praHow can one make sense of the common practice of praHow can one make sense of the common practice of praying for ying for ying for ying for ImÁmImÁmImÁmImÁm    
ZamZamZamZamÁÁÁÁn’sn’sn’sn’s    ���� health when  health when  health when  health when AllÁhAllÁhAllÁhAllÁh    iiii    has guaranteed ithas guaranteed ithas guaranteed ithas guaranteed it? ? ? ?     

Praying for the ImÁm of the Age � is a religious practice that 

necessarily has its particular wisdom, which though beyond our 
comprehension, nevertheless exists. Just as when our doctor prescribes a 

medicine for us, whose precise nature and effects we might not know, yet 

it is not without reason, for he knows what he is doing. At any rate, we 
are to comply with the exhortations of our religious authorities whom we 

trust and it is this trust that assures us that there must be some wisdom 

behind praying for the ImÁm’s health.  

There are however certain points that might shed some light on this 

enigma. Firstly, one of the means by which the ImÁm’s � health is 

maintained is through the prayers of the believers. This however should 
not be understood to imply that if we cease to pray, his health would be 

jeopardized, for there are at all times some believers who pray for his 

wellbeing. AllÁh i always has some agents in store to carry out His 
missions. This is similar to the scenario of some believers renouncing 

their faith. In such a case the Divine religion will not perish. Rather AllÁh 

i will entrust the religion to another group who will safeguard it: “So if 
these disbelieve in them, We have certainly entrusted them to a people 

who will never disbelieve in them.”15 That is, if we as guardians of the 

divine religion—which would indeed be a great honour for us if it were 
so—abandon our duty, AllÁh i will replace us with another community 

that would shoulder the duty faithfully. Or for instance, according to the 

general rule there is always the camp of evil, but it is one’s own choice to 
decide to be in that camp—like in the case of Shimr who became so base 

and evil that he carried out the barbarous and unimaginable sin of 

slaying ImÁm Husayn b. ÝAlÐ � —or not. 

The second point to mention in this regard is that it is very likely that the 

prayers of the believers are efficacious at least in relieving the ImÁm � 

of minor ailments. For what has been guaranteed by AllÁh i is his life, 

                                                 
15 SÙrat al-AnÝÁm (6), Verse 89: 
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and not his being free of any and all ills and distresses. It is in this way 
that our prayers could be of help and this is in no way against AllÁh i’s 

will. 



 

27  
THE QUALITIES OF HUMAN SOCIETY AFTER THE 

REAPPEARANCE OF IMAM AL-MAHDI - THE STATE   OF 

JUSTICE, OPPRESSION, POVERTY AND SIN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: After the reappearance of ImÁm Mahdi (may AllÁh 

hasten his reappearance), how long will it take before the rule of 

justice [becomes universal]? Will any poor person or tyrant remain? 

If no, then does that mean that no sin will ever be committed 

again? Is it correct that he will be martyred at the hands of a 

bearded old woman? How does such a crime take place despite the 

ImÁm’s uprooting of oppression? 

Brief Answer 

What the narrations yield in this regard is that war will be waged for over 

a period of eight months, after which time all the various countries will 
fall under his reign, the rule of justice will be established worldwide, and 

disbelief, polytheism, and hypocrisy will be entirely uprooted. Hence, no 

tyrant will remain in power over any society, and the main incentives of 
sin, particularly social misdeeds, will be eradicated. The earth will yield its 

treasures of mineral deposits and crops will flourish; the share of the 

poor will be exacted from the oppressors and the rich and it will be 
distributed among the poor to such an extent that there will be no need 

for charity and alms, for all will be affluent and well off. 

Detailed Answer 

Belief in the reappearance of ImÁm ZamÁn � is an instance of belief in 

the unseen realities, those realities which cannot be accepted and whose 
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qualities cannot be apprehended by any other means but faith and 
through a study of the corpus of authentic narrations. But since most of 

the aÎÁdÐth and narrations have through time undergone corrosion as 

the result of various factors—such as, taqÐyyah (dissimulation) on the 
part of the ShÐÝites, fabrication and distortion of narrations by the 

enemies of the ShÐÝites, neglect of or the lack of attention in recording 

the narrations on the part of the transmitters, and absence of adequate 
facilities for publication and preservation of the texts—a detailed 

understanding of the events prior to and following the reappearance of 

ImÁm ZamÁn �, as desired by the truth-seeking ShÐÝite, is not feasible. 
This becomes especially difficult when faced with some of the 

contradictions in the related narrations that are not reconcilable. Hence, 

the reply to the aforementioned question—particularly the first part—is 
[to a great extent] conjectural. And in order to forward an appropriate 

response, the question must be broken down into several parts. The 

answer to each part will be discussed separately. 

After the reappearance of ImÁm MahdAfter the reappearance of ImÁm MahdAfter the reappearance of ImÁm MahdAfter the reappearance of ImÁm MahdÐÐÐÐ    ����, how long will it take for him , how long will it take for him , how long will it take for him , how long will it take for him 

to establish the rule of justice?to establish the rule of justice?to establish the rule of justice?to establish the rule of justice?    

To this question, ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir � has replied, “For 
a full eight months, he will have his sword unsheathed and will kill the 

enemies of AllÁh until AllÁh is satisfied.”1  

Based on the narrations that are available to us, he will reappear in 
Mecca. After the elite of his followers join him there, they will then 

advance toward ÝIrÁq, ShÁm (the present day Syria), and from there 

toward Jerusalem. Thereafter the lands of Europe, Turkey, China, 
Afghanistan, and of other regions will be conquered by him, and so after 

eight consecutive months of fighting, the rule of justice will be 

established and peace and security will become prevalent. But about the 
duration of his rule, there is inconsistency amongst the narrations. Some 

of the related durations are as follows: 19 years and some months; seven 

years; 40 years; 10 years; 309 years, each year of which is equivalent to 20 

                                                 
1 al-Ghaybah, pp. 164-165: 
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or 40 normal years. And 40 days after his martyrdom or demise 
[depending on the narration], the earth and the sky will be demolished in 

preparation for the Day of Judgment. 

Will Will Will Will any needy any needy any needy any needy individuals individuals individuals individuals remainremainremainremain after his rule has been established? after his rule has been established? after his rule has been established? after his rule has been established?    

After the ImÁm � rises and establishes the rule of justice, the earth will 

yield to him her treasures of mineral deposits and crops, the shares that 

rightfully belong to the destitute and poor will be exacted from the rich 
and the oppressors to be justly distributed, as the result of which no poor 

person will remain, to the extent that there will be no use for charities 

and zakÁt. ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � says, “The world will 
be revitalized by the implementation of justice, the sky will send down 

abundant rain, trees will reveal their fruit, and the earth will deliver her 

plants, embellishing herself for her inhabitants.” 

People will be so well-off that it has been narrated that on one occasion 

ImÁm ZamÁn � will order the announcer to inform the people that 

whoever is in need of financial aid should stand up. From among the 
entire population only one person will stand up, proclaiming his need. 

ImÁm ZamÁn � will tell him, “Go to the treasurer and tell him that 

MahdÐ commands him to provide you with some money.” At conveying 
the ImÁm’s message to the treasurer, the latter will tell him, “Bring me 

your garment.” Then the treasurer will fill it full. When the poor man 

turns away to leave, he will regret his request, saying to himself, “Why 
should I be the greediest of the nation of MuÎammad?” So he will return 

it to the treasurer, but it will not be accepted, and MahdÐ will tell him, 

“What we have granted, we will not take back.” 

In describing the time of ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s � rule, the Prophet � has 

said, “People will be searching for someone poor who would accept 

charity or gifts from them, to no avail; they will put aside the zakÁt of 
their wealth, but they will not find anyone to give it to, for all will be 

made well-off by AllÁh grace.” 
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After ImÁm After ImÁm After ImÁm After ImÁm alalalal----MahdMahdMahdMahdÐÐÐÐ    ���� establishes his rule, will there be any oppressors  establishes his rule, will there be any oppressors  establishes his rule, will there be any oppressors  establishes his rule, will there be any oppressors 
remremremremaining in power?aining in power?aining in power?aining in power?    

The character trait of the universal rule of ImÁm al-MahdÐ � will be the 

worldwide maintenance of peace, security, justice, and the annihilation of 
the foundations of corruption, decadence, oppression, and crime; just as 

this has been the main purpose of all the prophets, but with the 

difference that the success of the latter and their successors following 
them was not as decisive, but nevertheless, establishing worldwide peace 

and security has always constituted one of their promises. And so the 

unpolluted souls of mankind at large, ever since the beginning of human 
history, have been waiting for the time when those promises would be 

realized. Now since AllÁh i, His messengers, and their infallible 

successors do not breach their promises, they would not raise the hopes 
of people without a good reason. This means that this promise will 

certainly be realized and that a just government will be established, 

consisting of the aforementioned characteristics. 

This promise is so vital and real that its realization can be considered the 

rationale behind the creation of humankind; a promise that once realized 

will lead to the unity of the whole of humankind under the banner of 
tawÎÐd and, by AllÁh’s i mercy, the uprooting of disbelief, polytheism, 

and hypocrisy2 from amongst them. The narrations that express this are 

numerous. For instance, it has been recorded that ImÁm Íasan b. ÝAlÐ al-
ÝAskarÐ � told his son, [MahdÐ] �: “It is as though I see you when 

AllÁh’s i support has been sent upon you, relief (faraj) has been 

achieved, your magnificence and greatness has risen … it is at this 
moment that the rule of truth will dawn and the darkness of evil will 

vanish from the scene of existence. Through your hands, AllÁh will break 

the oppressors’ backs, will reinstate the religious sacraments, will 
enlighten the horizons of the world, and will establish calm and peace 

throughout the world. Your enemies will be disgraced and your friends 

esteemed and victorious. Not even a single oppressor, criminal, rebellious 
denier, encroaching enemy, spiteful opponent will remain on the face of 

earth, for whoever trusts in AllÁh, He will provide him sufficient support. 

                                                 
2 SÙrat HÙd (11), Verses 118 & 123 
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Verily, AllÁh fulfils His wish and executes His definitive promise and 
will. Verily AllÁh has set a plan for everything.”3    

Will sin be totallWill sin be totallWill sin be totallWill sin be totally annihilated after ImÁm Zamy annihilated after ImÁm Zamy annihilated after ImÁm Zamy annihilated after ImÁm ZamÁÁÁÁn’s n’s n’s n’s ���� rule has been  rule has been  rule has been  rule has been 

establishedestablishedestablishedestablished? ? ? ?     

The most important motives for the human being’s sinning are, on the 

one hand, his avarice in hoarding material wealth and, on the other hand, 

his sense of need for the goods of this world. If the human being 
possesses a sufficient amount of wealth, a good social reputation; if his 

mentality becomes Divine-permeated, if the world and her goods are 

belittled in his eyes, and he thus reaches the certainty that all Divine 
promises are true and as such will certainly be fulfilled, regardless of the 

aversion of the enemies and their effort to obstruct their realization; if he 

reaches the certainty that there will be a resurrection, a reckoning, that 
paradise and what it holds are incomparably superior to the life of this 

world—in such a case, there will be no motive for sinning. This is 

especially true based on a few narrations to the effect that at the 
commencement of the ImÁm’s revolution, Satan will be slain by the 

Prophet � in Jerusalem, hence putting an end to his tempting and 

decoying4. 

Moreover, during that time there will be innumerable obstacles in the 

way of sinning—such as, the inescapable and universal rule of justice, the 

healthy and secure environment, and the general rejection of corruption 
and sin by society. Therefore, there will remain very little motive for sin, 

and at the same time there will be obstacles in its way, which means that 

sin will be at its lowest ebb.  

                                                 
3 SÙrat al-ÓalÁq (65), Verse 3: 
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There are also numerous narrations in this regard, such as: ImÁm JaÝfar b. 
MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � has thus described that era, “Illicit gender 

relationships, alcoholic beverages, and usury will vanish. People will turn 

their attention to worship and obedience; they will righteously honour 
their trusts. The evil people will perish, and the virtuous will remain.” 

In another narration, the Prophet � is recorded as having given the 

following good tidings: “AllÁh will, through the MahdÐ, relieve the 
hardships of the nation of IslÁm. He will enamour their [i.e. people’s] 

hearts with the love of worship and obedience, and will make His justice 

universal. AllÁh will, through him, eradicate lies; He will destroy the 
spirit of violence and animosity, and will free them of the disgrace of 

bondage.”5 

Is it true that he will be martyred at the hands of a bearded old woman? 
How does such a crime take place despite the ImÁm’s uprooting of 

oppression? 

There are various narrations about ImÁm ZamÁn’s � martyrdom or 
demise; and as this event is due in the future, obviously the only way of 

unveiling the mysteries surrounding it is by studying the narrations 

related from the Infallibles in this regard. Nevertheless, the narration 
pertaining to the event of ImÁm Zaman � being murdered by an old 

woman is not accepted as authentic by most scholars. This story has only 

been recorded in IlzÁm al-NÁsib and lacks authentic narration. However, 
if we do accept this narration, it must be noted that what is for certain is 

that the universal rule under ImÁm ZamÁn � will be the rule of justice 

                                                 
5 al-Ghaybah, pg. 185, no. 144: 
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and equity, and as such the rule of the oppressors will be destroyed. 
However, this does not necessarily certify that there will be no possibility 

of individuals sinning. 





 

28 
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE                         

GOVERNMENT OF IMAM AL-MAHDI  

Question:Question:Question:Question: What role will women play in the government of ImÁm 

al-MahdÐ �? 

Brief Answer 

IslÁm incited a revolutionary change in the status of women within the 
family and in society, in a historically unprecedented manner. In the pre-

IslÁmic period, women throughout the world were viewed solely as a 

means of satisfying the sexual needs of men and as spineless labourers 
whose job was to bear children and breastfeed them. They had virtually 

no human rights to speak of. In the Arabian Peninsula, women were 

passed hand to hand as inheritance. In exceptional cases, newborn girls 
were buried alive beneath the sand.  

IslÁm however, views women as the counterpart of men in terms of their 

humanity. It places the responsibility of the bridal gift (al-mahr) and the 
provision of her basic necessities on the shoulders of the man. It views 

the woman as man’s partner in life to such an extent that not only is she 

no longer inherited by men, but rather she herself inherits from men! 
Like a man, it is possible for her to participate in society in the areas of 

religion, culture, governance and economics, on condition that she 

preserves her humanity and chastity.  

The quintessential examples from early IslÁmic history of women who 

played pivotal roles in the family and society are KhadÐjah � and 

FÁÔimah al-ZahrÁÞ �, the wife and daughter of MuÎammad �, and 
Zaynab b. ÝAlÐ �, the daughter of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. 
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The reappearance of ImÁm al-MahdÐ �, like the original appearance of 
IslÁm itself, will instigate revolutionary changes in the world. In 

particular, his movement will challenge the modern “Age of Ignorance” 

that has witnessed a revival in the pre-IslÁmic values associated with 
women.  

As for the particular governmental roles that will be offered to qualified 

women at that time, little can be said with certainty because our 
knowledge of the particularities of that time is limited to the QurÞÁn and 

sunnah, and little has reached us concerning this issue. 

Detailed Answer 

The woman of today has witnessed a regression to a modern “Age of 

Ignorance.” By way of deceiving platitudes such as “the equality of men 

and women,” “freedom,” “women’s suffrage,” and “human rights,” the 
political and economic leaders of the world have turned women into 

cheap labourers and playthings in the hands of men, thereby stripping 

them of their very humanity. A woman’s chastity, no matter what 
position she holds, is vulnerable to such exploitation. 

In the wake of this regression, the nuclear family, which is the very 

backbone of society, is crumbling. It is for these reasons that the world is 
once again in dire need of a movement like the revolution of the Prophet 

MuÎammad � to restore humanity to all people—but especially women, 

and to show mankind the way to true perfection. 

The ShÐÝa—from the time of the Prophet himself—have taken the 

promised appearance of the MahdÐ � to heart, and have been in a 

constant state of anticipation. His shall be a revolution to overturn the 
world. In particular, the regression in the status of women will be 

reversed. 

In the pre-IslÁmic “Age of Ignorance,” women were not considered 
human. It followed that they were offered no rights, and in some cases, 

their very existence was considered such a source of embarrassment, that 

newborn girls were buried alive. The Prophet MuÎammad � injected 
new life into that society. He granted women rights and responsibilities 
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that corresponded to the rights and responsibilities of men. The same 
women, who before the rise of IslÁm, were property in the hands of man 

to be gifted at his will and to be bequeathed to his sons, were themselves 

granted the right to hold property and to inherit property from men. 

IslÁm raised the station of women to such an extent that the Prophet 

MuÎammad � accepted their pledges of allegiance. They were allowed to 

accompany the Muslim armies to the battlefield as teachers and nurses 
and moral support for the troops. The Muslim woman could be a teacher 

and defender of the law, and by fulfilling these roles could rise above the 

station of the angels. From one perspective the importance of her role 
exceeds man’s role, for she “creates” other human beings and rears them. 

In the words of AyatullÁh KhumaynÐ, “It is because of the upbringing of 

the mother that a man ascends to his perfection.” 

However, with the passing of time, the status of women in both non-

IslÁmic and IslÁmic societies has once again sunk to pre-IslÁmic levels. 

ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s � revolution will overturn the world order and unify 
the entire world under the banner of true IslÁm. The status of women will 

be no exception from this new order, for women will be returned to their 

rightful station. 

Our knowledge of what is to occur in the age following this revolution is 

limited to what we can glean from the aÎÁdÐth concerning what is known 

as “Mahdawiyyah” (the study of the MahdÐ) and historical 
documentation of the formative years of IslÁm. In some ways the IslÁmic 

Revolution in Iran and its aftershocks throughout the world as well as 

the pivotal role played by women during and after that revolution, may 
serve as weak indicators of what the role of women might be during the 

rule of the MahdÐ �. 

The following aÎÁdÐth concern the role of women after the MahdÐ’s � 
revolution: JaÝfar al-JuÝafÐ narrates from ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-

BÁqir �: “The MahdÐ will rise up … along with 313 men and fifty 

women without any previous arrangement among themselves, like 
separate clouds clustering in the sky, one after another. This is the 

meaning of the verse where AllÁh says, ‘Wherever you may be, AllÁh will 
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gather you together. AllÁh is capable of all things.’1 They will pledge their 
allegiance to the MahdÐ between the Black Stone (of the KaÝbah) and the 

Station of IbrÁhÐm, and the MahdÐ will rise up with them from Mecca.”2 

ÝAbd AllÁh bin Bukayr narrates from ÍumrÁn bin AÝyan who narrates 
from ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir �: “In the Age of the MahdÐ, 

knowledge will be so pervasive that even a woman in her house will judge 

according to the Book of AllÁh and the sunnah of the Prophet.”3 

The vast majority of narrations concerning the MahdÐ mention 

theological arguments to establish his ImÁmate, teleological phenomena 

that will occur before his appearance, and the new order that will take 
form during his rule.  

With respect to many of the details and the division of labour between 

men and women, the narrations are silent.  

AyatullÁh KhumaynÐ said, “IslÁm wants men and women to attain 

perfection. IslÁm saved women from the Age of Ignorance. IslÁm has not 

served men as much as it has served women. You do not realize what 
woman was and what she has become.” He also said, “Not only does 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 148: 
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ShÐÝism not sideline women in societal matters, it places them in their 
rightful position as human beings. We approve of the technological 

advancements of the West. However, we reject the corruption of the 

West.” In another statement he says, “Women hold a pivotal role in 
societal structure. IslÁm has lifted women to the extent that they can 

break free from being a mere commodity and assume their position as 

human beings. Accordingly, they can assume responsibilities within an 
IslÁmic government.” 





 

29  
THE REASON FOR IMAM AL-ZAMAN’S PROLONGUED AGE 

Question:Question:Question:Question:  Why wasn’t ImÁm al-ZamÁn’s birth postponed to the 

era of his re-emergence (zuhur)?  

Brief Answer 

The answer to this question can be clarified by expounding the 

underlying philosophy of the occultation and the waiting for his 
reemergence, as well as by becoming aware of the advantages and blessings 

that benefit us from his existence even as he is in occultation. On the one 

hand it is said that among the reasons for his occultation is that he not 
be burdened by anyone’s allegiance, or that he is secure from any attempt 

to murder him. On the other hand there are other reasons that necessitate 

his being alive, i.e., there are benefits and advantages because of his mere 
existence. 

The ImÁm, who is to build a new civilization on the ruins of bygone 

materialist civilizations, must be equipped with the appropriate 
knowledge and experience. This is can only be achieved by means of 

witnessing the ups and downs of many civilizations and in the due course 

of the passage of time. 

Moreover, the occultation of ImÁm al-ZamÁn � is a trial for and a 

means of testing the servants of AllÁh i. Hence, the reasons which call 

for believers being tested can also support the existence of a living yet 
hidden ImÁm, who in this case becomes a vessel for the arealization of 

this Divine norm. 

Closely associated with the term occultation is the term intidhÁr, 
“awaiting”the reemergence of the Twelfth ImÁm. This awaiting is very 

effective both in personal self-building and also in social cooperation. 
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Although these two effects can also be achieved without believing in a 
living yet hidden ImÁm, the presence of such a belief strengthens these 

two effects exponentially.  

The Blessings of ImÁm alThe Blessings of ImÁm alThe Blessings of ImÁm alThe Blessings of ImÁm al----ZamÁnZamÁnZamÁnZamÁn’s ’s ’s ’s ���� Existen Existen Existen Existence in the Period of ce in the Period of ce in the Period of ce in the Period of 
OccultatOccultatOccultatOccultationionionion    

In the corpus of ShÐÝa Îadith, ImÁm al-ZamÁn’s � life in the period of 

occultation has been likened to the sun hidden behind clouds. The 
following are a number of benefits that emanate from the proverbial sun 

of his existence: 

1. The presence of the leader in the battlefield is a heart warming support 
for the soldiers’ morale. In the same vein, the presence of ImÁm al-ZamÁn 

gives hope to the believers. 

2. The supervision of a living ImÁm who oversees the conduct of his 
followers leaves a peculiar instructive impression on the believers, which 

is conducive to their spiritual self-building. 

3. All the Infallible ImÁms �, the Divine Deputies, (of whom the last 
one is ImÁm al-ZamÁn �) in every age and time, are treasurers of Divine 

grace and knowledge. They are the vaults for Divine secrets and the 

guardians of the proofs of the luminous religion that is IslÁm, whether 
they are visible or hidden. They are responsible for the safekeeping of 

IslÁm from the shortsighted attempts of some to add unnecessary items 

or divest it of some of its elements, so as to preserve the timeless IslÁmic 
concepts in their original form and to bring the Final Religion—which 

was finalized and completed with the termination of Revelation—into 

the body of society. This great Divine task is realized in our age through 
the existence of ImÁm al-ZamÁn �.  

4. There are those who are capable of ascending the clouds, directly 

enjoying the rays of the sun of ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s � existence, thereby 
gradually purifying themselves in light of this relationship, which would 

in turn lead to the spiritual improvement of the masses. 

5. We believe that ImÁm al-ZamÁn � has Divine authority over the 
inner beings and the actions of people (al-wilayat al-takwiniyyah). That is, 
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guidance—felicity and wretchedness—is under his command. It is his 
obligation to guide people to the Destination, which requires that he be 

alive. 

6. The Universal Man (al-InsÁn al-KÁmil) is the goal of creation; if some 
day the Universal Man would be absent from the earth, it would collapse. 

And there is no one else who can claim to be the Universal Man but the 

ImÁm. 

7. In order to link the two realms of Essential Unity and Outer 

Multiplicity, there needs to be a being that has a foot in both realms, i.e., 

a being that is the combination of Truth and the creation. This being 
would serve as the vessel for the Divine effusion. This being is no other 

than the Universal Man—the Divine Proof—who must be present in all 

ages. 

Detailed Answer 

The answer to this question is on one hand dependent on clarifying the 

underlying logic of occultation and the concept of intidhÁr—awaiting 
the reemergence of the final ImÁm. On the other hand, it is also 

dependent on addressing the question of whether there are advantages to 

the presence of ImÁm al-Mahdi � while in occultation. But before 
delving into the logic and benefits of intidhÁr, we must point out that 

the [real underlying] cause of occultation is one of the Divine secrets to 

which we have no access.1 Nevertheless, with recourse to hadith and 
reason we can decipher some aspects of the occultation. These aspects can 

be presented in two groups: 1. those that relate to ImÁm Mahdi �, and 

2. those that pertain to other issues. 

The first group are as follows: 

                                                 
1 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 52 pg. 91: 
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a. It has been recorded in the Îadith corpus that the ImÁm went into 
occultation so that he would not be burdened by anyone’s allegiance.2 

b. In some cases, the reason provided for the occultation is safety from 

the danger of murder. 

c. It has been destined that the ImÁm should transform the world, carry 

out an all-encompassing reformation, uprooting all civilizations that are 

founded on power, wealth, and deception, after which he would build a 
new civilization based on Divine values. Such would not be possible 

without an abundant amount of knowledge and experience. This is 

achievable only through witnessing the ups and downs of bygone 
civilizations. This in turn necessitates a prolonged life, hence his 

occultation. 

The second group are as follows: 

a. Putting the servant of AllÁh i to test is among the issues mentioned 

regarding the logic of occultation. ImÁm MÙsÁ ibn JaÝfar al-KÁdhim � 

says, “When the fifth son of the progeny of the Seventh ImÁm goes into 
occultation, be aware of your faith. Be cautious that no one should 

convince you to abandon your faith. O my son, the occultation of the 

Possessor of Authority (ÒÁÎib al-amr) is inevitable and consequently some 
believers will abandon their faith. AllÁh will test His servants by means of 

the occultation.”3 

                                                 
2 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 51, pg. 152 
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b. The expectation for the faraj (literally “relief”, namely the reemergence 
of the Twelfth ImÁm) is a factor conducive to self-building. This 

anticipation is meaningful only in the context of the occultation. 

Without the occultation, expectation would be meaningless.  

Awaiting the rule of Truth is in essence composed of two elements, one 

negative and one positive: being discontent with the status quo and the 

hope and desire for a better situation.  

If these two elements penetrate into the inner of the human spirit, they 

bring about two results: the abandonment of any type of cooperation and 

compromise with the agents of oppression and corruption on the one 
hand, and the physical and spiritual preparation for the formation of the 

unifying and universal government on the other hand.  

These two elements propel the human being into motion, awareness, and 
awakening. It is for this reason that awaiting the Relief has been 

considered a form of worship4 and those who await the Relief have been 

described analogously as those gathered in ImÁm al-Mahdi’s tent, unified 
under his banner.  

Looking forward to a revolution in which sinners and oppressors are not 

involved stimulates the believer to embark on self-building such that he 
would not be of those groups.  

Juxtaposing this reality with the aÎÁdith that explain that in his 

occultation ImÁm al-ZamÁn � constantly supervises the state of his 
followers (reviewing their performance on a weekly basis5), it becomes 

apparent that belief in a living ImÁm wields a much stronger influence 

on the spiritual training of the believers than belief in an ImÁm born in 
some future time and who would be responsible for forming the 

universal and unifying government. 

c. In addition to stimulating personal self-building, awaiting the 
reemergence of the ImÁm is also a potent factor in generating social 

                                                 
4 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 52, pg. 22: 
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cooperation, for the program that the believers are anticipating is not a 
personal one, and thus the faithful believer also endeavours to reform the 

state of others. 

d. The faithful believers do not loose hope in the face of the proliferation 
of corruption, for they view the goal ahead of them and so avoid being 

implicated in the corruption that surrounds them. Although remaining 

hopeful and avoiding corruption is also possible if ImÁm al-ZamÁn � 
were to be born in the designated time of the age of his reemergence, 

nevertheless it is obvious that believing in a living ImÁm broadens and 

perpetuates these two elements (i.e., remaining hopeful and avoiding 
corruption). 

The Blessings of the Presence of ImÁm The Blessings of the Presence of ImÁm The Blessings of the Presence of ImÁm The Blessings of the Presence of ImÁm alalalal----MahdMahdMahdMahdÐÐÐÐ    ���� d d d during the Period of uring the Period of uring the Period of uring the Period of 

OccultatioOccultatioOccultatioOccultationnnn    

1. Inspiriting Hope1. Inspiriting Hope1. Inspiriting Hope1. Inspiriting Hope    

The belief in a living ImÁm who might reappear at any time is similar to 

the presence of the leader of an army in the battlefield, which is heart 
warming and animates the troops with the hope of victory.  

2. Stimulating Spiritual Impr2. Stimulating Spiritual Impr2. Stimulating Spiritual Impr2. Stimulating Spiritual Improvement and Selfovement and Selfovement and Selfovement and Self----buildingbuildingbuildingbuilding    

As was mentioned earlier, awareness of the ImÁm’s � monitoring the 
performance of his followers on a weekly basis can have a beneficial 

influence on the believers. For, the QurÞÁnic verses (Such as: “And say, 

“Go on working: AllÁh will see your conduct, and His Apostle and the 
faithful [as well].”6 and the numerous aÎÁdith7 narrated regarding the 

presentation of the performance of the virtuous and the debauched and 

sinners on a daily basis, or every Monday, or Thursday—depending on 
the narration—to the dignified Prophet of IslÁm � and the infallible 

ImÁms � clearly demonstrate the necessity of examination of one’s 

conduct and of self-vigilance. The faithful see themselves in the presence 
of the honourable ImÁm and so do not dare to make any mistake lest 

                                                 
6 SÙrat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 105: 
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they should upset his holiness. They struggle ever more vigorously in the 
way of progress and self-preparation in an attempt to draw ever closer to 

him. 

3. Safeguarding the Divine Religion3. Safeguarding the Divine Religion3. Safeguarding the Divine Religion3. Safeguarding the Divine Religion    

The Commander of the Faithful, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, elucidates 

in an illuminating saying the necessity of the presence of Divine leaders 

in all eons and times: “Yes, the earth is never empty of one who stands up 
with Divine Proof. He might be apparent or hidden. But he must be 

present lest the Divine signs should perish and be forgotten.”8 

With the passing of time and the incorporation of personal tastes and 
thoughts into the original religious tenets, various trends have developed 

that are inclined toward programs that might appear attractive to the 

masses but are deviations from the authentic religion, setting the stage for 
the exploitation of celestial concepts by corrupt opportunists, resulting 

in the alteration of a part of the religious tenets. This is very harmful. 

This Pure Water which has descended from the Heaven of Revelation 
gradually looses its purity by being channelled through the minds of 

various people. The shortsighted alterations of fallible individuals might 

become so tightly intertwined in the original body of religion that they 
render any attempt to rediscover the original doctrines very difficult. 

Considering this reality, should not there be someone to preserve the 

imperishable doctrines of IslÁm in their original form for the benefit of 
future generations? Should future generations be expecting the arrival of 

a new Celestial Revelation? Without doubt the answer is negative. The 

gate of revelation has been locked by the Seal of the Prophets. Then how 
should the original religion be preserved? How should this religion be 

kept unsullied from the impurities of human alterations and 

superstitions for the benefit of future generations? Is there any other 

                                                 
8 Al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pp. 178-180: 
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option but that the line of infallible leaders must continue, whether 
apparent and visible or hidden and unnoticed? 

4. Training a Task Force   4. Training a Task Force   4. Training a Task Force   4. Training a Task Force       

ImÁm al-ZamÁn’s � occultation benefits the world like the sun hidden 
behind clouds.9  The sun blocked by clouds is still beneficial for existents. 

One of the blessings of ImÁm al-ZamÁn’s � presence during the period 

of occultation is that the elite of the faithful can ascend beyond the 
clouds, benefiting directly from the rays of the sun of his existence, 

building themselves through this association and in turn training the 

larger community of the faithful. 

5. Spiritual Influence: Existential Training by Means of Existential 5. Spiritual Influence: Existential Training by Means of Existential 5. Spiritual Influence: Existential Training by Means of Existential 5. Spiritual Influence: Existential Training by Means of Existential 

Guardianship (alGuardianship (alGuardianship (alGuardianship (al----wilayat alwilayat alwilayat alwilayat al----takwiniyyah)takwiniyyah)takwiniyyah)takwiniyyah)    

ImÁm al-ZamÁn � is a peerless personage whose penetrating rays of 
existence influence the hearts of all those ready to receive them, regardless 

of where they are. It is by this means that the Infallible ImÁm works to 

improve the souls of people, although they themselves might not be fully 
aware of it. The ImÁm � has authority in an inward fashion on the 

performance of people. He is aware of all hidden matters related to the 

crux and truth of the issue of guidance vis-à-vis the souls and 
performance of people. The good and bad conduct of humans are 

unveiled before him. It is he who monitors the paths to felicity and 

wretchedness. Thus, the station of ImÁmate is concomitant with the 
Divine authority of guidance. This guidance is not limited to showing 

the path, which is the duty of all Divine prophets and even believers. 

Rather, his is the duty to shepherd the servants of God toward the 
Destined Goal.10 

6. Purpose of Creation6. Purpose of Creation6. Purpose of Creation6. Purpose of Creation    

The world of creation is like a garden. The human beings who are on 
their way to perfection are its fruitful trees, the deviants its wild and 

useless weeds. The purpose of watering this garden would be to quench 

                                                 
9 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 52, pg. 92 
10 al-MÐzan, vol. 1, pp. 275-276 
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the fruitful trees, not the weeds: “Indeed my righteous servants shall 
inherit the earth.”11 And if some day all the trees of this garden die and 

the righteous believers become extinct, there would be no reason to 

continue watering the garden and the Divine effusion would cease to be. 
The Infallible ImÁm � is the Universal Man who is the crown of the 

party of the righteous and thus the main purpose of creation. It is for 

this reason that God addresses him so: “If not for you, I would not have 
created the Spheres [i.e., the universe],”12 or in another instance it, “If the 

earth is left without an ImÁm, it would collapse,”13 and also, “It is due to 

the blessing of his existence that all else is nourished, and it is for his 
existence that the earth and the heaven remain in place.”14 

7. Being the Intermediary in Effusion 7. Being the Intermediary in Effusion 7. Being the Intermediary in Effusion 7. Being the Intermediary in Effusion     

In the disciple of gnosis it is explained that the Truth in Its essential 
manifestations is absolute unity, while in the realm of multiplicity and 

Divine activity It manifests Itself through particular individuations. 

However, the former lacks any hue of multiplicity, while the latter lacks 
any trace of real unity. Thus, there needs to be a third form of 

manifestation which could combine the Station of Union with the 

Station of Separation, serving as the isthmus between the realm of Divine 
Lordship and the realm of Vassaldom, forming the fusion of Truth and 

creation; in a word: linking the world of nature and the world of Unity. 

The Universal Man—the Infallible ImÁm being the clearest instance—is 
this link and as such is the intermediary in effusion to the realm of utter 

multiplicity. Hence he is the manifestation of the lordship of the Truth. 

On the basis of this exposition, it becomes clear that the following 

                                                 
11 SÙrat al-AnbÐyÁÞ (21), Verse 105: 
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tradition describing the role of the Infallible ImÁms is not an 
overstatement: “It is due to them that AllÁh nourishes His servants; it is 

due to them that rain descends from the heaven, and it is due to them 

that the blessings of the earth surface [to benefit the creatures].”15  And it 
is in allusion to this reality that ImÁm MuÎammad ibne ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir � 

says, “We are the Beautiful Divine Names.”16   

In conclusion, the materialization of the matrix of creation, the effusion 
of Divine blessings to other-than-AllÁh, the guidance and training and 

spiritual perfection of human beings, etc., are all contingent on the 

existence of a living ImÁm. 

                                                 
15 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 23 pg. 19: 
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POSSIBILITY OF A DECLINE IN                                          

IMAM AL-MAHDI’S GOVERNMENT 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Historically, we see that every civilization eventually 

declines. Is it not possible that the government of ImÁm al-MahdÐ 

� will also decline? In particular, might not people eventually 

become discontent with his government? 

Brief Answer 

Such a decline in the government of ImÁm al-MahdÐ � is inconceivable.  

Governments decline for one of two reasons: either corruption creeps 

into the system and the government ceases to be just; or forces outside 
the government act treacherously by turning the people against the 

government. Since neither cause can exist in ImÁm al-MahdÐ’s � 

government, it will not decline. 

Detailed Answer 

Governments fail for one of two reasons: 

1. The foundations of the government break down due to injustice and 
deviation from within. This leads either to a revolt of the people against 

the government’s injustice or to the invasion of foreign powers. 

Historically, many governments have fallen for this very reason. For 
instance, in IslÁmic history, the Sasanian Empire fell in the wake of the 

Muslim expansion; the Umayyad dynasty fell to the ÝAbbasids; and the 

ÝAbbasids, in turn, fell to the Mongols. In each case, injustice had reached 
such a level that the people felt no sense of loyalty to their rulers that 

they should defend their government. Rather, they sought succour in the 
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invading forces. Similarly, the IslÁmic revolution in Iran stemmed from 
the injustices of the Pahlavi government. In general, all unjust 

governments eventually fall either because of internal revolt or at the 

hands of an invader who finds little or no resistance from a people who 
are disenchanted with their rulers. 

2. The people are deceived and tricked into disenchantment with their 

ruler. The government of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � faced just such 
difficulties. The propaganda with which his political enemies bombarded 

his people and the wars that he was forced to fight prevented his people 

from being able to think clearly about the issues at hand. In addition, in 
the years leading up to his caliphate, corruption had crept into the upper 

classes of society to such an extent that the ImÁm � was reluctant to 

accept the caliphate since he knew the insurmountable difficulties that 
such corruption would cause. In particular, he knew that the people, after 

seeing the decadence of high society, and the discrepancy between IslÁmic 

teachings and what was being practiced by the upper echelons, would not 
have the resolve to defend his government. The inevitable result of these 

conditions was the assassination of the ImÁm � and the decline of his 

government. 

In the government of ImÁm al-MahdÐ �, the first factor is 

inconceivable because like ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � government, his 

government will be absolutely just. For several reasons the second factor 
will also not come into play. For one thing, the people will have an 

increased level of IslÁmic awareness. Secondly, his government will have 

control over all forms of media and information technology; hence his 
enemies will not be able to incite the people against him. Lastly, at that 

time all aspects of IslÁmic law will have been put in place. In particular, 

enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, will be practiced in its full 
manifestation, so neither corruption will creep into society, nor will the 

people become disenchanted with the rule of AllÁh i. 

It should be kept in mind however, that at that time Satan will be as 
active as ever. He will be successful in deceiving some; however the vast 

majority of people will follow the truth for the aforementioned reasons. 



 

31 
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BLOOD MONEY            

OF A WOMAN AND THAT OF A MAN IN ISLAMIC 

JURISPRUDENCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Why is the blood money of a woman half of that of a 

man? 

Brief Answer 

According to jurisprudential and historical studies, blood money is an 

economical matter. It has been legislated in order to compensate for the 

loss incurred by the injured. From another point of view, in an ideal 
society, which IslÁm attempts to create, most of the economic activity is 

carried out by men. When we look at the general economic 

responsibilities of men we find that men have duties that women have 
been excused from. While the most important responsibility of a woman, 

but not the only one, is to manage the cornerstone of society, in other 

words the family, the most important duty of man, but not the only one, 
is to provide for the economic needs of the family. 

When we pay attention to this matter we can easily conclude that IslÁm 

must strengthen those matters that have financial consequences for men 
and amongst these matters is blood money. Men play a pivotal role in the 

economic life of the family. From another point of view, blood money is 

related to the physical aspect of the human being. Hence, if someone’s 
body were stronger his blood money would be more. Since men are more 

productive economically than women, their blood money is more than 

that of women. This does not mean of course that in IslÁm the position 
and status of a woman is less than that of a man. If blood money was 

related to the worth and position of individuals, then the blood money 
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of a scholar or the leader of society would not be equal to that of an 
average worker.  

Another important point pertains to the role a man plays in the security 

of his household. It is very clear that it is the man that protects the 
family. This would imply that the loss inflicted on a family if the man 

was not present would be far greater than if the woman was not there. In 

the end it is necessary to keep this in mind that in every case the laws that 
have been presented by a religion or school of thought are always in line 

with the principles that that religion or school of thought has formed in 

regards to that matter. It is in accordance to the sum total of those 
viewpoints that the law been passed. In regards to blood money as well, 

IslÁm has formed its law while taking into consideration the 

responsibilities and rights of both men and women and the general laws 
that pertain to the family system. We cannot therefore look at them in a 

separately and object.  

Detailed Answer 

All of the laws of IslÁm are based upon certain benefits. Every law has 

wisdom. If something has been prohibited in IslÁm it is because it is 

harmful. If something has been made obligatory it is because it has a 
benefit. Of course perhaps it is not possible for us to find out all of the 

benefits and harms of all the laws and prohibitions, but if we rely on a 

sound intelligence and base ourselves on realities and of course on the 
sayings of the Infallibles � we can understand some of these things.  

In regards to the blood money of a woman being half of that of a man 

there is definitely some wisdom behind such a law to which we will 
briefly refer: 

1. If IslÁm was purely a materialistic school of thought and if the 

foundations of its laws were monetary and economic matters and, given 
this, women’s blood money was half of that of men’s, then this objection 

would be proper that why is the value of women half of that of men and 

why have they valued women at half the price of men. But these are not 
the foundations that are used and in IslÁm the value of human beings is 
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according to their Spirit and their spiritual qualities. In IslÁm that which 
is valuable is piety. Human beings can be like MÙsÁ � who spoke with 

AllÁh i or be like Marium � who used to receive heavenly revelations. 

In regards to traversing the path of felicity and obtaining spiritual 
positions, men and women are equal. There is no difference between 

them in this regard in principle, and in fact, the matter depends upon 

their personal ambition and effort. But blood money is an economic 
matter. Blood money is a matter related to the physical aspect of human 

beings, therefore in this regard there is no difference between the blood 

money of a prominent member of the IslÁmic society and an average 
labourer.  

2. Generally speaking we can say that human beings, whether they be men 

or women, have three dimensions to their existence: 

a. The human or divine dimension: In this dimension there is no 

difference between men and women. The path to human and divine 

perfection is open to both of them and both of them can progress in 
these regards as far as they want. In verse number 97 of SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), 

AllÁh i says: “Whoever amongst you whether they be man or woman 

and they have faith without a doubt we will give them pure life in this 
world and in the hereafter we will give them a reward in recompense to 

their good deeds.” In SÙrat al-AÎzÁb (33), the same matter has also been 

alluded to. 

b. The intellectual dimension: According to the intellectual dimension 

there is no difference between men and women. IslÁm does not believe 

that there is a difference between men and women as regards the gaining 
of knowledge. “Gaining knowledge is an obligation on both men and 

women.” The QurÞÁnic verses that have been revealed as regards 

knowledge and learning have not discriminated between men and women 
and these verses are almost 40 in number.  

c. The economic dimension: In IslÁm men and women differ from each 

other in the economic responsibilities that been placed on each of their 
shoulders. These responsibilities have been divided according to the 

bodily and psychological strengths and weaknesses of both. Principally 

women are weaker than men in economic matters. Even in this age and in 
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societies that have apparently not discriminated between men and 
women, the economic output of women is less than that of men. The 

truth of the matter is that women must become pregnant and after giving 

birth they must breastfeed their children. They subsequently must take 
care of their children. The pregnancy and breastfeeding takes quite a bit 

of time and energy from the women. Even though this is a valuable 

matter in itself, it is not an economic matter. There is no economic 
output produced by such work. From another point of view the body of 

men and women differ drastically from one another. Women have 

delicate bodies and they can be injured with the slightest accident while 
the bodies of men are strong and generally powerful and therefore more 

suited for difficult tasks. For this very reason, many of the difficult jobs 

of society that require much power have been placed in the hands of men. 
It is very obvious that without men the family is more at an economic 

loss. It is therefore necessary that men’s blood money be more than that 

of women. 

3. The vacuum felt by a family with the loss of a man is far greater than 

the loss felt at the absence of a woman. According to jurisprudential and 

historical studies, blood money is an economical matter. It has been 
legislated in order to compensate for the loss incurred by the injured. 

From another point of view, in an ideal society, which IslÁm attempts to 

create, most of the economic activity is carried out by men. When we 
look at the general economic responsibilities of men we find that men 

have duties that women have been excused from. While the most 

important responsibility of a woman, but not the only one, is to manage 
the cornerstone of society, in other words the family, the most important 

duty of man, but not the only one, is to provide for the economic needs 

of the family. Aside from this, the daily expenses of the children are upon 
the shoulders of the man not the woman. Therefore with his departure 

some people who should be looked after find themselves at a loss. This 

vacuum must be filled by some means. It is only natural then that the 
blood money of a man should be more than that of a woman. This 

matter has no relation to the essence of men and women. Rather it relates 

to the external accidents that are incurred by a family. When we take into 
consideration all that has been just said, we can come the conclusion that 
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blood money is not a means by which we value men and women. Their 
difference in this matter is not something to be objected to. From 

another point of view the economic responsibilities of a man necessitate 

that in some matters (like blood money) that are directly related to 
economics a certain difference between men and women show up. There 

is no difficulty in this matter. 

Men are stronger than women and are capable of performing more 
difficult tasks than women. Their existence provides peace and 

tranquillity to the family. From another point of view, with their loss 

some people are left without a helper and provider. It is therefore natural 
that their blood money be more than that of women. 

We conclude this answer by turning our attention to a point that is not 

without subtlety and by answering two questions. 

First of all, man’s blood money is double that of woman’s in the case that 

the blood money should reach one third of the required portion. In any 

other case, their blood money is equal. If her blood money’s being half 
were a proof of her inferiority to that of man, then in all cases it should 

be half. Secondly, just as men have more blood money than women, they 

are also responsible to participate in the money paid to the family of 
someone killed or injured by one of their family members. This is while 

women are excused from such an obligation.  

It is possible that someone may object by saying that in this era men and 
women work side by side in the workforce. Therefore there is no reason 

that in this age her blood money should be half of men’s. 

In answer to this objection we can say that first of all, it is true that 
women today participate in economic activities alongside men but in no 

instance can they provide the security that men can provide for their 

family. Secondly, there are many high paying jobs that do not suit the 
fragile composition of women and are therefore exclusively for men. It is 

natural that this would raise the economic status of men over women. At 

the same time we can object by saying that if the economic output of 
women were really equal to that of men as some of these countries that 
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are advocates of equality between the sexes claim, then why is it that most 
of the dignitaries and managers and ministers are men? 

Another objection that is likely to be raised is this: Is the fact that the 

blood money of women is half of that of men a discrimination against 
her in favour of men? The answer to this question is that IslÁm is a 

religion of equality. To be male or female is no superiority in this 

religion but in the matter of blood money there is a wisdom that 
necessitates that men’s be more than that of women’s. There are laws in 

IslÁm that are to the benefit of women based on a certain wisdom that 

lies in such laws. For example if a man becomes an apostate, according to 
the view of many jurisprudents he is to be killed even though he may 

repent afterwards. But if a woman becomes an apostate and repents then 

she is returned to her ordinary life. Or for instance if a man becomes 
insane after getting married the wife has a right to end the marriage, while 

if the same thing happens to a woman the man has no such right.  

 



 

32  
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INHERITANCE              

OF MEN AND WOMEN IN ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Why is the inheritance of women half that of men? 

Brief Answer 

The fact that a woman’s inheritance is half that of a man’s has enticed 

many to delve into the rationale behind this rule. In the answers that 

have reached us from the leaders of religion, the following point has been 
stressed: The reason that the inheritance of man is more is because the 

upkeep of women is upon the shoulders of men. In other words, aside 

from the fact that a man must look after himself, he is also responsible 
for the upkeep and expenses of his wife and children. From another 

point of view, it is the man who gives the dowry to the woman and she is 

the one who takes it from him. 

In reality, it is possible to say that what the woman takes in the form of 

inheritance and dowry is tantamount to her savings, whereas the portion 

of the inheritance of the man is spent on the expenses of his daily life 
and that of his wife and children. Aside from this, certain other 

responsibilities have been placed on the shoulders of a man, which 

necessitate his spending money in order to carry them out. For example a 
man must spend money in the way of war, or if one of his relatives 

accidentally kills someone or injures someone he must pay certain 

monies to the family of the victim, whereas a woman has no 
responsibility in this regard. So even though what is apparent is that the 

share of a man in inheritance is two times that of a woman, in all 

practicality his share in the sum total of personal wealth is far less than 
hers. While on the other hand, in exchange for the “excess” inheritance, 
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man has heavier responsibilities to shoulder than a woman. So in brief it 
can be said that the inheritance of men and women being different is so 

as to implement a sort of balance between the rights and responsibilities 

of each group.  

Detailed Answer 

Before answering this question, it is necessary to remember that the rule 

that states that the portion of inheritance of a man is twice that of a 
woman is not true across the board. In some cases we find that men and 

women take an equal sum of inheritance, like for instance the father and 

the mother of the deceased who take an equal amount of inheritance. In 
this case there is no difference between man and woman. 

Having said this, it is necessary to address the question of why the share 

of a woman’s inheritance is half of that of a man’s? Is this not a type of 
favouritism?  

In a tradition, ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � was asked as to 

why women take one portion of inheritance when we see that they are 
weaker than men and they are more in need of help than them? Why is it 

that a man, who is stronger than a woman and whose body is more 

powerful than hers should get a double share of inheritance? ImÁm JaÝfar 
b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � replied that the reason for this is that a man 

has more responsibilities and he must go to war, enduring many expenses 

in the process. Aside from his own expenses, a man must also take upon 
himself the expenses of his spouse and children. What’s more, he must 

give money to the family of a person accidentally injured by one of his 

family members.1  

                                                 
1 al-Kafi, vol. 7, pg. 85: 
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In another tradition, ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � 
emphasized the fact that it is the man which must give dowry to the 

woman—this being a recompense to the loss incurred by her in her 

inheritance2.  

IslÁm’s position on inheritance is in reality to the benefit of the woman. 

In the Age of Ignorance, the daughters and wives of the deceased were 

deprived of inheritance and all of the wealth of the deceased went to his 
sons. IslÁm, however, came and annulled the laws of the ignorant times 

and made women amongst the inheritors of the deceased. From its 

inception, IslÁm gave women an independence in ownership and 
monetary matters, this being a matter that has only but recently entered 

the laws of European nations. Even though apparently the inheritance of 

a man is double that of a woman, when we probe into the matter more 
thoroughly, we find that the inheritance of a woman is two times that of 

a man. The responsibilities that have been placed on the shoulders of 

men necessitates that they spend half of their income on women. Any 
given man is obligated to spend money on his spouse’s home, clothes, 

food, and other expenses, while the cost of living of himself and his 

children are on his shoulders. This responsibility of upkeep is to such an 
extent that even if a woman’s social position necessitates her having a 

servant and she herself does not have the means to pay for such a person, 

the salary of the aforementioned servant is upon her husband.  

These responsibilities are on the shoulders of men, whereas we see that 

women are exempted from paying any living expenses, including their 

own–whether that be clothes or food. Therefore and in all practicality, it 
is woman who has more of a portion of wealth than man.  

In the commentary of the QurÞÁn, TafsÐr-e-Namunah, an example has 

been given that is useful in clarifying what we are trying to say. Consider, 
for example, that the sum total of all the wealth of the world is 30 billion 
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pounds. Say that this wealth was distributed by means of inheritance 
between men and women. From this amount of money, 20 billion 

pounds went to men and 10 billion went to women. Since women do not 

have to spend on themselves, they can save that 10 billion and become 
partners with the men in the remaining 20 billion (since the portion of 

men is spent on women and children). So half of the portion of men, 

which is 10 billion pounds, goes to women. When we add this amount to 
the portion that the women saved from before, their sum total becomes 

20 billion pounds.  

By taking into consideration what was just said, we can say that the 
reasons that women’s portion of inheritance is less than that of men’s are 

three: 

1. Dowry: At the time of getting married, man is responsible to take into 
consideration a suitable dowry for the woman. Whenever the woman asks 

for it, the man is responsible to give it to her. So from the beginning, 

man is religiously responsible to allot an amount of money as the dowry 
of his wife. This is one of the reasons that have been alluded to in the 

sayings of our Noble ImÁms �. 

2. Allowance: In family life, aside from the fact that a man must look 
after his own expenses, he is responsible to take upon himself the 

expenses of his wife and children. For amongst the responsibilities of a 

man is the provision of food, clothes, and shelter for his wife that is in 
line with her social status. Even if a woman were to have a large amount 

of wealth, she has no responsibility in this regards. Not only does a 

woman have no obligation in this regards, but if she wanted to, she could 
ask of a wage for the work she does at home such as breastfeeding her 

children, cooking, etc.  

3. Special responsibilities of man: Some very heavy responsibilities have 
been placed on men’s shoulders; responsibilities that women have been 

excused from. A good example is warfare in the path of AllÁh i. A man 

must wage war with his life and his wealth. In some of the verses of the 
Noble QurÞÁn war by means of wealth has even been placed ahead of war 

by means of life. A man must spend from his own pocket the expenses of 

his going to war. Or when someone is killed by another person, the men 
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of the family of the culprit must pay money to the victim’s family, but 
women are freed form such an expense. 

As can be seen, IslÁm did not intend to pass laws for the benefit of man 

and to the detriment of woman, or vice versa. IslÁm is not an advocate of 
“woman’s rights,” or that of men’s. More than anything, when passing 

laws IslÁm, has taken into consideration the eternal felicity of men, 

women, their children, and society as a whole. In any case, in line with 
the monetary responsibilities that it has relegated for men, IslÁm has in 

many instances divided wealth between men and women—such an 

instance being inheritance. It is not possible for us to claim that there is 
discrimination in this regards. Also, the whole corpus of the laws of 

IslÁm regarding men and women necessitate that the laws of inheritance 

be a certain way. This matter does not allow us to object to the civil laws 
of IslÁm.  

In the end, it is possible for us to say that if it is true that the expenses of 

the woman are upon the shoulders of the man, then what use does 
woman have in hoarding a large amount of wealth? We can answer by 

saying that the dowry and inheritance of the woman is like a savings that 

is for her future, in case she separates from her spouse or her spouse dies. 
It is so she can lead a comfortable and respected life in case such events 

happen. But the reason that the expenses of the woman is upon the man 

is so that she can, without any sort of mental anxiety, raise good and 
pious children. In this way the family, which is the cornerstone of 

society, will be filled with warmth and love.  

In the end we would like to point our reader’s attention to the following: 
If it should arise that circumstances necessitate that the owner of the 

wealth should help out the wife or the daughters more than his sons, then 

this person can do this by following the procedures laid out in IslÁmic 
Jurisprudence. For example, if the father thinks it prudent to help his 

daughter more, he can, in his lifetime, give as a gift, some of his wealth to 

her. Also he can give a larger portion than her share of inheritance by 
writing a specific will in this regard.  





 

33 
THE ROLE A PERSON PLAYS                                                     

IN OBTAINING HIS SUSTENANCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the relationship between man’s efforts and the 

sustenance that has been measured out for him? 

Brief Answer 

There are two kinds of sustenance. There is a sustenance that we go after 
and a sustenance that comes after us. In the traditions, the sustenance 

that comes after us is called “the sustenance that seeks,” and the 

sustenance that we seek has been named “the sought after sustenance.” 
The first is certain and is the sustenance that determines our very 

existence, our lifespan, the possibilities open to us, the environment we 

were put in, our family, and our predisposed talents. This kind of 
sustenance gives rise to the power, energy, and intelligence that we need 

in order to struggle and perform work; and it is in the wake of these that 

the door for the second kind of sustenance- the conditioned sustenance- 
opens up for us. 

In order to obtain the “sought after sustenance,” everyone must not only 

make their own efforts, but they must also raise their hands up towards 
AllÁh i in utter poverty as it were. The nursing infant whose effort and 

struggle comes in the form of crying, pouting, and screaming will reach 

the milk of his mother by means of these kinds of actions. Yet when this 
child grows up and sets higher goals for himself, his effort and struggle 

will transform. It will change into thinking, working, and physical 

exertions. Moreover, the quality of his sustenance will also change.  

In conclusion, we may say that it is only after the certain outcome of the 

“sustenance that seeks”—which is certain and unconditional—and after 
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due efforts are made and the human will-power is engaged that the 
“sought after sustenance” comes into being. The certain sustenance is 

incapable of change or increase and decrease, but the “sought after 

sustenance” is capable of being increased or decreased, depending upon 
the order, quality, and composure of the actions that precede it- being 

counted as amongst its prerequisites. 

Detailed Answer 

The answer to this question can be explained in the form of two 

preliminaries and one conclusion: 

First Premise: The sustenance that AllÁh i has taken upon Himself is the 
following: The allotment and portion that must reach the creatures in 

order for them to continue existing. Of course the Divine pledge and the 

giving out of sustenance that we attribute to AllÁh i is different from 
that of creatures. If it has come in the QurÞÁn that: “The sustenance of 

every creature is upon AllÁh.”1 then one must not loose sight of the fact 

that the sustenance of the creatures is upon AllÁh i and not any of His 
creatures. AllÁh i is that being who has created the realm of existence 

and who is the Creator of all things.  

For this reason, the promise of AllÁh i differs from the promise of the 
creature that is itself part of this realm of existence and that is under the 

influence of the beings of this realm. To know the actions of AllÁh i and 

His sustenance one must know the world. We are ourselves a part of this 
world and have responsibilities. Of course the responsibilities that we 

have with regards to sustenance - those which the laws of nature or laws 

of religion have laid upon us - are just so many minor aspects and weak 
manifestations of the all -pervasive sustenance of AllÁh i.  

The power of digestion that is in plants, the desires that are in animate 

beings and that guide them towards food all are manifestations of AllÁh’s 
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i sustenance. Ultimately, it is AllÁh i who has taken control of each 
animal by means of the sum of its desires in order for it to go after all 

that it is in need of and so that it struggles and works to satisfy these 

desires. Thought, work, and effort are but preliminaries to AllÁh’s i 
sustenance. AllÁh i has created an attraction between the sustenance and 

the one that partakes of the sustenance - sending one after the other. 

There is a special kind of connection between the various parts of 
existence that connects them with one another.  

When a person is still an infant and does not have the power to find his 

own nourishment, his sustenance is provided for him. As he gradually 
gains more abilities and can find his sustenance by means of his constant 

pursuits, his sustenance will not be obtained so easily. For instance his 

sustenance may be situated in some far off place, requiring him to set off 
and find it.  

As a general principle, there is some form of reciprocity between the 

accessibility of sustenance, the measure of strength and ability of the 
sustained being, and the amount of guidance that has been given to that 

being in order to reach the sustenance. For this very reason, man is 

considered a higher and more subtle being than the plants and animals, 
and that which is sufficient for the plants and animals is not sufficient 

for him. The problem of his nourishment will differ from that of the 

other beings. The distance between the sustenance and the one who needs 
the sustenance in the human world is far greater.  

Because of this, better means of survival have been put at his disposal and 

his guidance has been increased. Reason, knowledge, and thought have 
been given to him and revelation and prophethood have come to help 

him; while certain responsibilities have been put upon him. All of these 

are but dimensions of the sustenance of AllÁh i. 

In a certain poem it is said that the very existence of teeth calls forth the 

provision of bread for the teeth to chew on. Of course it does not mean 

that having teeth is sufficient in order for the bread to be cooked and 
made ready at the dinner table of a person. Rather it means that if there 

were no bread, there would have been no teeth; and if there had been no 

teeth, there would have been no bread. In other words, there exists a 
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relationship between sustenance, the one who uses the sustenance, the 
means of obtaining the sustenance, the digestive system, and the means of 

guidance. That Being who created man in nature and gave him teeth, has 

also created bread in the realm of nature. He has placed at his disposal 
thought, power, action and the sense of responsibility. All of these are 

manifestations of the sustenance of AllÁh i. 

Second Premise: Sustenance and nourishment are of two kinds: That 
which we seek and that which seeks us.2 The “sustenance that seeks” 

comes after us even if we run away from it. It does not let us go, even as 

escaping form the claws of death is impossible. It has been mentioned in 
a ÎadÐth that: “If the son of Àdam were to run from his sustenance as he 

runs from his death, it would still find him, even as death will eventually 

find him.”3 This kind of sustenance has roots in the Providence of AllÁh 
i and hence, no kind of change is possible in it.  

In connection with this matter the late sage, ÝAllÁmah ÓabÁÔabÁÞÐ has 

said, “Sustenance and the one who consumes the sustenance are necessary 
corollaries of one another. It is meaningless to assume that the one who 

needs sustenance is after his nourishment in his life, but there be no 

sustenance for him. It is also impossible that there be sustenance, but 
there be nobody to use that sustenance or that the sustenance be more 

than his needs. For this reason sustenance is part of the predetermined 

Providence of AllÁh.” 

The “sought after sustenance” is the sustenance that has been measured 

out for the seeker. If we seek it and fulfil all the necessary conditions and 

actions that are necessary for obtaining it, we will reach it. In reality the 
effort we make in order to reach this sustenance is a partial cause. If it is 

put alongside the other causes that lie in the unseen world, we will reach 

it for sure. In this connection our Master, the Commander of the 

                                                 
2 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Letter 31: 
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3 Muntakhab MÐzan al-Íikmah, no. 2564: 
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Faithful, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “Seek after sustenance, for 
certainly it is guaranteed for the one who goes after it.”4 

Just as effort without a guarantee of its giving fruit is meaningless, a 

guaranteed sustenance without any accompanying effort is also 
impossible (in the “sought after sustenance”). For this very reason, from 

amongst the two kinds of sustenance that AllÁh i has allocated for His 

servants, He has made one unconditional (the “sustenance that seeks”), 
and one conditional (“the sought after sustenance”).  

The unconditional sustenance seeks man in all conditions and until the 

scales of man are not filled to their capacity with this kind of sustenance, 
his death will not come. According to the saying of the Noble Prophet 

�, “No one will die until his sustenance has been completed.”5  

The surety of the “sought after sustenance”, however, is conditioned by 
the performance of certain actions and by taking into account certain 

matters. Without fulfilling these conditions and without putting them 

into order, this sustenance does not come into being.  

The “sustenance that seeks”, the one that is certain, is the sustenance that 

determines our very existence, our lifespan, the possibilities open to us, 

the environment we were put in, our family, and our predisposed talents. 
This kind of sustenance gives rise to the power, energy, and intelligence 

that we need in order to struggle and perform work; and it is in the wake 

of these that the door for the second kind of sustenance—the 
conditioned sustenance—opens up for us. In order to obtain the “sought 

after sustenance,” everyone must not only make their own efforts, but 

they must also raise his hands up towards AllÁh i in utter poverty as it 
were. The nursing infant whose effort and struggle comes in the form of 

crying, pouting, and screaming will reach the milk of his mother by 

means of these kinds of actions. Yet when this child grows up and sets 

                                                 
4 Muntakhab MÐzan al-Íikmah, no. 2555: 
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5 Muntakhab MÐzan al-Íikmah, no. 2561: 
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higher goals for himself, his effort and struggle will transform. It will 
change into thinking, working, and physical exertions. Moreover, the 

quality of his sustenance will also change. 

To summarize, we may say that it is after the unconditional, certain 
“sustenance that seeks” that effort, struggle, work and action are created, 

and following this effort and desire the “sought after sustenance” comes 

into being. The certain sustenance is incapable of change or increase and 
decrease but the “sought after sustenance” is capable of being increased or 

decreased. As to the latter, neither does the greediness of the greedy 

person make it come about, nor does the sadness of the lazy one prevent 
it from reaching us. However it can be increased or decreased given the 

right conditions and if its prerequisites are met. A person asked the 

Noble Prophet �, “I wish that my sustenance be increased.” The Noble 
Prophet replied, “Keep yourself in the state of ablution so that your 

sustenance be increased.”6 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “One whose intentions are pure, his 
sustenance will be increased.”7 

Therefore it is necessary for us to make effort and to seek the best and 

safest means for reaching our sustenance, to use our faculties, and to trust 
in AllÁh i who is the creator of this path. All this after having 

understood the relationship between sustenance and the one who needs 

it, and after having known that the means for obtaining sustenance have 
also been created, and after having realized that the responsibility for 

obtaining sustenance has been placed upon us. 

                                                 
6 Muntakhab MÐzan al-Íikmah, no. 2574: 
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7 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 100, pg. 21: 
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TREATMENT OF ILLNESS AND SUPPLICATION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: If a person falls ill, should he seek treatment a) with a 

doctor, or b) by eating dust from near ImÁm al-Íusayn’s grave, or 

c) through supplication? 

Brief Answer 

Each of the aforementioned actions could potentially cure his illness 

independently or by combining with the other two. However, the best 

course is to accompany all our actions—among which are medical and 
supernatural treatments—with supplication (which entails establishing a 

relationship with AllÁh i and making a direct request from him). The 

reason for this is that the efficacy of a doctor’s treatment or a given 
medicine or, for that matter, the intercession of ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ  

� and the dust from near his grave, is intrinsically tied to the will of 

AllÁh i himself. 

It is also important to keep in mind that the intercession of the Prophet 

� and his family � and supplications are not solutions limited to 

circumstances where one’s hope in natural means is lost. At the same 
time, making use of intercession and supplications does not imply that 

one should neglect natural solutions altogether because the divine plan 

for this world is that things occur as per their natural causes. Therefore, 
one can make use of all three aforementioned treatments. That is to say, 

along with supplicating to AllÁh i and seeking the blessings of ImÁm 

Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �, one should refer to a doctor and seek medical 
treatment so that AllÁh i accepts the ImÁm’s � intercession, and 

thereby allows the medical treatment to confer its desired effect. 
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In short, under no circumstances should one lose hope in the favour of 
AllÁh i and the intercession of the Prophet’s family. Similarly, by no 

means should one cease to take advantage of the natural means at his 

disposal. 

Detailed Answer 

Medical treatment, the intercession of saints (especially by means of the 

dust from near ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ’s � grave), and supplicating to 
AllÁh i, are all means of treating the sick, so long as the person’s time of 

death has not arrived.  

Just as it is possible for each of these three treatments to act 
independently by the will of AllÁh i, thereby sufficing us of the 

remaining two, it is also possible that all three cures combine in order to 

cure the sick. In particular, supplication could cause the ImÁm’s � 
intercession to be accepted so that the dust from near his grave confers its 

healing effects. This in turn could cause the medical treatment to have its 

optimal effects so that the person progresses swiftly towards well-being. 

However, it should be noted that the efficacy of medical treatments, and 

even the intercession of the ImÁm � and the dust from his grave, is 

intrinsically tied to the will of AllÁh i. Therefore, as a precondition to 
these other treatments, supplication to AllÁh i holds a special place. 

Supplication establishes a direct connection with AllÁh i and reaffirms 

our belief that nothing other than him can act independently (this is 
known as “AllÁh’s unity in action” or “al-tawÎÐd fÐl afÝÁl). It is for this 

reason that we have been strongly advised to begin every action—

including seeking the intercession of saints—by supplicating to AllÁh i 
for His aid, special favour, and His acceptance of their intercession. Such 

advice is especially well-spoken considering the difficulties entailed in 

finding a skilled doctor, diagnosing an illness accurately, prescribing 
effective medicines, followed by a strenuous recovery—all of which make 

seeking AllÁh’s i aid a vital necessity. 

An additional difficulty in seeking a miraculous cure through the dust of 
ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �, is that the efficacy of this cure requires the 
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following prerequisites, the observance of which is difficult in this day 
and age: 

1. The dust must be from within the sanctuary1 of ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ 

� and must be reddish in colour. 

2. Once removed from the Îaram complex, the dust must be wrapped in 

a cloth so as not to be touched by those jinn who hold an enmity toward 

the ShÐÝa and lay in wait for an opportunity to touch the dust thereby 
neutering its miraculous effects. 

3. Only a minute amount of the dust must be used. 

4. It must be used with a pure intention without an inkling of doubt in 
its power to heal. 

5. It must be accompanied by supplications to AllÁh i for the acceptance 

of the intercession of ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �.2 

However, not to make things seem hopeless, seeking the intercession of 

ImÁm Íusayn b. ÝAlÐ �, the rest of the Prophet’s family, or other saints, 

and seeking the blessings of the dust from each of their respective graves, 
when accompanied by a pure intention, is not without its effects, as 

testified to by numerous people’s experiences. It should be noted that for 

prayers to be answered and for the intercession of saints to be accepted by 
the will of AllÁh i, the following conditions must be fulfilled: 

                                                 
1 Or “ÍÁ’ir,” a radius of about 357 metres around the shrine of the Noble ImÁm. 
2 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 98, pg. 132: 
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1. The suppliant must be sincere and focused and should accompany his 
supplication with salutations and prayers (ÒalawÁt) for the Prophet and 

his family� along with heartfelt repentance for past sins. 

2. He must have performed all obligatory acts of worship and must have 
paid all mandatory IslÁmic taxes (khums and zakÁt). 

3. He must not hold any belligerence to the way of life (sunnah) of the 

Prophet and his household �. 

4. He must act according to the teachings of the QurÞÁn. 

5. He must be thankful to AllÁh i under all circumstances. 

6. He must actively fulfil his duty to enjoin the good and forbid the evil 
(al-amr bi’l maÝrÙf wa’l nahyu Ýani’l munkar). 

7. He must accompany his prayers with the appropriate natural and 

supernatural means at his disposal (that is to say, his prayers should not 
issue from laziness and farfetched hopes). 

8. He should have no unfulfilled obligations to people. 

9. He must be wont to fulfil all promises and pledges. 

Occasionally, it occurs that despite the fact that none of the 

aforementioned conditions is fulfilled, a prayer is answered or the 

intercession of an ImÁm � is accepted. The philosophy behind such an 
apparently unwarranted acceptance might be one of several things: 

1. It might be to soften the person’s heart by showing him divine grace. 

2. Perhaps it is to fulfil the divine call (itmÁm al-Îujjah) upon a person. 
In the extreme circumstances surrounding sickness, when all natural 

means seem to fade away, the favours of AllÁh i and in turn the 

Prophet’s family �, increase, thereby closing the doors of doubt to even 
the greatest sophist. If this person, after experiencing divine grace, returns 

to his past improprieties, he will be left with no excuse on the Day of 

Judgment.  

3. It is also possible that AllÁh’s i acceptance of this person’s 

supplications was a reward for a past act of goodness or an act of 
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devotion with respect to one of AllÁh’s i saints in such a way as to take 
the place of the person’s reward in the next life. 

In conclusion, it is important to keep in mind that one must not look to 

prayer and intercession as a last resort to be used only when all hope in 
natural causes—and in particular medical treatment—fades, only to be 

forgotten when treatment is successfully achieved. This kind of 

misappropriation is treated with severity in the QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth3. If 
one were to make such an opportunistic use of supplication, his prayers 

may be answered and full health might be restored; however, in the 

afterlife, he would be severely punished, since despite experiencing divine 
grace, he turned away from AllÁh after being cured. 

On the other hand, one must never lose hope. As ImÁm JaÝfar b. 

MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � has said, “AllÁh refuses to make things happen 
except through (their) causes.”4  

AllÁh i is the Cause of all causes, however, just as He is the Cause of all 

causes, He can also destroy all causes as evidenced by the knife that did 
not cut IsmÁÝÐl’s � throat or the fire that did not burn IbrÁhÐm �. 

Other times, without any material cause, AllÁh i acts independently 

through unseen causes as is evidenced by the story of the camel of 
ÑÁlih� and the staff of MÙsÁ �. In short, while we make use of all 

natural causes at our disposal, it is advisable to maintain an active 

relationship with AllÁh i through supplications, and with AllÁh’s i 
friends. 

                                                 
3 SÙrat LuqmÁn (31), Verse 32:  
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See also: SÙrat al-ÝAnkabÙt (29), Verse 65; SÙrat YÙnus (10), Verses 12, 22 & 23 
4 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pg. 183: 
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THE CANONIZATION OF THE QURÞAN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: It is clear that when the Prophet MuÎammad dictated 

the verses of the QurÞÁn, his designated scribes would write down 

the verses. However, when exactly was the entire QurÞÁn compiled 

into the form we know today? 

Answer 

There are three prevailing views concerning the compilation of the 
QurÞÁn: 

1. It was compiled during the lifetime of the Prophet �. The compilation 

took place under his supervision—which is tantamount to divine 
inspiration—although he himself neither wrote the text of the QurÞÁn 

nor collected the verses directly. 

2. The QurÞÁn that we have today was compiled by ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ 
ÓÁlib � after the Prophet’s death but before people finally accepted him 

as a caliph. 

3. The QurÞÁn was compiled after the Prophet’s death by a handful of the 
Prophet’s companions (other than ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �). 

Most ShÐÝÐ scholars—especially contemporary scholars—accept the first 

view. Some ShÐÝÐ scholars have taken the second stance. However, many 
SunnÐ scholars have accepted the third view. Orientalists have also 

accepted this view and have added that the QurÞÁn written by ImÁm ÝAlÐ 

b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � was virtually ignored by the companions. 

Obviously, on the basis of the first two opinions, the compilation of the 

QurÞÁn, its division into sÙrahs (chapters), and the order within and 
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among the sÙrahs can be attributed to the divine will. In particular, based 
on the verse that reads, “He does not speak of his own will; he only 

speaks what is revealed to him,”1 whatever the Prophet utters (especially 

that which relates directly to religious matters) is divinely inspired. 
Additionally, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, though he was not a prophet, 

served in his capacity as an ImÁm, as the continuation of the mission of 

prophethood, and possessed the prophetic gifts of infallibility and divine 
knowledge. Therefore, any compilation undertaken by either the Prophet 

� or ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � was necessarily divinely inspired. 

Those who favour the third view cannot logically defend any claim that 
the division of the QurÞÁn into sÙrahs or the order into which the sÙrahs 

have been arranged is divinely inspired. In fact, the third view, in essence, 

rejects any Divine hand in these two matters. Rather, it attributes the 
division and arrangement of the sÙrahs to the personal judgement of the 

Prophet’s companions. 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Najm (53), Verses 3-4: 
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THE NAMES OF THE IMAMS IN THE QURÞAN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Why aren’t the names of the ImÁms expressly mentioned 

in the QurÞÁn? 

Brief Answer 

It must be noted that although the names of the pure ImÁms � are not 

specified in the QurÞÁn, the Prophet � did assert their names, especially 
the name of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. A very clear instance of such 

assertion occurs in ÎadÐth GhadÐr, which is considered the official 

announcement of the caliphate of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. Regarding 
the question of transmission, this ÎadÐth is mutawÁtir [i.e. it has been 

narrated through so many lines of transmission that it can be accepted 

without doubt.] and its content reveals clear evidence for the ImÁmate of 
ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. 

Moreover, there are several verses in the QurÞÁn that pertain to the status 

of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, the most important of which is verse 55 of 
SÙrat al-MÁÞidah; “Your guardian is only AllÁh, His Apostle, and the 

faithful who maintain the prayer and give the zakÁt while bowing down.” 

In books of exegesis and history, both among the ShÐÝite and SunnÐ 
sources, it has been pointed out that this verse was revealed after the event 

in which ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � gave his ring to a poor beggar as 

charity while he was bowing down in prayer, and so this verse refers to no 
other than ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. Thus, although ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ 

ÓÁlib � has not been mentioned in the QurÞÁn by name, there are 

evident references to him.  

But as to why the ImÁms � have not been mentioned by name, at least 

two answers could be propounded.  
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Firstly, the normal pattern of the QurÞÁn is to deal with issues in a 
general tone, providing the general principles and rules, without getting 

into the explanation of the minute details. This is the method the QurÞÁn 

takes up in many instances and it is for this reason that when ImÁm 
JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � was asked about this question, he 

replied that, “It is the same case with the daily prayer, the zakÁt, and Îajj: 

AllÁh has mentioned only their general rules in the QurÞÁn but has not 
elucidated the details. It was the Prophet � who expressed the precise 

method of carrying out such duties and their related details. In the same 

vein, regarding the question of succession, the Prophet � himself 
specified the names of ÝAlÐ and his household � as his successors and 

so there was no need for their names to have been expressed in the 

QurÞÁn itself. 

Secondly, in such an issue, where there was a good chance of opposition, 

prudence necessitated that the QurÞÁn mention the issue indirectly and 

through allusions for there was the possibility that opposition to the 
issue of ImÁmate might lead to opposition to the QurÞÁn and the main 

core of IslÁm, which was certainly not in the interest of the Muslims. 

That is, if there were a verse specifying the succession of ÝAlÐ �, the 
opponents would have distorted it out of their opposition to him, and 

this would have violated the value of IslÁm and the QurÞÁn as the final 

religion and the eternal and divine book. For, it should be borne in mind 
that one of the ways by which the QurÞÁn could be preserved—for AllÁh 

i has asserted, “Indeed We have sent down the Reminder [i.e. the 

QurÞÁn] and indeed We will preserve it.”1—is to remove the natural 
motives for opposition and distortion.  

Hence, the QurÞÁn, firstly, refrains from expressing the names of the 

ImÁms �; and secondly, places the verses that are related to the 
question of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � successorship, the Verse of 

TablÐgh (which regards the official announcement of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ 

ÓÁlib’s � successorship), and the Verse of TathÐr (which regards the 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Íijr (15), Verse 9: 
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infallibility of the Prophet’s household) between other apparently 
unrelated verses so as to diminish, as much as possible, the motives for 

distortion and in so doing secure the QurÞÁn against all possible attacks. 

Detailed Answer 

To begin with, the reader’s attention should be drawn to the fact that the 

names of the ImÁms � were mentioned expressly by the Prophet �, 

especially the blessed name of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, whose 
successorship was affirmed by the Prophet � on several occasions.  

One occasion was at the beginning of the Prophet’s � mission when he 

embarked on spreading his message to his clan and family, saying, “The 
first [of you] to believe in me will be my spiritual heir (waÒÐ), my vizier, 

and my successor.” To this offer no one gave a positive answer except for 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, and so finally the Prophet � said, “After 
me, you will be my spiritual heir, my vizier, and my successor.”2 

Another occasion was the event at GhadÐr Khum in which he expressly 

said, “Whomever I am his master, then ÝAlÐ � is also his master.”3   

Another of such assertions appears in the ÎadÐth of Manzilat in which 

the Prophet � is related as having told ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, “You 

are to me what HÁrÙn was to MÙsÁ, except that there will be no prophet 
coming after me.”4   

                                                 
2 al-ÝUmdah, pg. 121,133; GhÁyat al-MarÁm, pg. 320; al-GhadÐr, vol. 2 pp. 278-279: 

�1�g�,�4�3 �Q
R�>�/*G 075�R �M� :����SJ �4� ��,�� 0���F[�!�� 0��,!�C�/�1 0*&!(5�1 (=������� �I� �� ��P��!�I.  
3 This hadith is mutawÁtir and exists in both ShÐ’ah and SunnÐ books. ‘AllÁmah AmÐnÐ, in 

his book al-GhadÐr (vol. 1 pg. 114), has gathered the narrators of this hadith from all 
sources and put them in chronological order. At the top of this list are 60 of the Noble 
Prophet’s companions which SunnÐ books use as narrators. In his book ‘AbaqÁt, MÐr 
Hamid Husayn has also proven this Îadith to be mutawÁtir. (refer to: Ibn al-MaghÁzilÐ, 
ManÁqib, pp. 25-26) 

4 al-ÝUmdah, pg. 173-175; Musnad AÎmad ibn Íanbal, vol. 3 pg. 32; al-GhadÐr, vol. 1, pg. 51, 
also vol. 3, pg. 197-201 
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It should be noted that the related sayings of the Prophet � regarding 
the successorship of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � are too numerous to be 

impugned, and this point has been alluded to in many Sunni and ShÐÝite 

books.5   

In another ÎadÐth, the Prophet � is recorded to have specifically 

mentioned the names of all the ImÁms—starting with ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ 

ÓÁlib � and up to ImÁm MahdÐ � — to JÁbir b. ÝAbdullÁh AnsÁrÐ.6 

Thus this fact must be kept in mind that although the names of the 

ImÁms � do not appear in the QurÞÁn, but the Prophet � — whose 

sayings are, according to the QurÞÁn, all true and are essentially 
revelations7—did specify their names and reiterated their successorship 

and leadership. 

Furthermore, in the QurÞÁn there is an allusion to the Commander of the 
Faithful’ position of leadership, and although his name has not been 

mentioned there, nevertheless, the majority of the exegetes, whether 

ShÐÝite or Sunni, admit that the allusion refers to ÝAlÐ’s � status, and as 

                                                 
5 ÝAllÁmah AmÐnÐ and MÐr ÍÁmid Íusayn have put forth much effort in proving the 

tawÁtur of hadith’s on the ImÁmate of ImÁm ÝAlÐ �. FÁdil QÙchÁnÐ, a SunnÐ scholar 
who has rejected the tawÁtur of some of these hadith’s, has accepted the tawÁtur of some 
others. 

6 YanÁbÐÝ al-Mawaddah, vol. 3, pg. 398-399: 
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7 SÙrat al-Najm (53), Verses 3-4: 
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such applies to no other than him.8  The verse in which that allusion 
occurs is verse 55 of SÙrat al-MÁÞidah, which reads, “Your guardian is only 

AllÁh, His Apostle, and the faithful who maintain the prayer and give the 

zakÁt while bowing down.”9   

Considering that in IslÁm there is no such rule that the Muslim should 

give zakÁt while bowing down in prayer, it becomes evident that this verse 

is referring to an incident that really took place. That incident took place 
on the day when ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � was performing the ritual 

bow in the prayer, a beggar came up to him and asked him for some help. 

In response, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � pointed to his ring, and so the 
beggar took the ring off of his finger and left.  

According to the reading derived from the aforementioned historical 

incident, the verse asserts that the leadership of the Muslims is “only” in 
the hands of AllÁh i, his Apostle, and ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �, and 

no other but them enjoys that status. 

Hence, up to this point, it has been clarified that the names of the ImÁms 
� were expressly mentioned by the Prophet � and that there is an 

unmistakable allusion in the QurÞÁn to the Commander of the Faithful’ 

position of leadership. These points are such that if an impartial person 
intends to clarify the truth for himself, he will, with only a little amount 

of research, realize that the Prophet’s � opinion regarding the question 

of successorship and leadership was in favour of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib 
� and his pure sons. 

But as to why their names are not specifically mentioned in the QurÞÁn, 

two justifications could be proposed.  

                                                 
8 Refer to tafsÐr books under verse 55 of SÙrat al-MÁÞidah such as: al-TafsÐr al-KabÐr by 

Fakhr RÁzÐ; TafsÐr-e-NamÙneh; al-Durr al-ManthÙr. Some Sunni books of tradition have 
also mentioned this event - refer to: DhakhÁyir al-ÝUqbÁ, pg. 88; LubÁb al-NuqÙl, pg. 90; 
Kanz al-ÝUmmÁl, vol. 6 pg. 391. A list of books containing other books can be found in 
TafsÐr-e-NemÙneh, vol. 4, pg. 425. 

9 SÙrat al-MÁÞidah (5), Verse 55: 
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First, the normal procedure that the QurÞÁn takes up is dealing with 
issues in a general manner and in the form of general rules and principles 

without enumerating their details, such as is the case about many of the 

fundamental and minor principles mentioned in the QurÞÁn. This answer 
has been suggested in a ÎadÐth narrated from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad 

as-ÑÁdiq �, and according to the narration, the ImÁm � corroborates 

his answer by providing three examples.  

1. One is how the issue of the ritual prayer is dealt with in the QurÞÁn. 

The QurÞÁn’s mention of the prayer is only a general description without 

elucidating the quality [i.e. the method] or quantity [i.e. how many times 
each act must be repeated during the course of a prayer] of every prayer. 

But the Prophet � explained to the Muslims the manner in which the 

prayer should be preformed and the number of the rakaÝÁt [pl. of rakÝah, 
the most general part of the ritual prayer, consisting of recitation of parts 

of the QurÞÁn while erect, then bowing, thereafter standing up and from 

there going down for prostration, after which one sits up and then again 
falls in prostration before AllÁh �].  

2. Another example that the ImÁm � cited was the issue of zakÁt, which 

has been introduced in the QurÞÁn in a general manner, and it was the 
Prophet � who determined the items to which zakÁt pertained and the 

amounts with which the zakÁt of each item is identified.  

3. His third example was the issue of Îajj, about which the QurÞÁn only 
expresses its obligatory nature, while it was the Prophet � who 

personally demonstrated to the Muslims the method by which this ritual 

should be carried out.10  

                                                 
10 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pg. 286-287: 
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Thus, it is unreasonable to expect that the QurÞÁn should examine the 
details of all religious issues. And so it is with regards to the issue of the 

leadership of the Prophet’s household �, the fact that the names of the 

ImÁms � have not been specified should not be cited as grounds for 
rejecting the school of the Ahlul Bayt � (the household of the Prophet), 

just as one should not curtail the noon prayer from four rakÝats to two 

rakÝats, for instance, with the excuse that the QurÞÁn does not specify that 
it should be four rakÝats, or just as one should not refrain from 

performing the ritual cycles around the KaÝbah with the excuse that it has 

not been expressed in the QurÞÁn. 

The second justification is that regarding such a controversial issue, 

where there existed a high risk of opposition, prudence dictated that the 

QurÞÁn mention the issue in an implicit manner, for there was the risk 
that opposition to the issue of the Commander of the Faithful’ 

leadership might even jeopardize the integrity of the QurÞÁn itself. Thus a 

direct mention of the issue was certainly not in the interest of the 
Muslim community. For, it should be noted that one of the methods for 

preserving the QurÞÁn from any distortion, as promised by AllÁh i, 

“Indeed We have sent down the Reminder, and indeed We will preserve 
it;”11, is precisely this: To express the issues in such a way as to eliminate 

any motives on the side of the pseudo-Muslim hypocrites for distortion, 

so that groups that do carry strong motives for distortion, out of material 
desires or opposition to the truth, would not alter the QurÞÁn to 

conform it to their inclinations, thereby violating the integrity of the 

QurÞÁn.  
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11 SÙrat al-Íijr (15), Verse 9: 
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AyatullÁh MutahharÐ expresses this explanation in the following manner: 
“As to the question of why the QurÞÁn has not specifically mentioned the 

issue of ÝAlÐ’s � successorship, they answer is as follows: Firstly, the 

norm of the QurÞÁn is to express issues in the form of general principles, 
and secondly, the Prophet � or AllÁh i did not want to propound this 

issue [i.e. the issue of the leadership of the Muslim community]—an issue 

that was at risk of being manipulated by men out of egocentrism and 
ambition—so bluntly. For, just as they [i.e. the opponents] so readily 

disregarded what the Prophet � had said about this issue on the basis of 

various excuses—including the claim to ijtihÁd [i.e. that what the Prophet 
� said in this regard was his own personal view and we also have the 

right to put forward and follow our own opinions]—and so justified 

their position by claiming that the Prophet � did not intend the 
leadership of ÝAlÐ � when he said those things about him, but rather he 

actually meant such and such, if there were a verse in this relation, they 

would just as well have misinterpreted it.  

The Prophet � in his statements said very clearly, “This here ÝAlÐ � is 

his [i.e. the Muslim’s] master.” Would you like anything more frank than 

this! But there is a difference between discarding a statement of the 
Prophet �, albeit so clear, and that of a verse of the QurÞÁn clearly 

mentioning the issue, especially only a day after the demise of the 

Prophet �. It was for this reason that I related the following story in the 
preface to my book, Succession and Leadership: During the Commander 

of the Faithful reign, a Jew wanted to scold the Muslim community 

concerning the events surrounding the Prophet’s death—and they did 
really deserve scolding! He told ÝAlÐ �, “You had not buried your 

prophet before you opposed each other regarding him.” The Commander 

of the Faithful retorted, “We opposed each other not regarding him but 
regarding a verdict that he had addressed to us. But as to you; your feet 

were still soaked from the sea [which MÙsÁ had miraculously split in 

half] when you told your prophet, ‘make for us a God like the gods that 
they have.’  He [i.e. MÙsÁ] said, ‘You are indeed an ignorant lot.’  So there 

is a big difference between what happened amongst us and what 

happened amongst you. We did not quarrel over the Prophet himself, but 
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rather about what was the actual content of his command. These two are 
very different.” 

It is very different to justify a mistake—although this justification might 

not be the real cause for the mistake but only a pretext for the real cause 
of the mistake—by saying that those who made the mistake thought their 

claim was in accordance with what the Prophet � intended, and in so 

doing manipulated the Prophet’s statement—such justification is better 
than to say that those who made the mistake discarded the related 

QurÞÁnic verse despite its clarity, to say that they distorted the QurÞÁn.  

Therefore, it can be said that the main point in not specifying the names 
of the ImÁms � in the QurÞÁn, or at least the name of the Commander 

of the Faithful, was securing the QurÞÁn against any distortion.  

Thus, as can be witnessed, the Verses of ÓathÐr, TablÐgh, and WilÁyat are 
inserted among the verses regarding the wives of the Prophet �, or the 

verses about the rules pertaining to the People of the Book and those 

explaining that Muslims should not make friends with them [i.e. the 
People of the Book], which apparently have no bearing on the issue of the 

leadership of the pure ImÁms � and ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �. Thus 

an impartial researcher can, with the slightest attention realize that the 
tone of the part of the verse pertaining to the issue in question diverges 

from the main body of the verse and that it has been placed there for a 

certain reason [namely, concealment]. 

 





 

37 
IMAMATE AT CHILDHOOD 

Question:Question:Question:Question: How is it possible for some of the ImÁms to reach 

ImÁmate while still children? 

Brief Answer 

According to the undisputed belief of ImÁmÐ ShÐÝism taken from 

numerous verses and Prophetic traditions, the ImÁmate is a Divine 
position. So if it is established that someone has been divinely appointed 

to this position a Muslim must submit to his command and authority 

without question obeying AllÁh i as He says, “AllÁh best knows where to 
place His messengership.” 

There are several ways to ascertain whether AllÁh i has appointed a 

particular person to this position: 

1. Prophetic traditions. 

2. Being introduced and specified by other ImÁms, particularly the 

previous ImÁm.  

3. Possessing the other conditions of ImÁmate, such as inherent 

knowledge, more knowledge than anyone of their time, infallibility, 

soundness and moderation of body and spirit, and ability to perform 
miracles and extraordinary deeds. 

The ShÐÝas contemporary to young ImÁms—that is, ImÁm MuÎammad b. 

ÝAlÐ al-TaqÐ � at eight years, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b MuÎammad al-NaqÐ � at 
nine years, and ImÁm al-MahdÐ � at five years—were not unaware of 

these things, and it was after great searching and effort that they attained 

certainty about their ImÁmate and submitted to their authority. Later 
generations in turn rely on research, historical records, and traditions. 
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On the other hand, the position of ImÁmate, unseen Divine 
endorsement, and manifestation of extraordinary deeds at the hands of 

these personages prevent them from being compared to normal human 

beings. 

In addition, for a Muslim who believes in the QurÞÁn, the granting of a 

Divine station on the basis of Divine wisdom, knowledge, and grace to 

someone of young age should not be surprising, since the prophethood 
of ÝIsÁ �, YaÎya �, and SulaymÁn � also took place at a young age. 

This is why the noble verses that indicate this point were frequently cited 

by the ImÁms �. 

Detailed Answer 

ImÁmate, in the view of ImÁmi ShÐÝas, is the practice by the WalÐ 

(Divinely appointed authority) of his authority over people (wilÁyah); in 
other words, ImÁmate is a Divinely-appointed station for managing the 

people’s worldly and religious affairs as well as guiding them to the peak 

of felicity and humanity. Thus, the ImÁm cannot be determined or 
selected by the people, since inherent knowledge and inner infallibility 

are unseen qualities which no one but AllÁh i knows, and these are the 

two most important qualities of the Divinely-appointed WalÐ. 

A monotheist who has submitted to Divine authority over him or herself 

is wholly obedient to the commands and prohibitions of his or her AllÁh 

i. Thus, in accepting the authority of the leaders appointed by Him as 
well, he or she must be fully obedient, submit to their authority, and 

avoid comparing them to others or baselessly second-guessing their 

appointment. There are several ways to recognize the divinely appointed 
ImÁm/WalÐ (guardian): 

1. Studying their conduct and actions. 

2. Referring to the attributes and signs that the previous WalÐ has 
mentioned for the succeeding WalÐ.  

3. Seeking miracles and verifying the presence of the conditions and 

necessary corollaries of ImÁmate 
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It is possible to find out about their lives and character by referring to 
books of history and biography, and by looking at collections of 

traditions one can find the traditions that have come down from the 

Prophet �; and finally by examining at the traditions of each ImÁm, one 
can come to recognize the next ImÁm. The ImÁms � performed 

miracles both in their lifetimes and after their martyrdoms. The 

occurrence of such extraordinary deeds for those who sought recourse to 
them is so frequent that it is beyond reckoning, and it is something that 

everyone searching for truth can experience. 

So there is no specific age necessary to attain the station of ImÁmate. The 
spiritual, intellectual, and mental maturity required for the position can 

be granted by AllÁh i from the day of his birth. This fact is one of the 

extraordinary phenomena that prove their ImÁmate, it does not detract 
from it. Obviously, from a superficial and shortsighted viewpoint, it 

appears difficult for prominent personalities, scholars and the old and 

young to submit to the authority of a boy; for ordinary people accepting 
such an authority would not be as easy as accepting older WalÐ.  

The contemporaries to the young ImÁms—that is, ImÁm MuÎammad b. 

ÝAlÐ al-TaqÐ � who became ImÁm at the age of eight, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 
MuÎammad al-NaqÐ � who attained the ImÁmate at the age of nine, 

and ImÁm al-MahdÐ � who became ImÁm at the age of five—were no 

exceptions to this rule, and they posed this very question to ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 
MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ �.  

For example, there are the following traditions: It has been narrated from 

Íasan ibn Jahm that he was in the presence of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ 
�. ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-TaqÐ �, still a child, was also present. 

After a long conversation ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � said to me, 

“Íasan!  If I tell you this child is to be your ImÁm, what would you say?” 
I said, “May I be your ransom!  Whatever you say, I say the same thing.” 

The ImÁm � said, “You speak the truth.” Then ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-

RiÃÁ � exposed the shoulder of ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-TaqÐ � 
and showed me a symbol that was similar to two fingers, and he said, “A 
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comparable symbol was in the same place in the body of ImÁm MÙsÁ b. 
JaÝfar al-KÁÛim �.”1 

It has also been narrated from al-MaÎmudÐ that he said, ‘I was in ÓÙs (an 

area in Central Asia near present-day Mashhad) in the presence of ImÁm 
ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ �. One of his companions said, “If something 

were to happen to the ImÁm, who would be the divinely chosen ImÁm 

after him? The ImÁm � turned to him and said, “Regarding the issue of 
ImÁmate, after me refer to my son JawÁd (ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-

TaqÐ �).” He (al-MaÎmudÐ) said, “He is still a child!” ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 

MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � replied, “AllÁh chose ÝIsÁ � as His messenger though 
he was younger than ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-TaqÐ �.”2 

In spite of these traditions some of ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ’s � 

followers out of anxiety still went in search of his successor. [“]Some of 
them went after ÝAbdullÁh ibn MÙsÁ, the brother of the eighth ImÁm 

�. Since they weren’t willing to accept anyone’s ImÁmate without 

evidence, they presented to him some questions, and when they found 
him unable to answer they forsook him.[”] This is because what was 

important to them was the manifestation of this divine aspect in the 

ImÁms’ knowledge. This is also why they would apply this principle to all 

                                                 
1 MowsÙ‘ah al-ImÁm al-JawÁd, vol. 1, pg. 137: 
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the ImÁms and subject them to various questions, and only when they 
felt that they were able to answer them (along with the textual 

declarations of their ImÁmate) would the ImÁmi ShÐÝas recognize them as 

infallible ImÁms. The young ImÁms were no exceptions to this rule; the 
leaders of the ShÐÝas would examine them to become certain of their level 

of knowledge and ability to perform clear miracles. 

On the other hand, the enemies of the ImÁms, who were always waiting 
for an opportunity to marginalize the ImÁms and disperse the ShÐÝas 

from around them, did not sit by idly. Arranging intellectual gatherings 

and the like they strove to make the young age of these ImÁms an excuse 
to altogether marginalize them from society. But the more effort they 

made, the more they debased themselves, and the superior knowledge of 

the ImÁms stood out to their knowledgeable contemporaries. 

In addition, it is obvious to those familiar with the QurÞÁn and stories of 

the prophets that several of them reached the station of prophethood, 

messengership and even ImÁmate at a young age, like ÝIsÁ �3, YaÎyÁ 
�4 etc. The majority of prophets reached this stage, however, at the age 

of forty or older. 

In sum this issue should be referred to the Divine wisdom and 
knowledge, and as in all judgments one should make use of all available 

contexts, evidences, and proofs. As AllÁh i says “Say, O Lord!  Yours is 

the dominion of the sky and the earth; You give the kingdom to whom 
You please and take it from whom You please, and You grant honor to 

whom You please and debase whom You please. All good is in Your 

hands. Verily You have power over all things.”5   

                                                 
3 SÙrat Maryam (19), Verses 29-30: 
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AllÁh i explains similar objections of the Tribes of Israel and replies in 
these words: “The Prophet told them, Verily AllÁh has made TÁlÙt your 

king. They said how can he be king, while we are more worthy of 

kingship than he, and he is lacking in wealth? He [their prophet] said 
AllÁh has chosen him over you and has granted him intellectual and 

physical abilities, and AllÁh gives His kingdom to whomever He pleases, 

and AllÁh is all-encompassing, all-knowing. And the prophet said to 
them, Verily the sign of His kingdom is that there shall come to you the 

chest in which there is tranquility from your Lord and residue of the 

relics of what the children of MÙsÁ and the children of HÁrÙn have left, 
the angels bearing it”6 
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38  
THOSE CONDITIONS THE FULFILMENT OF WHICH 

GUARANTEES THE ACCEPTANCE OF A PRAYER 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What are the conditions that guarantee the fulfilment of 

a prayer? 

Brief Answer 

The word duÝÁ (supplication) literally means “to call”, “to request a 

favour”, “to seek help” and in some cases it is used to denote the general 
meaning of calling. But in its [popular and] technical sense, it refers to 

the act of making a request from AllÁh i. The word duÝÁ and its 

derivatives have been used in the QurÞÁn in approximately thirteen 
different meanings. 

As supplication is a form of worship, it has like all other forms of 

worship certain requirements, the fulfilment of which makes the 
supplication effective in that AllÁh i grants the supplicant’s request and 

elevates him to higher stations of proximity to Himself. 

It is important to note that the acceptance of supplication does not mean 
that the request will be instantaneously granted, and that its consequences 

will become immediately manifest. Hence, in some cases, the result of the 

acceptance might appear after some forty years, or in yet other cases AllÁh 
i may postpone the granting of the request for the hereafter, wherein He 

will bestow on the supplicant blessings many times greater than what he 

had asked for, and this experience will so overwhelm the blessed believer 
that at that moment he will wish that none of his other requests had been 

granted in the world. 
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Scholars of IslÁmic sciences have extracted from the QurÞÁn and the 
aÎÁdÐth of the Infallibles � certain conditions which, if respected, will 

guarantee the acceptance of the supplication. MullÁ Muhsin Fayd 

KÁshÁnÐ enumerates ten such requirements. Ten other requirements have 
been recorded in ÝUddatul DÁÝÐ, while seventeen conditions have been 

put forth in DuÝÁhÁ Wa TahlÐlÁt-i-QurÞÁn. 

By studying the various phrases that are recorded in the aÎÁdÐth relating 
to this topic, it is possible to formulate the conditions that guarantee the 

acceptance of one’s supplications, such as: not asking for a request that is 

in contradiction with the “best universal order” that governs the world; 
the immutable Divine will (in which case the supplication will be 

disregarded); beginning and ending the supplication with blessings upon 

Prophet MuÎammad and his household �; possessing a thorough 
knowledge of AllÁh i, putting our trust only in AllÁh i and no other 

but Him; being sincere and feeling desperately in need of AllÁh i; the 

harmoniousness of one’s heart and tongue in supplicating; being 
disposed to carry out our duties and refrain from committing what AllÁh 

i has forbidden; pleading for forgiveness of one’s sins; being persistent 

in beseeching AllÁh i without loosing hope; knowing that AllÁh i hears 
His servants and heeds their supplications; asking AllÁh i to take care of 

one’s needs the way He deems appropriate and in accordance with what is 

best for him, [not what he himself whimsically desires]. If all these 
conditions are met, the supplicant should have no doubt that the request 

will be granted, although it be at a later time. 

Detailed Answer 

Before venturing to answer the question, the meaning of duÝÁ and the 

reason for its necessity from the perspective of the QurÞÁn will be 

examined briefly.  

The necessity of supplication is not an issue confined to IslÁm; it was also 

a given among the religions of the ancient prophets, and thus they 

informed their people regarding this issue. Moreover, there are many 
instances where the supplications of the ancient prophets have been 

recorded, one of which is IbrÁhÐm’s � supplication and its acceptance 
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recounted in SÙrat IbrÁhÐm, verse 37. Another instance is MÙsÁ’ 
supplication related in SÙrat ÓÁhÁ, verses 25-28. AllÁh i in many verses 

exhorts the believers to supplicate Him (See, among others 2:186 and 

40:60). 

The literal meaning of duÝÁ (supplication) is “calling”, “asking a request”, 

and “pleading for help.” Although in some contexts it denotes merely 

“calling.” 

In its religious usage however, it refers to asking a favour from AllÁh, the 

Exalted. The word duÝÁ and its derivatives that appear in the QurÞÁn hold 

approximately thirteen different meanings, some of which are: “calling”, 
“supplicating”, “asking AllÁh”, “hollering for someone”, “to invite to a 

cause or to someone”, “pleading for help”, “worship”, etc. 

From some verses and aÎÁdÐth, it can be inferred that supplication is a 
form of worship of AllÁh i. Furthermore, in some aÎÁdÐth, we come 

across phrases like “Supplication is the core of worship.” In this light, it 

becomes clear that supplication, like all other forms of worship, has 
certain positive and negative conditions. In other words, in order for a 

supplication to be valid and complete and therefore conducive to Divine 

proximity, the supplicant must furnish certain prerequisites and conform 
to certain manners and pay heed to certain obstacles. It is after realizing 

these conditions that it becomes clear why some supplications are not 

accepted. For AllÁh i is most wise and knowledgeable and, as such, all 
His actions are based on wise and reasonable grounds, and thus His 

granting a request is contingent on whether or not it is conducive to the 

well-being of the supplicant.  

To better understand this; let us imagine a generous and benevolent 

individual who tells people that he will grant any request that is made to 

him. Now, if someone approaches him and asks him for something that 
is detrimental to the his own well-being or something that will entail his 

certain destruction—wrongly thinking that it is advantageous to him—in 

such a case, it is obvious that the appropriate response on the part of the 
generous and benevolent individual should be the rejection of the 

request. On the contrary, to grant the request in question would be an act 

of oppression against the requester [in spite of the latter’s feelings]. And 
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it should be noted that most of the requests that human beings make to 
AllÁh i are harmful for and disadvantageous to them. 

This has been expressed in a sacred ÎadÐth; it reads, “There are those 

amongst My servants for whom only wealth is suitable [as opposed to 
poverty], and were I to consign them to anything else, they would have 

certainly perished. And indeed there are those amongst my servants for 

whom only poverty is suitable, and were I to consign them to anything 
else, they would have indeed perished.”1   

At this point, a question might arise in the reader’s mind: Considering 

the fact that AllÁh i knows what is good for us better than anyone else 
and that He will carry out what He wishes, so what need is there for 

supplication, to request something from AllÁh i? In reply, it suffices to 

say that some of the Divine existential decrees (muqaddarÁt) are 
contingent on the supplication of the servant. That is, if the servant 

supplicates, that will be grounds on which the Divine will would allow 

the bestowal of the request, and if the servant does not supplicate, that 
ground would be lacking, and hence the request would not be granted. 

For instance, if one beseeches AllÁh i to grant him eternal life, AllÁh i 

will not accept such supplication, for it contradicts the Divine will as 
made clear in the QurÞÁn (3:185.; or if one asks AllÁh i to prevent him 

from ever being in need of anyone else, such a request would also be 

denied. It has been narrated that one day ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � 
overheard someone telling his friend, “May AllÁh never afflict you with 

any tribulation or mishap.” On hearing this, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � 

addressed the person and said, “You just asked AllÁh for your friend’s 
death.” That is, as long as one is alive, one will be afflicted with 

tribulations and hardships. 

In commenting on a ÎadÐth, ÝAllÁma MajlisÐ forwards some justifications 
as to why some supplications are not accepted: 
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1. AllÁh’s i promise to grant the requests made to Him is conditioned 
on whether they are in accord with His will, for AllÁh i says, He will 

remove that for which you supplicated Him, if He wished (6:41.. 

2. What is meant by “replying” in the ÎadÐth is the concomitant meaning; 
that is, to hear the supplication of the servant. AllÁh i accepts the 

supplication right away but postpones granting the supplicant’s request 

so that the latter would continue in his supplication, for the believer is 
the beloved of AllÁh i and He loves to hear His beloved. 

3. AllÁh i grants only those requests that are to the advantage of the 

supplicant, for AllÁh i is wise and as such does not jeopardize what is 
advantageous to His servant and conducive to his felicity in trying to 

meet the whimsical wishes of His servant which are in actuality 

detrimental to his well-being. Thus it becomes clear that when such a 
promise (to grant the requests of those who beseech Him) is made by a 

wise being, it must be understood as to pertain only to those requests that 

are to the supplicant’s advantage.2 

In UsÙl al-KÁfÐ, four possibilities have been provided regarding the 

meaning of “reply” [i.e. AllÁh’s reply to His servants’ supplications]:3 

1. AllÁh i grants the supplicant’s request right away; 

2. AllÁh i accepts the supplicant’s request but postpones granting it for 

some time, as He likes to hear the voice of the supplicant; 

3. AllÁh i accepts the supplication but fulfils it not by granting what the 
supplicant had asked for but by erasing the supplicant’s sins, placing it as 

compensation for his wrongs; 

4. AllÁh i accepts the supplication but fulfils it not by granting what the 
supplicant had asked for but by reserving it for the supplicant as 

provision for the hereafter. 

In some cases AllÁh’s i acceptance of the supplication is by way of 
bestowing on the supplicant several times more than what he had asked 

for in the hereafter as he was not aware of what was really in his good, 

                                                 
2 MirÝÁt al-ÝUqÙl, vol. 12 pg. 19-20  
3 al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 330  
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and so when he beholds what bounties AllÁh i has granted him in lieu 
of what he had asked for, he will wish that none of his requests had been 

granted and at that point he will confirm that his supplications have 

been fully accepted.4 

Up to here, the meaning of duÝÁ and its importance have been illustrated. 

The conditions of the acceptance of supplication and why some 

supplications are not accepted were also analyzed. Now it is time to 
consider the question: under what circumstances are supplications 

accepted? Scholars of IslÁm and QurÞÁnic exegetes have, based on their 

understanding of the QurÞÁn and the aÎÁdÐth, enumerated certain 
conditions for the supplication and the supplicant, which if observed 

would render the supplication effectual and thus the request would be 

granted. 

In DuÝÁhÁ Wa TahlÐlÁt-i QurÞÁn, the author mentions seventeen 

conditions for supplication and the manners according to which it 

should be carried out, some of which are: knowledge of AllÁh i; the 
concordance of the supplicant’s heart and tongue; carrying out the 

obligatory duties and refraining from the forbidden acts; repentance; 

uttering the formula of blessings upon the Prophet and his household, 
etc. 

MullÁ MuÎsin FayÃ KÁshÁnÐ also provides ten conditions in MaÎajjah al-
BaydÁ’, in addition to the ten that he quotes from AÎmad ibn Fahd al-
HillÐ’s ÝUddatul DÁÝÐ. They are, among others: determination in 

supplication; supplicating as a group; supplicating with a real devotion of 

the heart [and not perfunctorily]; relying solely on AllÁh i in one’s 
needs, etc. 

In the aÎÁdÐth regarding the guaranteed acceptance of supplications, 

there are some phrases whose mention is not without benefit. 

                                                 
4 MirÝÁt al-ÝUqÙl, vol. 12 pg. 1-5 
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ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � says, “Supplications are always 
behind veils that bar them from reaching the Divine Throne unless they 

are accompanied by blessings to the Prophet and his household.”5 

It is narrated in another account that ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-
ÑÁdiq � said, “Whenever any of you decides to supplicate his Lord, he 

should commence it by blessing the Prophet, for such a blessing is 

accepted before AllÁh and certainly AllÁh is not such that He would 
accept part of the supplication while rejecting the rest.”6   

And yet in another narration, it is recommended that the supplicant bless 

the Prophet at the close of his supplication as well as at the 
commencement. 

ImÁm Íasan b. ÝAlÐ al-MujtabÁ � says, “If a person is vigilant to 

prevent temptations and thoughts that are displeasing to AllÁh from 
entering his heart, I will guarantee that he would be mustajÁb al-daÝwah 

[i.e. that AllÁh will grant all his requests indiscriminately].7 

ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � has been related as having said, 
“Sever all ties of hope from other-than-AllÁh until it [i.e. your hope] relies 

on no other power but AllÁh, then supplicate, for then surely it will be 

accepted.”8 

Also, it has been narrated that the supplication of the oppressed, who has 

no other refuge but AllÁh i, is certainly accepted. 

Thus if the supplication is made in the tone of seeking help, the 
supplicant will not be repelled and his request will be granted. For, the 

Agent Who overlooks the affairs of the creatures and He Who grants the 

requests is perfect and beyond perfect, and His blessings are also perfect 
and beyond perfect, and so if the blessing is not manifest and does not 

affect the creatures, it is due to the defective capacity of the receptacle. 

Thus if the recipient be capable of receiving the blessings, which gush 
forth from an endless reservoir that never shows any sign of scarcity, the 

                                                 
5 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 491 
6 AmÁlÐ, Shaykh SadÙq, vol. 1, pg. 157 
7 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 67 
8 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 72, pg. 107 
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infinitely abundant and rich mines of Divine grace will pour down on 
him.  

Hence, it has been said that human affairs are of three types: one type are 

those which are willed by AllÁh without any need for supplication, in 
which case whether or not the recipient supplicates, he will receive what 

has been allocated for him; the next type are those which will not be 

willed by AllÁh i regardless of whether or not the individual supplicates, 
in which case even if the individual supplicates his request would not be 

granted; the third group are those which AllÁh i wills, provided the 

beneficiary supplicates, and as such AllÁh i will not will it without the 
beneficiary’s supplication. In the latter case, AllÁh’s i granting the 

request is contingent on the supplication of the beneficiary, and as the 

human being is ignorant of the advantageousness or disadvantageousness 
of what he desires, he must not fail to supplicate for all he wants. 

Although, he must not be disappointed if it is not granted, for he should 

know that it was not to his benefit. 

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, supplication is a form of worship, rather 

it is of the best forms of worship, and as such, is very effective in gaining 

proximity to AllÁh i, which is of the most valuable achievements that 
can be sought through worship [and thus the supplicant should not be so 

much concerned as to whether his request is granted or not]. 

After raising one’s hands in supplication, it is recommended, according 
to the aÎÁdÐth and the traditions of the Infallibles �, that he rub his 

hands on his face, for AllÁh’s i grace has replied to those hands 

[although it might appear that the supplicant’s request has not been 
granted]. The hands which have been extended toward AllÁh i in 

supplication will definitely be blessed and so the supplicant will not 

terminate his supplication empty handed, and the hands that have been 
blessed by AllÁh i are sacred. Thus, it is recommended that the 

supplicant rub his hands on his face. 
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SINS AND ITS REPERCUSSIONS 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the reality of sin and how does it affect the soul 

and psyche of the human being? 

Brief Answer 

The above question must be answered in four parts: 

The Reality of SinThe Reality of SinThe Reality of SinThe Reality of Sin    

Sin, which in ÝArabic is referred to as ithm and ÝisyÁn, means to disobey 

the order of the Master and to slip in complying with His wishes. The 

sinful individual, in lieu of following the dictates of reason, obeys his 
desire and anger, which means that he may commit any sin imaginable, 

which if he does, he has actually betrayed himself. Sin is the snare of 

Satan. The inner reality of sin is fire while on the outside it deceives the 
individual by a fleeting sense of pleasure and lust, in temptation of which 

the oblivious human being incurs Divine chastisement. 

The Effects of SinThe Effects of SinThe Effects of SinThe Effects of Sin    

Sin entails harmful consequences for the individual as well as for society 

at large. Its consequences for the individual are, among others: the 

darkening and hardening of one’s heart; depriving the sinner of 
knowledge of the Divine secrets and gnosis; the transformation of the 

heart into a niche for Satan; being barred from self-knowledge; 

relinquishing the pleasure of Divine conversation; the invalidation of the 
sinner’s worship; leading the sinner to denying the hereafter and AllÁh’s 

i reward and punishment.  

The social repercussions of sin consist of the decadence and retrogression 
of the sinful society, although it might appear as though it is headed in 
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the direction of progress. For, in reality, such a society is drawing near to 
its extinction due to neglecting human and moral values. 

The Cause of SinThe Cause of SinThe Cause of SinThe Cause of Sin    

Religious authorities arraign ignorance and obliviousness as the main 
causes for sin. The most effective tactic of an enemy and its first means of 

infiltration is to distract its opposing party. Ignorance is the 

fountainhead of corruption—ignorance of the existential values of 
humanity, of the valuable results of sexual purity (Ýiffah), of the effects of 

sin, etc.  

The Way of SalvationThe Way of SalvationThe Way of SalvationThe Way of Salvation    

Several ways can be enumerated here: 

1. Repentance (which is returning to AllÁh i with the resolute intention 

of abstaining from sin and which encompasses a multitude of grades) and 
pleading for forgiveness. 

2. Reminding oneself of one’s sins. 

3. The remembrance of AllÁh i. 

4. A resolved will [to remain on the straight path]. 

Thus, after the clarification of the meaning of sin and the other related 

issues, attributing sin to AllÁh i becomes meaningless. The issues of 
guidance, being led astray, and the variations in the natures of human 

beings in creation will be dealt with separately. 

Detailed Answer 

Sin—the ÝArabic equivalents of which are ithm and ÝisyÁn—signifies 

disobeying the injunctions of the Lord and the failure to comply with 

His wishes. In other words, the committing of an action which is 
displeasing to the Lord, the Creator, (due to the harm it entails) or to 

avoid an action that has been obligated by Him (due to the benefit it 

entails). Hence, sin is contradictory to the spirit of obedience. 
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In essence, the sinner has deposed the rightful king of his faculties—in 
wit, reason—and has supplanted it with desire and anger, which should 

be in the service of reason. When desire and anger have taken power as 

the rulers of the soul, they will be the sinner’s beloved. Thus, whatever, he 
wishes to do must be pleasing either to desire or to anger, and it is for 

this reason that he commits sin. 

Sin: The SnSin: The SnSin: The SnSin: The Snare of Satanare of Satanare of Satanare of Satan    

In the aÎÁdÐth related from the Ahlul Bayt �, material attachments and 

sins are described as snares of Satan. That is, sins are traps with which 

Satan hunts human beings and ropes with which he enthrals them. Of 
course these ropes are multitudinous, colourful, and come in different 

sizes. Satan lures every person in a special way. Some he entraps with 

wealth, some with positions of power, and others by exploiting their 
sexual drive. 

The flames of Hell are intertwined with sinful and lustful pleasures; that 

is, the interior of the snare is fire and the exterior is pleasure, and the 
human being falls in the trap in the vain attempt to reach the apparent 

pleasures.1 

The Consequences of SinThe Consequences of SinThe Consequences of SinThe Consequences of Sin    

The consequences of sin can be divided into those that befall the 

individual and those that pertain to society. The consequences of sin for 

the individual are:  

1. It contaminates and pollutes the soul. The sinner neither enjoys a 

beneficial sleep in which he would attain any knowledge in the form of a 

truthful dream, neither does he acquire any gnosis in his waking life, nor 
does he find the opportunity to benefit others by teaching them 

something useful to them. Therefore, if the soul—the soul which AllÁh i 

designated as the recipient of Divine revelation and by which He swears 
in His book—is darkened, many secrets would be withheld from it. If it 

is said that the spiritual journeyer should be reticent and careful of what 

                                                 
1 Nahjul BalÁghah, Sermon 176: 

...�% ���7D�� ������C(��W��I�67����3 ...  
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he eats, it is so that he would be able to hear the Divine afflatus, for if 
one desires to hear the inner voice, he must himself keep quiet. 

2. When one pledges allegiance to Satan, submitting to his temptations, 

his heart gradually metamorphoses into the dwelling of Satan, becoming 
his host; and this is a reality expressed by the QurÞÁn.2 The heart of a liar 

is the abode of Satan. But he who is honest in his knowledge and is also 

faithful in the financial trusts that are made to him, the heart of such an 
individual is too pure to host Satan. 

3. Sin is a veil that prevents self-knowledge. The human being forgets 

AllÁh i as a result of his sins and this forgetting of AllÁh i obstructs the 
acquisition of self-knowledge.3 When one capitulates to corruption, he 

has forfeited his life eternally and has enthralled himself, after which 

nothing, not even the flames of Hell, can emancipate, for although fire 
has the potency to melt metal, but if the metal is fiery, that is to say if it 

is fire solidified, then nothing can melt it. 

4. Another entailment of sin is that the sinner is deprived from enjoying 
the pleasures of worship, and so he always wishes that he could enjoy his 

worship, but due to his sins and hardheartedness, he has extirpated the 

capacity of his heart [for such spiritual joys]. Shaykh as-SadÙq narrates in 
his valuable work al-TawhÐd that the eighth ImÁm, ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ 

� was on one occasion asked, “Why is AllÁh veiled?” in whose response, 

the ImÁm said, “He is not veiled. That you do not see Him is due to the 
excess of your sins, which like a veil, blinds your heart to witnessing 

[AllÁh].”4   

                                                 
2 SÙrat al-ShuÝarÁ’ (26), Verse 221-222: 

� ���P��!7��� *M7a�D�� ()�� <���" (5*&*e[�>�9* 
+�J .?5!�G� ?l��1� [�+*# <���" *M7a�D�� �  
3 SÙrat al-MujÁdilah (58), Verse 19: 

� ��  �5�6(!���" �]�I(E�/(= (!7���  (9�g�1 *���x  ���� �Q
#�] (5�J��8 \�(�* �        ����x(!7��� ��(a�% ���� ��� ����x(!7��� ��(a�% �B�e
�5�J ����Q�=��p
�� �  

4 al-TawÎÐd, pg. 252: 
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5. In the corpus of aÎÁdÐth, the topic of the veiling of sins is abundantly 
treated. For instance, in one ÎadÐth, the Prophet � is narrated as having 

said, “When one commits a sin, a black speck appears on his heart. If he 

disowns it and repents, his heart will be purified. But if he repeats the sin, 
the spot spreads, until it overtakes the entire heart.”5   

6. In another ÎadÐth, he is recorded as having said, “The excess of sins 

destroys the heart.”  

7. ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � says, “There is nothing more 

destructive to the heart than sin. Sin affects the heart and eventually 

overwhelms it.”6  

8. Another ÎadÐth related from the latter reads, “I advise you to be pious, 

to abstain from sin, and to be diligent in the course of worship. Be aware; 

worship without abstaining from sin is sterile.”7   

9. A Prophetic ÎadÐth addressed to AbÙ Dharr reads, “O AbÙ Dharr, the 

crux of religion is abstaining from sin and the secret of religion is 

obedience to AllÁh. Beware that should you pray to the extent that your 
back bends like a bow and fast until you are as thin as an arrow—such 

worship would not avail you unless it is coupled with abstaining from 

sin. O AbÙ Dharr, those who have relinquished the forbidden pleasures 
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{�Q��*] �9�3I�6(5 »�1�g7��J ��I�1 �A �	(p�C�" «��(!� �, �1��!\j�1 0�9U ������� (!�+��  
7D���6���.  

5 TafsÐr al-QurtubÐ, vol. 19, pg. 259: 
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��>� .  

6 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 268 and pg. 271: 

�"()� �3�" 0(>�-���� �  ��R �M� :�#���� �3 0��	 *N*MI :���� �()�� ?�(0� 
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7 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 2, pg. 78: 
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of this world and have taken up ascetic lives, they are indeed the friends 
of AllÁh.”8 

10. The Denial of the Hereafter. Sin obstructs the knowledge of the 

hereafter from taking effect. That is, it is possible that one be certain of 
the hereafter, but that certainty be buried under multitudinous layers of 

lustful pollutions, such as that would render that certainty futile.9   

In SÙrat al-MutaffifÐn, the QurÞÁn mentions those who utterly deny the 
hereafter, then it says, “Woe to deniers on that day, who deny the day of 

retribution; and none denies it except every sinful transgressor. When 

Our signs are recited to him, he says, ‘Myths of the ancients.’ No indeed 
their hearts have been sullied by what they have been earning.10” It can be 

clearly inferred from these verses that sin ruins the lustre of the heart, 

such that spiritual truths are not reflected in that originally Divine 
mirror. Otherwise, the signs of the Truth, especially in regard to the 

Origin and the Destination are clear and obvious. 

The Social Effects of SinThe Social Effects of SinThe Social Effects of SinThe Social Effects of Sin    

Sin leads to social decadence and the increase of crime. It hinders even 

the activities of the effective individuals of society due to the far-reaching 

consequences of sin, thus obstructing the progress of that society.  
                                                 
8 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 74, pg. 86-87: 
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9 SÙrat al-JÁthÐyah (45), Verse 23: 
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The Cause of Sin: Ignorance and ObliviousnessThe Cause of Sin: Ignorance and ObliviousnessThe Cause of Sin: Ignorance and ObliviousnessThe Cause of Sin: Ignorance and Obliviousness    

The most effective of weapons of an enemy and the quickest way for the 

enemy to infiltrate is by heedlessness. If Satan succeeds in making human 

being heedless, then there is no need for him to make the extra effort of 
deceiving the human being by compound ignorance. If by Satan’s 

temptations, the righteous thought is effaced from one’s mind, Satan will 

be at ease. Ignorance is the fountainhead of the spreading of corruption.  

The verses pertaining to the story of YÙsuf � illustrate that sinful love 

and sexual perversion stem from ignorance: ignorance of the existential 

values of humanity, of the valuable results of sexual purity and 
moderation, of the repercussions of sin and ultimately ignorance of the 

injunctions of AllÁh i. 

The Way of Redemption from SinThe Way of Redemption from SinThe Way of Redemption from SinThe Way of Redemption from Sin    

Several methods may be mentioned for extrication from sin: 

1. Repentance and pleading for forgiveness. Tawbah (repentance) literally 

means “to return.” When a servant returns to his master, it is said that he 
has done tawbah. The Most Sacred Essence in the QurÞÁn exhorts all 

believers to repent. 

2. Remembering One’s Sins. 

3. The Remembrance of AllÁh i. 

4. The Human Will Factor. 





 

40 
MAGNANIMITY 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is magnanimity (kirÁmah)? How can we become 

magnanimous? In AllÁh’s i view, what stations do the 

magnanimous hold? 

Brief Answer 

Magnanimity means to be far away from lowliness. The soul of he who is 

pure from every low attribute is called magnanimous. Magnanimity is 

opposed to lowliness. To reach the highest peak of magnanimity, one 
must be equipped with piety, which is staying away from anything that 

leads to sin. 

As the Commander of the Faithful, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, 
“He who is pious will achieve what he desires and AllÁh will make him to 

dwell in the house of magnanimity; the house that is AllÁh’s alone. Its 

ceiling is the Throne of The Lord; its brightness comes from Divine 
Beauty; angels and the friends and companions of prophets frequent this 

house.” 

Detailed Answer 

Magnanimity means to be far away from lowliness. The soul of he who is 

pure from every low attribute is called magnanimous. Lowliness stands in 

opposition to magnanimity. 
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MagMagMagMagnanimity from the Infallibles’ Viewpointnanimity from the Infallibles’ Viewpointnanimity from the Infallibles’ Viewpointnanimity from the Infallibles’ Viewpoint    

According to a saying of the Noble Prophet �, “The Almighty AllÁh is 

magnanimous and he likes magnanimity.”1   

As ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said: 

1. “He who gives before he is asked to is magnanimous.”2   

2. “The troubling times do not have an effect on the magnanimous 

person’s soul.”3 

3. “The magnanimous person is he who stays away from what is 

forbidden of him and is free from all faults.”4 

4. “The magnanimous person is disgusted with every thing that the low 
person takes pride in.”5 

5. “The magnanimous person is he who uses his wealth to protect his 

honour but the low person protects his wealth with his honour.”6 

6. “The person who fathoms the magnanimity and grandeur of the 

human spirit comes to see the entire world and all that is in it as being of 

little worth and consequence.”7 

                                                 
1 Muntakhab MÐzÁn al-Íikmah, no. 5493: 

 �MI�=�� ()�"� ���� � : ����� �����@�Q��
�� �d�E�	 S5.	�Q�� .  
2 Ghurar al-Íikam, no. 1389: 
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3 Ibid., no. 1555: 
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4 Ibid., no. 1565: 
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5 Ibid. no. 1771: 
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6 Ibid. no 2159: 
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7 Ibid. no. 9130: 
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The opposition between magnanimity and lowliness has been clearly 
demonstrated by traditions of the noble ImÁms �. Magnanimity is an 

ethical value. It is one of the names of AllÁh i. In contrast, everything 

that distances man from AllÁh i has its roots in lowliness. As the Noble 
prophet � has said, “The love of the world is the root of every sin and 

the start of every transgression.”8  The world has been named dunyÁ 

because it is lesser than everything.9   

When we pay attention to the fact that lowliness is in opposition to 

magnanimity and because the words danÐ, dinÁ’at, and dunyÁ are 

etymologically from the same root (d-n-y, “to be low”), we cannot seek 
magnanimity in the love of the world. This is because, as ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. 

AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “The world makes man abased,”10 and 

magnanimity stands in opposition to abasement.  

In order to reach the peaks of magnanimity we must arm ourselves with 

the weapons of piety and stay away from every kind of worldliness. As the 

Commander of the Faithful, ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, 
“Magnanimity cannot come into existence without piety.”11   

AllÁh i says, “The most honourable amongst you with AllÁh is the most 

pious.”12  

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � says, “Honour is piety.”13 He has also stated, 

“Piety means to stay away from everything that causes one to sin.”14  

                                                                                                                

� �D(!�" 0�1 ��!(9�-�� �W�Q�w�F � �8
C�9 (����Q�� ()��.  
8 Ibid., no. 2194: 
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9 Ibid., no. 2121: 
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11 Nahjul BalÁghah, short saying no. 113: 
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He has also said, “Certainly fear of AllÁh is the medicine for your hearts; 
sight for the blindness of your spirits; the cure for the ailments of your 

bodies; the rectifier of the evils of your breasts; the purifier of the 

pollution of your minds; the light of the darkness of your eyes; the 
consolation for the fear of your hearts and the brightness for the gloom 

of your ignorance. Therefore, make obedience to AllÁh the way of your 

life and not only your outside covering. Make it your inner habit instead 
of only an outer routine, subtle enough to enter your ribs through your 

heart; the guide for all your affairs; the watering place (on the Day of 

Judgment); the intercessor for the achievement of our aims; asylum for 
the day of your fears; the lamp of the interior of your graves; the 

company of your loneliness and deliverance from the troubles of your 

abodes. Certainly, obedience to AllÁh is a protection against encircling 
calamities, expected dangers and the flames of burning fires. Therefore, 

whoever has fear of AllÁh, troubles remain away from him after having 

been near, affairs become sweet after their bitterness, waves (of trouble) 
recede from him after having crowded over him, difficulties become easy 

for him after occurring, generosity rains fast over him after there had 

been famine, mercy bends over him after it had been loath, the favours of 
AllÁh spring forth on him after they been dried and blessings descend 

over him in showers after being scarce.”15 
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The Noble QurÞÁn introduces man’s spirit as a noble being. If man 
becomes noble, he has transcended his natural being and found his 

original kernel. Because obedience to AllÁh i is in accordance with the 

kernel of man, disobedience and sin are secondary to him. Honour 
however is not like this, because it is in the nature of man. AllÁh i says, 

“We honoured man.”16 If man was created just from dust, honour and 

magnanimity would not be essential to him. Man however has both a 
principal and a secondary nature. His secondary nature returns to dust 

and his essence is related to AllÁh.  

In the Noble QurÞÁn, AllÁh i attributes the spirit to himself and the 
body to the earth.17 He doesn’t say I created man from dust and an 

immaterial spirit. Rather He says, I created man from dust then blew of 

My Spirit into him. Because man’s spirit pertains to the AllÁh the all-
Noble and the all-Honourable, it therefore has a portion of honour. Thus 

the Spirit of AllÁh i is no different from the spirit of nobility. 

As ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � has said, “AllÁh has enjoined you to piety. 
He made it the extent of His happiness and His wish from His servants. 

Therefore, fear AllÁh in whose presence you stand and in whose hand is 

your will, and who sees all your actions and movements. If you hide 
something, He knows it, and if you show it He will record it. He uses 
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honourable angels to record your actions. Neither do they forget to 
record what deserves to be written nor do they record what does not exist. 

You should remember that he who takes up piety, frees himself from 

mischief, flees darkness by means of the light of guidance, AllÁh places 
him in the way station of honour, the house that is reserved for AllÁh. Its 

roof is the throne of AllÁh. Its light is the illumination of AllÁh’s 

Greatness. Its pilgrims and friends are the angels and its inhabitants are 
the Divine Prophets.”18 

                                                 
18 Nahjul BalÁghah, sermon 183: 

...�/�b��% �� �k��Y�� <�6�/(D�� ��6�����b �� H�I
N7/���3 (5*#��F(�� �� � �D(!���3 (5�/(9� c�4��� � ���� �I*N7���1 � �N
��, ()�� � 
 �B���4�3 �+�#�� (-�R � �>�/�# (5�/(D��("� 
��� �� � �����" (5��(��Q(=� 
��� � �/�_(>�R 0�1 (5*&�>T��N�� �� �k�-�!�3 (5*&!�F��I�9 ��

 $����Q�# $j�2�C�%�� �� $�¬N�% ��I*x�N(8�	 ���/�>
{�	  $�b�Q(p�� � �� 
+��(X�	 � ���� ��7/�	 ()�� � 79� �I����("� �� �$��P��3 ��I
 ?���u 0�1 �k�-(D�" �j����Q�&
�� �M�a(D�� � 
��a(D�	 �� � �8
C�9 (��6�/(�� ���!�1 �k(-~��p�	 �� �5��T2�� �)�� $��I�9 �� �)�/�C
�� �)��

� ��(Q�" ��6T��h � �8
C�D�� ��6���D�x(F��� ��J���7��v �� � �/�X(6�3 ��J��I�9 �� �A *��=�� ��J�̀ ��N�1�� �� � �/�&�O...  



 

41 
PURE WINE IN THE NOBLE QURÞAN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the “sharÁban tahÙran” mentioned in the 

QurÞÁn (sometimes translated as “pure wine”)? 

Brief Answer 

“SharÁb” means something which can be drunk and “tahÙr” means that 

which is in itself pure and uncontaminated and also makes other things 
pure. We can gather from various verses that in heaven there are various 

kinds of drinks that are pure and refreshing. The term “SharÁban 
TahÙran” has been mentioned in one of these verses: “Their Lord will 
serve them with the pure drink.”1  

There are three views as to what this drink isThere are three views as to what this drink isThere are three views as to what this drink isThere are three views as to what this drink is::::    

1. Some have said this drink is what believers will drink in paradise after 
having eaten heavenly foods. This drink will clear all internal wastes. The 

only thing left will appear in the form of a fragrant perspiration on the 

skin. 

2. Others have taken this drink to be spiritual blessings for spiritual 

progress. As narrated from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq �, 

“When the believer drinks the ‘pure drink’ he forgets everything other 
than AllÁh and turns solely towards his Master.” 

A narration from ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir � says “When the 

believers drink from it AllÁh cleans their hearts from envy.” 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-InsÁn (71), Verse 21: 

�... �z�I�6�P �z3��Q�� (5�6�3�� (5�J��N�=�� ...� 
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3. A third group has combined the previous two opinions. They have said 
that since man is a beautiful combination of the dark soil and a divine 

soul, he needs not only material sustenance but also spiritual blessings.  

Just as the spiritual wayfaring of people differs so too does the rewards 
they receive in heaven. In some verses of the Noble QurÞÁn the drinks in 

paradise have been mentioned in very beautiful phrases: the most 

beautiful cup-bearers; tall with pretty faces and deep-set eyes, going 
around with chalices of a pure drink amongst the believers in heaven; a 

very clear drink that gives them an indescribable feeling. This drink does 

not demolish the intellect, nor do they become intoxicated and drunk 
with it.  

Other verses relate that the “abrÁr” will drink from a refreshing drink 

called “rahÐq makhtÙm.” This drink has a scented seal on it which keeps 
it from any type of contamination.  

The “muqarrabÙÙn’s” share will be from the spring called “tasnÐm.” The 

cup-bearer will be the Lord himself and the chalice will be the truth of 
knowledge and love towards Him.  

There is a narration from the Noble Prophet � that he said “TasnÐm is 

the noblest drink in paradise which MuÎammad � and his progeny will 
drink and the AÒÎÁb YamÐn and the rest will drink from a mixture that 

contains some of it.” 

Thus, as people are of different levels in this world, they will be in 
different levels in paradise as well. What they enjoy from paradise will be 

according to their spiritual capacity. This is why the Noble QurÞÁn 

mentions them with different terms calling a group “aÒÎÁb yamÐn” others 
“abrÁr” and some “muqarrabÙn.” Their rewards will also be according to 

their ranks. 

Detailed Answer 

“SharÁb” means something which can be drunk. It has been used in the 

QurÞÁn with this meaning. “Many fruits and drinks are at their 
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disposal.”2  

AllÁh i also says, “He sends down water from the sky from which you 

drink.”3 The word “TahÙr” means that which is in itself pure and 

uncontaminated and which also makes other things pure, just as He says 
in the QurÞÁn, “We sent down purifying water from heaven.”4 

We can gather from various verses that in heaven there are various kinds 

of drinks that are pure5 and refreshing. The liquids that flow in the 
riverbeds of heaven differ from the drinks of this world not only in their 

substance but also in their qualities. This is because the rivers of this 

world only flow with water and after a while their water becomes rancid. 
But the rivers of heaven are special in both regards.  

The Noble QurÞÁn points to four kinds of liquid that flow in four 

different riverbeds in heaven: the river of water that quenches thirst; the 
river of milk that satiates hunger; the river of honey that gives pleasure 

and strength; and the river of wine for happiness.6  These liquids have 

been created in such a way that the passing of time does not corrupt 
them. In other verses an indication is made to a drink called “RaÎÐq 
MakhtÙm”7 or that which is mixed with camphor8 or zanjabÐl9. In one 

                                                 
2 Surat ÑÁd (38), Verse 51: 

� ... ?���Q���� ?��̂ �{�# ?j�6�#��C�3 ��6!�1 ��I�"(-�	 �  
3 SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), Verse 10: 

� � (D�� (5*&�� ����� �����78�� �)�� �M�a(9� c�4��� �I�J S���Q�� �  
4 SÙrat al-FurqÁn (25), Verse 48: 

���78�� �)�� ��D
��a(9���  $��I�6�P ����� ����  
5 This apparently does not refer to the legal sense of purity [i.e. ÔahÁrah opposite to 

nijÁsah], because there cannot be filth or nijÁsah in paradise. There are only different 
levels of perfection. 

6 SÙrat MuÎammad (47), Verse 15: 

�        ��6!�1 ��I*N7/��
�� �-�"�� 0�/��� �j7D�X
�� *+�{��S���6(9�  �� ()�� �    ?)�=U �Q(!�m ?�S���6(9���      � ��(��P (Q7!�w�/�	 (5�� ?)�>�� ()�� 
S���6(9����3���7���� ?��4�� ?Q(��, ()�� . ��S���6(9���}C�Z�� ?+�8�" ()�� <...  �  

7 SÙrat al-MutaffifÐn (83), Verse 25: 

� ?@I�/.(p�� ?�!�%�� ()�� ��(I�N(8�	 �  
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verse mention is made of a pure drink10 that the Lord will give; the sÁqÐ, 
or cupbearer, being AllÁh i himself. 

We can summarize the viewpoints of QurÞÁnic commentators regarding 

the special “wine” of heaven into three basic views: 

1. The meaning of “pure drink” is a type of drink which the people of 

heaven drink after eating heavenly food. It cleans all inner wastes. Only 

perspiration is excreted by the body which gives off a beautiful fragrance. 
This is a materialistic interpretation of the blessings of heaven with the 

difference that what is found there is better and more long-lasting than 

what is found here. The traditions11 and verses of the QurÞÁn have 
described the drinks of heaven in the most beautiful of ways with the 

most extraordinary cupbearers who revolve around the people of heaven 

and give them an intensely white drink in which there is no corruption 
of the mind and by which they do not become inebriated.12 

2. The meaning behind the aforementioned drink is spiritual blessings. In 

the QurÞÁnic commentary, al-MÐzÁn, there are indications that this “pure 
drink” cleans one spiritually from forgetfulness of AllÁh i and removes 

the curtains and barriers between us and Him.  

As narrated from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq �, “When the 
believer drinks the ‘pure drink’ he forgets everything other than AllÁh 

                                                                                                                
8 SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 5: 

� �z�I*1��# ��6�b��a�� ����# ?�
g�# ()�� ��I�3�Q(��	 ����Q(3�V� ���� �  
9 SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 17: 

� (9�v ��6�b��a�� ����# �z=
g�# ��6!�1 ��(I�N(8�	��$A!�>�X �  
10 Ibid., Verse 21: 

� �z�I�6�P �z3��Q�� (5�6�3�� (5�J��N�=�� �  
11 One example is Îadith no. 30 in NÙr al-Thaqalayn, vol. 5, pp. 32-33. 
12 SÙrat al-ÑÁffÁt (37), Verses 45-47: 

� �x�	..    ?����� ()�� ?�
g�&�3 (5�6(!���" ��� .  ���3���7���� ?��4�� ����_(!�3 .��   ��6!�1 \M(I�m      �.�6(D�" (5.�J ���� 
(D�	.��I*1�a �  

Also see SÙrat al-Zukhruf (43), Verse 7 
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and turns solely towards his Master.”13 In the QurÞÁnic commentary, 
Ayab al-BayÁn, it is written that the “pure drink” cleans the hearts of the 

good from evil attributes and bad ethical traits and from the imaginary 

desires and from all sadness and misery.  

In a narration from ImÁm MuÎammad b. ÝAlÐ al-BÁqir �, he mentions 

that “When the believers drink from it AllÁh cleans their hearts from 

envy.”14  

Some great personalities have said that since drawing ourselves in the love 

of AllÁh i and cutting off all ties from other than AllÁh i is the 

ultimate purity, everything which lacks that, lacks the quality of purity. 
This is a general principle and is one of the pearls of wisdom of the noble 

family of the Prophet �. Its message has been communicated by ImÁm 

JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � when he said: “This drink cleans their 
bodies and their souls from other than that Pure Essence. It is only That 

Noble Essence of AllÁh and His remembrance that cleans man from 

impurities.”15 

3. It can be gathered from some QurÞÁnic commentaries that they have 

attempted to combine the above two viewpoints. They say that since man 

is a combination of lowly mud and the Spirit of AllÁh i, he needs not 
only material sustenance but also spiritual blessings.  

Just as the spiritual wayfaring of people differs, so do the rewards they 

receive in heaven. Some like the good taste of the refreshing drink of 
“RaÎÐq MakhtÙm” and are satiated by it. It is a drink which has been 

sealed with the musk of immaculateness from falsehood.  

                                                 
13 MajmaÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 10, pg. 223: 

 ¡�I�= ?�(0�� [�+*� ()�� (5�J�Q[�6�x�	� ����.  
14 al-KÁfÐ, vol. 8, pg. 96: 

...\��Qf6�x�� S)(!�" ���Q�X7��� �����	 ()�" �� �)�� (5�6�3I*�*R ��6�3 � ���� �Qf6�x�!�1 $j�3(Q�� ��6(D�� ��(I�N(8�!�1 �M��R \j�!~#�a�� 
�-�8�E
��...  

15 MajmaÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 10, pg. 223: 

�	�x[�6�Q�J(5�" ()*# [�+�� (0?��= �I H����� 
]� r�� ��P �J�Q�� ()�� �-�9?;�3 ��?�(0�� �)�V� 
#�I������ r£� .  
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The drink of those drawn near (muqarrabin) is the water of tasnÐm. In a 
tradition from ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-SÁdiq �, it has been 

stated that “TasnÐm is the most blessed of drinks in heaven, from which 

MuÎammad and his Noble Progeny drink. The rest of the people of 
heaven drink from a mixture of that.”16 The cupbearer of that drink is 

AllÁh i Himself17 and the chalice will be the truth of knowledge and love 

towards Him.18  

From what we have said, we can understand that just as in this world 

people differ in their degrees of perfection; in heaven they also have 

different degrees of perfection. Their share of the blessings of paradise is 
equivalent to their spiritual capacity. That is why they have been called by 

different names in the Noble QurÞÁn. What is certain is that the blessings 

of heaven are filled with pleasure and happiness, but not exactly like the 
pleasures of this world. 

                                                 
16 BiÎar al-AnwÁr, vol. 8, pg. 150: 

�� �5!�D(87/��(��Q���� �Q?���1 
�� 0�X7D�j�	 (��Q�3� �� �E7�S-�� *MU�� �E7�?-�F (Q$�1�� r�	(��a�t�� �g(F�E���
�� �!���� 
���=�O��Q� (J�+
�� �X7D�j.  

17 SÙrat al-InsÁn (76), Verse 21: 

� ...  �z�I�6�P �z3��Q�� (5�6�3�� (5�J��N�=���   
18 SÙrat al-MutaffifÐn (83), Verses 27-28: 

� ?5!�D(8�� ()�� � �b��a���� .��I�37Q�N��
�� ��6�3 ���Q(��	 �zD(!�" �  



 

42 
THE PREREQUISITES FOR UNDERSTANDING THE QURÞAN 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What are the prerequisites for understanding the 

QurÞÁn? 

Brief Answer 

The QurÞÁn is the eternal miracle of the Prophet MuÎammad �. It is a 

book that illuminates all things. Though it is composed of simple words 
and phrases, it is stated in a high literary style and conveys ideas that soar 

far beyond the comprehension of a normal human being. To perceive its 

essence and accurately derive laws from it, is immensely difficult. Thus, 
despite the fact that the QurÞÁn is “clear,” to properly understand it and 

act upon it takes great effort. 

The prerequisites to understanding the QurÞÁn are of two kinds: 

Exoteric: One must have a firm grasp on:Exoteric: One must have a firm grasp on:Exoteric: One must have a firm grasp on:Exoteric: One must have a firm grasp on:    

a. The ÝArabic language with all its intricacies; 

b. The history of IslÁm; 

c. The circumstances that surrounded the revelation of the various verses; 

d. Narrations that are directly relevant to the exegesis of the QurÞÁn; 

e. The general verses and the specific ones; the unqualified verses and the 
qualified; the verses that abrogate and those that are abrogated. 

Esoteric: Esoteric: Esoteric: Esoteric:     

a. One must have the spiritual purity that comes from the fear of AllÁh 
i. 

b. One must not be arrogant. 
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Detailed Answer 

Among the basic tenants of IslÁm is the belief that the Prophet 

MuÎammad � is the final prophet and his religion is the final religion. 

It follows that the QurÞÁn must accompany man until the Day of 
Judgment providing him with guidance. Thus, after the prophethood of 

MuÎammad �, there is no excuse left to those who wish to flee from 

their duty toward AllÁh i. 

On the one hand, this book describes itself as “light”1, “clear”2, “a 

clarifier”3, and “a proof.”4  It claims with emphasis that it is easy to 

understand and easy to benefit from.5 On the other hand, the QurÞÁn 
repeatedly calls its readership to ponder and criticises those who fail to 

do so.6 Our challenge is to find the harmony between these two sets of 

verses. 

The QurÞÁn is “light” because it originates with the One who is the Light 

of the Heavens and Earth.7 It therefore, is not only luminous, but it 

illuminates other than itself. It follows that it is “clear” and evident to all. 
It is a “clarifier” because it also clarifies all that is external to itself. It is a 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-TaghÁbun (64), Verse 8: 

��1 ��e ��D
��a(9� c�4��� ��I�D�� �� � ��I�=���� � �����3 �I�D���  
2 SÙrat YÁsÐn (36), Verse 69: 

� S��>�� \�U�Q*R �� SQ
#�] ���� �I�J 
��� �  
3 SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), Verse 89: 

��� [�+*&�� $�DS!(>�� ����/�&
�� �B(!���" ��D
�7a�9��  ?�(0�  
4 SÙrat al-NisÁ’ (4), Verse 174: 

�S)SJ(Q�3 (5*#����b (-�R ���7D�� ��6�	� ��	  �  
5 SÙrat al-DukhÁn (44), Verse 58: 

� ����Q�#�4�/�	 (5�6������ �B�9��8���3 � S9(Q78�	 ���79�s�1 �  
6 SÙrat MuÎammad (47), Verse 24: 

�����Q73�-�/�	 �A�1�  ��6*���C
R� ?�I*�*R <.��" (@� ��U�Q*N
�� �  
7 SÙrat al-NÙr (24), Verse 35: 

� �� �K(��V� �� �W��IS�78�� ��I�9 � ����  
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“proof” because it removes all doubt and provides overwhelming proof 
against anyone who chooses to disbelieve in it. 

Its surface meaning is comprehensible to all as attested to by anyone who 

understands ÝArabic. It uses no confounding words or phrases. It does 
not employ any strange ÝArabic dialects. It also refrains from using the 

jargon specific to any particular field that its reader would require 

specialized knowledge to comprehend it. 

The content of the QurÞÁn is far from the decadence of the Age of 

Ignorance. It does not speak of lustful desire or power mongering and 

pillaging. Rather the QurÞÁn has provided guidance to man from the 
time it was revealed until now, and will continue to do so until the Day 

of Judgment. It leads him to the epitome of humanity and everlasting 

felicity. It leads him to the gnosis and benefaction that lead to the 
perfection of the soul. It warns him of the lethal danger of saturating 

one’s base desires in worldly pleasures. 

Despite all this, much of the QurÞÁn’s content is supernatural though it 
has been written using a very material vocabulary. To convey these ideas, 

it employs parables, stories, vernacular phrases, argumentation, words of 

admonishment, warnings and promises, and theological proofs. It is for 
this reason that the QurÞÁn requires an interpreter. The first exegete of 

the QurÞÁn is the QurÞÁn itself. According to the QurÞÁn the next 

interpreter is the Prophet � and then the ImÁms �. In the wake of the 
Infallibles, scholars have striven to collect aÎÁdÐth related to the exegesis 

of the QurÞÁn. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib � says, “This is AllÁh’s book. Through it you 
gain insight. Through it you speak. And through it you hear. Some of its 

verses explain others. Some of its verses bear witness to others.”8 It was 

the practice of the ImÁms � to bring several disparate verses together in 

                                                 
8 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermon 133: 

�#�/������� � �� (>�Z�Q����3 � �� r��(D�x*N��I�3 � �� r��(8������I�3 � �� �	(D�x���3 (��_� �3 �>(�?̈�� r�	(��6�-�3 (��_� �"  <�
�3(�?̈.  
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order to derive a law. They would explain the meaning of the verses to 
their disciples. 

The QurÞÁn states: “I swear by the places where the stars set. Indeed it is a 

great oath, should you know. This is indeed a noble QurÞÁn, in a guarded 
Book—no one touches it except the pure—gradually sent down from the 

Lord of the Worlds.”9 

And in another place it says: “AllÁh only desires to repel all impurity 
from you, O People of the Household, and to purify you thoroughly.”10 

According to these two verses, it is the Prophet � and his household that 

are pure and have a comprehensive knowledge of the QurÞÁn. In other 
verses the QurÞÁn introduces the Prophet as its exegete and commands 

the believers to submit to his command.11 

In turn, the Prophet � has introduced the members of his household as 
the inseparable cohorts of the QurÞÁn. He informed us that the two can 

never diverge and that neither one suffices us of the other.12  For this 

reason, we not only need to work to understand the QurÞÁn, but must 
also struggle to comprehend the traditions of the Infallibles. Accordingly, 

we must investigate the tools that will enable us to comprehend these two 

bodies of knowledge and the obstacles we must overcome to comprehend 
them. 

                                                 
9 SÙrat al-WÁqiÝah (56), Verses 75-80: 

�    �@I�X�D�� �n�R��I���3 �5�8
R* �A�1 .  � 79����67!&:f:>   ��I����(��� (I�� 67*)8!9 . � 79����4<Q1f:> N)Q:2,67    ?��.�/�# 0.�1

&��.?�I�D .����Q76�x��
�� ���� � �8���	 �� .(D��.\+	�a���������
�� [���� ()��  �  

10 SÙrat al-AÎzÁb (33), Verse 33: 

� ���� �-	�Q�	 ���79���5*&(D�" �d�J
4�!�� � �ẑ �6
x�� (5*#�Q[�6�x�	�� ��(!�>
�� �+(J� �;(b[�Q��  �  
11 SÙrat al-NisÁ’  (4), Verse 59: 

� I��!�P� �I�D��U �)	�4��� ��6�	� ��	���� ��*�� �MI�=7Q�� �I��!�P��� � (5*&(D�� �Q(��V� 0�� ...�  
12 al-GhadÐr, vol. 1, pg. 176: 

 0[�9�� r���7D�� ��6�	�6�)� !Z0�/(!�3 �+(J� 0���Q(/�" �� � ���� ����/�� �����N�{�� �5*�!�1 ... <�/�% ��R�Q�/
C�	 ()�� ����679��
�K(I�E
�� 70���" ��u�Q�	...  
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The prerequisites for understanding the QurÞÁn and aÎÁdÐth are of two 
kinds: 

1. One must attain a purity of soul and a desire to seek the truth so that 

he can approach the “pure ones.” As the QurÞÁn says, “Only the humble 
can be reminded.” 

 From the other side, one must eliminate arrogance and prejudice and 

approach the QurÞÁn with fear and humility, for just as arrogance 
distances one from AllÁh’s i proximity, so does it blind the heart, 

thereby preventing it from comprehending the QurÞÁn. 

2. The exoteric prerequisites for understanding the QurÞÁn are as follows: 

a. One must have a thorough knowledge of the ÝArabic language: both its 

vocabulary and grammar. These can be attained through the disciplines 

of morphology, syntax, rhetoric, style and vocabulary. 

b. One must have an in-depth knowledge of IslÁmic history and the 

circumstances surrounding the revelation of the verses. He must know 

the QurÞÁnic sciences. For example, he must know the general verses and 
the specific ones; the unqualified verses and the qualified; the verses that 

abrogate and those that are abrogated. 

c. He must seek protection from AllÁh i from the cunning of Satan and 
from the trickery of his own lower soul. 

Saying:  

��"(I *]�3����� �� �)7��� (!�x���7Q�� �b�5!  
d. He should start by saying the bismillÁh. 

e. He should know all the verses that are in any way related to the verse in 

question as well as all the narrations that speak to the verse. The latter is 
especially important because the verses of the QurÞÁn have deeper, hidden 

meanings that no one other than the Infallibles can access. 

f. One must put aside all personal bias so that he can effectively 
comprehend what the QurÞÁn has to say. If he finds that the QurÞÁn 
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contradicts his previous understanding, he must accept the QurÞÁn’s 
teaching and abandon his prejudice. Otherwise, he will end up imposing 

his own view on the QurÞÁn (al-tafsÐr bi al-ra’y). 

g. One must look at the QurÞÁn from a metaphysical viewpoint so that he 
does not attribute physical traits to AllÁh i nor liken him to his 

creation. To do this, he must interpret equivocal verses (al-mutashÁbihÁt) 
in light of unequivocal ones (al-muÎkamÁt) and authentic traditions. 

h. One must also be aware of the needs of the day. He should be aware of 

scientific advancements and should keep a look out for the fulfilment of 

certain divine promises that are found in the QurÞÁn. In this way he will 
better be able to satisfy the needs of the younger generation. As ImÁm 

JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � says: “AllÁh has not sent this QurÞÁn 

for one age or another, not for one people or another. Rather, it is 
perpetually fresh and attractive to all people.”14 

However, one must be careful not to impose his own view on the QurÞÁn. 

The Prophet � says, “Learn the QurÞÁn and recite it. It is a means of 
remembering AllÁh. It is both a provision for you and a burden. Thus, 

follow the QurÞÁn, and do not make it follow you. If the QurÞÁn leads 

someone, it leads him to Paradise. But if one leads the QurÞÁn, it shoves 
him into hellfire.” 

i. One’s intention in reading and studying the QurÞÁn should not be 

limited to attaining the reward for reading it, nor to using the verses in 
speaking and writing. Instead of making the QurÞÁn an investment for 

this world, he should make it an investment for the afterlife. He should 

seek insight and understanding, and should seek to act according to its 
precepts. AllÁh i forbid that his studies subject him to the punishment 

of the scholar who fails to act according to his knowledge. 

                                                 
14 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 89, pg. 15: 
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j. When he reads verses concerning AllÁh’s i mercy and his promises of 
Paradise, he should feel hopeful and should enjoin himself to obey AllÁh 

i and to abandon sin. And when he reads verses containing threats of 

hellfire and descriptions of its punishment, he should frighten himself of 
sinning against AllÁh i. All this is to purify his heart and prepare the 

way to eternal felicity. 

k. When he reads verses that describe the believers and those who fear 
AllÁh i and do righteous deeds, and when he reads verses describing the 

disbelievers, the pagans, the beliers and the hypocrites, he should weigh 

himself against the scale of the QurÞÁn. He should take account of 
himself, and purify himself of all bad attributes and adorn himself with 

righteousness. As AllÁh i has said, “I have only created Mankind and the 

Jinn to worship me.” 





 

43 
A QUESTION REGARDING VERSE 80 OF SURATUL KAHF 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Regarding verse 80 of SÙrah al-Kahf, where Khidr � 

explains his reason for killing the young boy- in view of the Divine 

principle of not recording evil deeds or punishing people for them 

before they have taken place, some questions arise… 

1. Although AllÁh i knew that this youth would commit evil deeds in 

the future, why wasn’t he granted respite (in accordance with the Divine 
method) until he could witness his own evil deeds in the future? Is this 

not predeterminism? 

2. Was that youth favored with Divine grace because of his believing 
parents, and since he died before performing those evil deeds, will he no 

longer be punished? 

3. Or since AllÁh i knew that he would disobey Him in the future, will 
he be punished in the hereafter? 

Answer 

In view of the explanations that emerge from QurÞÁnic commentaries, 

traditions, and the context of the verses, the incident of killing that 

teenage boy (ghulÁm) was not a chance event or as a result of a conflict; 

rather, Khidr � proceeded to kill him without any preliminary 
exchange of words. So there is no possibility of there being any mental 

inclination or anger involved in this event, and the questioner’s mind 

comes to accept the fact that though there were no provoking or inciting 
factors involved, without doubt the killing had wisdom and special 

reason behind it. It did not follow from base desires. The action was 
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undertaken by someone about whom the QurÞÁn says, “One of Our 
servants whom We granted mercy from Ourselves and whom we granted 

knowledge from Ourselves”1—one of Our servants whose hearts’ vessel 

We filled with Our exclusive mercy and whom We taught from Our select 
knowledge. 

So we can be certain that personal desire was not involved. But in terms 

of its emotional wisdom and how it can be believed that such a person 
would undertake to kill a young man, an answer is required, which is 

presented as follows. 

It is understood from some traditions that when Prophet MÙsÁ � saw 
this scene, he was profoundly shocked, and because he saw the killing as 

unjustified based on its outward appearance, he turned to Khidr � and 

said, “Did you kill an innocent person who wasn’t worthy of death? What 
you have done is unacceptable and abhorrent.”  

At this point, Khidr � briefly explains his reason for what he did “The 

Divine will and wisdom are superior to all things, and the 
unsophisticated intellect of human beings cannot comprehend the finer 

points of AllÁh’s i affairs and His will. Thus, human intellects have no 

authority over His will; rather, His will holds sway over human intellects. 
So don’t just rely on your reasoning and its superficial understanding, 

and for now patiently bear whatever I do...”2 

Looking carefully into this tradition, we conclude that: 

1. Every thing has an outer aspect and an inner reality. If something has a 

good and innocent-looking outer form but underneath is evil and sinful, 

it is not possible to simply rely on laws pertaining to the outer aspect. 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-Kahf (18), Verse 65: 
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2. Sometimes AllÁh i decides, on the basis of some overriding good, to 
act beyond the limits of apparent recompense and desires to apply the 

[laws of the] inner dimension, along with its reward or punishment. 

3. The killing of the young man was entirely dependent on AllÁh’s i 
command; Khidr � did not perform this deed without a Divine 

command, but was merely executing His will.3 

Here the question presents itself as to whether by killing that youth, 
AllÁh i has punished him before any crime has been committed on his 

part. The points below can help us answer this question. 

1. If a person is born to Muslim parents and then denies his or her faith 
after attaining maturity, the rules of an “apostate from nature” (murtadd 
fiÔrÐ) will apply to him or her. If that person is a man, he will be worthy 

of death. It has come in several traditions: “[Though the QurÞÁn clearly 
states that] the parents of that young man were believers, their son was an 

disbeliever, to the extent that there was no hope of his heart opening up 

to the truth, and the seal of obstinacy and rejection of faith had been 
placed on it.”4   

So while it is true that his apparent conduct in playing with his friends 

did not reveal his disbelief (just as MÙsÁ �, relying on this outward 
state, thought him innocent), the reality of his heart and beliefs proved 

his disbelief (as demonstrated in the Divine knowledge and its revelation 

to Khidr �). As a result, his being killed was merely a result of his 
choosing to be an apostate, which carries the consequence in this world 

of termination of physical life. 

2. AllÁh i knew that the continuation of the young man’s life would lead 
to nothing but more spiritual and material loss for him because he would 

mislead his believing parents, break apart family ties, and deprive them of 

the worldly and otherworldly blessings of faith for the family and for 
society. Thus, since the good in his life up until that point had come to 

                                                 
3 TafsÐr NÙr al-Thaqalayn, vol. 3, pg. 283-284 
4 ÝIlal al-SharÁyiÝ, vol. 1, pg. 61: 
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an end, AllÁh i determined to terminate his life and put in place the 
means of taking his life—just as a person takes care of things as long as 

their good outweighs their harm, but then no longer takes an interest in 

them when that is not the case.  

In this instance, though the soul was seized by the angel JibrÁÞÐl and his 

servants, AllÁh i wished for the apparent executor of His will (ending 

the life of that young man) to be one of His chosen and merciful servants 
who had knowledge of His special sciences, namely Khidr �. In other 

words, his action was based on AllÁh’s i creational and legislative will 

with respect to the death of that young man, and in this respect his death 
was like all other deaths that are caused by accidents or other causes (with 

the difference that an accidental killing is not in accordance with AllÁh’s 

i legislative will and He has not commanded it to take place; but the 
killing under discussion and all natural deaths take place in accordance 

with AllÁh’s i permission and indication both legislatively and 

creationally [i.e. natural causality]. 

ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � solving this problem, says, 

“…Khidr’s concern was for events not to take such a turn that he would 

be prevented from carrying out what he was commanded, such that he 
would remain deprived of the reward of carrying out AllÁh’s will, that is, 

ending the life of that young man (the beginning and end of which are 

both in accordance with Divine grace and the greater good, not in 
accordance with what the human being deserves)—especially since 

carrying out this command was a source of mercy for the parents of that 

youth (since as the QurÞÁn clearly says, Khidr � knew that in place of 
that son AllÁh would give them a child who would be pure and a source 

of unity for the family. In addition, the coming to pass of this Divine 

will allowed Khidr � to be able to reveal Divine secrets and explain 
hidden truths to MÙsÁ �.”  

It is worthy of note that “When Khidr � began explaining his reasons, 

he said, ‘In any case, we feared that the young man would later become 
rebellious and lead his parents towards disbelief.’” That is, in explaining 

the process of performing this action, he doesn’t make mention of his 

own will at all and instead uses the plural verb “we feared” to show that 
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as executor of Divine will he did not act alone, but Divine assistance and 
the intermediaries of His court were with him—with the difference that 

fear cannot be attributed to AllÁh i, but Khidr � and others are 

subject to fear.5  (The issuance and execution of the command is shared, 
while the fear of failure in fully executing the Divine command is 

exclusive to Khidr �). 

Why is it that though AllÁh i knew that the young man would fall into 
disobedience in the future, He gave him no respite (in accordance with 

the Divine Way) and did not allow him to witness his own evil deeds in 

the future? Isn’t this predeterminism? 

It is clear from the preceding explanation that: 

1. Life itself is a Divine blessing; no one has an entitlement to it. From 

this perspective the issue of demanding a continuation of life doesn’t 
arise, let alone for one to ask for a reason for its non-continuation. 

2. AllÁh i had willed for that young man’s life to be ended in accordance 

with His wisdom and the greater good. 

But in answer to this question it is possible to bring up other aspects of 

this issue as well: 

1. The youth was culpable in two respects: he was an “apostate from 
nature”; and he had the ability to destroy the foundation of his parents’ 

faith. AllÁh i observed that he didn’t use the respite He had given to 

                                                 
5 ÝIlal al-SharÁyiÝ, vol. 1, pg. 61: 
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reform himself and make amends or abandon unbelief and apostasy. 
Therefore, He carried out the command of killing him.6 

2. If the young man were to remain alive, he would put into practice his 

intention (of leading others to disbelief), and in this case greater harm 
and damage would result. Thus, to prevent those future consequences, the 

command to end the life of such a being was issued. In addition, it can be 

gleaned from the apparent sense of the verse that this son was not as 
obedient and beneficial as he ought to be and in that short time after 

attaining maturity had already committed sins and misdeeds. In this way, 

he worked to lead his parents astray. 

3. As verse 81 of SÙrah al-Kahf indicates, AllÁh i had decreed to reward 

the parents of that young man for their faith by granting them a model 

child. From this it can be understood that not only would his remaining 
alive result in his parents’ going astray and him not receiving the 

punishment of his apostasy, it would also prevent another good from 

reaching them. This point is clearly explained in the traditions: “AllÁh 
had willed to give them in place of that son a daughter who would bear a 

son in whose line would be numerous prophets, one after the other, such 

that seventy prophets would descend from that one daughter.”7 

Thus, another result of not granting respite to that young man was for 

that line of prophets to come into being. 

It goes without saying that it is the Divine Way (sunnah) for the parents 
of prophets to be believers. So if the son remained alive and pulled his 

parents towards unbelief, it would contradict this Divine principle. This 

is why the question doesn’t arise as to why it wasn’t possible for both the 
son to live and the line of prophets to come into being. 

Was the young man availed of Divine grace on account of his parents 

and, since he died before committing those evil deeds, was he no longer 

                                                 
6 This has only been put forth as a possibility by some analysts and it is not necessarily 

the correct. 
7 TafsÐr NÙr al-Thaqalayn, vol. 3, pg. 286, no. 170-173: 
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subject to punishment? Or, since AllÁh i knew that he would disobey 
Him in the future, will he be punished? 

In view of the preceding explanation and following points, it can be 

deduced that this putting to death was a source of mercy for all involved: 
the young man who was killed, Khidr � who killed him, and the 

parents of the young man. 

a. The good that came to young man as a result of being put to death: 

1. He received punishment in this world for his apostasy, which may 

lessen his punishment in the hereafter. 

2. If he remained alive, he would make his parents unbelievers and would 
be responsible for the sin of their apostasy and unbelief. 

3. Creedal disbelief leads to decadence and sinful behavior. Thus, his 

death in youth forever sealed his scroll of evil deeds, and on the Day of 
Judgment he will not be punished for all the sins he would have 

committed had he lived longer. 

4. He wasn’t capable of fulfilling his duties towards his parents, and the 
pain he would thus cause his parents itself would increase his burden of 

sins and his parents’ aversion to him. 

b. The good that came to his parents: 

1. Their faith remained unharmed. 

2. To resist such a son wouldn’t lead anywhere, and their parental love 

and emotions would soften their hearts towards him and weaken their 
faith. Thus, they were also saved from the tension and unease that would 

result from his remaining alive. 

3. Their patience and contentment with AllÁh’s i will were tested, and 
they were able to be successful in this test. 

4. In place of an immoral and rebellious son, they were granted a pure, 

devoted, and blessed daughter. 

5. They were blessed with becoming the progenitors of seventy prophets, 

whose reward and forgiveness they benefited from.  
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6. Their memory was eternally recorded in the everlasting revelation of 
the QurÞÁn, and they became an example for others. 

c. The benefit that came to his killer: 

1. He was granted the ability to carry out a Divine decree (Divine will). 

2. He was the cause of blessings for a Muslim family. 

3. He was able to teach some of the secrets of revelation and unseen 

realities to MÙsÁ �. 

ImÁm JaÝfar b. MuÎammad as-ÑÁdiq � describes these blessings in these 

words: “AllÁh knew that if he stayed alive, the young man would lead his 

parents to disbelief and he would become a source of corruption and 
hardship for all. Thus Khidr � was commanded to finish his life so 

that as a result all of them (the killer, the killed, and his parents) would 

attain honor and Divine grace.”8 

                                                 
8 TafsÐr ÑafÐ, vol. 3, pg. 256: 
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44 
THE EXISTENCE OF THE SPIRIT WITHIN ANIMALS AND   

ITS DIFFERENCE FROM THAT OF THE HUMAN BEING 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Do animals possess souls and if so how does the animal 

soul differ from the human soul? 

Brief Answer 

Before embarking on the answer to this question, it must be noted that 
the answer provided below is based on the school of Transcendent 

Theosophy, i.e., Sadrian philosophy. In this light, the answer will be 

expounded under two main headings and several subtopics. 

Under the first heading, “The Existence of Spirit in Animals”, the 

following topics will be examined: 

1. In all philosophical discussions pertaining to the question of the 
spirit, animal spirit is always enumerated as an indubitable instance of 

spirit. However, obviously the various forms of spirit possess their own 

peculiarities which distinguish them from one another.  

2. What comprises the essence of an animal is its animal spirit, and to 

imagine the animal without an animal spirit would be to downgrade it to 

the lower degree of existence—i.e., vegetable existence.  

3. In several animals, such as the honey bee, the spider, etc., the signs of 

an indwelling spirit are clearly noticeable. 

4. Scholars provide various sorts of evidence for the existence of animal 
spirit—among them: the presential knowledge of animals of their own 

essences, the role that will plays in animal behaviour, the resurrection of 

animal spirits in the Hereafter.  
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5. The fact that animals can comprehend imaginal and immaterial 
forms and the performance by them of varying dissimilar actions.  

The topics covered in the second heading, “The Difference between the 

Animal and the Human Spirit”, are as follows: 

1. Human nature is different from animal nature. The material 

components of the human body are relatively finer and more perfect. 

2. Human spirit also differs from animal spirit in many respects; 
including the human capacity to communicate by employing letters, 

words, thoughts, etc., and the human psychological variations—such as 

laughter, weeping, etc.—in  response to different external phenomena.    

3. The existence of art, industry, and human innovation display clearly 

the superiority of the human soul as they have no place in the realm of 

animals. 

4. The essential difference of the human soul from the animal soul is 

that the former is intellectual while the latter is imaginal.  

5. In addition, the sole pursuit of the animal soul is the gratification of 
the corporeal needs while the scope of human soul, in terms of its 

conceptual and practical aspects, stretches to the farthest reaches of 

existence. 

Detailed Answer 

This question will be considered in the light of Sadrian philosophy, i.e., 

Transcendent Theosophy. In the numerous works by MullÁ SadrÁ and the 
subsequent philosophers who espoused his philosophy, there are 

numerous allusions and in some cases detailed expositions of the 

question in hand in the chapters dealing with the topics of soul, 
Resurrection, knowledge, and comprehension. The material prepared for 

this question will be presented under two main headings and five shorter 

sections. The essay will then end with the topic of the difference between 
the human soul and the animal soul. 
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The Existence of The Existence of The Existence of The Existence of Spirit in AnimalsSpirit in AnimalsSpirit in AnimalsSpirit in Animals    

The Animal Soul as One of the Instances of Spirit in ExistenceThe Animal Soul as One of the Instances of Spirit in ExistenceThe Animal Soul as One of the Instances of Spirit in ExistenceThe Animal Soul as One of the Instances of Spirit in Existence    

In philosophical inquiries into the topic of the soul, where the soul is 

defined, it is commonly divided into three classes: vegetable soul, animal 
soul, and human soul. Despite the fact that each one of these classes 

possesses its own peculiarities which distinguish it from its counterparts, 

they all share a common reality and essence. The soul is a spiritual and 
immaterial existent which incorporates spiritual faculties, whether it be 

the intellectual soul, the imaginal soul1, or the vegetable soul. 

The Creation of the Animal Spirit as One of the Phases of the The Creation of the Animal Spirit as One of the Phases of the The Creation of the Animal Spirit as One of the Phases of the The Creation of the Animal Spirit as One of the Phases of the 
Origination of the Realm of MaterialityOrigination of the Realm of MaterialityOrigination of the Realm of MaterialityOrigination of the Realm of Materiality    

MullÁ SadrÁ is among those thinkers who hold that the origination of 

material existents was carried out in stages, starting from the simplest and 
advancing to the stage of the most perfect elements. In some of these 

stages, the mere combination of material ingredients was not enough and 

thus the addition of an immaterial element to the composition was called 
for, so as to satisfy the requirements of that particular order of creation. 

One such stage was the creation of the animal. The spirit that was infused 

in the composition to bring about the animal existence is termed the 
“animal spirit”.  

Hence, not only does the animal possess a soul, furthermore it owes its 

essence to that soul. The addition of the soul to the material ingredients 
is a requirement of the order of the realm of materiality. And the same 

case applies to the realms of the human being and the vegetable. The 

immaterial spirit or soul is what distinguishes some material entities 
from others. In the inanimate, the lack of such a spirit is what makes 

their nature, while in others the possession thereof makes them what they 

are. And among the animate, it is the variation in the degrees of the spirit 
that sets them apart in differing levels of existence. The vegetable soul lies 

at the bottom while the human spirit enjoys the apex and the animal 

spirit the median seat. 

                                                 
1 This term will be explained further in the text. 
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The Outward Manifestations of the Soul in the AnimalThe Outward Manifestations of the Soul in the AnimalThe Outward Manifestations of the Soul in the AnimalThe Outward Manifestations of the Soul in the Animal    

The appearance of certain traits in various animals—such as the building 

of the hexagonal hive by the honeybee, the weaving of the delicate web by 

the spider, the monkey’s and the parrot’s mimicking the human being, 
the cleverness of the horse, the authority of the lion, the faithfulness of 

the dog, the deceptiveness of the crow, etc.—are, in the view of MullÁ 

SadrÁ, evidence of the existence of a limited intelligence which indicates 
the presence of a soul in the animal. The character traits of some of these 

animals are so complex as to render them very close to the level of the 

human being. 

Scientific Indications Corroborating the Existence of an Animal SpiritScientific Indications Corroborating the Existence of an Animal SpiritScientific Indications Corroborating the Existence of an Animal SpiritScientific Indications Corroborating the Existence of an Animal Spirit    

All animals possess an imaginal soul that is similar to the human 

imaginal soul. The animal spirit is at the level of imaginal immateriality, 
which is the intermediate level between the realm of the sensible and the 

realm of Intellection. The zenith of animal existence is the imaginal 

existence, hence accommodating the imaginal soul. It is due to this degree 
of immateriality and spiritual potency that it possesses presential self-

knowledge, for no inanimate object can ever have self-knowledge.  

According to MullÁ SadrÁ, all actions in the cosmos derive from will. 
This is so even in the case of the vegetable and the inanimate, with the 

difference that in their case the will in question is that of the higher 

intellects and spirits. That is, the inanimate and the vegetable are 
involuntarily the means of the realization of the higher wills. But in the 

case of the animal and the human being, the prerequisites for the 

actualization of an action that falls in the scope of their volition must be 
realized by themselves, and it is for this reason that the actions of animals 

and human beings are unpredictable while those attributed to the 

inanimate and the vegetable are monotonous. The source where animal 
action originates is the imaginal and the conjectural faculty while in the 

human being it is the practical intellect. Imagination, speculation, 

intellection, will, etc., are all manifestations of a soul and as such are the 
traits that distinguish the creature possessed of a spirit from that which 

lacks it.  
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In addition to the worldly effects of the soul, one can also point to the 
issues of eschatology and the Resurrection of the body and soul of all 

animate creatures possessed of a soul. For this reason, all the 

philosophers who have dealt with the question of eschatology have 
designated a part to the subject of the resurrection of animal souls, its 

conditions, and other relevant details.     

Proofs for the Existence of Spirit in the AnimalProofs for the Existence of Spirit in the AnimalProofs for the Existence of Spirit in the AnimalProofs for the Existence of Spirit in the Animal    

The animal is undoubtedly endowed with a spirit, i.e., an immaterial 

aspect, for it possesses the imaginal faculty which is capable of 

comprehending ghosts and imaginal forms. These things are not 
sensorially tangible and hence are not inhabitants of the material world. 

Therefore, the imaginal faculty, which is the receptacle for the 

comprehension of these immaterial existents, is also not sensorially 
tangible and as such is not corporeal. For, every material existent 

occupies a certain material location. This also holds true of the 

dependents of that material existent. This is while the imaginal forms and 
ghosts comprehended by the imaginal faculty do not occupy a certain 

material location, and so it follows that the imaginal faculty, which is the 

receptacle for their impressions, also lacks material location and hence is 
not corporeal. 

Moreover, the variety of the actions performed by the animals does not 

only corroborate the existence of a soul in them but can also stand as a 
cogent argument for substantiating this claim. For the effects derived 

from material existents and inanimate objects are immutably 

monotonous and repetitious. Thus, when the state of an existent is so 
unpredictable as to make it difficult to even catch two identical actions 

from the same agent due to it altering its reactions based on varying 

external and internal circumstances—in such a case, reason rules that 
there must be some other immaterial factor involved.  

The Difference between the Animal Soul and the Human SoulThe Difference between the Animal Soul and the Human SoulThe Difference between the Animal Soul and the Human SoulThe Difference between the Animal Soul and the Human Soul    

It was pointed out that from the perspective of philosophy, the 
existentiation of the material realm was a progressive process carried out 

in various stages, each more complex than the preceding stage. In this 
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light, although the material constitution of the animal was a finer 
composition in comparison to that of the vegetable, which qualified it 

for receiving the animal soul, yet it still needed to be perfected further in 

order to accommodate the human spirit so as to bring about the human 
being, the being which had been selected as the dominant creature 

capable of utilizing all other creatures in his service, as he was the goal 

and end of creation.  

Although the human being in a strictly logical categorization is from the 

same material as that which constitutes the animal, the thing that makes 

it unique is so profound that if, by way of analogy, all the rest of the 
animals were set on one side of a scale and the human being on the 

opposite, he would definitely weigh heavier. The human being is capable 

of speech and as such is able to communicate his thoughts and intentions 
with fellow human beings in the form of letters and words, which can be 

formed into innumerable permutations and combinations. But the 

capacity of animals like the parrot in manipulating words is limited and 
confined to mimicking and is devoid of any thought. Also the 

communication of certain animals in the form of sounds and signals—

like the honey bee, the ant, etc.—which has been scientifically observed, is 
a fixed method not capable of change during the course of their lives. But 

in the case of the human being, although initially learning many of his 

language skills by way of imitation, eventually every individual comes to 
possess a distinct method of communication. 

The psychological impressions that the human being receives from the 

environment and the physiological and psychological states that result 
thereof—such as amazement and laughter in response to rare but pleasing 

events, grief and weeping in response to adverse circumstances, 

shamefulness following unbecoming conduct, and anxiety and hope vis-à-
vis the past, the present, and the future—and the planning and decisions 

that the human being makes based on these states are unique qualities. 

And although the ant’s performance in storing food can be considered as 
a sort of forethought, it is nevertheless an instinctual and involuntary 

behaviour, for it is always done in the same manner and in the same 

timeframe. This is in contrast to the human being whose seemingly 
passive psychological states—such as laughter, weeping, etc.—are 
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absolutely voluntary and thus are manageable in special circumstances 
and through prudence. 

Craftsmanship, art, industry, innovation, and, in the words of MullÁ 

SadrÁ, “the amazing practical innovations” that have flourished in the 
course of human history, and the fact that man has single-handedly 

changed the face of the world and has either manipulated all the elements 

of this world or is on the verge thereof is proof of the inimitable spiritual 
superiority of the human being, for not even a slight fraction of this sort 

of activity has appeared in the animal realm. The entire lifespan of an 

animal is occupied merely by roaming about in pursuit of the dictates of 
its imaginal and conjectural faculties.  

The animal’s imaginal and conjectural planning revolve around its 

personal or specific benefit. In keeping itself safe from various dangers 
and securing water and food and satisfying its sexual appetite, it is, on the 

one hand, safeguarding its individual interests and, on the other hand, 

contributing to the survival of its species. It is for this reason that the 
animal soul is referred to as “the imaginal soul”. The summit of the 

imaginal soul is the beginning point for the human soul. The animal can 

advance only up to the point where the human domain begins. In other 
words the final reaches of the realm of the imaginal soul is just the 

beginning of the domain of the intellect; it is the threshold through 

which one enters into the human realm, to which there is no conceivable 
end. It is the intellect that defines the human being. Hence, those who do 

not take advantage of their intellects remain at the level of the beast.  

Through the theoretical intellect, the human being is able to comprehend 
immaterial concepts and thereby to transform his ignorance to 

knowledge. The human being draws a mental image of all that he 

encounters by the senses. It then uses these concepts to form another set 
of concepts which are more universal and abstract. The latter concepts 

enhance the mind’s innovative capabilities. The human mind uses the 

latter concepts to arrive at various sorts of rules, judgments, and 
arguments and by juxtaposing them in a systematized fashion produces 

systematic thought, philosophy, and the sciences. If the human being 

persists in this endeavour, every new day will expand the horizon of his 
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cognition until he passes from the human domain—which is the 
admixture of body and soul, of corporeal needs and intellectual 

faculties—to the domain of pure intellection, where he is united with the 

Madonna Intelligenza at which stage he finds the whole world realized 
within the scope of his knowledge. 

The genuine human being makes his practical intellect—which derives its 

directives from the knowledge acquired by the theoretical intellect—the 
guide of his conduct. The theoretical and practical intellects have 

limitless power in both the material and the spiritual directions. The 

human being has succeeded in obtaining knowledge previously not even 
imaginable, thereby reshaping his surrounding world. The innermost 

reality of the world is just as much accessible to him, this being 

demonstrated by those who have attained to human perfection. By the 
light of their esoteric knowledge—which can best be referred to as 

‘irfÁn—they have traversed the path to Divine proximity. That is, they 

have conquered the visible realm, the Realm of Intellection, the Supreme 
Dominion, and the Domain of Invincibility, thereby ascending to the 

zenith of human perfection.  

The interesting point is that these two paths of infinite possibilities, i.e., 
the paths of exoteric and esoteric knowledge, are in no way at odds. To 

the contrary, the more one studies the worldly phenomena, given that he 

be fair and unbiased, the better he acknowledges the profundity of this 
world and the greatness of its creator. Likewise, he who has traversed the 

path of ÝIrfÁn understands all the more acutely the necessity of studying 

the worldly phenomena so as to better admire the majesty of the Creator. 

 



 

45 
THE NUMBER OF THE AHLUL BAYT 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Why do you limit the Ahlul Bayt � to a few people? 

Brief Answer 

The limiting of the Ahlul Bayt � to the fourteen infallibles is not a 
human decision; it is an exclusivity understood from the Divine words in 

the Verse of Purification and the traditions of the noble Prophet �. 

There are numerous discursive and traditional proofs than can be relied 
on to prove this claim. 

Discursive and textual proofsDiscursive and textual proofsDiscursive and textual proofsDiscursive and textual proofs    

a. The QurÞÁn consists of the words of AllÁh i that He revealed to His 
Prophet in the Arabic language. And AllÁh’s i words, like His actions, 

are free of any sort of defect; it is not possible for them to contain any 

type of grammatical mistake. 

Now, if the term Ahlul Bayt in the Verse of Purification were to refer to 

all relatives of the Prophet �, it would be in violation of the rules of 

Arabic grammar and detrimental to the eloquence and perfection of the 
Divine word. This is because the Prophet � had more than fifteen wives 

and for a masculine pronoun to be used in the Verse of Purification to 

refer to a group, the majority of which were women, would be contrary to 
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proper ÝArabic speech. Thus, the pronouns in the verse refer to the 
descendents and trustees of the Prophet � in the house of FÁÔima �. 

b. To determine the meaning of a word, it is necessary to look at the 

context in which it originated in order to understand its true exact sense. 
In the Verse of Purification, the word ahl (family or people) is under 

discussion. This word must always be in a possessive phrase, at least in 

meaning if not in words. That is, its meaning is incomplete unless it is 
attributed or related to something else. In this verse as well it has been 

attributed to al-bayt, or the house of prophecy; and we know that this can 

apply to no house aside from that of FÁÔima �. If al-bayt referred to an 
inhabited house, for the other wives of the Prophet � to be included in 

this phrase, Umm Salamah—in whose house the verse was revealed—

should be the first person to be included in the phrase. But the opposite 
is true, since the Prophet �—with Umm Salamah’s agreement—did not 

consider her to be among the Ahlul Bayt. 

Traditional proofsTraditional proofsTraditional proofsTraditional proofs    

a. There are a group of traditions in which the Prophet � aimed to 

clarify and delimit the Ahlul Bayt � in the Verse of Purification. Thus, 

the Prophet � said that this verse was revealed about five people: 
himself, ÝAlÐ, FÁÔima, Íasan, and Íusayn �. 

b. Another group of traditions that mention the Prophet’s actions in this 

regard, since practical teachings are more lasting than oral teachings. 
Thus, it has been narrated that for six months the Prophet � would 

come to the door of FÁÔima’s � house at prayer times and say, “Prayers, 

O People of the House!” and he would recite the Verse of Purification. 

c. A third group are the accounts that indicate that it was well-known to 

the people that the Ahlul Bayt are limited to these people, the details of 

which have been mentioned in books of QurÞÁnic exegesis. 

Detailed Answer 

To prove that the Ahlul Bayt � in the Verse of Purification are limited 

to the five “people of the cloak” (ahl al-kisa’: the Prophet, ÝAlÐ, FÁÔimah, 
Íasan, and Íusayn, upon whom be peace), various textual and 
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traditional proofs that are accepted by Sunnis and ShÐÝas can be 
forwarded. We will look at each of these proofs separately. 

Discursive or Textual ProofsDiscursive or Textual ProofsDiscursive or Textual ProofsDiscursive or Textual Proofs    

a. The QurÞÁn is the word of AllÁh i and is a miracle from more than 
just a single aspect. The most accessible and easily grasped of those 

aspects is the QurÞÁn’s eloquence. 

That is, there exists no literary mistake in the matter, style, or choice of 
wording of the Noble Book. We know that in ÝArabic there are separate 

feminine pronouns used in the second and third persons. In using a 

pronoun, numerous aspects are taken into account. For example, when 
there are significantly more women in a group than men, a feminine 

pronoun is used. 

Now, if a masculine pronoun were to be used in addressing a group 
consisting primarily of women, it would be considered a grammatical 

mistake. If a person uses masculine pronouns in place of feminine ones 

or vice versa, it would be an amusing mistake. Far be it from the QurÞÁn, 
the Word of AllÁh and the Prophet’s � eternal miracle, to make such a 

mistake. 

The Verse of Purification has the words ‘ankum and yutahhirakum, in 
which the pronouns are masculine, though AllÁh i is well aware that 

there were more women in the Prophet’s household than men. So if we 

were to hold that this verse refers to all of his household and family, we 
would have to say that we have found a grammatical mistake in the 

QurÞÁn, that is, the use of two masculine pronouns in place of feminine 

ones—a mistake that is clear and undeniable. 

It is obvious that this is inconsistent with the Muslim belief in the 

QurÞÁn’s miraculousness and AllÁh’s i Knowledge and Wisdom, and is 

thus unacceptable. Thus, the two pronouns must refer to a group that 
would permit masculine pronouns to be used. And this is only the case if 

we take the pronouns in the verse to refer to the Prophet’s household in 

the house of FÁÔimah, that is, the Prophet, FÁÔimah, ÝAlÐ, Íasan, and 
Íusayn �. 
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b. The word ahl (family) in Arabic must always be part of a possessive 
phrase in meaning. That is, it must be related or attributed to something 

else for its own meaning to become clear, as in ahl al-kitÁb (people of the 

book), ahl al-imÁn (people of faith, or believers), and ahl al-nifÁq (people 
of hypocrisy, or hypocrites). 

Thus part of the meaning of the word ahl is denoted by the word to 

which it is attributed. So, if we wish to know what ahl means in the Verse 
of Purification we must first determine the meaning of the word bayt 
(house). 

The word bayt means “house” or “abode” and denotes a place. Now what 
is meant by this word in different usages is something that is explained 

by contextual clues, both internal (verbal) and external (nonverbal). 

The same holds true for the topic under discussion, that is, the expression 
“Ahlul Bayt.” So if there are no contextual clues to limit, expand, or 

clarify what AllÁh intended with this expression, if we were to ignore the 

literary objection that would result, it would be possible to take “Ahlul 
Bayt” to refer to everyone related to the Prophet � in his houses. In this 

case, the word bayt would mean “home” or “residence”. 

But with a little attention to some external contextual clues, such as the 
situation in which the verse was revealed, we will realize that such a 

meaning is untrue, because although the verse was revealed in the very 

house of Umm Salamah, the Prophet � clearly said she was not one of 
the Ahlul Bayt �. If bayt were to refer to a residence, Umm Salamah—

in whose home the verse was revealed—should be its first addressee and 

more worthy of this title than anyone else. 

But it has already been shown that this is contrary to reality. In this 

regard, it would be good to refer to a tradition that WahidÐ NishÁpurÐ has 

narrated: 

“Umm Salamah relates that the Prophet � was in [my] house and food 

was before him when FÁÔimah � entered. The Prophet � said, 

‘[FÁÔimah,] call your husband and sons to come to me.’ ÝAlÐ, Íasan, and 
Íusayn � came and sat down. While they were eating, the Prophet � 

fell asleep. 
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“There was a Khaybari cloak under the Prophet � during this time, and 
I was in the [adjoining] room praying. Then AllÁh revealed the Verse of 

Purification. 

“After this, the Prophet � covered them [ÝAlÐ, FÁÔimah, Íasan, and 
Íusayn] with his cloak as well. Then he took out his hands and, facing 

the sky, said: ‘O AllÁh!  These are my Ahlul Bayt and the closest ones to 

me. Remove from them all uncleanliness and purify them.’ 

“At that time I came to their room and asked, ‘Am I too with you O 

Messenger of AllÁh?’  He replied, ‘You are on the right [path]. You are on 

the right [path].’”1 

In this way, the Prophet � praised Umm Salamah without considering 

her to be one of the Ahlul Bayt. 

There are numerous traditions with the above purport in Sunni hadith 
collections2. This is the same tradition that is well-known among ShÐÝas as 

the tradition of the cloak (Îadith al-KisÁ) and which is found in most 

books of hadith and supplications. 

TraditionaTraditionaTraditionaTraditional Proofsl Proofsl Proofsl Proofs    

There are numerous traditions that clarify what AllÁh i meant by Ahlul 

Bayt in the verse of Purification. In view of the various details and aspects 
explained in these traditions, we have divided them into three groups and 

will mention one example from each group. It is worthy of mentioning 

that only Sunni sources have been used for the following traditions, 
though comparable traditions are abundant in ShÐÝa sources as well. 

a. The first group consists of traditions that explain the Prophet’s � 

words regarding the purport of the expression Ahlul Bayt in the verse of 
Purification. 

MuÎammad ibn al-Muthanna, with a chain reaching AbÙ SaÝÐd al-KhidrÐ, 

narrates that the Prophet � said, “This verse was revealed regarding five 
people—me, ÝAlÐ, FÁÔimah, Íasan, and Íusayn: ‘Verily, AllÁh only 

                                                 
1 Al-KÁfÐ, vol. 1, pg. 287 
2 Sunan Tirmizhi, vol.5, pg. 30 is only one example 
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wishes to remove all uncleanliness from you, O people of the house, and 
purify you thoroughly.’”3 

b. The second group consists of traditions that came after the meaning of 

Ahlul Bayt had been explained verbally and that clarify its meaning in 
actions through the conduct of the Prophet �. 

Ibn WakiÞ, in a chain leading to Anas, relates that he would say, “For six 

months after the Verse of Purification was revealed, whenever the Prophet 
� would go for prayers, he would stand outside the door of FÁÔimah’s 

house and say, ‘[It is time for] the prayers, O people of the house!’ and 

then he would recite this verse.”4 

Does this prophetic action, which continued for 180 days, five times a 

day, in explaining the meaning of Ahlul Bayt leave any room for doubt? 

c. The third group consists of traditions that are historical in nature and 
explain the thoughts and actions of the people of that era with respect to 

the Verse of Purification and who it addresses. In view of these traditions, 

it can be said that this issue—the limitation of the Verse of Purification 
to the five people of the cloak �—was so well-known among the 

Muslims that whenever they would see one of them, they would say, “I 

saw so-and-so, who is of the Ahlul Bayt.” Or they would indicate them 
and say, “So-and-so is of the ahl al-bayt.” As an example, one can refer to 

the story of Abu Mijlaz, the details of which have been mentioned in 

Sunni books of tafsir5 (QurÞÁnic commentary). 

                                                 
3 JÁmiÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 22, pg. 9 
4 JÁmiÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 22, pg. 9 
5 JÁmiÝ al-BayÁn, vol. 25, pg. 70 



 

46 
RELIGION AND POLITICS 

Questions: Is religion compatible with politics? 

Brief Answer 

A religion that has come in order to explain the path to felicity from now 
until the end of time cannot remain indifferent to a matter that all 

societies need, that is, government. In other words, the rules and 

regulations of IslÁm are such that they depend on a government and 
without which IslÁm cannot remain alive. 

Detailed Answer 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � has said the following in one of his 
statements regarding the necessity of an IslÁmic government: “We have 

not found any nation that has survived without a leader. This is because 

the regulation and management of their religious and worldly needs 
depends upon a responsible leader. It is far from the wisdom of AllÁh to 

leave His servants without a leader while He well knows that they need a 

ruler who would give the society structure and stability. A leader that 
would lead the people in war against the enemies, distribute the wealth 

amongst them, lead the Friday prayers, and protect the oppressed against 

the tyrants.” 1  

                                                 
1 BiÎÁr al-AnwÁr, vol. 6, pp. 60-61 
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From another point of view the rules and regulations of IslÁm are such 
that they depend on a government and without which, IslÁm cannot 

remain alive. Because of this ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. MÙsÁ al-RiÃÁ � has referred 

to the Friday and congregational prayers being conducted by the leader. 
In another statement he says: “If AllÁh had not placed a reliable and 

trustworthy leader amongst the people, the religion of AllÁh would surely 

have finished, the laws of AllÁh would have changed, innovations would 
have arisen in religion, irreligious people would have changed the faith of 

AllÁh and added and subtracted things from it, and doubts would have 

arisen about IslÁm amongst the Muslims.” 

For this very reason it was well known amongst the Muslims, and even 

amongst the non-Muslims, that IslÁm has a specific system of 

government and that the government of the Noble Prophet � in Medina 
was a clear example of such a system.  

In the year 1343 AH, ÝAlÐ ÝAbd al-RazzÁq, in his book IslÁm and the 
Principles of Government, denied the Prophetic government and claimed 
that the Prophet MuÎammad � was simply a prophet sent by AllÁh i to 
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the scholars of the world and that he in no way took steps towards the 
formation of a government. He did this at a time when Kamal Ataturk 

rejected the government of the Ottomans and laid the foundations of his 

secular government.  

At the same time in Egypt, the followers of the caliphate chose Sultan 

Fuad as the leader of the Muslims and placed him in the seat of power. 

The fact that these events occurred concurrently shows that ÝAbd al-
RazzÁq was influenced by the secular thoughts of the West and wrote 

these matters by taking inspiration from the writings of secular 

philosophers and political scientists.  

ÝAbd al-RazzÁq claimed two things:   

1. What the Noble Prophet � established in Medina was not a 

government.  

2. What was set up in Medina was not religious.  

In order to prove the first point he places emphasis on the fact that what 

the Noble Prophet � created in Medina did not have any of the qualities 
of a government.  

In order to prove the second point he says that the degree and stature of 

Prophethood spurns politics and government.  

In order to answer the first point we must pay attention to the fact that 

the consequence of holding that a specific form of government should be 

the standard by which we judge if something is a government or not 
would be that none of the nations of the past have ever had any 

governments. Therefore a more general definition of government must be 

given so that it can be true for various forms of government. Such a 
definition can be put in the following way: Government is a collection of 

organized powers that has as its duty the management of the affairs of 

society. In this definition, government is comprised of various 
governmental structures like the legislative, judicial, and executive 

branches of government. According to this definition of government 

then, that which the Noble Prophet � created in Medina was a 
government in the real sense of the word since he created an organized 
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power structure that had as its responsibility the management of the 
affairs of society. From the time of the Prophet until now, many books 

have been written regarding the management system of his government.  

Now when we pay attention to the following points, the religious nature 
of the Prophet’s government will become clear:  

1. The rules and regulations of IslÁm are such that without a government, 

they cannot be implemented; for example rulings pertaining to the 
executive, judicial, or monetary systems of IslÁm.  

2. We have proofs to show that the rule and running of the affairs of 

society are the prerogative of the Noble Prophet �.  

3. If Prophethood were really at odds with government then why would 

the Noble Prophet � take steps towards the creation of a government? 

Why would he waste his time and energy in this regard? If it were asked 
that does this “misappropriation” of effort not show irresponsibility, it 

would be answered that the Noble Prophet � started this work for the 

propagation of religion and in order to fulfil his apostleship. This answer 
shows the interrelationship of religion and politics from one point of 

view. Of course it does not answer the question as to why he himself took 

the establishment of religion into his own hands, while he could easily 
have placed the responsibility in the hands of some other reliable friend 

like ImÁm ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib �.  

In any case, we can really only understand and criticize what ÝAbd al-
RazzÁq wrote over 70 years ago—something existing in its various forms 

in the Muslim world today—when we examine the context and culture in 

which this thought took shape, viz. the West. In order to understand the 
philosophy and culture of the West, we must have a look–though 

cursory–at the history of Christian thought that forms the cultural 

matrix of the Western world. 



 

47 
GOVERNANCE OF A JURIST AND JURISPRUDENCE 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What is the relationship between governance of a jurist 

(wilÁyat al-faqÐh) and authority in jurisprudence (marjaÝiyat)? 

Brief Answer 

WilÁyat is a part of marjaÝiyat in the culture of the ShÐÝas. The great 

marÁjiÝ not only guided people with respect to the divine Law, but they 
also led people in the particular problems of society—even judging 

between people in particular matters and domestic disputes. But if we 

separate the two matters and associate the former with marjaÝiyyat then a 
number of questions arise:   

1. Is it permissible to separate marjaÝiyyat and wilÁyat? 

2. If we suppose that it is permissible, then is it possible to have multiple 
marÁÝji and leaders? 

3. If it be possible to separate the marjiÝ and the leader, is it possible to 

follow other than the leader in rules relating to society and the 
individual? 

The answers to the aforementioned questions are as follows: The reason 

that the jurisprudent is an authority in matters of the law is because of 
his specialization in jurisprudence and his power to derive the rules of 

AllÁh i from their sources. While the reason that a leader is what he is, is 

because aside from the above mentioned qualities, he has the ability to 
manage society according to the principles and values of IslÁm. It is 

because of this that it becomes possible for a person to be chosen as a 

leader due not so much to his aptitude in jurisprudence as much as to his 
better management skills.  
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In lieu of this reality, the separation of the offices of the marjiÝ and the 
leader becomes a reasonable, and in some instances, a necessary expedient.  

In principle, leadership is confined to a single person, whereas the 

marjaÝiyyat is applicable to numerous individuals. But the possibility for 
the reverse situation also holds; just as does the possibility that the two 

offices should be combined in a single individual. Since following the 

orders of the leader is obligatory upon all people—including other 
jurisprudents—and it is forbidden to disobey his orders, hence it is not 

possible for people to follow other than the leader in matters related to 

the social order and the running of society. 

What was said above regarding the authority of the jurisprudent was in 

reference to the individual order and to matters of a personal nature; it is 

in these matters that people can follow other than the leader.  

Detailed Answer 

The Noble Prophet � of IslÁm had three mandates: 

1. To propagate AllÁh’s i message; teaching the laws of religion and 
guiding the people; 

2. To judge between people when they differed; 

3. To lead and manage society. 

All of these qualities and functions exist for the jurisprudents in the time 

of the occultation of the ImÁm. They too have three functions: 

1. Acting as judges and resolving disputes that arise between people; 

2. Giving edicts in law and expounding the general rules of the Divine 

law for the people. This can be considered a type of guidance of the 

people; 

3. Leadership. 

WilÁyat is a part of marjaÝiyat in the culture of the ShÐÝas. The great 

marÁjiÝ not only guided people with respect to the divine Law, but they 
also led people in the particular problems of society—even judging 
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between people in particular matters and domestic disputes. But if we 
separate the two matters and associate the former with marjaÝiyyat then a 

number of questions arise:   

1. Is it permissible to separate marjaÝiyyat and wilÁyat? In other words is it 
possible that one individual is the one people refer to in the general 

matters of the law while another person is the leader of the IslÁmic 

nation? 

2. If we suppose that it is permissible, then is it possible to have multiple 

marÁjiÝ and leaders? Is there a difference between them in this regard? 

3. If it be possible to separate the marjiÝ and the leader, is it possible to 
follow other than the leader in rules relating to society and the 

individual? 

Before we answer the aforementioned questions it is necessary for us to 
give a brief explanation of the “edict” that the leader issues.  

When the jurisprudent refers to the religious sources in order to obtain 

the general rule of AllÁh i regarding a certain problem and uses the 
special techniques that exist for obtaining the rules of the Law, it is called 

giving an edict or “fatwa”. When the leader pays attention to the general 

rules of AllÁh i, the various systems in IslÁm, and the conditions of the 
time, and according to these delineates a person’s or a specific group’s 

responsibility with regards to a certain matter, this is called giving an 

order or a “Îukm”. In doing this, he not only pays attention to the 
general rules of IslÁm and the lofty aspirations of the religion, but also to 

the specific conditions that exist in that time. As long as those conditions 

exist, the order issued by him or his representative is binding. Of course 
from the point of view of the Law, the rules of AllÁh i and the edicts of 

the jurisprudent who has all the necessary qualifications are also binding, 

just like the rulings of the leader, but with this difference that the 
jurisprudent’s rulings are binding on him and his followers only, while 

everyone must follow the orders of the leader.  

With this in mind we will now answer the first question, in other words 
the separation of the marjaÝiyyat and the leader. According to the logic of 

the “leadership of the jurisprudent” and its proofs, the jurisprudent takes 
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upon himself the management of society and in accordance with the 
values of IslÁm, he takes on the responsibility of leadership. But 

marjaÝiyyat means simply to issue an edict and is a completely different 

matter. In order to understand marjaÝiyyat it is necessary to explain taqlÐd 
first. 

In the Persian language, taqlÐd means to follow someone without a proof. 

TaqlÐd in the parlance of jurisprudence means that someone follows a 
specialist in a specific matter that is in line with his specialty. The first 

meaning is considered bad in the eyes of all sane people, but the second is 

totally sound and accepted by them. The most important proof as to the 
permissibility of taqlÐd lies in the fact that the person who is not a 

specialist in a particular field must refer to the specialist of that field. All 

of the proofs that are contained in the traditions and verses of the 
QurÞÁn regarding taqlÐd point to this very fact. Like for example the verse 

that says, “We did not send [any apostles] before you except as men to 

whom We revealed—ask the People of the Reminder if you do not 
know.”1 

With this explanation it becomes clear that the reason that the 

jurisprudent is an authority in matters of the law is because of his 
specialization in jurisprudence and his power to derive the rules of AllÁh 

i from their sources while the reason that a leader is what he is, is 

because aside from the aforementioned qualities, he has the ability to 
manage society according to the principles and values of IslÁm.  

It is because of this that it becomes possible for a person to be chosen as a 

leader due not so much to his aptitude in jurisprudence as much as to his 
better management skills.  

In lieu of this reality, the separation of the offices of the marjiÝ and the 

leader becomes a reasonable, and in some instances, necessary expedient.  

With regards to the second question (i.e. whether the leadership and the 

marjaÝiyyat is confined to one person or is open to more than one 
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person) and assuming that a separation of the two is possible, we must 
remember that when someone refers to the marjiÝ he does so because the 

marjiÝ is a specialist in the field of law and the one who refers, is not. 

This being the case, it is possible that there be numerous specialists in 
society. Moreover, this is something that is to be sought after so that 

everyone can refer to them with ease and obtain their rulings.  

But the leadership of society, because it is tied up with the order of 
society and because the multiplicity of centres of decision making would 

cause a disturbance–since it is necessary for everyone to follow the leader 

in his rulings–dictate that the leader be one. This is especially true 
because according to IslÁm there is only one nation of IslÁm. Of course it 

is possible that specific conditions dictate that specific areas have their 

own leaders, but all of these leaders should cooperate with one another. 
But it is not necessary that various jurisprudents issue one edict in order 

that society not be disturbed. Rather, every jurisprudent issues his edict 

according to his judgment and the general rules of deriving the laws from 
their sources. 

In principle, leadership is confined to a single person, whereas the 

marjaÝiyyat is applicable to numerous individuals. But the possibility for 
the reverse situation also holds true. 

As to the third question (i.e. the possibility of following someone other 

that the leader in all matters) we must not lose sight of the fact that when 
the leader issues an order or a ruling he looks at all aspects of the 

situation from the perspective of the various systems and realms within 

IslÁm, and after such an appraisal and due to his position it is his 
opinion which has the final say.  

If it were permissible for people to follow other than the leader in all 

matters, while the orders of the leader remain binding upon them, then 
in certain cases this would lead to a serious problem. In other words, it is 

possible that in a specific matter of social order the leader could issue an 

edict and say that if my ruling was other than this I would have said so, 
while on the other hand the marjiÝ of the people could issue a ruling 

other than his. In this situation how can we expect the people to follow 

the edict of the ruler?  
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It is with regards to this problem that it seems necessary that people do 
not follow other than the leader in social and state matters, since to 

disobey his order is forbidden according to all the jurisprudents. 

Therefore what was said above regarding the authority of the jurisprudent 
and marjiÝ was in reference to the individual order and to matters of a 

personal nature; it is in these matters that people can follow other than 

the leader. 



 

48 
LEGAL IMITATION OF A JURIST (MUJTAHID) 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What do the terms “marjaÝiyyah” and “taqlÐd” mean? 

Brief Answer 

MarjaÝiyyah is a legal term that means “the issuance of a legal ruling 
(fatwÁ).” Conceptually, it is coupled with the term taqlÐd (legal imitation) 

which denotes “the referral of one who holds no specialty in 

jurisprudence to a specialized jurist to seek his opinion in legal matters.” 
Keeping in mind that a non-specialist must always refer to a specialist in 

issues requiring expertise, such legal imitation is indeed logical. 

Detailed Answer 

MarjaÝiyyah literally means “to be a source of reference (rujÙÝ).” In 

IslÁmic jurisprudential jargon, it is a legal term that means “the issuance 

of a legal ruling (fatwÁ),” since one who issues a legal ruling serves as a 
source of reference for lay people in legal matters. It is coupled with the 

term taqlÐd (legal imitation), in such a way that if one person is a marjaÝ 
(one who issues legal rulings), others are considered muqallidÐn (those 
who imitate his legal rulings). For this reason, in order to explain the 

term marjaÝiyyah, we must begin by explaining the term taqlÐd. 

In IslÁmic jurisprudence, taqlÐd is “the referral of one who holds no 
specialty in jurisprudence to a specialized jurist to seek his opinion in 

legal matters.” Referring to experts in such a way is a logical course of 

action. In fact, the strongest argument supporting the legality of taqlÐd is 
the conventional wisdom that non-specialists must always refer to 

specialists in matters concerning their field of specialty. Any textual 

evidence that can be cited from the QurÞÁn (such as the verse that says: 
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“Ask the experts if you do not know”1) or from the aÎÁdÐth simply 
reinforce this logical principle. 

A qualified jurisprudent (faqÐh) therefore is considered a marjiÝ because 

of his expertise in deriving legal rulings from the sources of IslÁmic law. 

                                                 
1 SÙrat al-NaÎl (16), Verse 47: 
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49  
THE HUKM AND THE FATWA 

Question:Question:Question:Question: What do the terms “Íukm” and “FatwÁ” signify? What 

is the difference between the two? 

Brief Answer 

A fatwÁ is a universally applicable religious law concerning a particular 

issue that is derived from the four sources of IslÁmic law (the QurÞÁn, the 
sunnah, ijmÁÝ (consensus), and Ýaql (the intellect)) using the methodology 

of ijtihÁd (juristic interpretation). 

A Îukm on the other hand, is a law issued by a qualified mujtahid (jurist) 
who is the head of an IslÁmic government. Such a leader, by keeping in 

mind the general principles of divine law, the IslÁmic systems1, and 

prevailing conditions, issues a Îukm (legal ruling) for all people, a 
specific contingency, or an individual. 

From the divine perspective, obedience of both a fatwÁ and a Îukm is 

obligatory. The only difference in this regard is that a fatwÁ is only legally 
binding on the mujtahid who issues it and his muqallid (one who 

imitates his rulings), while the Îukm is binding on all groups or 

individuals enumerated in the Îukm. 

 

                                                 
1 For every aspect of human life, IslÁm has put forth a set of universal institutions. Taken 

together, these institutions, in all their aspects, form a structure or “system,” which 
works towards the objectives that are based on IslÁmic principles. Thus, the “IslÁmic 
economic system” is the set of universal institutions applying to the aspects of 
economics. 
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Detailed Answer 

When a mujtahid derives a legal ruling concerning a given issue by 

referring to the sources of IslÁmic law (the QurÞÁn, the sunnah, ijmÁÝ 

(consensus), and Ýaql (the intellect)) using the methodology of ijtihÁd 
(juristic interpretation), the ruling which he ascertains is called a fatwÁ. 

Thus, a fatwÁ is a universally applicable religious law concerning a 

particular issue.2 

However, when the mujtahid takes into account the general principles of 

divine law, the specific system in place in his country, and prevailing 

conditions, and issues a legal ruling for all people, a specific contingency, 
or an individual, such a ruling is called a Îukm. In this way, a Îukm, 

while taking into account general IslÁmic principles, values, and goals, 

also looks to the specific conditions of a people. Therefore, such a ruling 
remains in place as long as those conditions prevail. 

From the divine perspective, obedience of both a fatwÁ and a Îukm is 

obligatory.3  The only difference in this regard is that a fatwÁ is only 
legally binding on the mujtahid who issues it and his muqallid (one who 

imitates his rulings), while the Îukm is binding on all groups or 

individuals enumerated in the Îukm.  

                                                 
2 ImÁm KhumaynÐ referred to these methods as the “traditional jurisprudence.” 
3 IslÁmic laws are, thus, divided into two categories:  “divine laws,” which refer to practical 

religious laws or “fatwÁ,” and “authoritative laws,” which pertain to the orders or 
“åukm” issued by the leader. 



 

50 
RELIGIOUS PLURALISM AND DIFFERENT 

INTERPRETATIONS OF RELIGION 

Question:Question:Question:Question: Please explain what religious pluralism is and the 

difference between it and the interpretations of religion. 

Brief Answer 

1. Pluralism is multiplicity. It has different meanings in the philosophy 
of religion, ethics, law, political science, etc. The common factor that is 

true for all of these is to acknowledge multiplicity and plurality as 

opposed to unity or exclusivism. Religious pluralism means that felicity 
is not exclusively reserved for a particular religion or religious sect.  

2. Pluralism can conceivably be applied between various religions or 

between different sects of one religion. 

3. From the point of view of IslÁm, religious pluralism is incorrect 

because we have clear proofs that IslÁm is the true religion and that the 

other religions cannot be on par with it. Also, the fact that the Noble 
QurÞÁn has not been tampered with and that IslÁm is the final and 

conclusive religion effectively amounts to the abrogation of the religions 

predating IslÁm. 

4. The various interpretations of religion or “religious hermeneutics” is 

another branch of religious research. The followers of this school believe 

in the validity and effectiveness of all the presuppositions of every 
interpreter of religion when he attempts to understand a sacred text. In 

the various modern interpretations of religion there are numerous 

perspectives, the most important of which are held by Friedrich 
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Schleiermacher, Wilhelm Dilthey, Martin Heidegger, and Hans-Georg 
Gadamer. 

5. Even though the discussion of religious hermeneutics is a modern 

discussion in the philosophy of religion and was taken from the West, 
the fact remains that in depth discussions on the interpretation of sacred 

texts has a long history in the IslÁmic sciences, especially in the field of 

UÒÙl. 

6. In the aforementioned schools and areas of research, not enough 

importance has been placed on the principles by which we can truthfully 

judge the validity of the different interpretations of religion. In reality, 
this leads to a form of relativism in understanding. 

7. Religious hermeneutics and religious pluralism are properly two 

separate categories, but hermeneutics can be seen to be one of the 
instances of religious pluralism and hence the bridge which links the two 

topics. In other words, we can explain the multiplicity of religions 

because it is possible that we can understand one thing in many different 
ways 

8. The objection that can be levied against this view is that one cannot 

judge every interpretation to be correct. It cannot be denied that the 
understanding of human beings follows the rules of speech and 

conversation. While attempting to understand a text there are principles 

that are to be used such as: paying attention to the meaning of the 
speaker or writer, the system of words he is using, the language that he 

speaks, his attitude while speaking, his seriousness or his joviality, and 

the fact that he has definitely intended certain meanings from his text.  

Detailed Answer 

Pluralism is multiplicity. It has different meanings in the philosophy of 

religion, ethics, law, political science, etc. The common factor that holds 
true for all of these is to acknowledge multiplicity or plurality in contrast 

to unity or exclusivism. Religious pluralism means that felicity is not 

exclusively reserved for a particular religion or religious sect. Truth and 
felicity not being limited to a specific religion in its turn means that all 
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religions have a certain amount of truth to them. As a result, following 
the laws of any of them can be a means for man to reach felicity and to 

gain salvation. The Acceptance of this viewpoint means that the battle of 

truth and falsehood that exists between religions ceases to exist. The 
enmity and war that we find between religions gives way to peace and 

solidarity.  

A brief history of A brief history of A brief history of A brief history of rrrreligious eligious eligious eligious ppppluralismluralismluralismluralism    

Religious Pluralism was first born in the Christian world and in the last 

ten years was presented and propagated by John Hick (1992). 

Religious pluralism can be considered between various religions in the 
sense that we consider them all to be true, or at least to all contain some 

element of truth. Or within any particular religion, various sects can be 

considered to be valid. For example, the ShÐÝite and Sunni sects are two 
sects within the fold of IslÁm—each claiming to be the pure IslÁm. But 

from the point of view of religious pluralism, both of these groups can be 

valid, or it can be said that both sects contain some truth to them. In 
other words religious pluralism can be divided into inter-religious and 

intra-religious pluralism.  

The intellectual foundations of religious pluralism can be delineated as 
follows: 

1. The differentiation between the kernel and the shell of religion—giving 

prominence to the kernel of religion, to the detriment of the shell. In this 
regards, the teachings, especially the mannerisms and the exoteric rituals, 

are usually considered to be the shell of religion.  

2. This interpretation lays great emphasis on “revelatory” and religious 
experiences and, in principle, sums up religion as religious experience. 

Religious experience is naturally always different when it is being 

formally related or interpreted. This is because on the level of forms, 
various factors such as culture and intellectual perspectives come into 

play. In the end, the multiplicity of religions becomes a reflection of 

some common type of religious experience as it is seen through the 
mirror of various cultures. 
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3. This interpretation is a humanistic one. It holds that religions should 
stick to down to earth realities that are common instead of laying stress 

on matters of sublime doctrine; they should keep the latter for 

themselves. 

4. All religions have one message and with a little analysis, the differences 

between them disappear. In reality, the differences between religions arise 

from the differences of interpretations and languages, and are not real. 

5. This phenomenon is based on the difference between the “truth in 

itself” and the “truth as it appears to us.” In reality, there is an objective 

truth, but we do not have a perfect understanding of it. Yet the “truth as 
it appears to us” is a manifestation of this objective reality. The coming 

into contact of this [non-delimited] divine reality with [limited] man has 

meant that it has taken on different forms depending upon the differing 
conditions of man through the ages and in various cultures. Aside from 

this, AllÁh i has, in order to create an effective relationship, made his 

message to conform to the inner workings of every culture and era. It 
should not be forgotten that many serious objections could be levied 

against the aforementioned view, even though some of them (like the 

first) can be interpreted in such a way as to make it correct. For a more in 
depth and fuller explanation of the above, we suggest referring to the 

relevant books.  

6. This explanation is a hermeneutical one. It is based on the belief that 
the presuppositions of every interpreter have a pivotal effect on his 

attempts to understand a sacred text. According to this viewpoint, the 

writer and the speaker are just like the interpreter–after the writer finishes 
the composition of a text he gives up his status as writer. This view says 

that the text in itself does not have any meaning; rather it is the 

interpreter that gives meaning to the text by means of his presuppositions 
and his knowledge. To put it differently, the meaning that resides in any 

text is much like wax from which the mind of the interpreter forms 

different shapes according to his predisposition and mental acumen. So, 
the texts are not pregnant with meanings, rather they are, so to speak, 

hungry for meaning. It is the interpreters and the listeners that give 

meaning to texts.  
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The sixth viewpoint is the common denominator between religious 
pluralism and the hermeneutics of religious texts. It has some valid 

objections that we will now refer to. 

The system of man’s understanding follows the laws of discourse and 
conversation. All sane people of the world follow those principles when 

conversing with one another. The following are principles of 

conversation: paying attention to the meaning of the speaker or writer, 
the system of words he is using, the language that he is speaking, his 

attitude while speaking, his seriousness or his joviality, and the fact that 

he has definitely intended certain meanings from his text. They are all 
principles that rational people use when speaking. Even people who hold 

to the “interpretation” hypothesis outlined above cannot deny using 

these principles themselves. Of course when a text gives news of 
something, one must, according to the clues and the meanings of the 

words, strive to understand it. Also, because religious texts have abrogated 

laws, general and particular statements, unconditional and conditional 
sentences, etc. we must carefully examine the beginnings and the ends of 

each and every text before coming to a conclusion. Therefore, in 

attempting to understand a text, certain presuppositions exist, like 
knowing the language of the speaker and the context, but there are also 

some presuppositions that prevent the listener from understanding it and 

one must stay away from those if one wants to understand the text.  

A review of religious pluralismA review of religious pluralismA review of religious pluralismA review of religious pluralism    

Aside from all the objections that can be raised against religious 

pluralism, one must not forget that according to us Muslims there are 
various sound proofs for the validity and truthfulness of IslÁm. With 

these proofs one cannot claim that all religions are equal. Some of these 

proofs are as follows: the reasonable nature of the teachings of IslÁm, the 
fact that IslÁmic texts are backed up by references, the un-tampered 

nature of the Noble Book of Muslims, the miraculous nature of the 

QurÞÁn, the comprehensiveness of the laws and their positive and 
practical nature.  
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Aside from these proofs a point that must not be lost sight of is the fact 
that IslÁm conclusively follows all previous religions. This is tantamount 

to the abrogation of the preceding religions. 

The various interpretations of religionThe various interpretations of religionThe various interpretations of religionThe various interpretations of religion    

The various interpretations of religion or “religious hermeneutics” is 

another branch of religious research. The followers of this school believe 

in the validity and effectiveness of all the presuppositions of every 
interpreter of religion when he attempts to understand a sacred text. In 

the various modern interpretations of religion there are numerous 

perspectives, the most important of which will be briefly outlined below: 

1. The view of Friedrich Schleiermacher: Hermeneutics is a method for 

interpreting religious texts and helps avoiding misunderstandings that 

may arise from the time separating the interpreter and the text itself. 

2. The view of Wilhelm Dilthey: Hermeneutics is a theory used in the 

human sciences in contrast to the natural sciences. He believes that 

history interferes in the interpretation of an interpreter.  

3. The view of Martin Heidegger: Hermeneutics makes clear the essence 

and nature of understanding and its conditions. He changed 

hermeneutics from a method to a philosophy (or the knowledge of 
being). Based on a theory relating to existence, he took hermeneutics to 

be the exposition of the quiddity and essence of understanding and its 

conditions.  

4. The view of Hans-Georg Gadamer: Hermeneutics is the [study of the] 

confluence of different levels and perspectives. He presented the ontology 

of Heidegger as an epistemology and thereby established an “ontology of 
understanding.” The hermeneutics of Gadamer is for the most part an 

exposition of the process of the realization of understanding and has no 

concern with the correctness or incorrectness of understanding.  

According to him, the mind of the interpreter is filled with beliefs and 

information that define his perspective. This perspective always moves 

along with the interpreter and changes or reaches an equilibrium as he 
continues to refer to the world and the things in it. The act of 
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interpretation is the confluence of various perspectives and horizons of 
knowledge within the interpreter; it is the connection of these “horizons” 

and perspectives with one another. The job of hermeneutics is to unite 

these perspectives and horizons and to create a dialogue between the 
interpreter and the text. What causes differences between various 

interpretations is the emphasis that is put upon certain presuppositions 

and horizons of thought over others. According to Gadamer, there is no 
one absolute viewpoint that could comprehend and embrace all possible 

perspectives. Rather every act of interpretation is a specific perspective in 

itself. Therefore an unbiased and objective interpretation is not possible 
and an all-inclusive, definitive interpretation just does not exist. In 

reality, according to Gadamer, it is not important to discover the “real” 

intentions of the writer, because in the end, we cannot know the text to 
be a true representation of the mind of the writer. 

A review of GA review of GA review of GA review of Gaaaaddddamamamamerererer    

We will now briefly allude to some objections that can be raised against 
Gadamer, seeing as his views have had more of an effect and have been 

used in theological and philosophical discussions quite often in recent 

years, and are therefore more important.  

1. Why should we not pay attention to the intent of the writer? Should 

not the interpreter strive to differentiate between the predispositions of 

his own understanding and that of the writer? 

2. Gadamer’s perspective leads to a sort of relativism, blurring or 

removing the distinction between correct and incorrect understanding. 

This is a kind of relativism that resembles that of Kant.  

3. We can question the universality of Gadamer’s view and we can go on 

to hold that it is possible to avoid the effects of certain presuppositions 

and prejudgments.  

4. If every understanding needs certain presuppositions, then in their 

turn those presuppositions are not exceptions to this rule; and this leads 

logically to an infinite or circular regress of presuppositions. 
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Some points worth mentioning regarding the different interpretationsSome points worth mentioning regarding the different interpretationsSome points worth mentioning regarding the different interpretationsSome points worth mentioning regarding the different interpretations of  of  of  of 
religionreligionreligionreligion    

Until now we have explained hermeneutics and the different 

interpretations of religion, and we have also touched upon the different 
views regarding it. We have especially covered the viewpoints of Gadamer, 

mainly due to the fact that they had a far-reaching effect on his 

contemporaries. In order to complete the discussion we will remind our 
readers of certain important points: 

First, although the subject of different interpretations of religion has 

largely been taken from modern philosophical hermeneutics, it should be 
noted that the discussion on the interpretation and understanding of 

religion has a long history in the IslÁmic sciences. This is especially the 

case in the fields of usul, QurÞÁnic commentary, and theoretical 
mysticism. Hence, the different kinds of intellectual, textual, symbolic, 

and mystical commentaries of the QurÞÁn, the commentary of the 

QurÞÁn by the QurÞÁn, the commentary by one’s own opinion, semantics, 
and the method of obtaining the apparent meaning of the words of a 

text, all serve to show the presence of this perspective in traditional 

IslÁmic scholarship. 

Secondly, since the religious texts played an important part in shaping 

the culture of Muslims and in the formation of the different IslÁmic 

sciences, it is possible to say that investigations into the method of 
interpreting religious texts play a pivotal role in theological discussions. 

It is largely due to this that the arguments surrounding the different 

interpretations of religion have provoked much debate in this area. Most 
of the views that have been put forward by Arab and non-Arab 

intellectuals in recent years have been for the most part borrowed from 

the hermeneutic philosophy of Gadamer. These intellectuals have tried to 
use the hermeneutic philosophy and methodology in the interpretation 

of the Noble QurÞÁn and the traditions, and in trying to understand 

religion in general. Some of their views in this regard can be summed up 
as follows: 

1. Religion and the religious texts are quiet and do not speak to us. 
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2. The presuppositions of interpreters have an effect in their 
interpretations of the texts. 

3. No interpreter can grasp the essence of any religion. 

4. There is no one pure perspective. Rather we all use interpretations that 
are mixtures of truth and falsehood. 

The third point is this: In the view of many of the thinkers mentioned 

above, no importance should be given to principles by which we can 
judge the various interpretations of religion. No effort is exerted towards 

separating the incorrect readings from the correct ones. In other words, 

according to this stance, all the different understandings are equal. On 
the contrary and in line with the religious principles and viewpoints that 

are still prevalent in the traditional world, any interpreter must strive to 

separate the predispositions of his thought from that of the author of the 
text. He must strive to correct his line of thought and achieve a 

concordance with the intentions of the writer by using certain principles. 

If he does not do this, his views will lead not only to the relativity of the 
understanding of religion but also to the relativity of the methodology of 

understanding.  

According to the views of IslÁmic scholars, the different understandings 
of religious statements are an unavoidable phenomena but this difference 

of understanding is a matter that is regulated by certain principles and 

laws, many of which have been clearly enunciated by the religious 
tradition itself.  

The fourth and final point: According to what we have just said, the 

thought of the followers of religious hermeneutic philosophy and the 
different interpretations of religion revolves around the interpreter and 

sees him to be central. While on the other hand, the view of IslÁmic 

scholars revolves around the author and they attempt to find his original 
intentions (in the case of religion, the author is either AllÁh or one whom 

He sends). In this approach, the interpreter looks through the text—the 

QurÞÁn or the traditions—to the intentions of the author, allowing it to 
be called a “text centred” approach. It aims at revealing the intentions of 
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the author or speaker as correctly as possible and uses all the means that 
can possibly assist him in this regard.  
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